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Glossing Rules, developed by the Max Planck Institute. 
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ADJ adjective 
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ART definite article 
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INTER interrogative 
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M masculine gender 
N noun 
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O object 
P predicated 
PC prefix conjugation 
PL plural 
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TRANSLITERATION 

a. CONSONANTS 
 

 p ףּ פּ ḥ    ח ʔ א
 p̄ ף פ ṭ    ט b בּ
 ṣ ץ צ y    י ḇ ב
 q  ק k   ךּ כּ g גּ
 r  ר ḵ   ך כ ḡ ג
 š  שׁ l    ל d דּ
 ś  שׂ m   ם מ ḏ ד
 t  תּ n   ן נ h ה
 ṯ  ת s    ס w ו
    ʕ    ע z ז

 
 
b. VOWELS (with  ּב as a dummy consonant) 
 

 ba   בֲּ ba   בַּ
 bɔ   בֳּ bɔ   בָּ
יבֶּ ,בֶּ    bɛ ֱּב   bɛ 
בֵּ, יבֵּ     be ְּב   bə (vocal) 

בִּ, יבִּ    bi   
ֹבּ וֹבּ ,     bo   
וּבּ ,בֻּ    bu   

 
Note: vowel letters (י ,ו ,ה) and silent schwa are not transliterated.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Forms of address play a vital role in language, constituting “a sociolinguistic sub-
ject par excellence” (Philipsen and Huspek 1985, 94) that reveals the social 
background of both the speaker and the addressee more prominently than other 
aspects of language. When referring to the addressee, speakers carefully evaluate 
their relationship within the social context and choose the most appropriate ad-
dress form from the available options. What is particularly intriguing is that 
speakers are not confined to using a single address form throughout a conversation 
but often switch between different forms. 

Address forms exhibit remarkable variation across languages. For instance, 
many European languages employ distinct second-person pronouns like tu/vous 
in French and du/Sie in German, which convey varying levels of formality, social 
distance, familiarity, or politeness towards the addressee. In contrast, Modern 
English has been regarded as “the most weakly socially encoded European lan-
guage” (Mühlhäusler and Harré 1990, 134) due to its use of the second-person 
pronoun ‘you’ without conveying social distinctions. However, English compen-
sates by employing functional equivalents such as first names or honorific titles 
like sir or ma’am to indicate different attitudes towards the addressee. Similarly, 
Biblical Hebrew and epigraphic Hebrew share similarities with English in terms 
of limited social encoding, manifested in their four different forms of second-per-
son independent pronouns ( התא  ʔattɔ [MS]; תא  ʔatt [FS]; םתא  ʔattɛm [MP]; 

הנתא/ןתא  ʔatten/ʔattenɔ [FP]). Nevertheless, these languages employ other nom-
inal forms of address to indicate various social relationships between the speaker 
and the addressee. 

This book examines the forms of address used in the prose sections of the 
Hebrew Bible and the epigraphic Hebrew letters. Drawing on theories and meth-
odologies from modern sociolinguistics, this study investigates the distribution 
and usage patterns of address forms in Biblical Hebrew and Epigraphic Hebrew, 
aiming to uncover underlying rules governing their usage and identify instances 
where these rules are broken. By combining sociolinguistics and Hebrew studies, 
this research offers two contributions: (1) shedding light on Hebrew social struc-
ture and illustrating the exegetical significance of address variations, and (2) 
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providing sociolinguists with an opportunity to test assumptions and conclusions 
drawn from their analysis of modern languages. 

Previous attempts to describe the use of address forms in Biblical Hebrew 
and Epigraphic Hebrew have been limited in number and scope. Furthermore, the 
application of sociolinguistic studies’ definitions and categories of forms of ad-
dress to Biblical Hebrew and Epigraphic Hebrew has been inadequate. This book 
addresses these issues and fills the gaps in the existing literature. 

The book is structured into six chapters. Chapter 1 provides a review of pre-
vious studies on forms of address in Hebrew and other languages, highlighting 
methodological insights relevant to the study of Biblical Hebrew and Epigraphic 
Hebrew forms of address and discussing sociolinguistic methodological consid-
erations. Chapter 2 delves into the internal structure of free forms of address in 
Biblical Hebrew, exploring the semantic classification of these forms into catego-
ries such as personal names, kinship terms, titles, patronymics, et cetera, along 
with their respective usage patterns. The classification framework used is based 
on Friederike Braun’s (1988, 9–11) work on modern languages, with necessary 
modifications for the context of this study. Chapter 3 investigates the social dy-
namics of free forms of address, drawing upon Roger Brown, Albert Gilman, and 
Marguerite Ford’s (Brown and Gilman 1960; Brown and Ford 1961) address the-
ory and Penelope Brown and Stephen C. Levinson’s (1987) politeness theory. 
This chapter explores the sociolinguistic aspects of address usage, examining how 
social relationships and politeness norms influence the selection and usage of spe-
cific address forms. Chapter 4 focuses on describing the external syntax of free 
forms of address, aiming to identify correlations between the position and func-
tion of these forms within a sentence. The analysis seeks to uncover syntactic 
patterns or dependencies related to the usage of address forms. Chapter 5 delves 
into the classification and analysis of bound forms of address, which differ from 
free forms as they are attached to other linguistic elements. Finally, chapter 6 con-
cludes the book by summarizing the findings and exploring the broader 
implications of the analysis conducted throughout the study. Through this organ-
izational structure, the book aims to provide a comprehensive understanding of 
Hebrew address usage, encompassing its internal structure, social dynamics, ex-
ternal syntax, and the usage patterns of both free and bound forms of address. 
 



 

3 

 
 
 
 
 

1.  
EXPLORING FORMS OF ADDRESS: 

INSIGHTS FROM SOCIOLINGUISTIC STUDIES 

This chapter presents a theoretical framework for the study of Hebrew forms of 
address. It begins by examining the fascinating phenomenon of address switching 
within dialogues in the Hebrew Bible, presenting a compelling case study that 
sheds light on this intriguing aspect (§1.1). Next, it conducts a synthesis and eval-
uation of previous studies that have explored address forms in Hebrew and other 
languages, providing valuable insights into their findings and establishing a foun-
dation for further analysis (§1.2). Lastly, the chapter outlines essential 
methodological considerations for conducting research in this field, emphasizing 
the importance of a rigorous and comprehensive approach to the study of address 
forms (§1.3). By offering a solid framework and drawing upon various sources of 
evidence, this chapter paves the way for a deeper understanding of the complexi-
ties and dynamics of address forms in Hebrew. 

1.1. Statement of the Problem 

When a proficient speaker of a language interacts with his addressee, he carefully 
assesses the nature of their relationship and the social context in which they find 
themselves. Based on this evaluation, he chooses the most appropriate address 
form from the available options. What makes it intriguing is that they are not 
bound to using a single form of address throughout a conversation. Instead, they 
often switch between different forms. 

An example from the Hebrew Bible can shed light on this phenomenon. In  
1 Kgs 22:1–28, we encounter a story involving Ahab, the king of Israel, and Je-
hoshaphat, the king of Judah, as they seek divine counsel from Yahweh before 
going to war against Aram.1 At Jehoshaphat’s request, Ahab gathers around four 
hundred prophets to inquire whether they should engage in battle against Ramoth 

 
1 The text and translation of 1 Kgs 22:1–28 can be found in appendix A. Ahab’s name does 
not appear until v. 20. Instead, he is designated with the title “king of Israel.” It is worth 
noting that his name is used at the beginning of the parallel passage in 2 Chr 18:2. 
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Gilead. These prophets unanimously give Ahab the green light to proceed. How-
ever, Jehoshaphat remains skeptical and urges Ahab to consult another prophet of 
Yahweh. Reluctantly, Ahab summons Micaiah, the son of Imlah, who has always 
delivered unfavorable prophecies concerning him. As anticipated, Micaiah deliv-
ers a foreboding message: Ahab will meet a gruesome death in the battle. 

Upon examining this passage, we observe that the participants in the dia-
logue—Ahab, Jehoshaphat, Micaiah, and the prophets—employ various forms of 
address. Ahab, for instance, consistently addresses his conversation partners using 
second-person references, whether expressed through verbs (i–iii, v) or pronomi-
nal suffixes (vi–vii), as presented in table 1.1 below. However, when Ahab 
initiates the conversation with Micaiah, he directly calls him by his name (iv). 
Why does Ahab address him by name? Is it merely to identify him or get his 
attention? Does Ahab’s choice of this specific form of address hold any social 
significance? 

 
Table 1.1. Ahab’s Use of Forms of Address in 1 Kgs 22:1–28 

# V Addressee Text  Analysis Translation 
i 3 his servants םתעדי  yḏaʕtɛm PC 2MP “you know” 
ii 4 Jehoshaphat ךלת  ṯeleḵ PC 2MS  “you go” 
iii 9 his officer הרהמ  maharɔ IMP MS  “(you) bring quickly! ” 
iv 15 Micaiah ו היכימ  miḵɔyəhu PN  “Micaiah” 
v 16 Micaiah בר דת  ṯəḏabber  PC 2MS “you speak” 
vi 16 Micaiah ך ḵɔ PRO 2MS “you” 
vii 18 Jehoshaphat ך ḵɔ PRO 2MS “you” 

 
As can be seen in table 1.2 below, Jehoshaphat consistently addresses Ahab 

using the second-person reference (i–ii). However, in a conscious effort to refrain 
from speaking unfavorably about the prophet Micaiah, Jehoshaphat shifts his ad-
dress form to the third person, specifically referring to Ahab as “the king” (iii). 
This raises the question: What prompted Jehoshaphat to change his address form 
at this particular point? Is there a specific reason behind Jehoshaphat’s deliberate 
shift in addressing Ahab? 
 
Table 1.2. Jehoshaphat’s Use of Forms of Address in 1 Kgs 22:1–28 

# V Addressee Text Analysis Translation 
i 4 Ahab ך ḵɔ  PRO 2MS “you” (3x) 
ii 4 Ahab דרש dərɔš  IMP MS “(you) seek!” 
iii 5 Ahab ךל  ”hammɛlɛḵ N “the king המ

 
The four hundred prophets likewise alter their form of address for Ahab, tran-

sitioning from the second-person reference to the nominal term “the king,” as 
shown in table 1.3 below (i). The prophet Micaiah follows a similar pattern in 
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addressing Ahab (ii). However, from that point forward, Micaiah consistently em-
ploys the second-person address (iii–v). In employing these distinct forms of 
address, do the prophets intend to convey specific messages about their attitudes 
towards Ahab, or do they simply employ different forms for the sake of stylistic 
variation? 
 
Table 1.3. Prophets’ Use of Forms of Address in 1 Kgs 22:1–28 

# V Addressee Text Transliteration Analysis Translation 
i 6, 12 Ahab … הלע  

ךלמה  
ʕale … 
 hammɛlɛḵ  

IMP MS 
N 

“(you) go up …  
the king.” 

ii 15 Ahab … הלע  
ךלמה  

ʕale … 
 hammɛlɛḵ  

IMP MS 
N 

“(you) go up …  
the king.” 

iii 19 Ahab עמש  šəmaʕ IMP MS “(you) hear!” 
iv 23 Ahab ך ḵɔ PRO 2MS “you” (2x) 
v 28 Ahab בושת  tɔšuḇ  PC 2MS “you return” 

 
Understandably, traditional grammars of Biblical Hebrew hardly deal with 

the questions raised above since the choice of address forms is not solely deter-
mined by morpho-syntax. Instead, social factors such as participants’ status, 
gender, age, and context play a significant role in shaping address behavior. To 
tackle these inquiries, sociolinguistics offers paradigms and models for cross-lin-
guistic comparison, providing valuable insights into the subject matter. 

Since the 1960s, sociolinguists have conducted extensive research on address 
forms in various languages, aiming to uncover the underlying rules that govern 
their usage. Although most studies have focused on contemporary languages, an 
increasing number of scholars have recently attempted to apply their findings to 
older texts, including Shakespearean plays and ancient Greek literature. Conse-
quently, it is worthwhile to explore how modern research on address can 
contribute to our understanding of address usage in Biblical Hebrew and Epi-
graphic Hebrew. 

This book utilizes the theories, methodologies, and insights of modern soci-
olinguistics to describe and analyze the systems of address in Biblical Hebrew and 
Epigraphic Hebrew. The primary objective is to provide a comprehensive under-
standing of the various forms of address, examining their distribution and patterns 
of usage, in order to identify the underlying rules that govern address usage. Also, 
it acknowledges the unique complexities posed by biblical and epigraphic texts as 
subjects of sociolinguistic analysis. By combining sociolinguistics with biblical 
studies, this approach offers two potential benefits: shedding light on the social 
structure of Hebrew society and demonstrating the exegetical significance of ad-
dress variations. 
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1.2. Previous Studies 

1.2.1. Scholarship on Hebrew Forms of Address 

To date, there have been relatively few studies focusing on Hebrew forms of ad-
dress, and the existing ones have often been limited in terms of both corpus and 
scope. In the following sections, I will not only identify the weaknesses and lim-
itations of previous studies on terms of address but also provide insights into the 
methodology employed in this book. The review will be presented in chronologi-
cal order, following the sequence of publication dates. 

1.2.1.1. Cynthia L. Miller2 

In a section entitled “Social Relationships of Speech Participants,” Miller (2003, 
269–81) briefly discusses terms of address and deferential language in the prose 
portions of Genesis through 2 Kings and epigraphic Hebrew letters. Regarding 
terms of address, she provides several examples of kinship terms and titles that 
indicate equality (e.g., יח ינדא ,.ʔɔḥi “my brother”) and inequality (e.g א  ʔaḏoni 
“my lord”), noting that kinship terms can be used for nonfamily members to indi-
cate intimate relationships. Concerning deferential expressions, she classifies 
them into four types based deictic orientation: (1) speaker-based deference (the 
first-person pronoun for speaker and ינדא  ʔaḏoni “my lord” for addressee; e.g.,  לא
ןוע ינדא  יל  בשחי   ʔal-yaḥašɔḇ-li ʔaḏoni ʕɔwon “May my lord not hold me guilty” in 

2 Sam 19:20); (2) addressee-based deference (דך בע  ʕaḇdəḵɔ “your servant,” ךתמא  
ʔamɔṯɛḵɔ “your maidservant,” or ךתחפ  šip̄ḥɔṯəḵɔ “your maidservant” for speaker ש
and the second-person pronoun for addressee; e.g., ךדבע הועה רשא תא רכזת לא  
ʔa- tizkor ʔeṯ ʔašɛr hɛʕɛwɔ ʕaḇdəḵɔ “May you not remember how your servant did 
wrong” in 2 Sam 19:20); (3) combined (דך בע  ʕaḇdəḵɔ “your servant,” ךתמא  
ʔamɔṯɛḵɔ “your maidservant,” or ךתחפ  šip̄ḥɔṯəḵɔ “your maidservant” for speaker ש
and ינדא  ʔaḏoni “my lord” for addressee; e.g., ינדא ינזאב  רבד  ךדבע  אנ  רבדי  ינדא  יב   
bi ʔaḏoni yəḏabɛr nɔʔ ʕaḇdəḵɔ ḏɔḇɔr bəʔɔzne ʔaḏoni “Please, my lord, let your 
servant speak in the ears of my lord” in Gen 44:18); (4) distanced/anaphoric ( ודבע  
ʕaḇdo “his servant” or the third-person pronoun for speaker and ךל  hammɛlɛḵ המ
“the king” or the third-person pronoun for addressee; e.g., רבד ודבעב ךלמה םשי לא  
ʔal yɔśem hammɛlɛḵ bəʕaḇdo ḏɔḇɔr “let not the king accuse his servant of any 
matter” in 1 Sam 22:15). 

Miller’s linguistic description of terms of address and deferential forms is 
concise and well-organized. However, it is not without issues. Firstly, Miller’s 
definition of “terms of address” is ambiguous. According to Braun (1988, 7), the 
term address denotes “a speaker’s linguistic reference to his/her collocutor(s).” 

 
2 Miller’s work is reviewed first because there is minimal difference in content between 
the section entitled “Social Relationships of Speech Participants” in her monograph (2003, 
269–81) and the corresponding section in her dissertation (1992, 214–23).  
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Therefore, it includes not only kinship terms and titles, but also names, patronym-
ics, and various noun phrases. However, Miller (2003, 270) does not seem to 
consider names as terms of address when she states that “in most of the Arad 
letters, terms of address are lacking.” In fact, there are twenty-five terms of ad-
dress in the Arad letters, eighteen of which are names.3 Additionally, Miller’s 
(270) statement that “no terms of address are used by a superior in addressing an 
inferior” highlights her exclusion of names as terms of address, since names are 
commonly used to address equals or inferiors in Biblical Hebrew (e.g., Elijah calls 
his disciple Elisha by his name in 2 Kgs 2:4). 

Secondly, Miller’s focus is limited to a linguistic description of deferential 
forms, emphasizing how speaker and addressee are linguistically represented. Po-
liteness theory, which could be helpful in describing deferential phenomena, is 
not employed. Sociolinguistic issues, such as the reasons for the speaker’s use of 
a particular deferential form at a specific moment, the relationship between the 
speaker and addressee, and variations in deferential forms in a given dialogue, are 
not taken into consideration. Consequently, the social dynamics of deferential 
forms are largely overlooked. 

Lastly, Miller’s (2003, 280) conclusions concerning deferential expressions 
are problematic. She rightly argues that the narrator’s ideology ultimately influ-
ences the use of deferential language, with which no one would disagree. 
However, her further statement “as a result, no deferential language is used… by 
Moses and Aaron in speaking to Pharaoh” is incorrect, since Moses uses the title 
Pharaoh to address Pharaoh deferentially (Exod 8:25).4  

Overall, while Miller’s linguistic analysis of terms of address and deferential 
forms is informative, there are shortcomings in her definition, the inclusion of 
sociolinguistic aspects, and her conclusions.  

1.2.1.2. Ernest J. Revell  

In his monograph The Designation of the Individual, Revell (1996) conducts a 
synchronic analysis of designations used for individual characters in the books of 
Judges, Samuel, and Kings (excluding poetic passages). Recognizing that 

 
3 Terms of address in the Arad letters are as follows: (1) Name: Elyashib (1:1; 2:1; 3:1; 
4:1; 5:1; 6:1; 7:1; 8:1 [partial]; 10:1 [partial]; 11:1; 12:1 [partial]; 14:1 [partial]; 16:2; 18:1–
2 [following the title “my lord”]; 24:1–2 [partial]); Nahum (17:1); Gedalyahu (21:1–2 [pre-
ceding a patronymic “son of Elyair”]); Malkiyahu (40:3); (2) Title: my lord (18:1–2 
[preceding name “Elyashib”]; 21:3; 21:4 [partial]; 26:2; 26:4; 40:6; 40:10 [partial]). For 
more information, see Pardee et al. 1982.  
4 Moses uses the title “Pharaoh” twice to address Pharaoh in this verse. One of them has a 
textual variant, but the other does not. The same title is used by a chief cupbearer and 
Joseph as a deferential expression (Gen 41:10; 16, 25 [2x], 28 [2x]; 32, 33, 34, 35). For 
more information, see Longacre 2003, 131–33. 
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narration and speech are two different text types with distinct conventions, he dis-
cusses the designations used in each type separately. The forms of address are 
naturally examined while analyzing character designations within direct speech. 

Revell approaches the subject of terms of address from a sociolinguistic per-
spective, examining how characters are addressed, the relationship between the 
speaker and addressee, the context in which an address term is used, and the 
speaker’s attitude toward the addressee. He observes various patterns of terms of 
address and identifies several expressive usages that may have exegetical signifi-
cance, such as Michal’s ironic use of the title “king of Israel” ( לאר ש י ךלמ  mɛlɛḵ 
yiśrɔʔel) in 2 Sam 6:20. After carefully analyzing all the designations in narration 
and speech, Revell (361) concludes that “the usage studied is self-consistent” de-
spite the composite nature of the text. 

Revell’s treatment of terms of address is much more detailed than Miller’s. 
Many of his findings are convincing and provide exegetical insights. However, 
two issues can be pointed out. First, Revell’s corpus is rather limited, consisting 
of only three historical books. Therefore, many of his observations may not hold 
true outside his selected corpus. For instance, Revell’s (333) statement that “the 
personal name is the only form of vocative which God is shown … as using to 
humans” is contradicted in the book of Ezekiel, where God exclusively addresses 
Ezekiel as םדא ןב   bɛn ʔɔḏɔm “son of man.” This problem calls for a comprehen-
sive analysis of an expanded corpus of Biblical Hebrew and Epigraphic Hebrew 
to test the universality or idiosyncrasy of Revell’s conclusions in Biblical Hebrew 
and Epigraphic Hebrew. 

Second, since Revell aims to cover all the designations in the text, the forms 
of address are only briefly discussed. Sometimes, only verse lists are provided 
without any analysis, and at other times, Revell makes assertions without support-
ing data. Moreover, the discussions on terms of address are fragmented and 
scattered throughout the book, with various components of bound forms of ad-
dress being treated in several chapters as part of broader discussions. 
Consequently, it becomes extremely challenging to perceive a coherent and com-
prehensive picture of address usage. Despite these issues, Revell’s work stands 
the best example of sound methodology and analysis concerning Hebrew forms 
of address to date. 

1.2.1.3. Bryan D. Estelle  

In his dissertation and a subsequent article based on that dissertation, Estelle (2001; 
2012) examines deferential language in Aramaic and in the book of Esther. Em-
ploying Brown and Levinson’s (1987) politeness theory, Estelle (2001, 41–51) 
identifies five common deferential strategies found in the corpus: (1) the vocative 
use of titles; (2) the substitution of third-person forms for second and first-person 
forms; (3) the deferential use of prepositions (Aramaic םדק  qɔḏɔm or םדק ןמ   min 
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qɔḏɔm “before” and Hebrew ינפל  lip̄ne “before”); (4) the use of indefinite or un-
specified agents; (5) the employment of the majestic passive. The first and second 
strategies directly relate to forms of address, so as Estelle discusses these two 
strategies in the book of Esther, he naturally touches upon the topic of address 
usage. 

However, Estelle’s understanding of deferential language appears incomplete. 
He claims that “there is only one deferential vocative in the book of Esther,” re-
ferring to Esther addressing King Xerxes as ךל  hammɛlɛḵ “O king” in Esth 7:3 המ
(2012, 12). Yet, he fails to discuss the two deferential vocatives used by King 
Xerxes to address Esther ( הכלמה רתסא   ʔɛster hammalkɔ “Queen Esther” in Esth 
5:3; 7:2). As Brown and Levinson (1987, 178) note, deferential terms can also be 
employed by a superior to convey mutual respect.5 

1.2.1.4. Benjamin Thomas  

Thomas (2009) conducts an examination of ancient Hebrew letters to explore the 
utilization of politeness strategies. He astutely observes that when a letter is di-
rected to a superior, politeness is conveyed through the inclusion of conventional 
praescriptio (address, greeting, and blessing) and the use of deferential terms 
( ינדא  ʔaḏoni “my lord” and דך בע  ʕaḇdəḵɔ “your servant”). However, Thomas’s 
(2009, 38) statement that “if it is an inferior who is addressed, neither greeting nor 
term of address accompanies the personal name” creates a misleading impression 
that personal names are not considered part of terms of address.  

1.2.1.5. Raffaele Esposito 

Esposito (2009) undertakes an analysis of the semantic significance of kinship 
terms in the Hebrew Bible. He compiles all the kinship terms utilized in the He-
brew Bible and determines whether they are employed in a literal or fictive 
manner. He ultimately concludes that approximately 70 percent of the kinship 
terms are used fictively. However, the validity of Esposito’s conclusion is ques-
tionable because it is challenging to definitively ascertain the literal or fictive 
usage of kinship terms, particularly in poetry where contextual evidence may be 
lacking. Esposito includes poetry in his analysis and automatically categorizes 
kinship terms in these texts as fictive. Yet, how can we be certain that the repeti-
tion of “my son” in Proverbs, for example, was not intended to address the 
author’s actual son?6 In order to accurately determine the semantic value of kin-
ship terms, it would be advisable to focus solely on prose where the social status 
of the individuals involved can be properly assessed from contextual indicators.  

 
5 O’Connor (2002, 24), who served as Estelle’s dissertation reader, also interprets “Queen 
Esther” as a deferential expression. 
6 Fox (2000, 80) does not dismiss the possibility of the literal meaning of the terms “father” 
and “son” in Proverbs. 
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1.2.1.6. Edward J. Bridge  

Bridge (2010a) conducts a similar study as Thomas’s, but with a specific focus on 
the Lachish letters, all of which were addressed to social superiors. In his critique 
of previous studies on ancient letters, which attribute variations in deferential ex-
pressions ( ינדא  ʔaḏoni “my lord” and דך בע  ʕaḇdəḵɔ “your servant”) to scribal 
differences or social distance, Bridge argues for the importance of considering the 
content or subject matter of a letter when analyzing variation. He highlights that 
senders had freedom to express their opinions and even criticize the recipients, 
leading to a reduction in the use of deferential terms. 

However, Bridge’s study has a limitation in that he relies on a specific text 
edition without critically examining its accuracy. He exclusively utilizes the texts 
provided by Frederick W. Dobbs-Allsopp et al. (2005), which often differ from 
the transcriptions of Dennis Pardee et al. (1982). It is important to note that Pardee 
et al.’s transcriptions are based on photographs and personal examinations of the 
documents. These differences should have been acknowledged, particularly given 
that the central thesis relies on only one edition.7  

In his dissertation, Bridge (2010b) examines the use of “slave terms,” such 
as דבע  ʕɛḇɛḏ “servant,” המ החפ ʔɔmɔ “maidservant,” and א  ”šip̄ḥɔ “maidservant ש
in the Hebrew Bible from the perspective of politeness theory. These terms are 
frequently used by speakers to express self-abasement, indicating that the ad-
dressee holds power over them, particularly in the context of making a request. 
While the opposite term ןוד  ,ʔɔḏon “lord” is relevant to the purpose of the study א
it is only briefly discussed. In contrast to terms denoting servitude, ןודא  often ex-
presses deference by elevating the status of the addressee. Recognizing these 
master-servant terms as clear examples of Brown and Levinson’s politeness strat-
egy known as “give deference,” Bridge argues that speakers strategically employ 
them to try to achieve their desired outcomes.  

One of Bridge’s significant contributions is his defense of Brown and Lev-
inson’s politeness theory as a suitable tool for analyzing biblical texts. By 
identifying politeness strategies used by biblical characters, he demonstrates 
how they are portrayed as (im)polite. For instance, in Num 20:14–21 where Is-
rael requests passage to travel through Edom, Israel is portrayed as very polite, 
employing various politeness strategies such as in-group identity markers 
(“your brother Israel” in v. 14), give reasons (Yahweh’s deliverance of Israel 
from Egyptian oppression in vv. 14c–16), and minimize the imposition (staying 
on the King’s highway and refraining from drinking Edom’s water in v. 17). In 

 
7 Bridge (2010, 530) argues that “ ינדא  is used less frequently” based on the absence of ינדא  
in Lach 3:6 in Dobbs-Allsopp et al.’s (2005, 309) transcription: šlḥt˚h˚ ʔl ʕbdk. However, 
other text editions, including Torczyner (1938, 46–47, 51), Gibson (1971, 44), and Pardee 
et al. (1982, 84), read: šlḥ ʔdny lʕbdk.  
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contrast, Edom responds bluntly, threatening to fight against Israel. They do not 
employ any politeness strategies, refusing to be a “brother” to Israel and poten-
tially assuming a superior role. This portrayal aligns with the depiction of Edom 
as a “bad brother” to Israel/Judah elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible (e.g., Gen 
25:29–34 and Amos 1:11–12). Given Bridge’s demonstration of the usefulness 
of politeness theory as a heuristic tool for describing the intentionality of char-
acter’s speech, particularly regarding the use of deferential terms, I intend to 
employ it in this book, especially when analyzing kinship terms used as free 
forms of address in chapter 3. 

1.2.1.7. Summary  

Previous studies on Hebrew forms of address are, while providing valuable in-
sights, have certain shortcomings in three key areas. First, the understanding 
and application of the definition and classification of forms of address, along 
with deferential language, in ancient Hebrew have been inadequate. Second, 
these studies have been limited in terms of the corpus and scope they cover. 
Third, text-critical issues have not been adequately addressed prior to the anal-
ysis of the text. As a result, there is still a need for a comprehensive 
sociolinguistic study that systematically examines the use of Hebrew forms of 
address in diverse social contexts. 

1.2.2. Scholarship on Forms of Address in Different Languages  

Sociolinguistics is the descriptive study of language in relation to society—a 
branch of both linguistics and sociology. While the term sociolinguistics was 
coined by Thomas C. Hodson in 1939,8 the quantitative analysis of language var-
iation was pioneered by William Labov in 1960s.9 Sociolinguists, in reaction to 
the Chomskyan assumption that grammars are unrelated to the social lives of 
speakers, focus on the social motivation of language change. 10 They are con-
cerned with how people with different social background (e.g., age, gender, 
occupation, race, ethnicity, class, regions, etc.) speak and how their language 
changes in different social contexts.  

Forms of address have been extensively studied in sociolinguistics due to 
their ability to encode sociolinguistic parameters, such as gender, age, and status 
of the speaker and addressee. It is generally agreed that Brown, Gilman, and Ford 

 
8 While Hodson uses the term sociolinguistics in the title of his five-page article “Socio-
Linguistics in India,” it does not appear in the body of the article. As Currie (1980, 407) 
points out, Hodson’s sociolinguistic suggestion is limited. It was actually Nida (1949, 152) 
who first introduced the term in linguistics.   
9 For a more comprehensive examination of Labov’s contributions to the field of sociolin-
guistics, see Watt 2005, 172–75. 
10 For a concise history and overview of sociolinguistics, consult Mesthrie 2001, 1–4.  
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initiated modern sociolinguistic investigation of address terms. They published 
three consecutive articles on the development of pronominal and nominal forms 
of address in European languages, which laid the foundation for further research 
in this area. The following review provides an overview of sociolinguistic work 
on address terms in different languages, highlighting methodological insights rel-
evant to the study of Biblical Hebrew and Epigraphic Hebrew forms of address.   

1.2.2.1. Albert Gilman and Roger Brown  

In an article titled “Who Says ‘Tu’ to Whom,” Gilman and Brown (1958) trace 
the differentiation of pronominal address (polite vs. familiar) in English, French, 
German, and Italian back to the fourth century CE. During this time, the Latin 
plural form vos instead of singular form tu began to be used to address the Roman 
emperor. As the use of the plural address spread, two dimensions of pronominal 
usage developed: (1) a vertical dimension of status, where plural polite pronoun 
was used for superiors and the singular familiar pronoun was used for inferiors, 
and (2) a horizontal dimension of status, where the plural pronoun was used 
among distant equals and the singular pronoun was used among intimate equals. 
In the past, both dimensions were visible in English with the use of thou and ye. 
However, as the horizontal dimension became dominant, Modern English no 
longer expresses the vertical dimension with different pronouns. Instead, the ver-
tical dimension can be expressed through nominal differentiation, such as first 
names or title + last name.  

In their second article entitled “The Pronouns of Power and Solidarity,” 
Brown and Gilman (1960) further elaborate the concept of pronominal differenti-
ation by introducing the symbols T and V, which represent the putative origin in 
Latin tu and vos. In medieval Europe, the usage of T/V was governed by what 
authors now refer to the “power semantic,” where T was used for inferiors and V 
for superiors, resulting in nonreciprocity and asymmetry. However, between 
equals, pronominal address was reciprocal: upper-class speakers exchanged V and 
lower-class speakers exchanged T.   

An important observation made by Brown and Gilman is that speakers may 
spontaneously shift from V to T or vice-versa to express his emotional or attitudi-
nal change towards an addressee. In medieval European literature, a shift from V 
to T might express contempt and anger towards an addressee, while a shift from 
T to V might indicate respect and distance. 

Since the nineteenth century, another model, the “solidarity semantic,” has 
gradually gained ground. This understanding does not operate based on power 
distinctions but on the notions of intimacy and like-mindedness. It led to the re-
ciprocal use of T in cases of intimacy and the mutual use of V in cases of distance. 
As a result, there was an extension of T use (e.g., parents and son exchange T). 
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A unique contribution of this article to sociolinguistics is that Brown and Gil-
man employed the modern method of questionnaires to investigate address 
behavior in French, German, and Italian. After analyzing the answers provided by 
French, German, and Italian students residing in Boston, they concluded that the 
German T is more readily used for family relations than are the French and Italian T. 

1.2.2.2. Roger Brown and Marguerite Ford 

Brown and Ford’s (1961) article entitled “Address in American English” expands 
on the statement made by Brown and Gilman (1960, 267): “proper names and 
titles … operate today on a nonreciprocal power pattern in America.” To investi-
gate the use of first names (FN: “John”) and titles + last names (TLN: “Mr. 
Smith”), Brown and Ford collected data through four methods: reviewing Amer-
ican plays, observing address behavior in a Boston business firm, interviewing 
business executives, and tape-recording children’s usage in a midwestern Ameri-
can town. Upon analyzing the data, they identified three dyadic patterns of FN 
and TLN usage: mutual TLN for acquaintances at the beginning, mutual FN for 
intimates, and nonreciprocal use of TLN and FN based on age or professional 
status differences. FN is consistently used for downward social relations (i.e., to 
equals or inferiors), while TLN designates upward relations (i.e., to superiors). 
Thus, the distinction in American English between address by FN or TLN func-
tions similarly to the distinction between T and V in European languages. 

Some scholars have argued that the notions of reciprocity/nonreciprocity, 
power and solidarity, and T and V proposed by Brown, Gilman, and Ford are so-
ciolinguistically universal.11 However, their claim has been challenged by other 
sociolinguists, such as Eleanor Dickey (1996, 257), who discovered the absence 
of such alleged universal notions in classical Greek.12 Therefore, Brown, Gilman, 
and Ford’s theories should not be considered absolute universals but rather 
tendencies. One of the goals of this book is to examine whether Hebrew forms of 
address align with these proposed cross-linguistic tendencies or demonstrate dif-
ferent patterns. 

1.2.2.3. Susan Ervin-Tripp and Others 

In addition to the works of Brown, Gilman, and Ford, Ervin-Tripp’s (1972) article 
entitled “On Sociolinguistic Rules” is frequently referenced in literature discuss-
ing terms of address. She is well-known for formulating rules of address using a 
computer flow chart. The flow chart comprises various “selectors” that influence 

 
11 For example, Slobin, Miller, and Porter (1968, 289) assert that “it is a sociolinguistic 
universal that the address terms exchanged between intimates … is the same term used in 
addressing social inferiors, and that the term exchanged between non-intimates … is also 
used to address social superiors.”  
12 A comparable critique is presented in Braun 1988, 18–24. 
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the speaker’s choice of a variant, such as setting, age, rank, gender, and more. By 
making a series of binary choices, the speaker ultimately arrives at a specific form 
of address. Flow charts have been created for the selection of FN and TLN in 
American English, as well as for T and V in nineteenth-century Russian, Yiddish, 
and Puerto Rican Spanish. 

Since the publication of Brown, Gilman, Ford, and Ervin-Tripp’s articles, nu-
merous works focusing on terms of address in individual languages have 
emerged.13 However, the reliability of their data collection methods and analyses 
has often been called into question (Dickey 1996, 3). 

1.2.2.4. Friederike Braun 

A large-scale group project conducted at the University of Kiel, titled “Reflections 
of social structure in natural languages: address behavior,” has gathered extensive 
information on patterns and systems of address in thirty modern languages.14 The 
project involved collecting publications on forms of address and conducting in-
terviews with informants using a specially designed questionnaire. This endeavor 
has resulted in two significant works on terms of address: Braun, Kohz, and Schu-
bert (1986) compiled the most comprehensive annotated bibliography with over 
1100 items, while Braun (1988) published the final report of the project, which, 
in my opinion, offers the best overview of address theory.15 

Braun’s work holds particular importance as it provides clear definitions of 
essential terms and concepts, classifying address terms based on both word classes 
and syntax. Address is defined as “a speaker’s linguistic reference to his/her col-
locutor(s)” (Braun 1988, 7).16 Therefore, terms of address encompass not only 
pronouns but also verbs and nominal forms used to address the collocutor.17 

 
13 For example, Bates and Benigni (1975) conducted a study on pronominal address in 
Italian by interviewing 117 adults. They found a clear age-class interaction in the overall 
degree of formality. Similarly, Hwang (1975) focused on Korean pronouns and names, 
Lambert and Tucker (1976) examined children’s pronominal address forms in French and 
Spanish, Parkinson (1985) investigated Egyptian Arabic address forms including pronouns, 
kinship terms, and names, and Başoğlu (1987) analyzed Turkish terms of address used in 
novels and films. 
14 They include Arabic, Chinese, Dari, (Irish) English, Finnish, Georgian, German, Greek, 
Hausa, Hebrew, Hungarian, Icelandic, Italian, Kazakh, Korean, Kurdish, Mingrelian, Nor-
wegian, Pashto, Persian, Polish, Portuguese, Rumanian, Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Spanish, 
Swedish, Tigrinya, Turkish, and Twi. See Braun (1988, 2) for more details. 
15 For a comprehensive list of works on address in individual languages produced by the 
Kiel project, see Braun 1988, 5–6.  
16 This definition is universally accepted among scholars studying terms of address in mod-
ern languages. See Kiełkiewicz-Janowiak 1992, 13. 
17 English employs only two types of terms of address: nominal forms (“Rachel, how are 
you?”) and pronouns (“Could you open the door, please?”).  
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Pronouns of address primarily consist of second-person pronouns (e.g., English 
you, German du and ihr, and French tu and vous), although other grammatical 
persons can also serve as pronouns of address (e.g., German Sie [3MP]). Verbal 
forms of address involve second-person verbs with inflectional elements express-
ing reference to the collocutor. 18  Nominal forms of address encompass 
substantives and adjectives that can be categorized into various types, such as 
personal names, titles, kinship terms, patronymics, and so on. 

While terms of address can be classified based on the criterion of parts of 
speech, they can also be classified according to the syntactic criterion.19 The same 
address term may have a different syntactic status as a bound or free form. Bound 
forms are integrated into the syntax of a sentence (e.g., “May I talk to you for a 
moment?”), whereas free forms stand outside the sentence structure, not holding 
a main constituency slot in the clausal syntax; they can appear preceding, suc-
ceeding, or inserted into the sentence (e.g., “You! Open the window!”). The 
relevance and applicability of Braun’s terminology and classifications to Hebrew 
forms of address will be demonstrated in detail in §1.3. 

1.2.2.5. Eleanor Dickey 

Sociolinguists employ five popular methods to collect data on modern languages: 
introspection, questionnaires, interviews, observation, and text analysis. However, 
when it comes to ancient Hebrew, the first four methods are not applicable due to 
the lack of native informants. Nevertheless, text analysis has emerged as a prom-
ising approach and has gained popularity even prior to Dickey’s groundbreaking 
work. This method has been particularly utilized by scholars investigating earlier 
forms of languages, including nineteenth-century Russian (Friedrich 1966), Old 
French (Bakos 1955), Old English (Waterhouse 1982), Chaucer (Nathan 1959), 
and Shakespeare (Replogle 1973; Brown and Gilman 1989). It is worth noting that 
the majority of these studies have focused on relatively recent historical periods. 

Dickey’s seminal contribution to sociolinguistics lies in her extensive work 
on forms of address in an ancient language, classical Greek. In her book Greek 
Forms of Address, Dickey (1996) analyzes 13,584 vocatives found in dialogues 
within a wide range of prose texts authored by twenty-five classical writers from 
Herodotus to Longus. Thus, the corpus spans over 600 years, providing a com-
prehensive chronological coverage. Building upon Braun’s definition and 
categorization of terms of address, Dickey presents her findings in two distinct 
ways. Firstly, she semantically classifies the addresses into categories such as 

 
18 The observation of this phenomenon is most evident in languages where the use of sub-
ject pronouns is not obligatory, such as ancient Greek and modern Finnish.   
19 This classification system has proven to be highly valuable in many European lan-
guages. See Zwicky 1974; Schubert 1984; Braun 1988; Kiełkiewicz-Janowiak 1992; 
Dickey 1996; 2002. 
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personal names, titles, kinship terms, and others, observing the varied usage 
within these different groups. Secondly, she explores the speakers and addressees, 
considering social variables such as age, kinship, gender, and rank, to investigate 
how each group employs different forms of address. By examining address terms 
from these dual perspectives, Dickey unveils numerous insightful findings about 
their meanings and the social relations they reflect. For instance, Dickey’s (1996, 
235–38) research reveals that power differences were prominently manifested in 
Greek address patterns. In dyads where the addressee held power over the speaker, 
such as addresses from subjects to monarchs, titles were the customary form of 
address, while names were considered disrespectful. As demonstrated in chapter 
3, this pattern appears to hold true in the context of Biblical Hebrew as well. Alt-
hough Dickey primarily adopts a synchronic approach, she acknowledges the 
potential for terms of address to change over time. Surprisingly, Dickey (1996, 
249) identifies minimal diachronic changes in the texts she examined. Her work 
serves as a prime exemplar of sociolinguistic scholarship on terms of address in 
ancient texts. 

1.3. Methodological Considerations  

1.3.1. The Nature of the Data 

Hebrew forms of address are found in written texts. While analyzing sociolinguis-
tic aspects of written texts has inherent limitations, such as the absence of native 
speakers providing spoken language data, it has been considered a valid method 
for gathering information on modern languages (Kiełkiewicz-Janowiak 1992, 36). 
In fact, analyzing written texts offers certain advantages over other methods that 
focus on spoken language. For instance, written texts often provide larger and 
more diverse samples of data compared to those obtained from live speakers (Ro-
maine 1982, 109–11). Additionally, written texts can offer insights into situations 
that are difficult to observe in real life. Moreover, data from written texts are ac-
cessible to other linguists, allowing them to verify the validity of a scholar’s 
conclusions. In contrast, data collected from live informants may need to remain 
confidential to protect the subjects, making it impossible to fact-check one’s as-
sertions based on such data (Milroy 1987, 91). 

However, two issues related to the biblical text may pose difficulties in our 
study. Firstly, the biblical text, that is, the Masoretic Text (MT), is a composite 
text with a complex history of composition and scribal transmission. As a result, 
the original linguistic data might have been obscured or altered during this textual 
history. To address this problem, I will closely examine textual variants and 
Kethiv-Qere alternations. Additionally, while this study primarily adopts a 
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synchronic approach, special attention will be given to linguistic variation reflect-
ing diachronic and dialectal factors.20 

Secondly, the biblical text is a literary work. Dialogues embedded within the 
narrative, from which address terms are to be collected, are not exact replicas of 
original conversations. They were crafted by the author/narrator to fulfill literary 
objectives. Therefore, our aim is not to reconstruct the actual conversational lan-
guage of biblical characters, but rather to describe their use of address, which is 
ultimately controlled by the narrator (Polak 2010, 171). 

On the other hand, the literary nature of the biblical text can be advantageous 
as it provides the contextual backdrop for addressing. As Dickey points out:  

the fact that the language of a literary text was composed by an author rather than 
produced by informants is a benefit to the researcher, for each word in the text is 
likely to have a purpose, and the information necessary to understanding that 
purpose should be given to us by the author. (1996, 37) 

Thus, it is crucial for us to examine carefully the literary context of each dialogue 
to identify literary factors that might affect the speaker’s address behavior.  

1.3.2. The Corpus 

The data for our study are derived from dialogues in the prose sections of the 
Hebrew Bible and the epigraphic Hebrew letters (Arad [Arad], Kuntillet ʔAjrud 
[KAjr], Lachish [Lach], Meṣad Ḥashavyahu [MHsh], and Moussaïeff [Mous]). 
Poetic passages are excluded since poetic usage differs somewhat from prose us-
age. 21  Moreover, poetic passages often provide little contextual information, 
making the social relations between speech participants ambiguous. 

Table 1.4 presents a comprehensive overview of the address terms in our cor-
pus, totaling 962 terms (682 free forms and 280 bound forms), excluding second- 
and third-person pronouns used as address terms.22 These address terms will be 
subject to exhaustive analysis. 

 

 
20 This will be considered below (§1.3.2). 
21 For a brief discussion on the linguistic distinctions in reported speech between prose and 
poetry, see Miller 2003, 20–22.  
22 The title king in the phrase “the king’s table” in 1 Sam 20:29 is likely a fixed term rather 
than an address term (compare with 2 Sam 9:13; 2 Kgs 25:29; Jer 52:33). Thus, it is not 
included in our corpus. Additionally, when determining the total count of bound forms of 
address, address forms that follow the preposition לא  ʔl “to” in praescriptio within epi-
graphic letters are excluded. These forms function similarly to second-person pronouns as 
direct forms of address. Further discussion on the function of these forms can be found in 
footnote 45 of chapter 3. 
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Table 1.4. Number of Hebrew Forms of Address Surveyed 
Book Free Bound Total Book Free Bound Total 
Gen 55 38 93 Zech 8  8 
Exod 9 5 14 Job  1 1 
Num 15 7 22 Ruth 12  12 
Deut 14 4 18 Esth 5 33 38 
Josh 5 1 6 Dan 24 9 33 
Judg 24 2 26 Ezra 6 4 10 
1 Sam 46 29 76 Neh 11 4 15 
2 Sam 62 59 121 1 Chr 30 3 33 
1 Kgs 53 31 84 2 Chr 50 8 58 
2 Kgs 44 5 49 Arad  9 9 
Isa 12  12 KAjr  1 1 
Jer 42  42 Lach  25 25 
Ezek 142  142 MHsh  1 1 
Amos 9  9 Mous  1 1 
Jonah 4  4     

 
There is a general consensus that “Late Biblical Hebrew” exhibits syntactic 

and lexical differences compared to “Early Biblical Hebrew.” 23  Thus, it is 
 

23 Traditionally, scholars have accepted Kutscher’s (1984, 12) tripartite division of Biblical 
Hebrew, which includes: (1) “Archaic Biblical Hebrew” for an earlier stage of Hebrew, (2) 
“Standard Biblical Hebrew” for preexilic Hebrew, and (3) “Late Biblical Hebrew” for post-
exilic Hebrew. Additionally, Standard Biblical Hebrew has also been referred to as 
“Classical Biblical Hebrew” since Hurvitz 1982, 157. However, the debate between 
Hurvitz and Young in 2003 regarding the linguistic dating of biblical texts has led to wider 
acceptance of the bipartite division of Biblical Hebrew, which consists of “Early Biblical 
Hebrew” and “Late Biblical Hebrew” (Young 2003). Late Biblical Hebrew remains the 
same, while Early Biblical Hebrew encompasses both Archaic Biblical Hebrew and Stand-
ard Biblical Hebrew, which is also known as Classical Biblical Hebrew, from the 
traditional tripartite division. In this study, I follow this bipartite division, excluding archaic 
poems such as Gen 49, which fall under Archaic Biblical Hebrew. 

Although there is no consensus on the specific passages to include in each division, I 
have created the following corpus by selecting the least debated passages based on Pfeiffer 
(1948, 296); Radday and Pollatschek (1980, 333); Hurvitz (1982, 170); Rofé (1988, 102); 
Rooker (1990, 56); Sáenz-Badillos (1993, 56–57); Holmstedt (2010, 20–21); Naudé (2004, 
87–102). The corpus of Early Biblical Hebrew includes the Pentateuch, Joshua, Judges, 1 
and 2 Samuel, 1 and 2 Kings, Isaiah 1–39, Jeremiah, Hosea, Amos, Obadiah, Micah, Na-
hum, Habakkuk, and Zephaniah. Late Biblical Hebrew includes Haggai, Zechariah, 
Malachi, Esther, Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah, and 1 and 2 Chronicles. 

Recently, Young, Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd (2008) have challenged the traditional 
view that biblical texts can be dated linguistically. However, even they acknowledge that 
there is a clear distinction in terms of grammar and style between Early Biblical Hebrew 
and Late Biblical Hebrew. 
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reasonable to assume that there might be variations in address patterns between 
two corpora. Special attention will be given to parallel passages between Kings 
and Chronicles, as their discrepancies may offer insights into diachronic changes.  

The data obtained from the Hebrew letters, although limited in quantity, serve 
as a crucial control for analyzing the Hebrew Bible in two significant ways. First, 
the letters can be dated to the seventh–sixth centuries BCE, corresponding to the 
period of composition/redaction of the preexilic sections of the biblical text.24 
Secondly, unlike the biblical texts, the letters represent nonliterary texts, thus 
providing us with “authentic” language usage with specific times and situations.  

1.3.3. Terminology and Concepts 

The present study will benefit from many theories and insights of sociolinguistics. 
Particularly relevant and applicable to the description of the Hebrew address sys-
tem are Braun’s definitions and classifications. Hebrew terms of address refer to 
words and phrases used to address the collocutor, encompassing not only pro-
nouns but also verbal and nominal forms.25 Pronouns of address include second-
person independent personal pronouns (ה תא  ʔattɔ [MS]; תא  ʔatt [FS]; אתם ʔattɛm 
[MP]; הנ תא /ן תא  ʔatten/ʔattenɔ [FP]), pronominal suffixes (ך ḵɔ [MS]; ך ḵ [FS]; 
םכ  ḵɛm [MP]; ןכ  ḵɛn [FP]), and third-person pronominal suffixes (הו hu, ה oh, ו 

o, ו  w [MS]; ה hɔ, ּה ɔh [FS]; ֶםה  hɛm, ם ɔm [MP]; ןה  hɛn, ן ɔn [FP]).26 Verbal 
forms of address are second-person verbs where the reference to the interlocutor 
is expressed through inflectional elements.27 Nominal forms of address consist of 
substantives and adjectives that can be categorized based on semantic categories, 
such as personal names, titles, kinship terms, and patronymics. In this book, the 
primary focus will be on nominal forms of address, as pronouns and verbs carry 
limited social meaning in Biblical Hebrew and Epigraphic Hebrew.28 

 
24 The similarity between the syntax of Biblical Hebrew and Epigraphic Hebrew has been 
noted by Gogel (1998, 292). 
25 In English, there are only two types of terms of address: nominal forms (e.g., “Rachel, 
how are you?”) and pronouns (e.g., “Could you open the door, please?”).  
26 Third-person pronouns can be used when a deferential title is the antecedent of the pro-
noun. For example, when Jacob says to Esau (Gen 33:14): ודבע ינפל  ינדא  אנ  רבעי   yaʕaḇɔr 
nɔʔ ʔaḏoni lip̄ne ʕaḇdo “Let my lord pass on ahead of his servant.” 
27 Theoretically, a third-person verb could also serve as a form of address, as seen in the 
Amarna example (EA 7:68): [IGI.II] ˹ša˺ a-ḫi-ia li-mu-ra-ma a-ḫu-ú-a li-ik-nu-uk-ma li-
še-bi-la “May the [eyes] ˹of˺ my brother see to it (i.e., gold) and may my brother seal it and 
may he (i.e., my brother) send it.” However, to the best of my knowledge, there is no such 
example in Biblical Hebrew and Epigraphic Hebrew.  
28 Similar to English, Hebrew second-person pronouns and verbs can be used to address 
anyone, regardless of their social status—superiors, equals, or inferiors. Additionally, as 
Miller (2003, 275) points out, third-person pronouns are anaphoric rather than deictic. 
Thus, they are unmarked for social significance. 
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Hebrew terms of address can also be classified as bound or free forms based 
on the syntactic criteria. Bound forms are integrated into the syntax of a sentence. 
For example, in the case of Joseph being addressed by the Egyptians as “my lord,” 
this term serves as the object the preposition, “from,” as shown in (1): 
 
ינדאמ דחכנ אל (1)  

loʔ-nəḵaḥeḏ                    meʔaḏoni 
not-we.will.hide             from=lord.my 
We will not hide from my lord. (Gen 47:18) 

 
Free forms, however, refer to those outside the sentence structure, not occu-

pying a main constituent slot in the clausal syntax. They can appear before, after, 
or be inserted into the sentence. In Hebrew, these free forms are commonly clas-
sified as vocatives, which are used by the speaker to either attract the addressee’s 
attention or maintain contact with them. For instance, in the case of Yahweh ap-
pearing to Abram in a vision, a vocative is employed, as in (2): 
 
םרבא ארית לא (2)  

ʔal-tirɔʔ                      ʔaḇrɔm 
not-you.be.afraid          Abram 
Do not be afraid, Abram! (Gen 15:1) 

 
While many vocatives stand in apposition to the second-person pronoun or 

verb, as in the example above, they can also stand alone, as seen in (3): 
 

בקעי םולחב םיהלאה ךאלמ ילא רמאיו (3)  
wayyoʔmɛr  ʔelay   malʔaḵ    hɔʔɛlohim 
and=he.said  to=me   messenger.of   the=God 
baḥalom   yaʕaqoḇ 
in=the=dream Jacob 
Then the messenger of God said to me in the dream, “Jacob!” (Gen 31:11) 

 
This book integrates both classification systems to provide a clearer under-

standing of the distinct functions of each category. 

1.3.4. Factors Influencing Address Choice 

Sociolinguists have long recognized that address usage is governed by rules that 
dictate which forms are used in specific contexts (e.g., Philipsen and Huspek 1985, 
94; Dickey 1996, 6). Competent speakers are well-acquainted with these rules in 
order to communicate effectively. Dilworth B. Parkinson (1985, 225) emphasizes 
the fundamental importance of understanding address rules for successful 
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communication, stating that “knowledge of the proper use of terms of address is 
… as important to the overall success of communication as knowledge of the con-
jugation of verbs would be.” Different societies and cultures have their own sets 
of rules regarding address usage, making it challenging to determine the factors 
influencing a speaker’s choice of addresses (Braun 1988, 304). However, socio-
linguists acknowledge two social elements that consistently play a role: the 
relation between the speaker and addressee and the speech context (Fasold 1990, 
1; Dickey 1996, 7). 

The speaker-addressee relationship is closely tied with their identities, which 
encompass various properties such as age, gender, status, kinship, et cetera. These 
properties significantly influence the speaker’s choice of address terms. As Brown 
and Ford (1961, 375) rightly point out, address usage “is not predictable from the 
properties of the addressee alone and not predictable from properties of the 
speaker alone but only from the properties of the dyad [emphasis added].”29 Thus, 
a person may be addressed using different forms by different speakers. For exam-
ple, Abraham is addressed by his son Isaac as יב  ,ʔɔḇi “my father” (Gen 22:7) א
while Ephron, who sold his field to Abraham, addresses him as ינדא  ʔaḏoni “my 
lord” (Gen 23:11, 15). 

The role of the speech context, including the setting and topic of discourse, 
is also significant in determining address usage. Certain settings may require spe-
cific forms of address, such as addressing a judge as “Your honor” in a law court. 
An example from the Bible that might illustrate this phenomenon is found in 2 
Sam 13:24, where Absalom addresses his father David as ךל  (”hammɛlɛḵ “king) המ
instead of using the kinship term יב  30 This choice was likely.(”ʔɔḇi “my father) א
influenced by the normative use of the title or deferential terms when addressing 
a king, regardless of the familial relationship with David. 

The topic of discourse can also affect address usage. For instance, when a 
speaker makes a request of the addressee, he may want to use more polite forms 
of address. Conversely, when he criticizes the addressee, he may opt for less polite 
forms, as discussed in Bridge’s argument (see Bridge’s argument above).  

As Dickey (1996, 6) points out, address rules are far from inviolable. They 
can be intentionally broken to achieve powerful discourse-pragmatic effects. One 
crucial factor for rule-breaking is the speaker’s feelings towards to the addressee. 
Brown and Gilman’s study, for example, demonstrates that a medieval European 
speaker’s shift from the V form to the T form may express contempt and anger 
towards the addressee. One of the main goals of our study is to identify other 
factors that influence a speaker’s choice of “normal” address forms, enabling us 

 
29 Contrary to Miller (2003, 27), who only mentions “speaker-oriented factors,” it should 
be noted that addressee-oriented factors can also play a crucial role in the speaker’s choice 
of terms of address. 
30 Also, in 1 Sam 19:4, Jonathan addresses his father Saul as ךל  ”.hammɛlɛḵ “king המ
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to discern instances where the address rule was intentionally broken to convey the 
speaker’s specific emotions. These cases of rule-breaking hold significance not 
only socially but also exegetically. 

1.3.5. Variations in Rules of Address 

The assumption underlying the preceding explanation regarding the factors gov-
erning the choice of address forms is that both the speaker and the addressee share 
a common set of sociolinguistic rules. However, in reality, speakers of the same 
language may adhere to different norms of address usage due to variations in their 
sociolinguistic backgrounds, such as social class, education, regional dialect, eth-
nicity, ideology, religion, and more. All these factors contribute to synchronic 
variation in address rules. In fact, the social diversity within certain speech com-
munities is so extensive that it is nearly impossible to speak of a single 
standardized set of address rules (Dickey 1996, 9). For instance, in fourteenth-
century England, “the lowest classes would say thou to everybody, even to kings 
and queens … because the honorific pronoun [ye] was still outside their repertoire 
of address pronouns” (Kiełkiewicz-Janowiak 1992, 79). Braun’s (1988, 23) com-
ment aptly captures the situation: “variation is not an exception but rather the rule.” 

Furthermore, address systems may undergo changes over time, leading to di-
achronic variation. Forms of address suitable for a specific situation in one 
historical period may not necessarily be suitable for the same situation in another 
historical period. For instance, the second-person honorific pronoun, ye, which 
was in use in fourteenth-century England, is no longer employed today. 

We should anticipate encountering both types of variation in Hebrew. Given 
that the Hebrew Bible is a compilation of written works authored by diverse indi-
viduals, it is reasonable to assume that they employed different address norms to 
emphasize distinct characteristics of the speakers. Thus, synchronic variation in 
address patterns might be evident not only between different sources or books but 
also within the characters of a particular source or book. As mentioned in §1.3.2, 
diachronic variation in the biblical text is most likely to be observed between 
Early Biblical Hebrew and Late Biblical Hebrew. Therefore, special attention will 
be given to examining the differences in address usage between these two groups 
within the corpus. 

1.3.6. Reciprocity/Nonreciprocity 

The concepts of reciprocity/nonreciprocity, power/solidarity, and T/V proposed 
by Brown, Gilman, and Ford offer a valuable framework for describing address 
usage in Hebrew. While Hebrew, like English, does not exhibit an explicit T/V 
distinction within its pronoun system for direct address, the distinction can be 
achieved through the use of nominal address forms. For instance, when addressing 
intimates and equals/inferiors, personal names are often employed, as seen in 
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examples like יזח  geḥazi (“Gehazi”; Elisha addressing his servant in 2 Kgs 5:25) ג
or חנה ḥannɔ (“Hannah”; Elkanah addressing his wife in 1 Sam 1:8). On the other 
hand, when addressing nonintimates and superiors, titles are used, as illustrated 
by ינדא  ʔaḏoni (“my lord”; Rebekah addressing a servant of Abraham in Gen 
24:18) or ךל  .hammɛlɛḵ (“king”; Esther addressing Xerxes in Esth 7:3) המ

1.3.7. Politeness Theory 

Some forms of address, including honorific titles, can be employed to convey po-
liteness towards the addressee. Consequently, they have been examined within 
the framework of politeness studies, which has emerged as a prominent subject in 
pragmatics and sociolinguistics. One of the most comprehensive and influential 
studies on politeness is presented by Brown and Levinson. According to their the-
ory, all competent adults possess face, which refers to “the public self-image that 
every member wants to claim for himself” (Brown and Levinson 1987, 61).31 Face 
consists of two aspects: positive face, representing the desire for approval, and 
negative face, representing the desire for autonomy. Brown and Levinson identify 
certain speech acts as face-threatening acts (FTA), which have the potential to 
threaten either the speaker’s (S) or hearer’s (H) face. Orders, requests, advice, and 
warnings threaten H’s negative face, while criticism, complaints, and disagree-
ment endanger H’s positive face. Conversely, apologies threaten S’s face. Brown 
and Levinson propose that the weightiness of a specific FTA is determined by an 
additive combination of three social factors: the degree of social distance between 
S and H, H’s power over S, and the level of imposition associated with the FTA. 
They formulate the following equation: 
 

Wx = D(S,H) + P(H,S) + Rx 
 
where Wx represents the weightiness of the FTA, D(S,H) refers to the social dis-
tance between S and H, P(H,S) reflects H’s power over S, and Rx denotes the level 
of imposition of the FTA within a particular cultural context. As the equation illus-
trates, an increase in distance, H’s power, or the imposition of the FTA results in a 
corresponding increase in face-threat. Intuitively, this statement appears reasonable. 
For instance, it is more threatening for a subject to criticize a king (high weightiness 
due to high P[H,S]) than vice versa (low weightiness due to low P[H,S]). 

In response to the weightiness of FTAs, competent speakers must select ap-
propriate politeness strategies to save face in accordance with the seriousness of 
the FTA. Brown and Levinson outline five main types of linguistic strategies in 

 
31 They draw on Goffman’s (1967, 5) concept of face, which he defines as “the positive 
social value a person effectively claims for himself by the line others assume he has taken 
during a particular contact.” 
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ascending levels of politeness: (1) bald on-record, (2) positive politeness, (3) neg-
ative politeness, (4) off-record, and (5) don’t do the FTA. Bald on-record is a 
strategy where S straightforwardly states the action without attempting to save 
face. For example, a command without “please” exemplifies this strategy (“Shut 
the door!”). In Brown and Levinson’s scheme, this strategy is considered “impo-
lite.” Positive politeness addresses H’s positive face by affirming H and indicating 
solidarity (e.g., “How about shutting the door for us?”). Negative politeness ad-
dresses H’s negative face by showing respect for H’s autonomy (e.g., “Could you 
shut the door?”). Off-record strategies address face concerns by keeping the 
meaning of the communication ambiguous. S demonstrates concern for H’s face 
by granting H the freedom to interpret the meaning of the message and respond 
as desired (e.g., “It seems cold in here” indirectly suggests that H should shut the 
door). Lastly, don’t do the FTA entails refraining from performing the act alto-
gether. Brown and Levinson consider this the politest strategy. 

Within these five strategies, Brown and Levinson (1987, 102–31) further 
elaborate on positive and negative politeness, delineating a number of substrate-
gies in ascending levels of politeness, as follows. 

 
Table 1.5. Positive and Negative Politeness 
# Strategies of Positive Politeness # Strategies of Negative Politeness 
1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

Notice H’s interests, wants, needs, 
and goods 
Exaggerate interest, approval, and 
sympathy with H 
Intensify interest to H 
Use in-group identity markers 
Seek agreement 
Avoid disagreement  
Assert common ground 
Joke 
Assert S’s knowledge of and con-
cern for H’s wants 
Offer, promise 
Be optimistic 
Include both S and H in the activity 
Give reasons 
Assume or assert reciprocity 
Give gifts to H (goods, sympathy, 
understanding, cooperation) 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
 
8. 
9. 
10. 

Be conventionally indirect 
Question, hedge 
Be pessimistic 
Minimize the imposition  
Give deference 
Apologize 
Impersonalize S and H: Avoid the 
pronouns “I” and “you” 
State the FTA as a general rule  
Nominalize 
Go on record as incurring a debt, or 
as not indebting H 

 
Since the publication of Brown and Levinson’s work, their theory has under-

gone extensive cross-cultural testing, and its limitations have been identified.32 
 

32 See Goldsmith (2007, 227) for the bibliography.  
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The primary challenge in applying Brown and Levinson’s theory to the Hebrew 
Bible lies in the inability to measure the level of imposition (Rx) associated with 
various FTAs due to a lack of native informants. Consequently, the weightiness 
of FTAs cannot be determined, rendering Brown and Levinson’s graded scale of 
politeness strategies ineffective. 

Nevertheless, it is undeniable that the weightiness of an FTA is somehow 
connected to the social distance between S and H, H’s power over S, and the level 
of imposition associated with the FTA. Therefore, when encountering certain po-
liteness strategies employed in the Hebrew Bible, we can still attempt to explain 
them in terms of these three social factors. In fact, many of Brown and Levinson’s 
politeness strategies can be identified in the speech between biblical characters.33 
Within these strategies, three sub-strategies appear particularly relevant to our ex-
amination of Hebrew forms of address. 

First, in-group identity markers are utilized to remind the addressee of their 
connection to the speaker (Brown and Levinson 1987, 107–9). In the Hebrew Bi-
ble, kinship terms are often employed in this manner, such as when a king of 
northern Israel refers to the prophet Elisha as יב  .ʔɔḇi “my father” in 2 Kgs 6:21 א

Second, give deference involves the speaker either humbling themselves or 
elevating the addressee. The speaker may elevate the addressee’s status by using 
honorific titles that directly reflect the relative social position between them, such 
as ינדא  ʔaḏoni “my lord” or ךל  hammɛlɛḵ “the king.” Deference is typically המ
shown to superiors but may also be extended to inferiors as a means of mutual 
respect. For example, King Ahasuerus addresses Queen Esther as הכלמה רתסא  
ʔɛster hammalkɔ “Queen Esther!” in Esth 5:3; 7:2. 

Third, impersonalize S and H involves avoiding the use of personal pronouns 
“I” and “you.” The speaker refers to the addressee in the third person to convey 
politeness (כן מ ךל ה רמאי  ʔal-yoʔmar hammɛlɛḵ kɛn “let not the king say so” in אל 
1 Kgs 22:8). This strategy is also referred to as indirect address, creating a sense 
of increased distance between the speaker and the addressee (Svennung 1958, 3). 

Throughout this study, Brown and Levinson’s politeness theory will be em-
ployed not only to identify politeness strategies utilized in the Hebrew Bible but 
also to explore the factors that influenced the speaker’s selection of specific strat-
egies. This theory provides a useful tool for comprehending diverse forms of 
communication and analyzing the address behavior of the characters. 
 

 
33 See my review of Bridge above. 
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2. 
FREE FORMS OF ADDRESS: INTERNAL STRUCTURE 

2.1. Introduction 

Nominal forms of address in Biblical Hebrew and Epigraphic Hebrew can be di-
vided into two groups based on the syntactic criterion: ‘bound’ and ‘free’ forms.1 
Bound forms are integrated into the syntax of a sentence, such as ינדא  ʔaḏoni “my 
lord” in (4): 
 
ינדאמ דחכנ אל (4)  

loʔ-nəḵaḥeḏ    meʔaḏoni 
not-we.will.hide   from=lord=my 
We will not hide from my lord. (Gen 47:18) 

 
Free forms of address, however, stand outside the sentence structure.2 They 

do not occupy a main constituent slot in the clausal syntax. Instead, they precede 
the sentence, follow it, or be inserted into it, as seen in the example of םרב  א
ʔaḇrɔm “Abram” in (5):  

 

 
1 The syntactic distinction between bound and free forms has proven to be highly valuable 
in analyzing many European languages. (see Schubert 1984; Braun 1988; Kiełkiewicz-
Janowiak 1992; Dickey 1996, 2002). It is important to note that in linguistics, the terms 
“bound” and “free” are typically used for morphological distinction: bound forms refer to 
forms that cannot occur in isolation, such as pronominal suffixes, whereas free forms refer 
to forms that can stand alone, such as independent personal pronouns. However, in address 
studies, these terms are used for syntactic distinctions: bound forms of address are forms 
that are integrated into the syntax of the sentence, whereas free forms of address function 
more like adjuncts, which do not serve as arguments of the verb.   
2 Revell (1996, 325) defines a free form of address as “a noun or noun phrase used to 
designate an addressee who is otherwise represented by second person pronouns.” How-
ever, this definition is insufficient since it could also apply to a bound form of address. To 
accurately differentiate the two, the definition must emphasize the syntactic feature that 
distinguishes a free form from a bound form. 
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םרבא ארית לא (5)  
ʔal-tirɔʔ     ʔaḇrɔm   
not-you.be.afraid   Abram  
Do not be afraid, Abram! (Gen 15:1) 

 
Thus, a free form of address in Biblical Hebrew can be defined based on a 

combination of several criteria. Morphologically, it takes a form of a nominal el-
ement. Syntactically, it is separated from the sentence it may accompany and 
functions as an adjunct. Semantically and pragmatically, it serves to refer to the 
addressee, typically fulfilling the roles of calling, summoning, or identifying the 
addressee.3  

This chapter aims to examine the internal structure of free forms of address 
in Biblical Hebrew by analyzing their constituents, word order, and distribution 
patterns.4 It is noteworthy that these aspects have often been overlooked by gram-
marians. Through the analysis, it will become evident that biblical authors adhere 
to specific structural patterns in their use of free forms of address. 

2.2. Previous Studies 

Previous studies on addresses in both ancient and modern languages have at-
tempted to analyze the internal structure of address forms using grammatical or 
semantic categories. A notable example of a grammatical analysis is found in Ath-
anasios Kambylis’s (1964, 95–199) study of Greek forms of address used in the 
works of Pindar. In his study, Kambylis classified address forms into two main 
groups: single-word addresses and multi-word addresses. Within each group, he 
further categorized the forms based on their grammatical structure, including 
proper nouns, proper nouns with attributive adjectives, and so on. Additionally, 
Kambylis considered the type of addressee, such as gods, goddesses, or humans, 
and the presence or absence of the particle ὦ (“O”). Through this comprehensive 
categorization, Kambylis sought to present the grammatical and syntactic regu-
larities as well as unique characteristics exhibited by different address forms.  

Dickey (1996) took a different approach by using lexical meaning as the basis 
for organizing free forms of address in Greek prose. Drawing from Braun’s (1988, 
9–11) classification for modern languages, she assigned a semantic type to each 

 
3 I agree with Revell (1996, 325) who equates a free form of address with the vocative in 
Biblical Hebrew. Zwicky (1974, 787), Leech (1999, 107), and Busse (2006, 29) also equate 
them, understanding the vocative as a form of address loosely integrated with the rest of 
the sentence. Curiously, Miller (2010b, 348) thinks that Leech differentiates the vocative 
from a free form of address. Judging from the definition and the examples of the vocative 
that Leech provides, however, it is certain that he identifies the vocative with a free form 
of address. 
4 Note that there are no examples of free forms of address in Epigraphic Hebrew.  
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address, such as personal names, kinship terms, titles, and so on. By examining 
the different semantic types and their usage, Dickey explored the ways in which 
these forms of address were employed within the Greek language. 

In the following sections, I aim to categorize free forms of address in Biblical 
Hebrew based on both grammatical and semantic criteria, providing a more com-
prehensive understanding of their internal structure. Taking inspiration from 
Kambylis’s methodology, I will initially divide address forms into two groups: 
simple address and complex address. A simple address consists of a single word, 
while a complex address is composed of two or more words. It is worth noting 
that in Biblical Hebrew, it is not uncommon for simple or complex addresses to 
be combined, resulting in a long string of addresses, which can be referred to as a 
compound address. Throughout my discussions, I will frequently refer to these 
three terms to analyze the various forms of address in Biblical Hebrew.5 

2.3. Grammatical Categories 

A free form of address in Biblical Hebrew typically consists of a nominal element, 
which can take the form of a noun phrase, adjective, or participle. In some cases, 
it may be expanded with a modifier, such as an attributive adjective, relative 
clause, or prepositional phrase. According to Joüon (§137g), the free form of ad-
dress is pragmatically definite, as it refers to a specific participant in the speech 
situation. To convey this definiteness, when a nominal element is used as a free 
form of address, it should be marked with the appropriate categories of nominal 
definiteness in Biblical Hebrew. These include the use of the definite article, a 
pronominal suffix, construct noun(s) with a definite nomen rectum, or a proper 
noun. However, there are instances where nominals function as free forms of ad-
dress without being proper nouns or bound to another definite element, yet they 
lack the definite article. In my organization of free forms of address based on 
grammatical categories, I will set aside these cases for further discussion in §2.3.3, 
where we will explore possible reasons for the absence of the definite article.  

2.3.1. Simple Addresses 

A simple address can be used alone or as part of a compound address. In our 
corpus, nearly all the simple addresses exhibit definiteness either intrinsically or 
through explicit marking. 6  This includes instances where a simple address 

 
5 In this study, the number of free forms of address reflects the sum of simple and complex 
addresses. Simple address(es) and/or complex address(es) within a compound address are 
counted individually. Thus, a compound address would not count as just one form of ad-
dress (contrary to Miller 2010a, 48).  
6 For a discussion of the distribution of actual forms in the corpus, see below. 
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consists of a proper noun (6a), a common noun bearing a pronominal suffix (6b), 
or a common noun, adjective, or participle prefixed with the definite article (6c):7  
 
(6a) בקעי םולחב םיהלאה ךאלמ ילא רמאיו  

wayyoʔmɛr ʔelay malʔaḵ   hɔʔɛlohim baḥalom  yaʕaqoḇ 
and=he.said to=me messenger.of  the=God  in=dream Jacob   
Then the messenger of God said to me in the dream, “Jacob!” (Gen 31:11) 

(6b) ךילע דבכנ אלו ונלכ ךלנ אנ לא ינב לא םולשבא לא ךלמה רמאיו  
wayyoʔmɛr hammɛlɛḵ ʔɛl-ʔaḇšɔlom  ʔal-bəni   ʔal-nɔʔ   
and=he.said  the=king  to-Absalom  not-son=my  not-POL 
neleḵ  kullɔnu  wloʔ  niḵbaḏ    ʕɔlɛḵɔ 
we.will.go all.of=us  and=not  we.will.be.heavy  upon=you   
The king said to Absalom, “No, my son, let us not all go, lest we be burden-
some to you.” (2 Sam 13:25) 

(6c) םימ םכל איצונ הזה עלסה ןמה םירמה אנ ועמש םהל רמאיו  
wayyoʔmɛr  lɔhɛm  šimʕu-nɔʔ  hammorim  
and=he.said  to=them  hear-POL  the=rebels   
hamin-hassɛlaʕ    hazzɛ  noṣiʔ   lɔḵɛm    mɔyim 
INTER=from-the=rock  the=this  we.will.bring  for=you    water 
He (i.e., Moses) said to them (i.e., the assembly), “Hear, rebels! Shall we 
bring water for you out of this rock?” (Num 20:10) 
 

However, a few simple addresses consist of a common noun (7a), adjective (7b), 
or participle (7c) unmarked with the definite article:8 

 
(7a) חבזמ חבזמ רמאיו הוהי רבדב חבזמה לע ארקיו  

wayyiqrʔɔ  ʕal-hammizbeaḥ  biḏḇar   yhwh 
and=he.called against-the=altar  in=word.of  YHWH 
wayyoʔmɛr  mizbeaḥ  mizbeaḥ 
and=he.said  altar   altar 
He cried against the altar by the word of YHWH, saying, “O Altar, Altar!”9 
(1 Kgs 13:2) 
 
 

 
7 See §1.1.1 in appendix B for a list of examples of proper nouns, including common nouns 
functioning as proper nouns, as well as §1.1.2 for a list of examples of common nouns with 
a pronominal suffix, and finally, §1.1.3 for a list of examples of common nouns, adjectives, 
and participles that are prefixed with the definite article.  
8 See §1.2 in appendix B for a list of examples of common nouns, adjectives, and participles 
that do not have the definite article. 
9 For the translation with the capital letter “A” in “Altar,” see §2.3.3. 
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(7b) חרק הלע חרק הלע ול ורמאיו וב וסלקתיו ריעה ןמ ואצי םינטק םירענו  
unəʕɔrim  qəṭannim yɔṣəʔu    min-hɔʕir 
and=boys  small  they.went.out  from-the=city 
wayyiṯqalləsu-ḇo    wayyoʔməru   lo   ʕale 
and=they.mocked-in.him  and=they.said  to=him  go.up 
qereaḥ  ʕale   qereaḥ 
bald   go.up  bald 
Some young boys came out of the city and jeered at him, saying, “Go up, 
baldy! Go up, baldy!” (2 Kgs 2:23) 

(7c) הוהי רבד יעמש הנוז ןכל  
lɔḵen  zonɔ   šimʕi  dəḇar-yhwh   
therefore prostitute  hear   word.of-YHWH  
Therefore, prostitute, hear the word of YHWH!  (Ezek 16:35) 

 
Out of the 682 free forms of address found in our corpus, 473 forms are cate-

gorized as simple addresses, accounting for approximately 69 percent of the total. 
Among these simple addresses, a significant majority, specifically 461 forms (over 
97 percent), exhibit inherent or overt markers of definiteness. The breakdown of 
these definiteness markers is as follows: 217 instances of proper nouns, 207 in-
stances of common nouns with pronominal suffixes, and thirty-five instances of 
common nouns, one adjective, and one participle prefixed with the definite article. 
However, there are twelve instances (less than 3 percent) of simple addresses con-
sisting of a common noun, adjective, or participle without the definite article. 

The most frequently occurring proper nouns are הוהי  yhwh ‘YHWH’ (104 
times) and לאר  yiśrɔʔel “Israel” (15 times). Among the common nouns that bear יש
pronominal suffixes or the definite article, ינדא  ʔaḏoni “my lord” is the most fre-
quent, occurring 50 times, followed by ינדא  ʔaḏonɔy “(my) Lord” with 44 
instances, and ךל  hammɛlɛḵ “the king” with 28 occurrences.10 המ

 
10 There has been considerable debate over the ending qɔmeṣ yod of the word ינדא  ʔaḏonɔy. 
Eissfeldt (1974, 70) claims that it is “a nominal afformative, which elevate(s) the basic 
form (ʔɔḏon) to a status emphaticus and g(ives ʔaḏonɔy) the meaning ‘the Lord of all.’” He 
is followed by Waltke and O’Connor (IBHS §7.4.3e–f). Eissfeldt’s claim is based on four 
Ugaritic words: ủlny, ʕẓmny (CTU 1.2 iv 5), hnny, and ṯmny (CTU 2.11:10, 14). However, 
his vocalization with /ā/ before {y} in these words is questionable (see Bordreuil and 
Pardee 2009, 161, 234; Pardee 2003, 128–29; Huehnergard 2012, 104). Moreover, if the 
vowel before {y} were indeed /ā/, its Hebrew reflex would have been /ō/ due to the Ca-
naanite shift. In addition, qɔmeṣ yod as a nominal affirmative is not evident elsewhere in 
Biblical Hebrew, and thus there is no clear reason why it should only be preserved with 
ʔaḏonɔy (Brettler 1989, 41–42). Since Dalman’s monograph Studien zur biblischen Theol-
ogie: der Gottesname Adonaj und seine Geschichte in 1889, many Hebrew grammarians 
and lexicographers have held that qɔmeṣ yod is a first-person singular pronominal suffix 
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2.3.2. Complex Addresses 

A complex address comprises two or more words and can be used independently 
or as part of a compound address. There are four possible constructions for a com-
plex address. The first is a construct chain, which can be formed with three or 
more words (e.g., תודרמה  11 תוענ ןב   bɛn-naʕawaṯ hammarduṯ “son of a perverse, 
rebellious woman” in 1 Sam 20:30). However, most construct chains in our corpus 
involve two words, where the first word (nomen regens) is bound to the second 
word (nomen rectum) in a genitive relationship. While the construct chain is con-
sidered definite when the nomen rectum is definite, as in (8a), there are instances 
where the common noun of the nomen rectum is not prefixed with the definite 
article, as shown in (8b):12 
 
(8a) םיהלאה שיא ךלו יל המ והילא לא רמאתו  

wattoʔmɛr  ʔɛl-ʔeliyyɔhu  ma-lli   wɔlɔḵ    
and=she.said  to-Elijah   what-to=me  and=to=you   
ʔiš    hɔʔɛlohim   
man.of   the=God  
Then she said to Elijah, “What have you against me, man of God?” (1 Kgs 17:18) 

 
 

attached to the plural of majesty ʔaḏonim, denoting a personal relationship of the speaker 
to God (GKC §135q; Joüon §136d; Blau 2010, 272; BL §29t; BDB 11; HALOT 13; DCH 
1:122, 133). The use of qɔmeṣ instead of paṯaḥ expected in this form might represent the 
pausal form, which presumably resulted from its frequent use as a free form of address in 
prayers (BL §29t), an attempt to distinguish the term referring to the divine Lord (ʔaḏonɔy) 
from that referring to human lord(s) (ʔaḏoni or ʔaḏonay; Baudissin 1929, 2:27), or both 
(Revell, 1996, 197 n.2). As the Greek Septuagint (LXX) consistently translates ʔaḏonɔy as 
(ὁ) κυριος “(the) Lord” instead of κυριος µου “my lord” or κυριοι µου “my lords,” it seems 
probable that the significance of the suffix had disappeared by the second century BCE. As 
Dalman (1889, 33) states, however, “on the basis of the written material available today, 
one can hardly speak of a real history of the use of ינדא  in the time covered by the Old 
Testament books… least of all a transition from a conscious use of the suffix to a use of 
the suffix which has no significance.” I adopt the view that qɔmeṣ yod was originally a 
first-person singular pronominal suffix, while acknowledging the uncertainty regarding the 
maintenance of its significance throughout the period depicted in the Old Testament books. 
To reflect this situation, I have chosen to include parentheses around ‘my’ in my translation 
of ʔaḏonɔy. 
11 On the basis of the LXX’s κορασίων “of girls,” a feminine construct noun ַתרַעֲנ  naʕaraṯ 
“girl of” may be read instead of ַתוַעֲנ  naʕawaṯ “a twisted one of” (Niphal PTCP F SG CSTR). 
However, as the plural in the LXX is improbable and the MT, as it stands, clearly intensifies 
the degree of insult, I follow the MT. 
12 See §2.1.1 in appendix B for a list of examples of definite construct phrases, as well as 
§2.1.2 for a list of examples of construct phrases with an anarthrous nomen rectum. 
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(8b) ךל םולש תודמח שיא ארית לא רמאיו  
wayyoʔmɛr ʔal-tirɔʔ     ʔiš-ḥamuḏoṯ     šɔlom  lɔḵ 
and=he.said not-you.be.afraid   man.of-preciousness   well-being for=you 
He said, “Do not be afraid, precious man, it will be well for you.” (Dan 10:19) 

 
Second, a complex address can be formed by combining a definite construct 

phrase with a definite noun phrase, as in (9):13   
 
וישרפו לארשי בכר יבא יבא רמאיו וינפ לע ךביו לארשי ךלמ שאוי וילא דריו (9)  

wayyerɛḏ   ʔelɔyw  yoʔɔš mɛlɛḵ-yiśrɔʔel wayyeḇək 
and=he.went.down to=him  Joash king.of-Israel and=he.wept 
ʕal-pɔnɔyw  wayyoʔmɛr  ʔɔḇi   ʔɔḇi   rɛḵɛḇ  
upon-face=his and=he.said  father=my father=my chariot.of 
yiśrɔʔel   up̄ɔrɔšɔyw 
Israel   and=horsemen=its 
Joash king of Israel went down to him (i.e., Elisha) and wept before him and 
said, “My father, my father! Israel’s chariot and its horsemen!” (2 Kgs 13:14) 

 
Joash’s utterance to Elisha on his deathbed consists of four noun phrases: 

“my father,” “my father,” “Israel’s chariot,” “its horsemen.” While Miller (2010b, 
354) considers only the first two noun phrases as forms of address, I consider the 
last two noun phrases to be part of the address as well.14 They stand in apposition 
to the initial two noun phrases, specifically referring to Elisha, who has been a 
source of power and guidance for the northern kingdom of Israel. Interestingly, 
the exact same form of address was used by Elisha himself when his mentor Elijah 
was taken up to heaven in a whirlwind, as described in 2 Kgs 2:12. As Robert 
Alter (2013, 737) points out, the imagery of the chariot and horsemen, perhaps 
triggered by the vision of the chariot of fire in verse 11, conveys the idea that 
“Elijah has been Israel’s true power, as chariotry is the driving power of an army.” 
This form of address, which combines a construct phrase with a noun phrase, now 
serves as a proverbial epithet for a leader and is applied to Elisha. 

Third, a complex address can consist of a definite construct phrase followed 
by a definite noun phrase in apposition to the nomen rectum of the construct 
phrase, as in (10):15 
 

 
13 See §2.2 in appendix B for an example of a definite construct phrase conjoined with a 
noun phrase.  
14 I view the final two noun phrases as a fixed expression referring to Elisha. Thus, they 
constitute one form of address.  
15 See §2.3 in appendix B for a list of examples of a definite construct phrase plus a noun 
phrase appositional to the nomen rectum of the construct phrase.  
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םלוע דעו םלועמ וניבא לארשי יהלא הוהי התא ךורב דיוד רמאיו (10)  
wayyoʔmɛr  dɔwiḏ  bɔruḵ  ʔattɔ  yhwh 
and=he.said  David  blessed  you   YHWH     
ʔɛlohe  yiśrɔʔel  ʔɔḇinu  meʕolɔm   wəʕaḏ-ʕolɔm   
God.of  Israel  father=our from=eternity and=to-eternity 
David said, “Blessed are you, YHWH, God of Israel our father, forever and 
ever.” (1 Chr 29:10) 

 
In this example, a simple address consisting of the proper noun  yhwh  הוהי

“YHWH” is followed by a complex address headed by יהלא  ʔɛlohe “God of.” It is 
important to note that a common noun with a pronominal suffix ו ניב  ʔɔḇinu “our א
father” is in apposition to the nomen rectum of the preceding construct phrase 

לאר יהלא yiśrɔʔel “Israel,” rather than to יש  ʔɛlohe “God of.” Thus, the phrase  יהלא
ו ניב לאר א  ʔɛlohe yiśrɔʔel ʔɔḇinu “God of Israel our father” should be regarded יש
as a single address form comprising three words, with the same referent as הוהי  
yhwh “YHWH.” 

Finally, a complex address can take the form of a definite noun phrase fol-
lowed by a modifier. This modifier can be an attributive adjective, relative clause 
headed by אשר- ʔašɛr-, ה- h-, or “zero-” relative complementizer,16 or even prep-
ositional phrase, as in (11a):17   

 
(11a) ועמש םישנה לכ לאו םעה לכ לא והימרי רמאיו  

םירצמ ץראב רשא הדוהי לכ הוהי רבד   
wayyoʔmɛr  yirməyɔhu ʔɛl-kol-hɔʕɔm   wəʔɛl    kol-hannɔšim 
and=he.said  Jeremiah to-all-the=people   and=to    all-the=women 
šimʕu dəḇar-yhwh    kol-yəhuḏɔ   ʔašɛr   bəʔɛrɛṣ     miṣrɔyim 
hear  word.of-YHWH   all-Judah   who   in=land.of    Egypt 
Jeremiah said to all the people and all the women, “Hear the word of YHWH, 
all you people of Judah who are in the land of Egypt!” (Jer 44:24) 

 

 
16 I align with Holmstedt (2002, 83–90; 2010, 27–31) in his argument, drawing on the 
works of Barr (1989) and Siloni (1995), that the ה prefix attached to a participle serves as 
a relative complementizer. In this construction, the participle functions as the main verb 
within the relative clause. For an argument supporting the idea that the definite article in 
Phoenician and Hebrew originally acted as a relative marker, see Gzella 2006, 11. Further-
more, in accordance with Holmstedt (2002, 60), I consider a participle without the prefix 
-as the main verb within a “zero-” relative clause, wherein no overt relative complemen ה
tizer is present. 
17 See §2.4.1 in appendix B for a list of examples of a definite noun phrase followed by a 
modifier.  
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However, there are several cases where a modifier follows an anarthrous 
common noun phrase, as in (11b): 
 
(11b) םכב יתלעב יכנא יכ הוהי םאנ םיבבוש םינב ובוש  

šuḇu ḇɔnim  šoḇɔḇim  nəʔum-yhwh   ki  ʔɔnoḵi     
return sons   faithless  utterance-YHWH  for  I             
bɔʕalti   ḇɔḵɛm 
I.am.master  over=you 
“Return, faithless children,” declares YHWH; “for I am your true master.” 
(Jer 3:14) 

 
To sum up, there are a total of 209 complex addresses in our corpus, which 

make up approximately 30 percent of all free forms of address. Out of these, 110 
complex addresses are grammatically definite. This includes eighty-two construct 
phrases with a definite nomen rectum, two definite construct phrases conjoined 
with a definite noun phrase, six definite construct phrases followed by a noun 
phrase appositional to the nomen rectum of the construct phrase, and twenty def-
inite noun phrases followed by a modifier. However, ninety-nine complex 
addresses are unmarked with the definite article: ninety-five construct phrases 
with an anarthrous nomen rectum and four anarthrous noun phrases followed by 
a modifier. 

2.3.3. Reasons for the Absence of the Definite Article in Free Forms of Address 

When comparing the frequency of nominal forms of address with the definite article 
to those without it,18 we find that the latter outnumber the former. For the sake of 
comparison, the statistics for both prose and poetry are presented in table 2.1:19 
 
Table 2.1. Nominal Forms of Address and the Definite Article in Biblical Hebrew 

 + Definite Article - Definite Article  Total 
Prose 55 111 166 
Poetry 74 212 286 
Total 129 323 452 

 
From a statistical point of view, it appears that both prose and poetry tend to 

favor the absence of definite articles in nominal forms of address. These statistical 
findings led Miller (2010a, 43) to assert that the definite article does not mark the 

 
18 This comparison excludes anarthrous forms of address that are definite: proper nouns, 
nouns with a pronominal suffix, and nouns in construct with any of these nouns.   
19 Miller (2010a, 48) has a similar table, but the numbers are slightly different as she em-
ploys a different counting method. For example, she counts multiple appositional 
appositives referring to the same addressee as one form of address. 
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vocative (i.e., free form of address) in Biblical Hebrew. Instead, nominals used as 
vocatives can be either definite or indefinite.   

However, Miller’s conclusion is misleading since she fails to consider the 
following significant factors underlying the statistics. First, there is a skewed dis-
tribution of nominal forms of address without the definite article in prose. In table 
2.2, anarthrous nominal forms of address in prose are listed according to the books 
of the Hebrew Bible: 
 
Table 2.2. Nominal Forms of Address without the Definite Article in Prose 

Form Verse Form Verse 
םיתשלפ  1 Sam 4:9 הנוז  Ezek 16:35 

חבזמ  1 Kgs 13:2 (2x) עשר ללח  Ezek 21:3020 
םימע  1 Kgs 22:28 = 2 Chr 18:27 …  Ezek 22:3  תכפש ריע
חרק  2 Kgs 2:23 (2x) ךכסה בורכ  Ezek 28:16 

םיבבוש םינב  Jer 3:14 עשר  Ezek 33:8 
… םידבאמ םיער  Jer 23:121 םיער  Ezek 34:7 

ןודא  Jer 34:5 הזח  Amos 7:12 
םדא ןב  Ezek 2:1, etc. (91x); Dan 8:17 תודמח שיא  Dan 10:11, 19 

 
Looking at the table, it is evident that out of the 111 anarthrous nominal forms 

of address, a staggering ninety-two belong to a single form, םדא ןב   bɛn-ʔɔḏɔm 
“son of man.” Remarkably, all but one of these instances come from a single book, 
that is, the book of Ezekiel.22 It is noteworthy that throughout this book, the 
prophet Ezekiel is consistently addressed by YHWH using this phrase, never by 
his personal name. This observation leads to the argument that the phrase serves 
as a substitute for Ezekiel’s personal name and should therefore be construed as 
definite, like saying “O Human!”23 As David J. A. Clines (1972, 287) points out, 
this phrase accentuates the distance between Ezekiel and the majestic God who 
speaks to him, highlighting “the comparative insignificance of the one who is ad-
dressed not by his proper name, but only by the name of his ‘father.’” 

 
20 I view this expression as a construct phrase, following BHS’s repointing ḥalal rɛšaʕ. This 
may be supported by the fact that two adjectives in apposition are rare in Biblical Hebrew and 
that there is a corresponding plural construct phrase ḥalle ršɔʕim in Ezek 21:34. 
21 For a defense of viewing what follows after יוה  hoy “woe” as a form of address in Jer 
23:1, see Hillers 1983, 185–88. 
22 The phrase bɛn-ʔɔḏɔm in Dan 8:17 may have been derived from that in Ezekiel. See 
Eichrodt 1970, 61 and Block 1997, 30.  
23 Note that the phrase םדא־ןב  is in form a perfectly plausible personal name, and personal 
names (virtually) never include the definite article. Thus, it is quite possible that the phrase 
was created in the form of a personal name, as a substitute for the personal name, with the 
second element, which is usually theophoric, being nontheophoric in this phrase. 
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Second, if we exclude the phrase םדא ןב   bɛn-ʔɔḏɔm, we are left with only 
nineteen anarthrous forms of address in prose, which accounts for about one-third 
of the number of forms with the definite article. Again, the distribution of these 
remaining forms is uneven, with twelve out of the nineteen occurrences found in 
prophetic books, especially Jeremiah and Ezekiel. These books consist of a com-
bination of prose and poetry, and are well known for freely incorporating poetic 
features in the prose section, including the restricted use of the definite article, 
which Francis I. Andersen and A. Dean Forbes (1983, 165) refer to as a “prose 
particle.”24 Thus, the absence of the definite article in the thirteen forms of ad-
dress in the prose sections of the prophetic books may be attributed to this 
stylistic reality.25 

The seven anarthrous forms of address in the historical books actually belong 
to only four forms. Six of these instances are the result of repetition within the 
same verse ( חבזמ  mizbeaḥ “altar” in 1 Kgs 13:2; חרק  qereaḥ “baldy” in 2 Kgs 
2:23) or in parallel passages ( םי  ʕammim “peoples” in 1 Kgs 22:28 = 2 Chr עמ
18:27). The absence of the definite article in these four forms of address can be 
explained as follows:  

First, in 1 Sam 4:9, the form of address םיתשלפ  plištim “O Philistines!” is a 
gentilic plural adjective. Unlike other gentilic plural forms that regularly take the 
definite article when referring to the entire group (e.g., םירבעה  hɔʕiḇrim “the He-
brews”), םיתשלפ  is almost always found without the definite article (228 out of 
257 occurrences).26 Thus, the absence of the article in this form of address should 
not come as a surprise.   

Second, the expression חבזמ חבזמ   mizbeaḥ mizbeaḥ “O altar, altar!” in 1 Kgs 
13:2 is an example of a rhetorical device known as apostrophe, in which the 
speaker turns away from the audience to address “a dead or absent person, or an 
abstraction or inanimate object” (Baldick 2008, 22). This technique is used to em-
phasize a point, intensify grief, or express indignation, often involving 

 
24 According to Garr (1985, 89), the definite article is a relatively recent innovation in He-
brew, making its first appearance during the early first millennium BCE. Thus, its frequent 
omission in archaic biblical poetry, such as the song of Deborah in Judges 5, may be ac-
counted for. The reasons for the absence of the definite article in poetry in subsequent 
periods may vary, including archaizing, rhythm, brevity, and stylistic elegance. For a list 
of biblical poems that do not use the definite article at all, see Andersen and Forbes 1983, 
165. See also Freedman (1985, 49–62) for a discussion of the use of the three “prose 
particles,” i.e., ʔeṯ, ʔašɛr, and ha-, in the poetry embedded in the prose narratives of the 
Hebrew Bible. 
25 This also corresponds to the general tendency of the reduced use of the definite article 
in free forms of address in poetry shown in table 2.1.   
26 Only ten times is ה used. In nineteen cases is a preceding position (כ ,ל ,ב) given the 
pointing of the definite article. 
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personification. In this instance, an unnamed man of God from Judah directly ad-
dresses an altar, an inanimate object, while Jeroboam, the king of Israel, stands 
nearby to offer sacrifices at Bethel. The man of God employs this technique to 
shockingly shift attention from the royal but self-appointed priest, Jeroboam, and 
redirect it towards an entirely illegitimate altar and cult. The man of God com-
pletely ignores Jeroboam as if he were not even present and personifies the altar 
as if it were capable of hearing his prophecy. Thus, it can be argued that the com-
mon noun חבזמ  functions as a quasi-proper noun, akin to saying “Mr. Altar! Mr. 
Altar!” Hence, the use of the definite article may not be necessary.27 The same 
explanation can be applied to the absence of the definite article in other common 
nouns for inanimate objects used as free forms of address, such as םד תכפש ריע  
ʕir šop̄ɛḵɛṯ dɔm “O City that sheds blood!” (Ezek 22:3). 

Third, the form of address םי   =) ʕammim “O peoples!” in 1 Kgs 22:28 עמ
2 Chr 18:27) may not be original in the Masoretic Text (MT) but rather a scribal 
gloss. According to the MT, this anarthrous form of address comes from the 
mouth of Micaiah, the son of Imlah. After prophesying Ahab’s death in a battle 
against Aram, Micaiah is ordered to be imprisoned by Ahab until his safe return 
(vv. 19–27). However, unperturbed, Micaiah boldly makes another declaration 
introduced by רמא  wayyoʔmɛr “then he said”: “If you return safely, YHWH has וי
not spoken to me” (v. 28). Without any intervening response from Ahab, we en-
counter another רמאיו  introducing Micaiah’s final address: םלכ םימע ועמש רמאיו  
wayyoʔmɛr šimʕu ʕammim kullɔm “He said, ‘Hear, all you peoples!’” (v. 28). As 
Alter (2013, 725) points out, it is too abrupt and odd for Micaiah to say this in this 
narrative context. In fact, certain versions of the Greek Septuagint (LXX) exclude 
these four words. Considering that the exact same words םלכ םימע ועמש  are found 
at the beginning of the prophecy of the literary prophet Micah (Mic 1:2), it is 
probable that the four words םלכ םימע ועמש רמאיו  in 1 Kgs 22:28 are a scribal 
interpolation intended to establish a connection between Micaiah, the son of Imlah, 
and Micah of Moresheth. Thus, the lack of the definite article in the form of ad-
dress םימע  may be attributed to the fact that it was directly borrowed from the 
poetic section of the book of Micah.   

Finally, in 2 Kgs 2:23 we see a group of young boys mocking the prophet 
Elisha, saying, חרק הלע חרק הלע  ʕale qereaḥ ʕale qereaḥ “Go up, baldy! Go up, 
baldy!” The absence of the definite article in חרק  can be explained by Miller 
(2010a, 54), who argues that the address form consisting of an evaluative term is 

 
27 Waltke and O’Connor’s (IBHS §13.5.2c) explanation is similar when they state that 
“quite frequently the article is not used when reference is to persons not present or who are 
more or less imaginary.” 
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anarthrous28 when the speaker wishes “to highlight the nature, characteristics, or 
attributes of the addressee.” In contrast, the definite article is employed when the 
speaker intends “to specify the identity of the addressee.” Thus, the definite article 
is not used in חרק , since the young boys are sarcastically taunting and insulting 
Elisha by drawing attention to his physical defect with the term.29 However, when 
Saul re-identifies his son Jonathan using an insulting term תודרמה תוענ  ןב   bɛn 
naʕawaṯ hammarduṯ “You son of a perverse, rebellious woman!” (1 Sam 20:30), 
the definite article is used.30  

Based on the examination of all the anarthrous forms of address in prose, it 
can be concluded that the lack of the definite article in free forms of address does 
not necessarily indicate that the form is functionally indefinite. Typically, indi-
viduals being addressed, known as addressees, are identifiable within the context 
of the speech or text. Therefore, the form of address should be considered definite. 
The exclusion of the definite article in free forms of address can be attributed to 
various factors discussed above.  

2.3.4. Correlation between Free Forms of Address and Speech Participants 

When examining the types of address forms and the types of speech participants, 
a close correlation between them becomes apparent. Simple addresses are com-
monly found in conversations between two humans, accounting for 175 
occurrences or 37 percent of the total simple addresses. On the other hand, the 
usage of complex addresses in such situations is significantly lower, with only 19 
instances, making up 9 percent of the complex addresses. Interestingly, none of 
the twenty-four complex addresses, which consist of a noun phrase followed by a 
modifier, appears in human-to-human conversations. Instead, they are primarily 
employed in dialogues between God and human(s) or in a prophet’s address to a 
group of people or inanimate object(s). In these cases, the speaker describes spe-
cific features and characteristics of the addressee(s).31 In (11b) above, for example, 

 
28 Note that Miller uses the term “indefinite” instead of anarthrous. I view free forms of 
address as pragmatically definite, regardless of the presence or absence of the definite ar-
ticle, since they point to a specific participant in the speech situation. 
29 Perhaps other anarthrous forms of address consisting of an evaluative term for praise, such as 

תודמח־שיא  ʔiš-ḥamuḏoṯ “O precious man!” in Dan 10:11, 19, may be explained in the same way.  
30 Another possible explanation for the use of the definite article in this insulting phrase is 
that the phrase ת וד מר ה תוענ  naʕawaṯ hammarduṯ specifically refers to Jonathan’s mother 
(Ahinoam?), and therefore is definite. See also 2 Sam 16:7, in which the definite article is 
used as Shimei specifies the identity of David by two insulting phrases לעילבה שיאו םימדה שיא  
ʔiš haddɔmim wʔiš habbliyyɔʕal “You man of blood, (and) you man of worthlessness!” 
31 For God’s address to human(s), see Isa 10:24; Jer 3:14; 23:1; Ezek 21:30; 22:3; 28:16; 34:2. 
For human’s address to God, see Gen 32:10; Num 16:22; 2 Kgs 19:15; Isa 37:16; Dan 9:4,  
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God addresses the people of Judah םינב  ḇɔnim “children,” using an attributive ad-
jective םיבבו  šoḇɔḇim “faithless” to describe their spiritual state. In (11a), when ש
the prophet Jeremiah addresses the people of Judah, he specifies their location 
(Egypt) using a relative clause. Thus, it can be concluded that complex addresses, 
in general, and those consisting of a noun phrase followed by a modifier, in par-
ticular, do not reflect everyday conversations between two humans in ancient 
Israel. Rather, they are used in specific speech contexts where the speaker finds it 
necessary to describe the characteristics and attributes of the addressee(s).  

2.3.5. Compound Addresses 

A compound address is created when simple address(es) and/or complex ad-
dress(es) are combined to refer to the same entity. There are three types of 
compound addresses distinguished by the methods through which their constitu-
ent addresses are combined: apposition, repetition, and coordination. 

2.3.5.1. Apposition  

Two or three coreferential addresses can be juxtaposed asyndetically to form a 
compound address. In our corpus, there are 106 compound addresses made up of 
appositional addresses. With the exception of one, all of these compound ad-
dresses consist of two addresses. Table 2.3 presents a breakdown of the 
combinations and their respective frequencies in both dialogues between two hu-
mans and overall: 
 
Table 2.3. Combinations of Two Appositional Addresses 

Combination Human-to-Human Total 
Simple + Simple 29 75 
Simple + Complex 2 27 
Complex + Complex – 3 

 
The statistics clearly demonstrate that the structure of two simple addresses 

in apposition is the most commonly employed, surpassing any other structure. 
Additionally, over one-third of these compound addresses occur in human-to-hu-
man conversations. Interestingly, our corpus does not include any examples of a 
complex address followed by a simple address. 

When a simple address appears as the head of a compound address, it almost 
always (99 times) consists of a proper noun or a common noun with a pronominal 
suffix, as in (12a) and (12b), respectively:32  

 
15; Neh 1:5. For the prophet’s address to a group of people, see Jer 7:2; 17:20 (3x); 22:2; 
29:20; 44:24, 26. For the prophet’s address to inanimate objects, see Ezek 37:4; Zech 4:7. 
32 See §3.1.1 and §3.1.2 in appendix B for a list of compound addresses headed by a simple 
address. 
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(12a) ינב לאומש רמאיו לאומש תא ילע ארקיו  
wayyiqrɔʔ     ʕeli ʔɛṯ- šəmuʔel  wayyoʔmɛr    šəmuʔel bəni 
and=he.called   Eli ACC-Samuel  and=he.said    Samuel son=my 
Eli called Samuel and said, “Samuel, my son!” (1 Sam 3:16) 

(12b) ךלמה ינדא ילוק דוד רמאיו דוד ינב הז ךלוקה רמאיו דוד לוק תא לואש רכיו  
Wayyakker   šɔʔul ʔɛṯ-qol   dɔwiḏ  wayyoʔmɛr 
and=he.recognized Saul  ACC-voice.of David  and=he.said  
haqoləḵɔ    zɛ  bəni   ḏɔwiḏ  wayyoʔmɛr  
INTER=voice=your this  son=my  David  and=he.said  
dɔwiḏ qoli   ʔaḏoni  hammɛlɛḵ 
David voice=my lord=my  the=king 
Saul recognized David’s voice and said, “Is this your voice, my son David?” 
David replied, “It is my voice, my lord the king.” (1 Sam 26:17) 

 
When a complex address is positioned as the head component of a compound 

address, it is consistently followed by an appositive complex address, as in (13):33 
 
ךדבע ןזא תא התילג לארשי יהלא תואבצ הוהי התא יכ (13)  

ki-ʔatɔ  yhwh  ṣəḇɔʔoṯ ʔɛlohe yiśrɔʔel  gɔliṯɔ 
for-you  YHWH.of hosts God.of Israel  you.uncovered 
ʔɛṯ-ʔozɛn  ʕaḇdəḵɔ 
ACC-ear.of  servant=your 
For you, YHWH of hosts,34 God of Israel, have revealed to your servant.  
(2 Sam 7:27) 
 
There are three instances that demonstrate this structure in our corpus, all of 

which appear in conversations between God and human(s), never between two 
humans. Thus, it appears that this structure does not represent a characteristic fea-
ture of everyday conversations in ancient Israel.   

Our corpus contains only one compound address consisting of three apposi-
tional addresses:  

 
ארונהו לודגה לאה םימשה יהלא הוהי אנא רמאו (14)  

ויתוצמ ירמשלו ויבהאל דסחו תירבה רמש   
wɔʔomar ʔɔnnɔʔ yhwh  ʔɛlohe  haššɔmayim  hɔʔel 
and=I.said please YHWH  God.of  the=heavens  the=God 
 

 
33 See §3.1.3 in appendix B for a list of compound addresses headed by a complex address. 
34 For epigraphic evidence of a proper noun in the construct state, see KAjr 18.2 and 
19A.5–6 where yhwh šmrn “YHWH of Samaria” and yhwh tmn “YHWH of Teman” are 
attested, respectively. For a defense of this interpretation, see Emerton 1982, 2–20. 
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haggɔḏol wəhannorɔʔ   šomer    habbəriṯ  wɔḥɛsɛḏ  
the=great and=the=awesome keeping    the=covenant and=mercy  
ləʔohaḇɔyw   uləšomre   miṣwoṯɔyw 
to=loving=him  and=to=keeping  commandments=his 
I said, “Please, O YHWH, God of heaven, great and awesome God, who keeps 
covenant and mercy with those who love him and keep his commandments!” 
(Neh 1:5) 

 
A simple address consisting of the proper noun הוהי  yhwh “YHWH” is fol-

lowed by two complex addresses— םימ הש יהלא   ʔɛlohe haššɔmayim “God of 
heaven” and ארו נ הו לוד  לאה הג  hɔʔel haggɔḏol wəhannorɔʔ “great and awesome 
God”—both modified by a zero-relative clause. Again, this lengthy compound 
address occurs within the context of a prayer addressed to God. While the data is 
limited, it can be argued that this structure would have been rarely employed in 
human-to-human dialogues in ancient Israel. 

2.3.5.2. Repetition   

A compound address can be constructed, either partially or entirely, through the rep-
etition of a simple address consisting of a proper or common noun. There are five 
examples of compound addresses in our corpus in which a simple address is repeated 
consecutively, such as the repetition of םהרב  ʔaḇrɔhɔm “Abraham” in (15):35 א
 
יננה רמאיו םהרבא םהרבא רמאיו םימשה ןמ הוהי ךאלמ וילא ארקיו (15)  

wayyiqrɔʔ  ʔelɔyw malʔaḵ   yhwh    min-haššɔmayim   
and=he.called to=him messenger.of  YHWH    from-the=heavens 
wayyoʔmɛr  ʔaḇrɔhɔm ʔaḇrɔhɔm wayyoʔmɛr  hinneni 
and=he.said  Abraham Abraham and=he.said  behold=me  
The LORD’s messenger called to him from heaven, “Abraham! Abraham!” 
And he answered, “Here I am!” (Gen 22:11) 
 
Two examples of compound addresses consist of two simple addresses re-

peated twice or three times, as in (16):36   
 

ינב ינב םולשבא םולשבא ינב לודג לוק ךלמה קעזיו וינפ תא טאל ךלמהו (16)  
wəhammɛlɛḵ      lɔʔaṭ      ʔɛṯ-pɔnɔyw     wayyizʕaq       hammɛlɛḵ 
and=the=king    he.covered   ACC-face=his     and=he.cried.out   the=king 
 

 
35 See §3.2.1 in appendix B for a list of compound addresses consisting of a simple address 
repeated twice in a row. 
36 See §3.2.2 in appendix B for a list of compound addresses consisting of two simple ad-
dresses repeated twice or three times.  
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qol  gɔḏol bəni    ʔaḇšɔlom ʔaḇšɔlom bəni   ḇəni   
voice great son=my   Absalom Absalom son=my  son=my 
The king covered his face and cried out loudly, “My son, Absalom! O Absa-
lom, my son, my son!” (2 Sam 19:5) 

 
There are three instances of compound addresses that consist of two ad-

dresses, with one of them repeated twice, as in (17):37   
 
וישרפו לארשי בכר יבא יבא קעצמ אוהו האר עשילאו (17)  

wɛʔɛlišɔʕ  roʔɛ  wəhuʔ məṣaʕeq  ʔɔḇi   ʔɔḇi 
and=Elisha seeing and=he crying  father=my father=my 
rɛḵɛḇ  yiśrɔʔel  up̄ɔrɔšɔyw 
chariot.of Israel  and=horsemen=its 
While Elisha was watching, he was crying out, “My father, my father! Israel’s 
chariot and its horsemen!” (2 Kgs 2:12) 

 
From a functional perspective, the repetition of simple addresses, along with 

the interjections, serves to fulfill what Roman Jakobson (1960, 354) refers to as 
the “emotive function” of verbal communication. This function aims to convey 
the speaker’s emotional attitude towards the addressee and the content of their 
speech. For example, in (15), the repetition of the proper noun “Abraham” con-
veys a sense of urgency on the part of the speaker, who is a messenger of YHWH. 
This urgency is intended to prevent Abraham from proceeding with the act of 
sacrificing his son, Isaac (Hamilton 1995, 111; Hartley 2000, 209; Sarna 2001, 
153). A similar sense of urgency can be detected in Exod 3:4, where YHWH calls 
out Moses’s name twice, “Moses, Moses!,” in an effort to keep him from ap-
proaching the burning bush. 

The emotive function of repeating simple addresses becomes more apparent 
in example (16). When David receives the news of his son Absalom’s death, he 
is overwhelmed with distress and sorrow, leading to outbursts of grief. The rep-
etition of “Absalom” and the threefold repetition of “my son” intensify the depth 
and intensity of David’s sorrow and anguish (Anderson 1989, 226; Bar-Efrat 
1989, 211). 

In example (17), the repetition of a simple address occurs in a similar context 
to that of (16): the speaker is faced with the imminent loss of his beloved ad-
dressee. When Elijah is taken up to heaven by a whirlwind, his disciple Elisha 
cries out in desperation. The repetition of “my father” followed by the coreferen-
tial noun phrases “Israel’s chariot and its horsemen” emphasizes Elisha’s mixed 
emotions of surprise, sorrow, and despair. Elisha’s emotional state is further 

 
37 See §3.2.2 in appendix B for a list of compound addresses consisting of two simple ad-
dresses, one of which is repeated twice. 
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revealed as he tears his own clothes, a gesture symbolizing extreme grief, at the 
loss. Interestingly, the same address form is later used by Joash, the king of Israel, 
at Elisha’s death-bed, as seen in example (9). Again, the repetition of “my father” 
serves to heighten Joash’s profound sadness, which he expresses by weeping be-
fore him (2 Kgs 13:14). 

2.3.5.3. Coordination 

A compound address can be formed by combining two coreferential addresses 
with the coordinating conjunction ְו w “and,” as in (18):38   
 
לעילבה שיאו םימדה שיא אצ אצ וללקב יעמש רמא הכו (18)  

wḵo-ʔɔmar  šimʕi  bəqaləlo   ṣe   ṣe 
and=so-he.said Shimei  in=cursing=his get.out  get.out 
ʔiš   haddɔmim  wəʔiš   habbəliyyɔʕal 
Man.of  the=blood  and=man.of  the=worthlessness 
Shimei said as he cursed, “Get out! Get out! You man of blood, (and) you 
man of worthlessness!” (2 Sam 16:7) 

 
In this example, during David’s escape from Jerusalem in response to his son 

Absalom’s rebellion, Shimei, a Benjamite from the house of Saul, curses David 
as he approaches Bahurim (2 Sam 16:5). Two complex addresses are employed, 
each consisting of the construct phrases, “man of blood” and “man of worthless-
ness.” The construct form ש יא  ʔiš “man of” is repeated, with two different nouns, 
“blood” and “worthlessness,” serving as its nomen rectum (although in Gen 14:19, 
the construct form הנק  qone “possessor” is not repeated). The two complex ad-
dresses are joined together by the coordinating conjunction ְו w “and.” It is evident 
from the context that both complex addresses are referring to none other than Da-
vid himself. 

There is one compound address in our corpus that contains both a coordinat-
ing conjunction and an appositive, as in (19): 

 
ילא רמאה הוהי קחצי יבא יהלאו םהרבא יבא יהלא בקעי רמאיו (19)  

wayyoʔmɛr  yaʕaqoḇ  ʔɛlohe  ʔɔḇi   ʔaḇrɔhɔm  
and=he.said  Jacob  God.of  my father Abraham    
weʔlohe   ʔɔḇi   yiṣḥɔq    yhwh  haʔomer  ʔelay  
and=God.of  my father Isaac    YHWH the=saying to=me 
Jacob said, “O God of my father Abraham and God of my father Isaac, YHWH 
who said to me, …” (Gen 32:10) 

 
38 See §3.3.1 in appendix B for a list of compound addresses consisting of two coreferential 
addresses linked by the conjunction w.  
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The two coreferential complex addresses, םהרב א יב  א יהלא   ʔɛlohe ʔɔḇi 
ʔaḇrɔhɔm “God of my father Abraham” and קחצי יב  א יהלא   ʔɛlohe ʔɔḇi yiṣḥɔq 
“God of my father Isaac” are linked by the coordinating conjunction ו wə “and.” 
They are in apposition to the following simple address, consisting of the proper 
noun הוהי  yhwh “YHWH,” which is modified by the ה- h- relative clause.39  

To sum up, there are 119 compound addresses in our corpus. Almost all of 
these compound addresses (106 forms, constituting 89 percent of compound ad-
dresses) are formed by placing simple and complex addresses in apposition. There 
are a small number of compound addresses formed through the repetition of a 
simple address or the coordination of simple and complex addresses (13 forms, 
constituting 11 percent of compound addresses). 

2.4. Semantic Categories 

In addition to their grammatical categories, free forms of address can also be cat-
egorized based on their lexical meaning. The classification commonly used in 
modern languages was developed by Braun (1988, 9–11). To adapt it to the Bib-
lical Hebrew system, I have slightly modified her categories and present the 
following scheme that will be employed throughout this study: 
 
Table 2.4. Semantic Types of Free Forms of Address in Biblical Hebrew 

 Category Examples 
1. Personal Name (PN) “David” 
2. Kinship Term (KT)40 “my father” 
3. Title (T)41 “commander” 
4. P/Matro/Andronymic42 “son of Ahitub” 
5. Group Address (GA) “house of Israel” 
6. Evaluative Term (ET)43 “wicked one” 
7. Geographic Name (GN) “Tyre” 
8. Gentilic “Philistines” 
9. Other “Altar! Altar!” 

 

 
39 See footnote 16. 
40 A kinship term is defined as any term that implies relationship by blood or marriage 
(Braun 1988, 9; Dickey 1996, 62).  
41 As Braun (1988, 10) notes, there is no consensus on the definition of ‘title.’ I define it as 
a term used when addressing a person or deity to express his/her social, political, or reli-
gious status, determined by a combination of factors such as rank, occupation, or age.  
42 P/Matro/Andronymic refers to terms that define addressees as son, daughter, or wife of 
someone.  
43 Evaluative terms refer to descriptive terms that express the speaker’s attitudes and eval-
uation of the addressee (cf. Zwicky 1974, 792; Miller 2010a, 54). Revell (1996, 50) calls 
these terms “nonce epithets.” 
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The following sections provide a description of the distribution patterns of 
these semantic categories. Each simple and complex address has been assigned a 
specific semantic type. Address forms can be broadly divided into two groups 
based on the types of addressees: those used for animate beings and those used 
for inanimate objects. The former group can be further subdivided into those used 
for human beings and those used for divine beings. In order to compare and con-
trast how these groups are addressed, I will discuss them in separate sections. In 
each section, I will examine cases where a simple or complex address is used 
alone, as well as cases where a compound address is used. Note that a simple or 
complex address consists of a single semantic type (e.g., “troublemaker of Israel” 
for ET), while a compound address is composed of two or more semantic types 
(e.g., “Hagar, servant of Sarai!” for PN + occupational T). 

2.4.1 Addresses to Animate Beings  

2.4.1.1. Human Beings 

When addressing human being(s), the speaker may employ either a simple or 
complex address alone or a compound address. In our corpus, there are 330 in-
stances in which a simple or complex address is used alone, while a compound 
address is used fifty-one times. 

2.4.1.1.1. Simple/Complex Addresses Alone 

Table 2.5 shows the frequency distribution of simple and complex addresses used 
alone when addressing human being(s): 
 
Table 2.5. Simple/Complex Addresses to Human(s)44 

 Category Frequency 
1. PN 64 
2. KT 57 
3. T 49 
4. GA 39 
5. ET 13 
6. P/Matro/Andronymic 101 
7. GN 3 
8. Gentilic 2 
9. Other 2 

 
The semantic category “P/Matro/Andronymic” immediately stands out in this 

table due to its higher frequency compared to other categories. However, this cat-
egory is skewed by the dominance of one specific form, םדא ןב   bɛn ʔɔḏɔm “son 
of man,” which occurs ninety-two times in the book of Ezekiel. Although this 

 
44 See §1.1.1 in appendix C for a list of simple/complex addresses used alone for humans. 
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form takes the patronymic form, it should not be considered a typical patronymic 
that derives from the personal name of a father or paternal ancestor. As discussed 
earlier, it functions as a substitute for Ezekiel’s personal name in the book of Eze-
kiel, that is, “O Human!” In light of this, the occurrences of this form are separated 
from the P/Matro/Andronymic category, leaving only nine remaining instances. 
Thus, P/Matro/Andronymic is placed after ET in the table.   

Apart from this skewed P/Matro/Andronymic category, the two most fre-
quent semantic types are PN and KT. This aligns with the cross-linguistic 
observation that PNs and KTs comprise the core lexical domain for free forms of 
address (Daniel and Spencer 2009, 632; Braun 1988, 9). As in example (5) above, 
most PNs are used to address a single person,45 but they can also be used to ad-
dress a group of people by employing the name of an eponymous ancestor.46 It is 
also worthwhile to note that PN is exclusively used for equal or lower social rela-
tions, as will be discussed in §3.4.1. 

About 50 percent of KTs are used literally to refer to the addressee(s) who 
are genetically related to the speaker, as in (6b) above.47 The other half of KTs, 
however, have an “extended” meaning48 and are used to address individuals or 
groups who are not biologically related to the speaker,49 as demonstrated in (17) 

 
45 43 times in total for 31 different names: “Abram” (Gen 15:1); “Hagar” (Gen 21:17); 
“Abraham” (Gen 22:1); “Jacob” (Gen 31:11); “Korah” (Num 16:6); “Samson” (Judg 16:9, 
12, 14, 20); “Hannah” (1 Sam 1:8); “Samuel” (1 Sam 3:6); “Jonathan” (1 Sam 14:44); 
“Abner” (1 Sam 17:55; 26:14); “Ahimelech” (1 Sam 22:16); “Asahel” (2 Sam 2:20); 
“Mephibosheth” (2 Sam 9:6; 19:26); “David” (1 Kgs 12:16); “Elijah” (1 Kgs 19:9, 13); 
“Micaiah” (1 Kgs 22:15; 2 Chr 18:14); “Elisha” (2 Kgs 2:4); “Gehazi” (2 Kgs 5:25); “Jehu” 
(2 Kgs 9:22); “Ahaziah” (2 Kgs 9:23); “Jeremiah” (Jer 1:11; 24:3); “Pashhur” (Jer 20:6); 
“Hananiah” (Jer 28:15); “Baruch” (Jer 45:2); “Oholibah” (Ezek 23:22); “Gog” (Ezek 
38:16); “Amos” (Amos 7:8; 8:2); “Daniel” (Dan 9:22; 10:12; 12:4, 9); “Jeroboam” (2 Chr 
13:4); “Asa” (2 Chr 15:2); “Uzziah” (2 Chr 26:18). 
46 21 times in total for 5 different names: “Israel” (Exod 32:4, 8; Deut 4:1; 5:1; 6:3, 4; 9:1; 
10:12; 20:3; 27:9; Josh 7:13; 1 Kgs 12:16, 28; Ezek 13:4; 2 Chr 10:16); “Gilead” (Judg 
12:4); “Moab” (2 Kgs 3:23); “Judah” (Jer 11:13; 2 Chr 20:17, 20); “David” (2 Chr 10:16). 
47 30 times in total for 7 KTs: “my father” (Gen 22:7; 27:18, 34, 38 [2x]; Gen 48:18; Judg 
11:36; Isa 8:4); “my son” (Gen 22:7, 8; 27:1, 8, 13, 18, 20, 21, 26, 37, 43; 48:19; 2 Sam 
13:25; 1 Chr 22:11); “my sons” (1 Sam 2:24); “my brother” (Gen 33:9; 2 Sam 13:12); “my 
daughter” (Judg 11:35); “my sister” (2 Sam 13:11, 20); “my mother” (1 Kgs 2:20; Isa 8:4).  
48 I find the term extended coined by Dickey (2004) to be more appropriate than fictive by 
Braun (1988), Contini (1995), and Esposito (2009), as the latter has a connotation of “not 
genuine.” 
49 “My brother” (2 Sam 20:9; 1 Kgs 9:13; 13:30); “my brothers” (Gen 19:7; 29:4; Judg 
19:23; 1 Sam 30:23); “my daughter” (Ruth 2:2, 8, 22; 3:1, 10, 11, 16, 18); “my daughters” 
(Ruth 1:11, 12, 13); “my father” (1 Sam 24:12; 2 Kgs 5:13; 6:21); “my son” (Gen 43:29; 
Josh 7:19; 1 Sam 3:6; 4:16; 2 Sam 18:22); “my sons” (2 Chr 29:11). 
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above, where Elisha addresses Elijah as יב  ʔɔḇi “my father,” despite not being א
his biological father.50 

The category T can be further divided into two types according to its nature 
and function: honorific T and occupational T. Honorific T refers to conventional 
terms used to convey respect and deference to addressees who hold power and 
authority by virtue of their rank, status, or age.51 In our corpus, there is only one 
term that fits this definition, that is, ןודא  ʔɔḏon “lord/master,” which is typically 
used with a first-person common singular pronominal suffix, as in (12b).52 Oc-
cupational T designates the addressee’s profession or function. There are seven 
types of occupational Ts in our corpus, such as  hammɛlɛḵ “the king” in המ ךל
(12b).53 In contrast to PN, T is almost always used for higher social relations 
(see §3.4.2).  

GA is a term used to address a group of people. While other semantic types 
can also be used for addressing groups, GA does not fit into any of those catego-
ries. GAs used for humans can be further divided into two subcategories: ethnic 
terms and other descriptive terms. The former has the form of either “a noun 
phrase of PN/GN” (e.g., “house of Israel”) or “all PN ± a relative clause” (e.g., 
“all Judah”),54 while the latter consists of “a noun phrase ± a relative clause” (e.g., 
“my flock”).55 

ETs, which express the speaker’s attitudes and evaluation of the addressee, 
can be divided into two categories: praise (20a) and insult (20b):  

 
50 A more detailed discussion of how KTs index the social relationship between speaker 
and addressee in Biblical Hebrew will be provided in §3.4.3. 
51 This definition is adapted from Pickett (2000, 843). 
52 Gen 23:6, 11, 15; 24:18; 42:10; 43:20; 44:18; Num 12:11; Judg 4:18; 1 Sam 1:15, 26 
(2x); 22:12; 25:24, 26; 1 Kgs 1:17; 3:17, 26; 2 Kgs 6:5, 15; Jer 34:5 (with no pronominal 
suffix); Ruth 2:13.  
53 “The king(s)” (Judg 3:19; 1 Sam 17:55; 23:20; 26:22; 2 Sam 14:4; 15:34; 24:23; Jer 
17:20; 19:3; 22:2; Esth 7:3; 2 Chr 25:7; 35:21); “man of God” (1 Kgs 17:18; 2 Kgs 1:9, 11, 
13; 4:40); “seer” (Amos 7:12); “princes of Israel” (Ezek 45:9); “the king’s son” (2 Sam 
13:4); “shepherds” (Jer 23:1; Ezek 34:2, 7, 9); “the commander” (2 Kgs 9:5 [2x]). 
54 “Leaders of Shechem” (Judg 9:7); “house of Israel” (Jer 10:1; 18:6 [2x]; Ezek 11:5; 
18:25, 29, 30, 31; 20:31, 39, 44; 33:11, 20; 36:22, 32; 44:6; Amos 3:1; 5:1); “inhabitants 
of Jerusalem” (Jer 19:3; 2 Chr 20:15, 20); “remnant of Judah” (Jer 42:15, 19); “all Judah” 
(2 Chr 15:2; 20:15); “all Israel” (2 Chr 13:4); “(all) Benjamin” (2 Chr 15:2); “all Judah 
who enter these gates to worship the LORD” (Jer 7:2); “all Judah (who enter these gates)” 
(Jer 17:20); “all Judah who are in the land of Egypt” (Jer 44:24); “all Judah who dwell in 
the land of Egypt” (Jer 44:26); “all the inhabitants of Jerusalem (who enter these gates)” 
(Jer 17:20). 
55 “All his company” (Num 16:6); “my people” (Ezek 37:12, 13); “my flock” (Ezek 34:17); 
“my people who dwell in Zion” (Isa 10:24); “all you exiles whom I sent away from Jeru-
salem to Babylon” (Jer 29:20). 
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(20a) ליחה רובג ךמע הוהי וילא רמאיו הוהי ךאלמ וילא אריו  
wayyerɔʔ   ʔelɔyw   mallʔɔḵ   yhwh  wayyoʔmɛr 
and=he.appeared  to=him   messenger.of YHWH  and=he.said 
ʔelɔyw  yhwh  ʕimməḵɔ  gibbor  hɛḥɔyil 
to=him  YHWH  with=you mighty.of strength 
YHWH’s messenger appeared and said to him, “The LORD is with you, O 
mighty man of valor!” (Judg 6:12)56 

(20b) לארשי רכע הז התאה וילא באחא רמאיו והילא תא באחא תוארכ יהיו  
Wayhi  kirʔoṯ  ʔaḥʔɔḇ  ʔɛṯ-ʔelyyɔhu  wayyoʔmɛr 
and=it.was as=seeing Ahab  ACC-Elijah  and=he.said 
ʔaḥʔɔḇ  ʔelɔyw  haʔattɔ   zɛ  ʕoḵer  yiśrɔʔel 
Ahab  to=him  INTER=you  this  troubling Israel 
When Ahab saw Elijah, he said to him, “Is it you, troublemaker of Israel?” 
(1 Kgs 18:17)57 
 
Apart from the recurring phrase םדא ןב   bɛn ʔɔḏɔm “O Human!” in the book 

of Ezekiel, there are nine address forms that fall into the P/Matro/Andronymic 
category. Five of them are used to refer to a group of people (e.g., “sons of 
Levi”),58 while the remaining forms address either one or three individuals. These 
forms take the shape of patronymics (e.g., “son of Ahitub”),59 matronymics (e.g., 
“sons of Zeruiah”),60 or andronymics (e.g., “wife of Jeroboam”).61 It is notewor-
thy that all of the p/matro/andronymic addresses to individuals appear to convey 
a derogatory tone, as they occur in contexts in which the speaker rebukes the ad-
dressee(s).62  

 
56 ETs for praise include “blessed of Yahweh” (Gen 24:31), “mighty man of valor” (Judg 
6:12), and “man greatly loved” (Dan 10:19).  
57 ETs for insult are “the rebels” (Num 20:10), “faithless children” (Jer 3:14), “rebellious 
house” (Ezek 12:25), “prostitute” (Ezek 16:35), “son of a perverse, rebellious woman”  
(1 Sam 20:30), “troublemaker of Israel” (1 Kgs 18:17), “my enemy” (1 Kgs 21:20), “bald-
head” (2 Kgs 2:23 [2x]), and “wicked one” (Ezek 33:8). 
58 “Sons of Levi” (Num 16:7, 8); “sons of Israel” (Isa 31:6; 2 Chr 13:12; 30:6). 
59 1 Sam 22:12. 
60 2 Sam 16:10; 19:23. 
61 1 Kgs 14:6. 
62 See Lande (1949, 35), who argues that the expression “wife of Jeroboam” carries a dis-
paraging nuance. Kugel (2007, 599) finds a hint of condescension even in the patronymic-
like expression םדא־ןב  bɛn-ʔɔḏɔm “son of man,” translating it as “little man” or “mere 
man.” Block (1997, 30–31) shares the same view, pointing out that the expression high-
lights the distance between God and man.  
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There are three GNs and two instances of Gentilic forms, all of which are 
used to address an ethnic group of people.63 The category labeled as Other con-
sists of two noun phrases that do not seem to fit into any of the previously 
discussed semantic categories: רענה  hannɔʕar “lad” (1 Sam 17:58) and ךכסה בורכ   
kruḇ hassoḵeḵ “guardian cherub” (Ezek 28:16).64 

2.4.1.1.2. Compound Addresses 

Compound addresses to humans can be categorized based on the semantic type 
that appears at the head of the address form. The frequency distribution of com-
pound addresses to human(s) is presented in table 2.6: 
 
Table 2.6. Compound Addresses to Human(s)65 

Head Structure Frequency 
T Honorific T + Occupational T 19 
 Honorific T + PN 2 
 Occupational T + PN 1 
PN PN + Occupational T 6 
 PN + PN 4 
 PN + KT 2 
 PN + ET 2 
 PN + KT + KT 1 
KT KT + PN 4 
 KT + KT + Other T 2 
 KT + GA 1 
 KT + PN + KT + KT + PN 1 
 KT + PN + PN + KT + KT 1 
ET ET + ET 1 
 ET + Occupational T 1 
GA GA + GA 2 
 GA + Patronymic  1 

 
As shown in table 2.6, there are 51 compound addresses headed by T, PN, 

KT, ET, or GA, while no examples are found with P/Matro/Andronymic, GN, or 
Gentilic at the head. When T comes as the head, the compound addresses are al-
ways used for social superiors. Furthermore, honorific T is never found after other 
semantic types but consistently precedes occupational T or PN. Thus, it can 

 
63 GNs include “Tyre” (Ezek 26:3), “Sidon” (Ezek 28:22), and “Jerusalem” (2 Chr 20:17). 
Gentilics are “Philistines” (1 Sam 4:9) and “Levites” (2 Chr 29:5). 
64 Whether רענה  hannɔʕar “lad” denotes an age or social position will be discussed in 
chapter 3. 
65 See §1.1.2 in appendix C for a list of compound addresses used for humans. 
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tentatively be argued that honorific T prefers the first position in compound ad-
dresses used for social superiors.66 

The majority of compound addresses with the structure honorific T + occu-
pational T come from the term ךל ינדא המ  ʔaḏoni hammɛlɛḵ “my lord the king” as 
in (12b). It occurs eighteen times as a free form in our corpus, while its reverse 
form ינדא ךל   hammɛlɛḵ ʔaḏoni “O king, my lord,” is never attested as a free המ
form. The latter appears once as a bound form (2 Sam 14:15), but the former pre-
vails as a bound form as well (39 times). Although it cannot be ruled out that 

ינדא ךלמה  hammɛlɛḵ ʔaḏoni “O king, my lord,” was used as a free form in the 
biblical period, it is evident that the biblical writers strongly preferred ךל מ ה ינדא  
ʔaḏoni hammɛlɛḵ “my lord the king.” This is in stark contrast to the almost exclu-
sive use of “O king my lord” in ancient Near Eastern writings during the second 
and first millennium BCE.67 

 
66 Unfortunately, there are no examples in Biblical Hebrew or Epigraphic Hebrew for a 
combination of honorific T, KT, ET, and GA to make this claim stronger.  
67 For a free form, “O king my lord,” see line 12 of the Egyptian Bentresh Stela, which was 
made to appear as a monument of Ramesses II, but which was actually written much later, 
either in the Persian or the Ptolemaic period. Examples of a bound form “the king my lord” 
abound in the Assyrian letters in the first millennium BCE as well as in the Ugaritic and 
Amarna letters in the second millennium BCE: RS 18.040:1; RS 18.113A:1; RS 34.148:5; 
RS 94.2391:1; EA 51; EA 53; EA 60; EA 63–65; EA 68; EA 70; EA 74–76; EA 78–79; 
EA 81; EA 83–85; EA 87–92; EA 94; EA 102–109; EA 112; EA 114; EA 116–119; EA 
121–123; EA 125–126; EA 128–132; EA 135–144; EA 147–162; EA 164–166; EA 168; 
EA 171–172; EA 174–177; EA 179; EA 182–187; EA 189; EA 191–209; EA 211–212; 
EA 214–217; EA 221; EA 223–235; EA 237; EA 239–245; EA 248–262; EA 264–265; 
EA 267–275; EA 277; EA 279–290; EA 292–302; EA 304–305; EA 315; EA 317–321; 
EA 323–331; EA 335; EA 337; EA 362–366; EA 371; EA 378; SAA 1.1; SAA 1.29; SAA 
1.31–39; SAA 1.41–60; SAA 1.62; SAA 1.64–67; SAA 1.70–78; SAA 1.80; SAA 1.82–
85; SAA 1.87–94; SAA 1.96–102; SAA 1.104; SAA 1.106–110; SAA 1.112; SAA 1.115–
119; SAA 1.121; SAA 1.124–125; SAA 1.128–139; SAA 1.143–144; SAA 1.146; SAA 
1.148–150; SAA 1.152; SAA 1.155–156; SAA 1.158–161; SAA 1.163–165; SAA 1.171–
177; SAA 1.179; SAA 1.181–186; SAA 1.188–190; SAA 1.192–202; SAA 1.204–208; 
SAA 1.210; SAA 1.212; SAA 1.216; SAA 1.219; SAA 1.222–224; SAA 1.226–227; SAA 
1.229–231; SAA 1.233; SAA 1.235–243; SAA 1.245–246; SAA 1.249; SAA 1.251–252; 
SAA 1.256–260. Note that Abimilki, the ruler of Tyre, addresses the king of Egypt once 
with a free form, be-li LUGAL “my lord the king” (EA 150:18), but otherwise he always 
addresses him as LUGAL be-li “the king my lord” in his nine letters to him (EA 146–154). 
For the sake of comparison, the Hittite emperor was typically addressed by his officials as 
dUTU-ši be-lí-ia “(the) sun, my lord” (e.g., HKM 46:15), not as LUGAL be-lí-ia “the king 
my lord.” The king of Mari was addressed simply as be-lí-ia “my lord” (e.g., ARM 27/1:1). 
There is an Aramaic letter by an Assyrian officer Bel-etir to his fellow officer, Pir-amurri, 
where the king of Assyria (Ashurbanipal) was referred to, not addressed, as mry mlkʔ “my 
lord the king” (VAT 8384:6). 
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When PN comes as the head of a compound address, it can be followed by 
occupational T, PN, KT, or ET. Similar to PN used alone, all compound ad-
dresses headed by PN are used for social inferiors, as in (12a).68 KT can be 
followed by PN, KT, GA, or other T.69 It may be used with a literal or extended 
meaning, indicating either an equal (e.g., “my brothers”) or unequal (e.g., “my 
father”; “my son”) relationship between the speaker and the addressee, as in 
(6b). When KT is used in an extended sense, as in (9), it also appears to highlight 
an intimate relationship. 

2.4.1.2. Divine Beings 

Similar to addresses to human(s), when addressing divine beings, the speaker can 
employ either a simple or complex address alone or a compound address. 

2.4.1.2.1. Simple/Complex Addresses Alone 

There are ninety-six simple and complex addresses used for divine beings. Almost 
90 percent of them are used for the God of Israel (85 times), while the remaining 
addresses are for his messengers (9 times), Satan (once), and Baal (once). Table 
2.7 presents the frequency distribution of simple and complex addresses to divine 
being(s): 
 
Table 2.7. Simple/Complex Addresses to Divine Being(s)70 

 Category Frequency 
1. PN 51 
2. T 45 

 
What stands out immediately from this table is the absence of KT. Unlike 

addresses to human(s), KT is never used to address divine being(s) in our corpus.71 
Furthermore, in comparison to the common images used to describe God in the 
Hebrew Bible, such as king and shepherd, the references to God as ‘father’ are 

 
68 Jer 34:4, in which Jeremiah the prophet addresses Zedekiah the king of Judah by his PN 
+ occupational T, may not be an exception to my claim, as he functions as a spokesperson 
for God, the ultimate king of Israel. At this moment, Jeremiah speaks to the king as God 
does. The relationship between prophets and kings in ancient Israel is complex. In order to 
figure out the exact nature of their relationship, therefore, a variety of factors must be con-
sidered. In chapter 3, I will discuss their relationship from the perspective of address usage.   
69 The titles that do not fit into any of the honorific or occupational Ts, such as ש לאר י בכר
וי ש רפ  rɛḵɛḇ yiśrɔʔel up̄ɔrɔšɔyw “Israel’s chariot and its horsemen” in 2 Kgs 2:12 and 13:14 ו

are classified as ‘Other T.’  
70 See §1.2.1 in appendix C for a list of simple/complex addresses used alone for divine 
beings. 
71 Note that there are two poetic passages outside our corpus in which “my father” occurs 
as a free form of address used for God (Jer 3:4, 19). 
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relatively few.72 This is quite remarkable considering that attributing fatherhood 
to deities was so common in the surrounding nations, where their gods were freely 
addressed as ‘father.’73 The limited mentions of God’s fatherhood in the Hebrew 
Bible might be explained by polemical concerns (vanGemeren 1988, 397). 

All the free forms of address directed to divine being(s) are concentrated in 
PN and T. With the exception of three instances, all the PNs come from addresses 
to God (e.g., לא  ʔel, םיהלא  ʔɛlohim, םיהלאה  hɔʔɛlohim, הוהי  yhwh, תואבצ הוהי   
yhwh ṣəḇɔʔoṯ).74 Thus, God is addressed more often by PN than any other seman-
tic type in our corpus. The question arises as to why the supreme being in the 
Israelite religion is addressed by PN, a term typically used for social equals and 
inferiors in human society. The practice of addressing God by PN, however, aligns 
with the practices in other ancient Near Eastern religions, in which deities were 
commonly addressed by their PNs. Addressing God by PN initially emphasized 
intimacy rather than social hierarchy. However, after the Israelites’ return from 
Babylon, the use of ינדא  ʔaḏonɔy “(my) Lord” as a surrogate began to develop to 
express distance between God and humans, as reflected in the use of κυριος “Lord” 
for הוהי  yhwh “YHWH” in the LXX.75 

Three PNs are used for divine beings other than God: a messenger of God, 
( לאירבג  gaḇriʔel “Gabriel” [Dan 8:16]), Satan ( ןטשה  haśśɔṭɔn “Satan” [Zech 3:2]), 
and Baal ( לעבה  habbaʕal “Baal” [1 Kgs 18:26]). Note that ןטשה  haśśɔṭɔn “Satan” 
and לעבה  habbaʕal “Baal” may be taken as personal names, as the combination 
of definite article and common noun, through usage, can function as the equiva-
lent of a proper name (e.g., םיהלאה  hɔʔɛlohim “God”; רהנה  hannɔhɔr “the 
Euphrates”).76  

T can be either divine or honorific. Divine T refers to the appellatives for 
YHWH (e.g., לארשי יהלא   ʔɛlohe yiśrɔʔel “God of Israel” [1 Kgs 8:26]; וניהלא  ʔɛlo-
henu “our God” [Dan 9:17]; יהלא  ʔɛlohay “my God” [Ezra 9:6]) and thus is 
exclusively used for God.77 On the other hand, honorific T is used for God ( ינָדֹאֲ  

 
72 Deut 32:6; 2 Sam 7:14; Isa 63:16; 64:8; Jer 3:4, 19; 31:9; Mal 1:6; 2:10; Pss 68:5; 89:26; 
1 Chr 17:13; 22:10; 28:6. 
73 For Sumero-Akkadian, Hittite, Egyptian, and Ugaritic examples, see ANET 385–86, 397, 
365, and COS 1.103:344, respectively. 
74 See §1.2.1.1.1 in appendix C for a list of personal names for God of Israel, which in-
cludes common nouns functioning as proper names. I classify לא  ʔel, םיהלא  ʔɛlohim, and 

םיהלאה  hɔʔɛlohim as personal names, as they are unique appellatives that function more or 
less as names (IBHS §13.4b).   
75 The appearance of ינדא  ʔaḏonɔy “(my) Lord” instead of הוהי  yhwh “YHWH” in the first 
position of compound addresses in Dan 9:4, 15 might be an indication of this development. 
76 For more examples, see IBHS §13.6a. 
77 See §1.2.1.2.1 in appendix C for a list of divine Ts.  
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ʔaḏonɔy “[my] Lord”) and his messenger(s) ( ינדא  ʔaḏoni “my lord”; ינדא  ʔaḏonay 
“my lords”).78   

2.4.1.2.2. Compound Addresses 

There are sixty-seven compound addresses used for divine being(s) with all but 
one of them used to refer to God. Table 2.8 presents the frequency distribution of 
compound addresses to divine being(s):  
 
Table 2.8. Compound Addresses to Divine Being(s)79 

Head Structure Frequency 
PN PN + Divine T 31 
 PN + PN 7 
 PN + Divine T + Divine T 1 
T Honorific T + PN  27 
 Divine T + Divine T + PN 1 

 
All the examples headed by PN come from addresses to God, with the majority 

of PNs being yhwh. However, ינדא  ʔaḏonɔy “(my) Lord” in Dan 9:4, 15 and לא  ʔel 
“God” in Num 16:22 are construed as PNs, as they occupy the head position of 
compound addresses, which is typically held by הוהי  yhwh “YHWH.” The appella-
tive םיהלא  ʔɛlohim “God” following הוהי  yhwh “YHWH” functions more or less as 
a divine name; and hence, is classified as a PN.80 Except for Dan 9:4, where the 
divine T לאה  hɔʔel follows the PN ינדא  ʔaḏonɔy “(my) Lord,” all the divine Ts im-
mediately following PN are forms derived from םיהלא  ʔɛlohim “God,” as in (10).81 

Similarly, all the examples headed by T also come from addresses to God.82 
As is the case with compound addresses to human(s), the honorific T ינדא  ʔaḏonɔy 
“(my) Lord” always occupies the first slot in a compound address to God. All the 

 
78 See §1.2.1.2.2 and §1.2.1.2.3 in appendix C for a list of honorific Ts.  
79 See §1.2.2 in appendix C for a list of compound addresses used for divine beings. 
80 “YHWH God” (2 Sam 7:25; 1 Chr 17:16, 17; 2 Chr 1:9; 6:41 [2x], 42). 
81 See §1.2.2.1 in appendix C for a list of examples of PN + Divine T. 
82 In Judg 6:22 we see Gideon crying out, הוהי ינדא ה  הא  ʔahɔh ʔaḏonɔy yhwh “Alas, (my) 
Lord YHWH!” What is interesting is that he does so right after a messenger of YHWH 
who was conversing with him has vanished from his sight. Thus, it appears that Gideon is 
identifying the messenger with YHWH. This is confirmed by the fact that throughout this 
story the narrator alternates Gideon’s conversation partner between the messenger (vv. 12, 
20) and YHWH (vv. 14, 16, 18, 23). For a discussion of how the messenger of YHWH is 
identified with YHWH himself in this passage, see Cole 2013, 64–65 and Webb 2012, 
232–33.  
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examples in the category of honorific T + PN share the same form הוהי  ינדא  
ʔaḏonɔy yhwh “(my) Lord YHWH.”83   

As we have seen above, PN usually precedes divine Ts that are headed by 
forms derived from םיהלא  ʔɛlohim “God” (32 times). However, there is one ex-
ceptional case where two phrases headed by the divine T יהלא  ʔɛlohe “God of” are 
followed by the PN הוהי  yhwh “YHWH,” as in (19). 

 

2.4.2. Addresses to Inanimate Objects  

In the prose sections of the Hebrew Bible, it is uncommon for inanimate objects 
to be addressed.84 There are a total of eight addresses used for inanimate objects 
in our corpus: seven simple/complex addresses used alone and one compound ad-
dress. These addresses are directed towards various inanimate objects such as a 
city, stones, mountain(s), bones, breath, and altar. Table 2.9 presents the address 
forms used for inanimate objects: 
 
Table 2.9. Addresses to Inanimate Object(s) 

Form Verse Form Verse 
תושביה תומצעה Zech 4:7  לודגה רה  Ezek 37:4 
לארשי ירה  Ezek 36:1, 4, 8 חורה  Ezek 37:9 

… חבזמ חבזמ Ezek 22:3  הכותב םד תכפש ריע  1 Kgs 13:2  
 

As can be seen in table 2.9, all the address forms used for inanimate objects 
come from two prophetic books, Ezekiel and Zechariah, except for one compound 
address חבזמ חבזמ  mizbeaḥ mizbeaḥ “O Altar, Altar!”, which is found in a histor-
ical book. Although this compound address is recorded in a historical book, it 
actually comes from the mouth of an unnamed prophet from Judah, and thus, all 
the address forms for inanimate objects in our corpus have their origins in pro-
phetic utterances. 

As discussed earlier, these address forms exemplify a rhetorical technique 
known as apostrophe, where the speaker direct their words to a dead or absent 
individual, or even an inanimate object. Thus, the inanimate addressees are natu-
rally personified: 

 

 
83 See §1.2.2.4 in appendix C for a list of honorific T + PN. Note that the MT has the vowels 
of םיהלא  ʔɛlohim “God” under the Tetragrammaton to avoid the repetition of ʔaḏonɔy after 
the honorific T ינדא  ʔaḏonɔy. 
84 However, addresses for inanimate objects are often found in the poetic section of the 
prophetic books, as they are called on to witness YHWH’s judgment and consolation to-
wards Israel (e.g.,  םימ ץרא … ש  šɔmayim … ʔɛrɛṣ “O heavens!… O earth!” [Isa 1:2]; םי  אי
ʔiyyim “O coastlands!” [Isa 41:1]). 
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Zech 4:7   YHWH addresses the great mountain as if it could hear. 
Ezek 36:1, 4, 8 Ezekiel addresses the mountains of Israel as if they could hear. 
Ezek 22:3  Ezekiel describes the city as if it were shedding blood. 
Ezek 37:4   Ezekiel addresses the dry bones as if they could hear and move. 
Ezek 37:9  Ezekiel addresses breath as if it could hear and move.  
1 Kgs 13:2  A man of God addresses the altar as if it could hear.  

Since common-noun address forms used for these personified objects are def-
inite by context, it can be argued that they function as quasi-proper nouns. Thus, 
the absence of the definite article in חבזמ חבזמ   mizbeaḥ mizbeaḥ “O Altar! Altar!” 
in 1 Kgs 13:2 and ריע  ʕir “O City!” in Ezek 22:3 can be explained in this way, 
although it may also result from the poetic nature of prophetic utterances.    

2.5. Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have examined the internal structure of free forms of address in 
Biblical Hebrew, categorizing them as simple, complex, and compound addresses 
based on the number of constituents in the address form. Through the classifica-
tion based on grammatical and semantic categories, several meaningful patterns 
have emerged. First, out of 682 free forms of address in our corpus, 69 percent of 
them are simple addresses. Complex addresses in general, especially those con-
sisting of a noun phrase plus a modifier, are rare in dialogues between two humans 
and are mostly found in special circumstances like prayer. Thus, they do not seem 
to be a common feature of everyday conversation between two humans in ancient 
Israel. Second, both simple and complex addresses are to be construed as definite. 
The absence of the definite article in common noun address forms can be ex-
plained in various ways. Third, compound addresses in Biblical Hebrew may be 
formed through apposition, repetition, or coordination of coreferential simple ad-
dress(es) and/or complex address(es). Nearly 90 percent of compound addresses 
are formed by placing simple and complex addresses in apposition. Fourth, when 
a simple or complex address is used alone, the most frequently occurring semantic 
types are PN and KT. This aligns with the cross-linguistic phenomenon where 
PNs and KTs constitute the core lexical domain for free forms of address. Fifth, 
honorific T always occupies the first position in a compound address. Sixth, the 
biblical writers show a strong preference for the word order ךל מ ה ינדא  ʔaḏoni 
hammɛlɛḵ “my lord the king,” which is in stark contrast to the almost exclusive 
use of its reverse order “O king my lord” in other ancient Near Eastern writings 
during the second and first millennia BCE. Seventh, unlike addresses to human(s), 
KT is never used to address God in our corpus, possibly for polemical reasons. 
Finally, apostrophe, a rhetorical technique in which inanimate objects are ad-
dressed and personified, is prevalent in prophetic literature. Common-noun 
address forms may function as quasi-proper nouns. 
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3. 
FREE FORMS OF ADDRESS: SOCIAL DYNAMICS 

3.1. Introduction 

Free forms of address are often considered “extragrammatical” because they do 
not play a significant role in the basic grammatical structure of a sentence (Daniel 
and Spencer 2009, 633). They neither hold the main constituency slot in the 
clausal syntax nor serve as an argument of another element of the sentence. How-
ever, free forms of address carry important social and cultural meanings. They 
encode information about the speaker’s perception of him-/herself, the addressee, 
and the relationship between them in a speech context (Parkinson 1985, 1). As 
widely recognized in sociolinguistic research on address terms, address usage fol-
lows rules and exhibits regular patterns, rather than occurring randomly (Kroger 
1982, 810; Parkinson 1985, 3). While these rules may change over time and vary 
across situations, languages, and cultures, sociolinguists have found that the 
speaker’s choice of address forms is primarily influenced by two factors: the re-
lationship between the speaker and the addressee, and the speech context (Fasold 
1990, 1; Dickey 1996, 7; Qin 2008, 409). Competent speakers evaluate their rela-
tionship with the addressee in a given situation, consider the address rules in their 
speech community, and choose the most appropriate form—whether correct or 
intentionally wrong—from the available repertoire of address forms.1 Thus, by 
examining the patterns in the speaker’s choice of address forms, we can gain in-
sights into the perceived social relationship between the speaker and the addressee, 
as well as the address rules operating in a specific speech context. 

This chapter provides a descriptive analysis of address rules governing three 
nominal types of free forms of address: personal names (PNs), titles (Ts), and 

 
A revised version of §3.4.1 and §3.4.2 in this chapter has been published as Young Bok 
Kim, “Free Forms of Address and the Cases of Expressive Shift in Biblical Hebrew,” Jour-
nal for Semitics 30.2 (2021): 1–26. 
1 In this study, therefore, I am in favor of Hymes’s (1966) broader concept of “communi-
cative competence,” which refers to a speaker’s capability to function appropriately in a 
whole communicative situation rather than the Chomskian (1965) “linguistic competence,” 
which merely refers to the capability to produce grammatical sentences.  
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kinship terms (KTs). These forms are most commonly used between two human 
beings in Biblical Hebrew prose. 2  Drawing on Brown, Gilman, and Ford’s 
(Brown and Gilman 1960; Brown and Ford 1961) address theory and Brown and 
Levinson’s (1987) politeness theory, I demonstrate that address usage is guided 
by the social relationship of the speech participants and the speech context in 
which the address occurs. After describing the general rules of address usage in 
Biblical Hebrew, I also explore potential instances of “expressive shift” as de-
scribed by Brown and Gilman (1960, 270–73), which involve the tactical and 
strategic violation of address rules to convey the speaker’s temporary feelings and 
attitudes. These rule-breaking cases produce powerful discourse-pragmatic effects, 
holding not only social and emotive significance but also of exegetical importance. 
The chapter is organized into three main sections: (1) theoretical frameworks; (2) 
data; (3) analysis.  

3.2. Theoretical Frameworks 

3.2.1. Brown, Gilman, and Ford’s Address Theory 

In this chapter, the social dynamics of free forms of address in Biblical Hebrew 
are discussed primarily within the context of Brown, Gilman, and Ford’s (Brown 
and Gilman 1960; Brown and Ford 1961) sociolinguistic theory of address. Their 
pioneering cross-linguistic analyses of the use of the second-person pronouns in 
European languages and nominal forms of address in American English remain 
highly influential in the field of address theory.3 A brief review of their articles 
has been provided in §1.2.2.1 and §1.2.2.2. Of central interest in this chapter are 
the theoretical contributions that they have made to address theory, which can be 
summarized as follows. 

3.2.1.1. T/V Distinction  

In their work from 1960, Brown and Gilman introduce the symbols of T and V as 
abbreviations for the putative origins in Latin tu and vos. These symbols are used 
to refer to the so-called “familiar” and “polite” second-person pronouns in French, 
German, Italian, and Spanish.  
 
 

 
2 For the significance of free forms of address used for and by God, angel(s), group(s), and 
inanimate being(s), see chapter 2.  
3 Before Brown, Gilman, and Ford, there were many works on the address pronouns in 
Shakespeare’s works, including Abbott (1870), Franz (1900), and Byrne (1936). However, 
their works were the first comprehensive and comparative effort to theorize the use of the 
second-person pronouns in European languages as well as English, suggesting a “univer-
sal” pattern that underlies all languages. 
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3.2.1.2. Power and Solidarity  

Brown and Gilman argue that the choice between T and V is influenced by two 
social considerations: power and solidarity. The “power semantic” emphasizes 
social inequality and differences between the speaker and the addressee based on 
their personal attributes and social roles that convey power differences (e.g., phys-
ical strength, wealth, age, sex, the role in the state, the army, or within the family). 
In situations of social inequality, those of inferior status are expected to use V 
while receiving T. As a result, the pronoun usage in this power relation is asym-
metrical and nonreciprocal.  

Conversely, a “solidarity semantic” highlights social equality and common-
alities between the speaker and the addressee based on factors such as kinship ties, 
membership in political, religious, and professional groups, sex, birthplace, and 
the frequency of their contact. In situations of social equality, interlocutors who 
share commonalities are expected to exchange T, while those who perceive a 
sense of distance exchange V. Therefore, the pronoun usage in this context is sym-
metrical and reciprocal.  

3.2.1.3. Diachronic Development  

Brown and Gilman outline roughly four stages in the development of pronominal 
address in European languages:  

1. In the fourth century, the Latin plural vos was initially used when addressing 
the emperor and gradually extended to include other prestigious individuals. 

2. In medieval Europe, the power semantic dominated. Superior used T and re-
ceived V,4 while equals from higher social classes exchanged V and equals 
from lower classes used T.5  

3. In the Early Modern period, there was a shift towards the solidarity semantic, 
which introduced a differentiation in pronominal address among equals. T 
was used for inferiors or intimate equals, while V was reserved for superiors 
or distant equals (see figure 3.1a).  

4. From the nineteenth century onwards, the solidarity semantic gained promi-
nence across all dyadic relationships. This led to the reciprocal T for solidary 

 
4 E.g., the nobility said T to commoners and received V; the priest said T to penitents and 
received V; the master of a household said T to his slave and received V; parents said T to 
children and received V; God says T to his angels and receives V in Froissart. 
5 In the drama of seventeenth century France, for example, the nobility and bourgeoisie 
address one another as V, whereas servants and peasantry use T among themselves. 
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relationships and reciprocal V for nonsolidary relationships.6 Subsequently,
there was an expansion of T usage (see figure 3.1b).7

Figure 3.1. Brown and Gilman’s Power and Solidarity Semantic

3.2.1.4. Correlation of Address, Social Structure, and Ideology

Brown and Gilman’s research reveals that the usage of address forms is closely in-
tertwined with social structure and ideological attitudes within a language 
community. In societies characterized by static and hierarchical structures, like the 
feudal society of medieval Europe, the dominant pattern is the nonreciprocal power 
semantic. However, in societies with social mobility and an equalitarian ideology, 
the reciprocal solidarity semantic emerges as a guiding principle in address usage.

3.2.1.5. Expressive Shift

Brown and Gilman argue that a switch between T and V, which violates a “group 
norm” of power and solidarity, may signal the speaker’s “transient moods and 

6 According to Brown and Gilman (1960, 264), the emergence of this reciprocal solidarity 
semantic was due to a change in the social structure of European societies that led to “social 
mobility and an equalitarian ideology.” 
7 E.g., parents and children exchange T; the master and his faithful servant exchange T.
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attitudes” towards the addressee. This type of pronoun shift is frequently witnessed 
in Medieval and Early Modern European literature. For example, in order to express 
emotions such as contempt or anger, those who typically use V switch to T or an 
inferior addresses a superior using T. Likewise, irony or mockery can be conveyed 
when a superior uses V to address an inferior. Additionally, admiration or respect 
may be expressed through a switch to V by a superior towards an inferior.8 The pre-
cise interpretation of the speaker’s attitude depends not only on the violated address 
norm but also on the contextual information, encompassing their accompanying 
words, actions, and the overall setting.  

3.2.1.6. Address in American English  

According to Brown and Ford (1961), while American English does not have a T/V 
distinction in the second person pronominal system, the distinction can be achieved 
through nominal forms of address. They observe that the principal variants are first 
name (FN, e.g., James) and title plus last name (TLN, e.g., Professor Pardee), which 
exhibit three dyadic patterns: reciprocal exchange of FN between intimates, recip-
rocal exchange of TLN between newly introduced adults, and nonreciprocal 
exchange of FN and TLN, where TLN is used for individuals of higher age or oc-
cupational status and FN is used for those of lower status. Thus, power and solidarity 
semantics are also present in American English, albeit using different grammatical 
structures. Brown and Ford further discuss the use of less significant address vari-
ants, organizing them based on the level of deference: title (T, e.g., Sir, Madam, 
Ma’am, Miss) being most deferential, last name (LN, e.g., Jones) falling between 
TLN and FN, and multiple names (MN, e.g., several versions of the proper name 
for the same addressee) being the least deferential. As the relationship between in-
terlocutors develops over time, there is a progression from more deferential to more 
intimate forms of address (mutual T → nonreciprocal T and TLN → mutual TLN 
→ nonreciprocal TLN and LN → mutual LN → nonreciprocal LN and FN → mu-
tual FN → nonreciprocal FN and MN → mutual MN). However, it should be noted 
that some steps may be skipped in actual dyads.   

3.2.1.7. Linguistic Universal  

Based on the patterns of nominal address in American English and the behavior 
of pronominal address in various European and non-European languages, Brown 
and Ford (1961, 380) go so far as to claim that the “linkage in personal address of 
intimacy and condescension, distance and deference” is a “linguistic universal.” 
In his monograph Social Psychology, Brown (1965, 92) summarizes the findings 

 
8 The examples of expressive shifts are witnessed in non-European languages as well, such 
as in Yoruba (Oyetade 1995, 531), Mijikenda (McGivney 1993, 31), and postrevolutionary 
Iranian Persian (Keshavarz 1988, 570).  
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presented in his earlier articles and reconfirms his claim by formulating an “in-
variant norm of address”: “the linguistic form that is used to an inferior in a dyad 
of unequal status [X] is, in dyads of equal status, used mutually by intimates; the 
form used to a superior in a dyad of unequal status [Y] is, in dyads of equal status, 
used mutually by strangers.” This can be illustrated as shown in figure 3.2. 
 
Figure 3.2. Brown and Ford’s Linguistic Universal in Abstract Terms 

 
Brown, Gilman, and Ford’s articles sparked a wave of studies on address 

forms in different languages and societies, which can be divided into two broad 
groups. First, many of these studies have provided findings that support their 
claim of a “linguistic universal.” For example, Dan I. Slobin (1963) investigated 
the use of second person pronouns in Yiddish—the singular du and the plural ir, 
finding that du is used both towards intimates and as a downward address, while 
ir is used both as an upward address and towards nonintimates.9 However, there 
are also works that highlight language, group, and individual peculiarities and 
differences. Parkinson (1985, 71), for instance, reports a striking phenomenon in 
Egyptian Arabic known as “address inversion,” where a father addresses his sons 
and daughters with the term اباب  bābā “daddy.” According to Braun (1988, 309), 
the reciprocation of a senior kinship term to a junior is a normal expression of 
affection and authority, especially when speaking to children, and this phenome-
non can be found in various languages such as Georgian, Italian, and Romanian.10 

 
9 For studies that confirm Brown and Ford’s “linguistic universal,” see Kroger, Cheng, and 
Leong (1979) for Chinese; Hijirida and Sohn (1983) for Japanese and Korean; Kroger, Wood, 
and Beam (1984) for Greek; Kroger and Wood (1992) for German; Qin (2008) for Chinese.  
10 For studies that highlight language particulars in terms of address usage, see Bates and 
Benigni (1975) for Italian; Kuglin (1977) for German and Turkish; Wales (1983) for Early 
Modern English; Oyetade (1995) for Yoruba; and Dickey (1996) for ancient Greek. Also, 
for a complete reanalysis of Brown and Gilman’s presentation of the T/V system according 
to the concept of “indexical orders,” see Silverstein 2003, 204–11. 
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The above observations provide the raison d’être for my analysis of free forms 
of address in Biblical Hebrew. Like modern English, Biblical Hebrew does not ex-
hibit a T/V distinction in its second person pronominal system. However, the 
distinction can be achieved in nominal forms of address, especially with the alter-
nation between PNs and Ts. Currently, there is no comprehensive study that 
describes these two address forms in Biblical Hebrew within the framework of 
Brown, Gilman, and Ford’s address theory. Thus, one of the aims of this chapter is 
to apply their bi-dimensional power/solidarity model and examine whether the us-
age of nominal address in Biblical Hebrew aligns with their claim of a “linguistic 
universal” or if it exhibits unique rules and patterns. Additionally, I aim to identify 
possible instances of “expressive shift,” where address rules in Biblical Hebrew are 
strategically violated to convey the speaker’s temporary feelings and attitudes. 

3.2.2. Brown and Levinson’s Politeness Theory 

In this chapter, particular attention is given to KTs within the framework of Brown 
and Levinson’s pragmatic theory of politeness.11  While Brown, Gilman, and 
Ford’s address theory has proven to be a useful tool for describing address phe-
nomena in languages that have a T/V pronominal distinction, its applicability to 
languages with more complex systems of nominal address, especially KTs, has 
often been questioned by some scholars (e.g., Braun 1998, 6–7). Brown and Lev-
inson offer a fresh perspective to address research by considering addressing as a 
behavioral strategy aimed at preserving the interlocutor’s face. The following are 
their notable contributions to the field of address theory. 

3.2.2.1. Face  

Drawing upon Erving Goffman’s (1967, 5) concept of face,12 Brown and Levin-
son (1987, 61) define face as the “public self-image” that individuals strive to 
establish in social interactions within a society. In other words, face is “one’s sit-
uated identity” (Holtgraves 2001, 38). One may “lose” it when his/her identity is 
not validated during an interaction and “save” it when he/she successfully main-
tains his/her challenged identity. Thus, face requires constant attention during 

 
11 For an extensive review of Brown and Levinson’s work, see §1.3.7. 
12 Goffman (1967, 5) defines the term “face” as “the positive social value a person effectively 
claims for himself by the line others assume he has taken during a particular contact.” His 
concept of face is modelled on the Chinese concept of face, which was identified as a key 
component of Chinese culture more than a hundred years ago in the writings of two mission-
aries, Smith (1894, 16–18) and Macgowan (1912, 301–12). Goffman employs a 
dramaturgical metaphor in which he likens daily face-to-face interaction to theatrical perfor-
mance; people are actors on a stage, and those who watch their performances are the audience. 
Face is like a mask that an actor chooses to put on in a given situation. He is emotionally 
attached to it, strives to maintain it by using certain strategies, and often loses it. 
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interpersonal communication. Inspired by Émile Durkheim’s (1912, 427–555) 
differentiation between positive and negative rites, as well as Goffman’s (1967, 
62–76) distinction between presentational and avoidance rituals, Brown and Lev-
inson (1987, 61) propose that an individual’s face consists of two universal desires: 
the desire for approval and solidarity, referred to as “positive face,” and the desire 
for autonomy and unimpeded freedom of action, termed “negative face.”  

3.2.2.2. Face Threatening Acts (FTA)  

These two desires, whether belonging to the hearer or the speaker, can be jeopard-
ized by certain inherently face-threatening acts (FTAs) that occur during social 
interactions. For example, acts such as apology and confession pose a threat to the 
positive face of the speaker as they undermine the speaker’s standing, while acts 
like promise, acceptance of offer, excuse, and thanks pose a threat to the negative 
face of the speaker as they hinder the speaker’s desire to avoid imposition. On the 
other hand, acts such as disagreement, challenges, criticism, contempt, accusations, 
insults, and complaint pose a threat to the positive face of the hearer as they express 
disapproval towards the hearer, while acts like order, request, offer, suggestion, ad-
vice, and warning pose a threat to the negative face of the hearer as they restrict the 
hearer’s autonomy. The typology of FTAs is depicted in figure 3.3.  
 
Figure 3.3. Typology of Face-Threatening Acts (FTAs) 
                                                      Face Threat 
 
                               Speaker’s Face               Hearer’s Face 
 
                              Positive         Negative      Positive          Negative  
                              apology         promise   disagreement      order 
                      confession       thanks       criticism          request 

 
Now, there exists a fundamental conflict for interlocutors. On the one hand, 

they need and want to perform these FTAs to each other’s face. On the other hand, 
they also want to cooperatively maintain each other’s face. It is this conflict that 
motivates interlocutors to engage in “face-work” or “politeness,” which refers to 
the mitigation of face threats posed by FTAs towards one another.  

3.2.2.3. Positive and Negative Politeness  

According to Brown and Levinson (1987, 70), the mitigation of face threats can 
be achieved by employing positive and negative politeness that are oriented to-
ward the positive and negative face of the hearer, respectively. Positive politeness 
is an “approach-based” strategy in which the speaker attempts to meet the hearer’s 
desire for approval by emphasizing solidarity and intimacy. Brown and Levinson 
present fifteen behavioral sub-strategies of positive politeness (see table 1.5), and 
among them, the strategy of “use in-group identity markers” is particularly 
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relevant to our study as KTs are frequently used as polite address terms to indicate 
shared membership between the speaker and the hearer (e.g., a king of northern 
Israel addressing the prophet Elisha as יב   .(ʔɔḇi “my father!” in 2 Kgs 6:21 א

On the other hand, negative politeness is an “avoidance-based” strategy in 
which the speaker tries to respect the hearer’s desire for autonomy by maintaining 
distance and being indirect. Brown and Levinson present ten sub-strategies of 
negative politeness (see table 1.5), and the strategy of “give deference” is most 
relevant to this chapter as honorific and occupational Ts are often used as defer-
ential address terms to convey a status difference between the speaker and the 
hearer (e.g., ינדא  ʔaḏoni “my lord!” or ךל  hammɛlɛḵ “O king!”). According to המ
Brown and Levinson, negative politeness is considered more polite than positive 
politeness because it avoids presuming solidarity, an assumption that may or may 
not be true from the hearer’s point of view.13 

3.2.2.4. Social Determinants of Politeness 

Brown and Levinson (1987, 76–78) argue that the choice of a particular strategy 
by the speaker depends on the “weightiness” of the FTA that the speaker intends 
to perform, which refers to the degree of risk to the hearer’s face. The higher the 
weightiness of the FTA, the more likely it is for the speaker to choose a more 
polite strategy.14 The weightiness of the FTA is determined by the speaker’s per-
ception of three social factors: (1) the social distance between the speaker and the 
hearer; (2) the hearer’s power over the speaker; and (3) the culturally influenced 
level of imposition associated with the FTA.  

Increasing the weightiness of a given FTA is associated with increasing social 
distance between the speaker and the hearer (e.g., requesting a pen from a stranger 
is weightier than requesting it from a friend), increasing power of the hearer over 
the speaker (e.g., requesting a pen from a teacher is weightier than requesting it 
from a friend), and increasing level of imposition of the FTA (e.g., requesting to 
borrow a car is weightier than requesting to borrow a pencil). Therefore, it is more 
likely for the speaker to employ more polite strategies when addressing a person 
of higher status compared to someone of equal or lower status, when addressing 

 
13 One of the major claims made by Brown and Levinson (1987, 68) is that five super-
strategies may be arranged in order of increasing levels of politeness: (1) bald on-record, 
(2) positive politeness, (3) negative politeness, (4) off-record, and (5) don’t do the FTA. 
Their ordering of negative and positive politeness is consistent with that of Durkheim’s 
(1912, 427–555) and Goffman’s (1967, 62–76) ordering of negative rites/avoidance rituals 
as being more deferential than positive rites/presentational rituals.  
14 This must be balanced, however, against the need for efficient communication. In emer-
gency situations, for example, concerns with politeness may be outweighed by the motive 
for clarity and efficiency. In this sense, therefore, all politeness can be viewed as violations 
of Grice’s (1975) conversational maxims (quality, quantity, relevance, and manner). 
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a stranger instead of a friend, and when making a request for a significant favor 
rather than a small favor. 

3.3. Data  

There are forty-one PNs, eighty-one Ts, and sixty-four KTs, which account for 95 
percent of the total number of the semantic categories used in address between 
two human beings in Biblical Hebrew prose. These address forms are used either 
alone or as part of a compound address. They appear in a wide variety of situations, 
ranging from private conversations between husband and wife (e.g., 1 Sam 1:8) 
to diplomatic negotiations between Israelite and Syrian kings (e.g., 1 Kgs 20:4). 

Upon examination of these address forms, the resulting data include the se-
mantic category of each form, the situational context in which each form is used, 
and the personal information of the speaker and the addressee, such as their age, 
gender, and occupation.15 The relative power status of a speech participant is clas-
sified as “superior,” “inferior,” or “equal” to his/her interlocutor based on their 
social roles (e.g., kings, officers, servants, father, son), personal attributes (e.g., 
age, gender, wealth), and other contextual clues that indicate the power differen-
tial between them (e.g., posture and gesture).16 The social distance between two 
interlocutors is classified as “close” or “distant” based on the degree of their like-
mindedness that results from frequent contact (Brown and Gilman 1960, 258).17 

 
15 Such information may not always be available in the text. Especially, the ages of biblical 
characters are rarely provided. In many cases, however, their approximate ages can be in-
ferred from the context.  
16 Revell (1996, 43–44) describes the status system in ancient Israel in terms of three levels: 
(1) the top level (kings, queens, prophets, and perhaps other religious leaders); (2) the mid-
dle level (members of the king’s family, officers in the service of the king, elders, and 
anyone who does not belong to the top or bottom level); (3) the bottom level (servants). 
God and celestial beings are above this ranking system, always treated as superior to human 
beings. Further gradations within the same level are possible. For example, members of the 
king’s family appear to be superior to king’s officers, as can be seen in 2 Sam 14:29–32, 
where Absalom, a king’s son, treats Joab, the commander-in-chief in Israel, as a subordi-
nate. In this chapter, I use Revell’s tripartite scheme as a starting point for attempting to 
determine the status of the interlocutors in our corpus. In the course of my discussion be-
low, however, I attempt to refine his scheme from the perspective of address usage, 
questioning some of his assumptions and interpretations, such as his claim that kings and 
prophets are equal in status. 
17 The term (social) “distance” is the most often used label for the horizontal dimension of 
interlocutor relations in sociolinguistics. Other terms used for this dimension include solidar-
ity, closeness, familiarity, and relational intimacy. See Spencer-Oatey (1996, 3) for a list of 
labels and glosses used for the variable “social distance.” Following Brown and Gilman 
(1960, 258) and Brown and Levinson (1987, 76–77), I take social similarity/difference based 
on the frequency of interaction between two interlocutors as a key determinant of levels of 
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All this information is categorized as a separate row in the data table according to 
the following structure: 
 
Table 3.1. Data Table for Address Forms 
Verse Form Semantic S > A P D Context 
2 Sam 
9:6 
 
 

Mephibosheth 
 
 
 

PN 
 
 
 

David > Mephibosheth 
40s18 > 20s  
Male > Male 
King > Friend’s son 

s>i 
 
 
 

d 
 
 
 

Doing 
Mephibosheth 
a favor for his 
father’s sake 

1 Sam 
17:55 
 
 

King 
 
 
 

occupa-
tional T 
 
 

Abner > Saul 
Younger than Saul? > 60s?19 
Male > Male  
Commander > King 

i>s 
 
 
 

c 
 
 
 

Responding to 
Saul who 
asked him 
about David 

2 Sam 
13:12 
 
 

My brother 
 
 
 

KT 
 
 
 

Tamar > Amnon 
Teen?20 > 20?  
Female > Male 
half-sister > half-brother 

e>e 
 
 
 

c 
 
 
 

Trying to keep 
Amnon from 
raping her 
 

Note: S = speaker; A = addressee; P = power relation; D = social distance;  
PN = personal name; T = title; KT = kinship term; s = superior; e = equal; i = inferior; c = close; d = distant. 

 
social distance. Thus, I regard the following relationships as “close”: members of a nuclear 
family (e.g., Abraham and Isaac), friends (e.g., Jonadab and Amnon), lovers, and those who 
have worked together for a common purpose for a long time (e.g., Saul and Abner). Acquaint-
ances (e.g., Absalom and Hushai) and strangers (e.g., Rebekah and Abraham’s servant), 
however, are considered “distant.” Role relationships are commonly used in the field of ad-
dress studies to identify and illustrate a given degree of social distance, as we all have 
prototypical conceptions of the nature of the types of relationships. 
18 The text does not tell us how old David and Mephibosheth are when they first meet. How-
ever, their appropriate ages may be inferred from the context in the following way. David is 
thirty years old when he begins to reign at Hebron right after the death of Saul and Jonathan 
(2 Sam 5:4). Mephibosheth is five years old when Saul and Jonathan die (2 Sam. 4:4). Thus, 
David is twenty-five years older than Mephibosheth. He begins to reign in Jerusalem when 
he is about thirty-seven years old (2 Sam 5:5) and meets Mephibosheth in Jerusalem (2 Sam 
9:13) sometime before he commits adultery with Bathsheba (2 Sam 11:1–4). According to 
McFall’s (2010, 527) reckoning, David is about fifty years of age at the time of his adultery 
with Bathsheba. Therefore, David is between thirty-seven and fifty years old, and 
Mephibosheth is between twelve and twenty-five years old when they first meet. 
19 The determination of Saul’s age at the time of David’s victory over Goliath is based on 
the assumption that he is 30 years old when he is selected by God to be the first king of 
Israel. See McFall 2010, 527. 
20 It is impossible to determine the age of Tamar when she was raped by Amnon. She ap-
pears to be a couple of years younger than Absalom who was probably about seventeen 
years old at the time of the rape of his sister. See McFall 2010, 527. 
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In most cases, the power relation and social distance between the interlocu-
tors can be assessed with a fair degree of confidence. However, there are some 
instances where determining these two variables with certainty is challenging due 
to a lack of information. For example, it is unclear whether the relationship be-
tween Jahaziel the Levite and King Jehoshaphat is close or distant when the 
former encourages the latter to fight against the Moabites and Ammonites (2 Chr 
20:15). In such cases, a question mark is placed in the data cell to indicate uncer-
tainty regarding the status and/or distance.  

My objective is to describe general rules of address based on relatively clear 
cases, including a correlation between status/distance and the speaker’s choice of 
address forms. Then, I investigate the uncertain cases, attempting to determine the 
most likely possibilities for status and/or distance based on the address rules ob-
served in the clearer cases. Finally, I suggest potential instances of expressive shift 
that strategically violate the norms of address to communicate the speaker’s mo-
mentary attitude toward the addressee. 

3.4. Analysis 

3.4.1. Personal Names 

Personal names (PNs) are considered prototypical forms of address. Naming in-
dividuals is a practice found across various human societies, as acknowledged by 
most anthropologists (Murdock 1945, 124; Lévi-Strauss 1966, 161; Alford 1988, 
1; Brown 1991, 181).21 Typically, parents assign a PN to their child at birth, and 
unless special circumstances arise, the child usually does not seek to change it. 
Through naming, parents individualize, classify, and connect their child’s identity 
to his/her community (Bramwell 2016, 279). 

The ancient Israelite society portrayed in the Hebrew Bible follows this univer-
sal practice. It was typically the mother’s responsibility to name the child (e.g., Gen 
4:25, 19:37–38; 29:31–30:24; 35:18; 38:4–5; Judg 13:24; 1 Sam 1:20; 4:21; 1 Chr 
4:9; 7:16). However, in certain cases, the father took on the task of naming (e.g., 
Gen 4:26; 5:3, 29; 16:15; 38:3; Exod 2:22; 1 Chr 7:23) and sometimes even altered 
the mother’s choice (Gen 35:18).22 There were instances where nonparental figures, 

 
21 While naming behavior is a cultural universal, the types of names and the ways in which 
they are bestowed and used in social interaction vary from society to society See, for ex-
ample, Alford (1988, 2–4), who provides a detailed description of the naming practices of 
two societies, the Dogon of West Africa and the Iroquois of northeastern United States, to 
illustrate the cross-cultural variability in naming practices. A Dogon child receives three 
given names plus a surname from the eldest male in the child’s paternal group three weeks 
after he/she is born. An Iroquois child, however, is provided with a single given name, 
which is selected at or even before the child’s birth by the mother or sometimes the mater-
nal grandmother. 
22 For a survey of naming practices in the ancient Near East, see Seymour 1983, 108–20. 
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including God, performed the naming (e.g., Gen 17:19; Exod 2:10; 2 Sam 12:25; 
Isa 8:3; Hos 1:4, 9; Ruth 4:17). Furthermore, birth names of individuals were occa-
sionally changed by God and others at important junctures in their lives (e.g., Abram 
to Abraham [Gen 17:5]; Joseph to Zaphenath-Paneah [Gen 41:45]; Azariah to 
Abednego [Dan 1:7]). These acts of naming and renaming often involved prophetic 
declarations about the person’s destiny (e.g., nations and kings will come from Ja-
cob [Gen 35:10–12]), along with folk-etymologies or wordplays (e.g., Edom for the 
“red” stew exchanged for his birthright [Gen 25:30]).23  

As widely recognized by biblical scholars, a PN in Israelite society carried 
more than a mere label for distinguishing individuals; it represented the essence, 
character, and reputation of the individual bearing it.24 Hence, the act of naming 
signified an endowment of new essence, wherein the name-giver exerted power 
and authority over the one being named. For example, Adam demonstrated his 
dominion over the animals by naming them (Gen 3:19).25 Additionally, a PN was 
believed to influence a person’s destiny, often conveying blessings and hope 
(Greenstein 1992, 970).26 Changing names could serve to determine or alter des-
tiny. For instance, as Rachel was dying, she named her second son Ben-oni, 
meaning “son of my sorrow,” but Jacob called him Benjamin, meaning “son of 
the right hand” (Gen 35:18). In doing so, Jacob sought to safeguard the child’s 
future (Avrahami 2011, 25).27 

 
23 There are numerous works on the folk etymology of biblical names. See, for example, 
Krašovec 2010; Marks 1995; Zimmermann 1966. 
24 This can be supported by a number of etiological narratives about name giving and 
changing throughout the Hebrew Bible (e.g., Noah [Gen 5:29]; Abraham [Gen 17:5]). 
There are countless works dealing with the significance of PNs and naming giving in the 
Hebrew Bible, including Abba (1962, 501–8), Porten (1982, 33–51), Garsiel (1991), 
Greenstein (1992, 968–71), Demsky (1997, 27–37), and Avrahami (2011, 15–53). 
25 For more examples of naming that marks authority and control, see Avrahami (2011, 
19–20), who conveniently classifies them into three groups according to the realms in 
which they occur in the Hebrew Bible: theological (e.g., YHWH’s changing of Abram to 
Abraham in Gen 17:5), political (e.g., the king of Babylon’s changing of the name Mat-
taniah to Zedekiah in 2 Kgs 24:17), and geographical (the Danites’ changing of the name 
Laish to Dan in Judg 18:29). 
26 The etymology, structure, and/or meaning of PNs in Biblical Hebrew are not of primary 
interest in this study, and thus will not be discussed here. Hebrew onomastics has been 
widely studied, as can be seen in Singerman’s (2001, 18–46) extensive bibliography on 
biblical names. To add a few recent works to that list, Hess (2015) and Golub (2017). 
27 The same belief is held in the Babylonian Talmud, which states that one of four ways to 
avoid something evil happening to a person is to change his/her name:  םירבד 'ד קחצי ר"או

 תישארב( ביתכד םשה יוניש... השעמ יונישו םשה יוניש הקעצ הקדצ ןה ולא םדא לש וניד רזג ןיערקמ
 ןב ךל הנממ יתתנ םגו התוא יתכרבו ביתכו המש הרש יכ ירש המש תא ארקת אל ךתשא ירש )וט ,זי

wʔ"r yṣḥq d' dbrym mqrʕyn gzr dynw šl ʔdm ʔlw hn ṣdqh ṣʕqh šynwy hšm wšynwy mʕśh … 
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3.4.1.1. Position and Distribution  

There are four address types in which PNs are used: (1) a PN used alone (e.g., 
רנב  ʔaḇner “Abner!”); (2) a PN used at the beginning of a compound address א

(e.g., ינ ב  šəmuʔel bəni “Samuel, my son!”); (3) a PN used in the middle of שמו לא
a compound address (e.g., ינב ינ ב אבש םול אבש םול  bəni ʔaḇšɔlom ʔaḇšɔlom bəni ב ינ
ḇəni “My son, Absalom, Absalom, my son, my son!”); (4) a PN used at the end 
of a compound address (e.g., יהו לא ינדא   ʔaḏoni ʔeliyyɔhu “My lord, Elijah!”). As 
discussed in §3.4.1.2, the first two types—address forms composed of a PN alone 
(henceforth, APNs) and compound addresses headed by a PN (henceforth, 
HPNs)—are treated together in this section as they convey the same power rela-
tionship between the speaker and the addressee in our corpus. However, the other 
two types convey different power relationships that depend on what comes at the 
beginning of the compound addresses. Those in which a T or a KT appears at the 
beginning will be discussed in §3.4.2 and §3.4.3.28   

In our corpus, there are twenty-three APNs and seven HPNs, accounting for 
15 percent of the total free forms of address used between two human beings. 
Table 3.2 shows the distribution of addresses by APN and HPN according to the 
books of the Hebrew Bible. Most of these examples are found in Samuel and 
Kings, which provide ample instances of speech by a superior to an inferior.  
 
Table 3.2. Number of APNs and HPNs in Each Book of the Hebrew Bible 

Book # of APNs # of HPNs 
Numbers 1  
Judges 4  
1 Samuel 5 1 
2 Samuel 3 1 
1 Kings 1  
2 Kings 4 1 
Jeremiah 2 1 
Esther  2 
1 Chronicles  1 
2 Chronicles 3  
Total 23 7 

 
šynwy hšm dktyb (brʔšyt yz, ṭw) śry ʔštk lʔ tqrʔ ʔt šmh śry ky śrh šmh wktyb wbrkty ʔwth 
wgm ntty mmnh lk bn And Rabbi Isaac said: “Four things avert the evil decree (by God) on 
man: charity, prayer, change of one’s name, and change of one’s deeds … change of one’s 
name, as it is written: ‘As for Sarai your wife, you shall not call her name Sarai, but Sarah 
shall be her name’ (Gen 17:15), and it is also written: ‘And I will bless her, and I will also 
give you a son from her’” (Rosh Hash. 16b). 
28 There are only eight address forms that do not begin with a PN, a T, or a KT. They are 
excluded from our study.  
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3.4.1.2. Pattern 

3.4.1.2.1. Superior to Inferior  

The most noticeable pattern of APNs or HPNs is their usage in power relations, 
primarily by superiors towards inferiors.29 Out of the thirty cases of APNs or 
HPNs, twenty-two involve superior-inferior dyads. Table 3.3 displays APNs and 
HPNs used by superiors towards inferiors, which can be categorized into three 
groups based on the factors determining the power relations between the speaker 
and the addressee: occupation/position within the family (##1–17), nonreciprocal 
address pattern (##18–20), and speech context (##21–22).  
 
Table 3.3. APNs and HPNs Used by Superiors to Inferiors 

# Relation Speaker Form Semantic D Context Verse 
1, 
2 

King >  
Queen 

Xerxes Queen  
Esther30 

PN+T c Pleased with Esther and 
willing to grant her wish  

Esth 
5:3; 
7:2 

3 King >  
Com-
mander 
 

Saul Abner PN c Inquiring of Abner 
about David who killed 
Goliath 

1 Sam 
17:55 

4 Jehoram Jehu PN d Greeting Jehu who was 
coming to kill him 

2 Kgs 
9:22 

5 King >  
Friend’s 
Son 
 

David Mephibosheth PN d Doing Mephibosheth a 
favor for his father’s 
sake 

2 Sam 
9:6 

6 David Mephibosheth PN c31 Questioning 
Mephibosheth’s alle-
giance   

2 Sam 
19:26 

7 Leader > 
Rebel 

Moses Korah PN c? Rebuking Korah for re-
belling against him 

Num 
16:6 

8 Queen  
Mother > 
Com-
mander 

Jezebel Zimri,  
murderer of 
his lord 

PN+ET32 d Greeting Jehu who 
came to kill her 

2 Kgs 
9:31 

 

 
29 Lande (1949, 28) also detects this tendency, but her list of exceptions is quite different 
from mine.  
30 Note that PN comes before T in Hebrew: ֶהכָּלְמַּהַ רתֵּסְא  ʔɛster hammalkɔ “Queen Esther!” 
31 In contrast to case #5, where David and Mephibosheth had just met, I view their rela-
tionship as close here, as I assume that it has developed over time (2 Sam 9:11).  
32 Evaluative terms (ET) refer to descriptive terms that express the speaker’s attitudes and 
evaluation of the addressee (cf. Zwicky 1974, 792). Revell (1996, 50) calls these terms 
“nonce epithets.” 
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Table 3.3. APNs and HPNs Used by Superiors to Inferiors (cont.) 
# Relation Speaker Form Semantic D Speech Context Verse 
9 Prophet >  

Disciple 
Elijah Elisha PN c Asking Elisha not to 

follow him 
2 Kgs 
2:4 

10  Jeremiah Baruch PN c Delivering God’s 
word to Baruch that 
God will give him 
life  

Jer 45:2 

11 Prophet >  
Servant 

Elisha Gehazi PN c Rebuking Gehazi for 
his greed and lies 

2 Kgs 
5:25 

12 Priest > 
Servant 

Eli Samuel my 
son 

PN+KT c Asking Samuel to let 
him know what God 
told him 

1 Sam 
3:16 

13 Commander 
> Officer 

Abner Asahel PN d Persuading Asahel 
not to pursue him 

2 Sam 
2:20 

14 Husband > 
Wife 

Elkanah Hannah PN c Comforting Hannah 
who had no child 

1 Sam 
1:8 

15 Father > 
Son 
 

Saul Jonathan PN c Taking an oath to put 
Jonathan to death 

1 Sam 
14:44 

16 David Absalom, my 
son, my son 

PN+KT+
KT 

c Mourning for the 
death of Absalom 

2 Sam 
19:1  

17 David Solomon my 
son 

PN+KT c Commissioning Solo-
mon to build the 
temple  

1 Chr 
28:9 

18 
19 

King > 
Prophet 

Ahab Micaiah PN d Asking Micaiah if he 
should go to battle 
against Aram 

1 Kgs 
22:15 
2 Chr 
18:14 

20 King > 
Priest 

Saul Ahimelech PN d? Pronouncing the 
death sentence upon 
Ahimelech who 
helped David 

1 Sam 
22:16 

21 King > 
King 

Abijah Jeroboam PN d Accusing Jeroboam 
and northern Israel of 
idolatry 

2 Chr 
13:4 

22 Prophet > 
Prophet 

Jeremiah Hananiah PN d? Prophesying Hana-
niah’s death 

Jer 
28:15 

 
In the first seventeen cases, it is evident that the speaker holds a superior 

position to the addressee based on the speaker’s higher status, whether through 
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occupation or family hierarchy.33 The king is superior to the queen (##1–2), mil-
itary commanders (##3–4),34 and his friend’s son (##5–6). The leader of a nation 
is superior to a rebel (#7). The queen mother is superior to a rebellious military 
commander (#8).35 The prophets and priests are superior to their disciples and serv-
ants (##9–12). The military commander is superior to an officer (#13). 36  The 
husband is superior to the wife (#14).37 The father is superior to his son (##15–17). 

 
33 Age might have been an important factor in determining the status of the individuals in 
certain situations (especially among siblings). However, there is no case above in which 
one can say that age is the sole factor that determines the relative status of the speaker and 
the addressee. Rather, the key determining factors seem to be their occupational status or 
position in the household. In fact, occupational status often prevails over age in determin-
ing the speaker’s social status relative to the addressee (e.g., Aaron addresses Moses as 
“my lord” twice [Exod 32:22; Num 12:11], even though he was three years older than 
Moses [Exod 7:7]). 
34 In case #3, Saul and Abner are cousins (1 Sam 14:50). Their nonreciprocal address pat-
tern (i.e., Saul addresses Abner by APN and receives T, “O king!” [1 Sam 17:55]) cannot 
be viewed as “normal” between cousins. Rather, it shows a formal address exchange be-
tween a king and his servant. In this case, occupation prevails over familial status. 
35 In 2 Kgs 9:30–31, the queen mother Jezebel receives the rebellious commander Jehu with 
regal nobility and defiance both by appearing at the palace window dressed like the queen 
mother she is and by mockingly addressing him as “Zimri, murderer of his lord.” In doing so, 
Jezebel deliberately links Jehu to Zimri, a chariot commander who killed his king, Elah son 
of Baasha, and destroyed that dynasty (1 Kgs 16:8–16), because he was coming to her after 
he killed his king Jehoram (2 Kgs 9:24). There is no doubt that she intends to treat him as an 
inferior traitor by upbraiding and insulting him (Brueggemann 2000, 387–88).  
36 Abner is the commander of King Saul’s army (1 Sam 14:50) and remains the real power 
behind Ish-bosheth after Saul’s death (2 Sam 2:12–32). However, Asahel never achieves a 
military position as high as Abner’s, being listed “among the thirty” in King David’s army 
(2 Sam 23:24). In terms of military rank, Joab, Asahel’s older brother, could be seen as 
equal to Abner as he is the commander of King David’s army (2 Sam 20:23). It is interest-
ing to note that Uriah the Hittite is also named “among the thirty” in King David’s army 
(2 Sam 23:39) and he refers to Joab as “my lord” (2 Sam 11:11). Thus, it is probable that 
Asahel is considered inferior to Joab in the military hierarchy. Revell (1996, 331) views 
Abner and Asahel as equals without giving any explanation, but all the evidence seems to 
point to Abner’s superiority over Asahel. It seems very unlikely that Abner views Asahel 
as an equal. For a useful table of PNs and Ts of functionaries in the Hebrew Bible and 
epigraphic records, see Fox 2000, 281–301. 
37 It has been traditionally held that Israelite wives were subordinate to their husbands. For 
recent discussion and bibliography, see Lemos 2015, 236–37. While she rejects the argu-
ment made by Wegner (1988) that Israelite wives were the “property” of their husbands, 
she argues that the dominant-subordinate pattern governed relations between husbands and 
wives in ancient Israel. For examples in biblical laws and narratives where husbands are 
stated to be dominant over wives, see Gen 3:16; Deut 22:20–21; Ezek 16, 23. 
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The unequal power relations can also be demonstrated through what Brown, 
Gilman, and Ford call nonreciprocal address exchange, where the speaker uses APN 
or HPN and receives a T or an ascending KT. About half of the first seventeen cases 
clearly exhibit this nonreciprocal pattern. King Ahasuerus addresses Esther by HPN, 
“Queen Esther” (##1–2), while he receives T, “the king,” as a bound form of address 
(Esth 5:4, 8; 7:3, 4). King Saul addresses Abner by APN (#3), while he receives T, 
“O king!” (1 Sam 17:55). King David addresses Mephibosheth by APN (##5–6), 
while he receives T, “my lord the king,” either as a free form (2 Sam 19:27) or a 
bound form (2 Sam 19:28, 29, 31),38 or simply “the king” as a bound form (2 Sam 
19:29).39 The prophet Elijah addresses Elisha by APN (#9), while he receives an 
ascending KT, “my father!” (2 Kgs 2:12). King Saul addresses his son Jonathan by 
APN (#15), while he receives T, “the king,” as a bound form (1 Sam 19:4). King 
David addresses Absalom by HPN, “Absalom, my son, my son” (#16), while he 
receives T, “the king,” as a bound form (2 Sam 13:24).  

In the other half of the seventeen cases, the speaker does not receive an 
address form. However, It seems reasonable to assume that the speaker would 
have received a T or an ascending KT if an address had been made by the 

 
In the case of Elkanah and Hannah in 1 Sam 1:1–8, it seems clear that Elkanah acts 

as a superior by leading the whole family to go up to Shiloh, distributing portions to his 
household, and comforting Hannah who is in distress due to the lack of a child. See Lande 
(1949, 27), who also views Elkanah as superior to Hannah. 

Curiously, Revell (1996, 332) states that “spouses typically converse as equals.” How-
ever, the address patterns between husband and wife used in the Hebrew Bible seem to go 
against his statement. If we set aside address forms used between the king and the queen 
in which the latter addresses the former as “king,” not as “husband” (e.g., Bathsheba ad-
dresses King David as “my lord the king!” in 1 Kgs 1:13–21), it appears that the address 
exchange between husband and wife is nonreciprocal. Lamech and Elkanah address their 
wives by APNs, “Adah and Zilla!” (Gen 4:23) and “Hannah!” (1 Sam 1:8), respectively, 
whereas there is no case where a wife addresses her husband by APN. Apart from the case 
in which Sarah refers to Abraham as “my lord” (Gen 18:12), a wife commonly refers to 
her husband as שי יא  ʔiši “my man” (Gen 29:32, 34; 30:15, 18, 20; 2 Sam 14:5, 7; 2 Kgs 
4:1; Hos 2:9). Note that the two terms, ש יא  ʔiš “man” and לע  baʕal “master,” are often ב
used to refer to husbands (e.g., Judg 13:9; 2 Sam 11:26). Of course, these referential usages 
do not necessarily prove that Israelite wives actually addressed their husbands with these 
terms. However, Hos 2:18 may reflect the Israelite practice that a wife would address her 
husband by either שי יא  “my man” or ילע  .baʕli “my master,” instead of APN ב
38 Strictly speaking, T is composed of honorific T + occupational T.  
39 In addition, Mephibosheth gives deference to King David by employing a deprecatory 
self-reference form, דך בע  ʕaḇdɛḵɔ “your servant” (2 Sam 9:6, 8). 
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addressee. 40  In other words, the nonreciprocal address pattern between the 
speaker and the addressee is a clear indication of the inequality of their status 
and can be used as a helpful tool to determine their unequal power relations, 
which may otherwise be uncertain.  

As noted by many scholars (e.g., Dallaire 2014, 24–25), the power dynamics 
among kings, prophets, and priests in the Hebrew Bible cannot be definitively 
determined based solely on their respective occupations. However, their patterns 
of address exchange can provide valuable insights into their relative status. There-
fore, the nonreciprocal pattern observed when King Ahab addresses the prophet 
Micaiah using APN (##18–19), and in return, receives the bound form of address 
“the king” (1 Kgs 22:15), may indicate that Ahab considers Micaiah inferior (or 
possibly equal) to himself, while Micaiah, on the other hand, views (or pretends 
to view) Ahab as superior to himself.41 Similarly, it is evident that King Saul re-
gards the priest Ahimelech as inferior, while Ahimelech acknowledges his 
inferiority. Saul addresses Ahimelech using APN (#20) and, in response, receives 
the free form of address “my lord” (1 Sam 22:12) and the bound form “the king” 
(1 Sam 22:14). 

The power relations in cases ##21–22 may not be solely determined by oc-
cupation or the pattern of address exchange.42 Instead, the speech context in which 
the address exchange occurs needs to be taken into consideration. At first glance, 
Abijah, the king of southern Judah, and Jeroboam, the king of northern Israel, may 
appear as equals based on their occupations (#21). However, it must be noted that 
Abijah addresses Jeroboam using APN in the context of waging war, where taunt-
ing insults are frequently exchanged. Thus, Abijah’s use of APN toward Jeroboam 
may be seen as intentionally condescending, as if he is “putting him in his place” 
by treating him as a servant (2 Chr 13:1–22). Furthermore, Abijah’s references to 
the divine legitimacy of both the Davidic dynasty and the Aaronic priests of south-
ern Judah (2 Chr 13:5, 10), as well as his rebukes of Jeroboam for his rebellion 
and idolatry (2 Chr 13:6–9) also suggest that he views himself as superior to Jer-
oboam.   

In case #22, Jeremiah and Hananiah may be viewed as equals since they are 
both prophets. However, Jeremiah’s address to Hananiah by APN occurs in the con-
text of prophesying Hananiah’s death in the name of YHWH. 43  It is widely 

 
40 Of course, this assumption can be justified only in ordinary circumstances. One can 
hardly expect Jehu to abide by the norm of address usage when he intends to murder Jeze-
bel in 2 Kgs 9:31. 
41 In fact, Ahab never shows respect to any prophets in his time. 
42 The speakers receive no address.  
43 Note that Jeremiah’s prophecy of Hananiah’s death begins with a “messenger formula” 

הוהי רמ א  ko ʔɔmar yhwh “Thus says YHWH” that confirms that the prophet’s message כ ה
is not his own, but a prophetic oracle from Yahweh (Jer 28:16). 
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recognized in biblical scholarship that when a true prophet acts on God’s behalf, he 
stands above the human social hierarchy and is superior to any of its members 
(Thompson 1980, 540–41; Leithart 2006, 201).44 Thus, it may be argued that Jere-
miah, as a representative of God, speaks as a superior to Hananiah in this situation. 

The sixth column in table 3.3 shows the distance dimension in the superior-
inferior dyads. While the members in half of the dyads can be said to be closely 
related either by familial relationship (##1–3, 14–17) or by like-mindedness 
through frequent contact (##9–12), the members in the other half of the dyads are 
to be viewed as distant. For example, in cases #4, #8, and #13, the relationship 
between the speakers (Jehoram, Jezebel, and Abner) and the addressees (Jehu and 
Asahel) is not close, as the latter are trying to kill the former. In case #5, David 
and Mephibosheth are strangers, as they have just met with the help of Ziba. In 
cases ##18–19, Ahab and Micaiah can be considered distant from each other, as 
Ahab explicitly expresses his hatred towards Micaiah (1 Kgs 22:8). In case #21, 
Abijah and Jeroboam are distant as they are about to engage in battle. Considering 
all these cases, it appears that there is little correlation between the power and 
distance dimensions in the superior-inferior dyads. Therefore, Revell’s (1996, 331) 
claim that the use of APN or HPN is “normally restricted to family members and 
intimate associates” may not be substantiated. As will be seen in §3.4.3.4, family 
members and intimate associates are normally addressed with KTs. The use of 
APN or HPN simply connotes the superiority of the speaker in the superior-infe-
rior dyads.45  

 
44 For example, the prophet Nathan rebukes King David for his adultery (2 Sam 12:1–15).  
45 That the use of PN in address may mark the superiority of the speaker appears to be con-
firmed in the Hebrew letters dating to ca. 600 BCE in Judaea. Thirteen letters unearthed at 
Tel Arad were written from a superior to an inferior (Arad 1–8, 10–12, 14, 17), all of which 
begin with a simple address formula: לא  ʔl + PN “to PN.” This is in stark contrast to the 
address formula found in another Arad letter written from an inferior to a superior (Arad 18), 
in which an honorific T is inserted before PN: לא  ʔl + honorific T + PN “to my lord PN.” All 
the Lachish letters that contain address formulas appear to have been written from an inferior 
to a superior. All of them identify their recipients in the address formulas as either honorific 
T + PN (Lach 2, 3, 6) or simply honorific T (Lach 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 17, 18).  

Note, however, that there are two letters (Arad 21, 40) written by an inferior to a 
superior (presumably a son to his genetic father) in which the former greets and addresses 
the latter by PN, saying, “your son PN sends greetings to PN.” These seem to constitute 
counterexamples to the address usage of PN as a marker of the superiority of the speaker. 
It is not easy to explain why PN was used this way. Might there have been an epistolary 
convention that allowed an inferior to address a superior in his family by PN? Or might not 
the sender and the addressee have been biologically related but close enough to address 
each other by PN? For a detailed analysis of the epistolary formulas in these letters, see 
Pardee et al. 1982, 145–64.  
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3.4.1.2.2. Between Close Equals 

There are five cases where APNs are used in the seemingly close-equal dyads, as 
can be seen in table 3.4.  
 
Table 3.4. APNs Used between Close Equals 
# Relation Speaker Form Semantic D Context Verse 

1–4 
 

Lover > 
Lover 

Delilah 
 

Samson 
 

PN 
 

c 
 

Informing Samson of 
the Philistines’ attack 

Judg 16:9, 12, 
14, 20 

5 
 

King > 
King 

Jehoram 
 

Ahaziah 
 

PN 
 

c 
 

Informing Ahaziah of 
Jehu’s revolt 

2 Kgs 9:23 
 

 
The close equal relationship between speech participants in these dyads can 

be deduced from their personal relationship and occupations. In cases ##1–4, De-
lilah addresses Samson by APN, informing him of the Philistines who came to 
seize him. While Revell (1996, 332) thinks of these two as a married couple, there 
is no textual evidence for it. However, it can be said that their relationship is close 
since they are lovers.46 With respect to the power relation between the two lovers, 
Hélène Dallaire (2014, 75) describes Delilah as “lesser” than Samson without 
providing any evidence for her description, while Revell (1996, 332) views them 
as equals, saying, “spouses typically converse as equals.” As Tracy M. Lemos 
(2015, 241) observes, the Hebrew Bible generally portrays Israelite women as 
subordinate to their husbands or fathers. However, Delilah does not seem to fit 
this general portrayal of Israelite women.47 Rather, the story shows many signs of 
her socio-economic independence and strong personality: (1) Delilah is the only 
woman introduced by name in the Samson narrative; (2) unlike many other bibli-
cal women, she is not identified in terms of her relationships with male kin (cf. 
Gen 29:10); (3) she seems to have her own house and servants (Judg 16:9); (4) 
she deals with the Philistine lords without any male kin acting as a mediator (cf. 
Judg 15:1); (5) she manipulates and harasses Samson to bring him down.48 In light 
of these factors, it is difficult to view Delilah as “lesser” than Samson, as Dallaire 
does. At the same time, it is equally difficult to think of Samson as socially inferior 
to Delilah, considering the general portrayal of the superiority of Israelite men 

 
46 Strictly speaking, the text states that Samson loved her (Judg 16:4) but mentions nothing 
about her emotional attachment to him. Exum (2000, 69) takes this as a hint that Delilah 
did not love Samson and would have “no qualms about betraying him.”  
47 The text is silent about Delilah’s ethnicity, though many assume that she is a Philistine 
(e.g., Block 1999, 454; Webb 2012, 399).  
48 See Fewell (1992, 73) and Exum (2000, 68–69) for these observations. For the objections 
to the idea of Delilah’s independence, see Blyth 2014, 56–57. 
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over women in the Hebrew Bible. Thus, it seems logical to view Samson and 
Delilah as equals.49  

Regarding address usage, Delilah’s use of APN is unusual, as women rarely 
address men by APN or HPN in our corpus.50 However, it seems that Delilah’s 
use of APN is not particularly offensive to Samson but normal in this situation 
(she addresses him by APN four times throughout the narrative!). Samson never 
addresses Delilah back, but it seems likely that he would have used APN or HPN 
to address her, as men often use APN or HPN to address women (e.g., Gen 4:23; 
1 Sam 1:8; Esth 5:3; 7:2; 8:7).51 Thus, although it is an argument from silence, 
this reconstruction might be used as an example to demonstrate that Brown, Gil-
man, and Ford’s address rule—the reciprocal exchange of PN in the equal-close 
dyad—works in the Hebrew Bible.52 

In case #5, Jehoram, king of Israel, addresses Ahaziah, king of Judah, by APN, 
urgently informing him of Jehu’s military coup and dynastic overthrow. Jehoram 
and Ahaziah may be viewed as equals based on their royal status, though one may 
argue for Jehoram’s superiority over Ahaziah based on familial status (Jehoram 
is Ahaziah’s uncle).53 Their relationship appears to be close, as they are not only 

 
49 Note that this decision is the same as Revell’s but on different grounds.  
50 Women usually use T or KT to address men (e.g., “my lord,” “king,” “man of God,” 
“my father,” “my brother,” “my son,” “my husband,” “my man”). Apart from Delilah’s use 
of APN, there is only one case in which a woman uses HPN to address a man: Jezebel 
addresses Jehu as “Zimri, murderer of his lord!” (2 Kgs 9:31). 
51 Samson might also have used KTs or ETs to address his lover Delilah, as can be seen in 
Song of Songs (e.g., יתחא  ʔaḥoṯi “my sister” [Song 4:9]; יתיער  raʕyɔṯi “my love” [Song 
יתפי ;[1:9  yɔp̄ɔṯi “my beautiful one” [Song 2:10], etc.).  
52 Compare this to Arad 16 in which a PN is used by Hananyahu to address his brother 
Elyashib, which may be considered an equal-close dyad. 
53 This is based on the traditional assumption that there were two different Jehorams in the 
ninth century BCE: Jehoram the son of Jehoshaphat king of Judah and Jehoram the son of 
Ahab king of Israel (see, for example, Provan 1995, 206–7; Revell 1996, 332; 
Brueggemann 2000, 376). The former married Athaliah who was the daughter of Ahab 
(interpreting the phrase ירמע  baṯ-ʕɔmri [lit. “daughter of Omri” in 2 Kgs 8:26 and 2 Chr בת 
22:2] as “granddaughter of Omri”) and the sister of the latter (2 Kgs 8:25, 29). Ahaziah 
was the son of Jehoram king of Judah and Athaliah (2 Kgs 8:25–26). Thus, Jehoram king 
of Israel was Ahaziah’s uncle. Due to seeming discrepancies between the accounts of Kings 
and Chronicles, however, the genealogy of Jehoram and Ahaziah has been highly contro-
versial. Many scholars have attempted to harmonize these discrepancies, offering 
alternatives to the traditional interpretation. For example, Hayes and Hooker (1988, 32–
36) argue that Jehoram of Judah and Jehoram of Israel were actually the same person and 
Ahaziah was his son. While agreeing with Hayes and Hooker that the two Jehorams were 
the same person, Barrick (2001, 9–25) makes a case that Jehoram was Ahaziah’s uncle. 
However, these alternatives are not entirely convincing, as the text in the book of Kings 
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relatives but also allies in a campaign against Hazael, king of Aram, at Ramoth-
Gilead (2 Kgs 8:28).  

According to Brown, Gilman, and Ford, the reciprocal exchange of PN is 
expected in this type of dyad.54 Unfortunately, Jehoram receives no address from 
Ahaziah to justify the validity of such a claim. Furthermore, there is no case of 
address exchange between kings or between an uncle and nephew in our corpus 
that may shed light to the Jehoram-Ahaziah dyad. Thus, there is no way to tell 
how Ahaziah would have addressed Jehoram.55  

3.4.1.2.3. Inferior to Superior? The Cases of Expressive Shift 

So far, I have argued that the use of APN or HPN in addressing may indicate the 
superiority of the speaker or possibly the closeness between equals. However, 
there are three cases in which APN or HPN is used in the seemingly inferior-
superior dyads, as shown in table 3.5. 

 
clearly presents Jehoram of Judah and Jehoram of Israel as two different individuals. More-
over, what is ultimately important for the study of address usage in the narrative is not 
necessarily the historical reality of the genealogy, but the ways in which the narrator pre-
sents it within a given narrative context. Thus, I follow the traditional interpretation which 
seems to adhere to the narrator’s presentation faithfully.  
54 According to Lande (1949, 20), addressing someone by PN was considered impolite in 
ancient Israel since PN was mostly used by a superior to address an inferior. She argues, 
however, that Jehoram’s impolite use of PN when addressing Ahaziah was acceptable be-
cause it was used in an emergency situation. In response to Lande, Clines (1972, 273) states 
that Jehoram’s address by PN is hardly impolite, but he offers no explanation as to why 
that is the case. If Jehoram and Ahaziah were equal and close, as I argued above, Jehoram’s 
use of PN in that type of dyad is not necessarily impolite but is completely expected ac-
cording to Brown, Gilman, and Ford’s address rule. 
55 There are several cases in which a king addresses another king, but the former never 
receives an address back. The address forms that the speaker uses vary according to his 
view of the relationship between himself and the addressee. To whom he views as a supe-
rior or the one worthy of respect, he uses T (e.g., Adonijah addresses Solomon as “King 
Solomon” [1 Kgs 1:51]; Ahab addresses Ben-Hadad as “my lord the king” [1 Kgs 20:4]; 
Hiram addresses Solomon as “my lord” [2 Chr 2:14]; Jehoshaphat addresses Ahab as “the 
king” [1 Kgs 22:8=2 Chr 18:7]; Pharaoh Necho addresses Josiah as “king of Judah” [2 Chr 
35:21]); To whom he views as an inferior, he uses PN (e.g., Abijah addresses Jeroboam as 
“Jeroboam” in the context of war [2 Chr 13:4]); To whom he views as an equal, he uses 
KT (e.g., Hiram addresses Solomon as “my brother” [1 Kgs 9:13]).  

In a few instances, address forms are used between nephews and their uncle, yet no 
reciprocation of address occurs in any of these situations. Notably, the uncle in each of 
these cases is King David. In all these instances, King David and his nephews interact not 
as relatives, but rather as sovereign and subjects. For examples of Joab or Jonadab address-
ing King David, see 2 Sam 13:32, 33, 35; 14:22; 1 Chr 21:3. For examples of King David 
addressing Joab and Abishai, see 2 Sam 16:10 = 2 Sam 19:23. 
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Table 3.5. APNs and HPNs Used by Inferiors to Superiors 

# Relation Speaker Form Semantic D Context Verse 

1 
 

Prophet > 
King 

Jeremiah 
 

Zedekiah, King 
of Judah 

PN+T 
 

d 
 

Prophesying Zede-
kiah’s death 

Jer 
34:4 

2 
 
 

Prophet > 
King 
 

Azariah 
 
 

Asa 
 
 

PN 
 
 

d? 
 
 

Encouraging Asa 
to carry out reli-
gious reforms 

2 Chr 
15:2 
 

3 
 

Outlaw > 
Commander 

David 
 

Abner 
 

PN 
 

d 
 

Accusing Abner 
of neglecting Saul 

1 Sam 
26:14 

 
As discussed in cases ##18–19 in §3.4.1.2.1, the power relation between 

prophets and kings cannot be determined by their occupations alone. Thus, other 
factors such as address patterns or speech context must be considered to determine 
the power relation between the prophet Jeremiah and King Zedekiah. Upon ex-
amining Jeremiah’s address usage, it seems most likely that he views Zedekiah as 
superior to himself under normal circumstances. Except for case #1, there is one 
more case in our corpus where Jeremiah addresses Zedekiah. In this case, Jere-
miah privately asks Zedekiah not to send him back to the house of Jonathan the 
secretary, and he addresses Zedekiah with the honorific T + occupational T,  ינדא 
ךל  ʔaḏoni hammɛlɛḵ “O my lord the king!” (Jer 37:20). This compound address המ

is typically used by subjects to show deference to the king, indicating that the king 
holds a higher social status (e.g., Ebed-Melech, an Ethiopian eunuch, addresses 
Zedekiah as “my lord the king” in Jer 38:9).56 By using the deferential address, 
Jeremiah acknowledges that he is a subject of Zedekiah who holds authority over 
him. There is no doubt that this deferential address would have been Jeremiah’s 
usual way of addressing Zedekiah when discussing civil affairs. 

However, in case #1, Jeremiah addresses Zedekiah by HPN, which may in-
dicate the social superiority of the speaker.57 Does this mean that Jeremiah speaks 
as a superior to Zedekiah in this case? I answer this question affirmatively by 
considering the speech context in which his address occurs. Jeremiah’s use of 
HPN takes place while delivering Yahweh’s message that King Zedekiah will die 
a peaceful death in Babylon (Jer 34:5). He makes it clear that his message is not 
his own, but it originates from Yahweh, using the so-called “messenger formula” 

הוהי רמא הכ  ko ʔɔmar yhwh “Thus says YHWH” (Jer 34:2) and the “proclamation 

 
56 For the usage of the compound address ךל ינדא המ  ʔaḏoni hammɛlɛḵ, see my discussion 
below in §3.4.2.2.1.2.  
57 In this case, the HPN may not connote the closeness between equals. The relationship 
between Jeremiah and Zedekiah does not seem to be close, as Zedekiah puts him in prison 
(Jer 37:18).  
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formula” הוהי רב  עמ ד -šmaʕ dḇar-yhwh “Hear the word of Yahweh!” at the be ש
ginning of his speech (Jer 34:4). As seen in case #22 in §3.4.1.2.1, when a prophet 
speaks as God’s spokesperson, he stands above the human social hierarchy, even 
above the king. Thus, it can be said that as Jeremiah delivers Yahweh’s message 
to Zedekiah in case #1, he positions himself as superior to Zedekiah and addresses 
him by HPN.58  

I would argue that this is a good example of what Brown and Gilman (1960, 
270–73) call “expressive shift,” that is, a tactical violation of address rules to com-
municate the speaker’s temporary attitudes toward the addressee. Jeremiah’s 
usual address to Zedekiah would be an AT or an HT to show deference to his 
royal status (see §3.4.2.2.1). However, when he delivers Yahweh’s message to 
Zedekiah, he momentarily shifts his address from AT/HT to HPN to signal that 
Yahweh, who is above all human beings, is speaking, and thus, one must pay 
attention to what is being said.  

Case #2 can also be seen as an example of expressive shift. The prophet Aza-
riah addresses King Asa by APN, encouraging him to carry out religious reforms. 
Again, it is clear from 2 Chr 15:1 that Azariah’s message of encouragement is not 
his own, as the Chronicler states that the spirit of God ( םיהלא  (ruaḥ ʔɛlohim רוח 
came upon Azariah. Thus, it can be argued that Azariah asserts his authority over 
King Asa as God’s spokesperson by choosing to address him by APN. Unfortu-
nately, there is no other address used by Azariah elsewhere that could demonstrate 
his usual address usage for Asa. However, it seems reasonable to assume that he 
used an AT or an HT, since all the other prophets who address kings in our corpus 
use an AT or an HT, except for Jeremiah’s expressive shift in case #1 (Nathan 
addresses David as “the king” [1 Kgs 1:25] or “my lord the king” [1 Kgs 1:24, 27 
(2x)]; 400 prophets address Ahab as “the king” [1 Kgs 22:6, 12 = 2 Chr 18:5, 11]; 
Micaiah addresses Ahab as “the king” [1 Kgs 22:15]; Jeremiah addresses Zede-
kiah as “O my lord the king!” (Jer 37:20); an unnamed man of God addresses 
Amaziah as “O king” [2 Chr 25:7]; Jahaziel addresses Jehoshaphat as “King Je-
hoshaphat” [2 Chr 20:15]).59  

 
58 Note that Yahweh consistently refers to Zedekiah by APN “Zedekiah” or HPN “Zede-
kiah king of Judah” throughout the book of Jeremiah (Jer 21:7; 24:8; 27:3; 32:4, 5; 44:30) 
but never by T + PN “King Zedekiah,” which the narrator often uses to refer to him (Jer 
37:3, 17, 18; 38:5, 14, 16). Thus, the way in which Jeremiah addresses Zedekiah in case 
#1 corresponds to the way in which Yahweh refers to him. 
59 There is a possible case of expressive shift outside of our corpus. In 2 Chr 26:18, the 
priest Azariah and eighty other priests address King Uzziah by APN in the context of re-
buking him for burning incense to Yahweh, which is for the priests to do. According to the 
Chronicler, Azariah and the other priests’ rebuke is an expression of Yahweh’s righteous 
anger upon Uzziah, who sinned against Yahweh out of his pride by entering his temple. 
Thus, it can be said that they are acting as superiors to King Uzziah on behalf of Yahweh 
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Finally, David’s address of Abner by APN in case #3 could be another exam-
ple of expressive shift. After taking King Saul’s spear and water jug from near his 
head, David calls Abner by APN from the top of a hill, saying, “Will you not 
answer, Abner?” In terms of occupation and family connections, Abner is Saul’s 
commander-in-chief (1 Sam 14:50; 17:55) and his cousin (1 Sam 14:50), while 
David is a leader of outlaws (1 Sam 22:1–2; 23:13) and Saul’s son-in-law (1 Sam 
18:27). The last military position that David held before leaving Saul’s army was 
commander of a thousand (1 Sam 18:13). All of these seem to indicate that Abner 
is superior to David. Thus, David’s use of APN to address Abner is surprising 
given its usual function, which is to mark the superiority of the speaker.60 

Unfortunately, there is no evidence to show how David addressed Abner be-
fore he fled from Saul. Considering their respective military ranks, however, it 
seems reasonable to assume that he would have addressed Abner with either an 
AT, an HT, or an ascending AKT,61 similar to how Uriah the Hittite officer refers 
to Joab the commander of the army as באוי ינדא   ʔaḏoni yoʔɔḇ “my lord Joab” 
(2 Sam 11:11).62 Therefore, David’s shift in address from AT/HT to APN in this 
encounter may be seen as his deliberate attempt to express his feelings of con-
tempt or anger toward Abner. 63  This interpretation is supported by the 
immediately following context in which David rebukes Abner for failing to guard 
his master Saul while he slept (1 Sam 26:15–16).  

From a narrative point of view, David’s use of APN to address Abner seems 
to carry more than temporary expressive significance. I would argue that it serves 
as a pivotal moment in their power dynamic within the narrative. The Book of 
Samuel documents three encounters between David and Abner. Their first meet-
ing occurs after David’s triumph over Goliath (1 Sam 17:57). At that time, Abner 

 
by choosing APN to address him. Unfortunately, no address is made by Azariah and the 
other priests to King Uzziah elsewhere that might show their normal address usage for him. 
However, all the other priests who address kings in our corpus use an AT or an HT (e.g., 
Ahimelech addresses Saul as “my lord” [1 Sam 22:12] or “the king” [1 Sam 22:14, 15]; 
Abiathar addresses Adonijah as “King Adonijah” [1 Kgs 1:25]). In light of these cases, 
though inconclusive, it seems probable that the priests address kings by AT or HT under 
normal circumstances.  
60 The APN may not mark the closeness of the equals in this dyad, since David and Abner 
are hostile to each other. 
61 See §3.4.2.2.1 and §3.4.3.4.2.1 for the function of AT, HT, and ascending AKT and HKT 
to mark the superiority of the addressee. 
62 Biblical characters other than military officers also address military commanders by ei-
ther AT or ascending AKT: Jael addresses Sisera as ינדא  ʔaḏoni “my lord” (Judg 4:18); a 
young prophet addresses Jehu as השר haśśɔr “commander” (2 Kgs 9:5); and the servants 
address Naaman as “my father” (2 Kgs 5:13). 
63 See Lande (1949, 20) and Revell (1996, 333), who also view David’s use of APN as a 
sign of disrespect or insult.  
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had no knowledge of David’s lineage (1 Sam 17:55); David was seen as an insig-
nificant figure. Subsequently, Abner appears to maintain superiority over David 
as the commander of the army. However, in their second recorded encounter (case 
#3), David asserts his superiority over Abner as the chosen king by addressing 
him with APN. It is noteworthy that prior to this, only one other person, King Saul, 
addressed Abner by APN (1 Sam 17:55). Following this encounter, David and 
Abner meet again to make a peace covenant after a war between the house of Saul 
and the house of David. During this meeting, Abner himself acknowledges Da-
vid’s superiority by addressing him as “my lord the king” (2 Sam 3:21). Hence, 
we witness a progressive shift in the power relationship between David and Abner, 
where David’s use of APN to address Abner functions as a turning point that dra-
matically alters the power dynamic. 

3.4.1.3. Conclusion 

Cross-linguistically, PNs are recognized for their relatively “specific and direct 
referentiality” compared to Ts or KTs, which highlight positional or relational 
status (Fleming and Slotta 2015, 172). A PN like “David” directly refers to a spe-
cific individual, while a T like “King” or a KT like “my brother” may have 
multiple potential referents. According to Brown and Levinson’s politeness the-
ory, indirectness is often associated with politeness. Thus, PNs are generally 
considered less polite than Ts or KTs. Consequently, the avoidance or restriction 
of PNs when addressing superiors is observed in many languages and cultures, 
including Biblical Hebrew.64  

As shown in figure 3.4, APNs and HPNs are almost exclusively used in a 
“downward” manner, specifically in superior-inferior dyads, with a couple of ex-
ceptions where APNs are used between close equals.65 The use of APNs and 

 
64 For example, see the appendix in Fleming and Slotta (2015, 179) for the result of a cross-
cultural survey of the proper name-kin term alternation. Among the thirty-five speech com-
munities surveyed, the avoidance of PNs in address in younger-older dyads is witnessed in 
thirty-two speech communities. 
65 The tendency to avoid PNs when addressing or even referring to superiors is also found 
in the Babylonian Talmud, which reflects social practices during the Amoraic period (200–
500 CE):  וברל ארקש ינפמ יזחיג שנענ המ ינפמ ןנחוי יבר רמאד ומשב ובר ארוקה הז רמא ןמחנ בר

עשילא היחה רשא הנב הזו השאה תאז ךלמה ינדא יזחג רמאיו )ה ,ח ב םיכלמ( רמאנש ומשב  rb 
nḥmn ʔmr zh hqwrʔ rbw bšmw dʔmr rby ywḥnn mpny mh nʕnš gyḥzy mpny šqrʔ lrbw bšmw 
šnʔmr (mlkym b ḥ, h) wyʔmr gḥzy ʔdny hmlk zʔt hʔšh wzh bnh ʔšr hḥyh ʔlyšʕ Rav Naḥman 
says, “One who calls his teacher by his name (is an epikoros), as Rabbi Yoḥanan says, 
‘Why was Gehazi punished? It is because he called his teacher by his name, as it is stated 
in 2 Kgs 8:5, “Gehazi said, ‘My lord the king, this is the woman, and this is her son, whom 
Elisha revived’”’” (Sanh. 100a). 
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HPNs in Biblical Hebrew appears to be primarily determined by the power rela-
tion between the speaker and the addressee. Serving to indicate the speaker’s 
superiority, APNs and HPNs in Biblical Hebrew seem to function similarly to the 
T in Brown, Gilman, and Ford’s T/V system, thus supporting Brown and Ford’s 
“linguistic universal.” It is worth noting that compound addresses, where a PN is 
placed in the middle or at the end, may convey a different power relationship 
compared to APNs and HPNs. In other words, the first constituent in an address, 
whether simple or compound, can serve as an indicator of the power relation be-
tween the speaker and the addressee. The use of APNs or HPNs in seemingly 
inferior-superior dyads may be regarded as “expressive shifts,” wherein the 
speaker (or narrator) strategically violates the address rules mentioned earlier to 
assert authority over the addressee. 
 
Figure 3.4. The Use of APNs and HPNs in the Hebrew Bible 

3.4.2. Titles 

Ts express a nonkinship-related status or position achieved by or ascribed to an 
individual (Fitch 1998, 39). In Biblical Hebrew, when Ts are used in address, they 
can be categorized into two types based on their nature and function: honorific Ts 
and occupational Ts (see §2.4.1.1.1 in chapter 2). Honorific Ts are conventional 
terms used to show deference to the addressee who holds power over the speaker 
by virtue of rank, status, or age (e.g., ינדא  ʔaḏoni “my lord!”). On the other hand, 
occupational Ts indicate the addressee’s profession or function (e.g.,  ךלמה 
hammɛlɛḵ “O king!”). As we will see below, both honorific Ts and occupational 

 
In his answer to the question, “What is an epikoros (i.e., one who denies the rabbinic 

tradition)?,” Rav Naḥman points out that addressing a social superior, such as a teacher ( בר  
rb), by PN alone is considered irreverent, implying that a title of respect (e.g., יבר  rby 
“Rabbi”) is to be used with or without PN, instead. Rabbi Yoḥanan’s explanation of the 
reason for Gehazi’s punishment is not to be taken seriously, as he was cursed by Elisha 
because of his greed and lies on another occasion (2 Kgs 5). However, it clearly reflects an 
Amoraic assumption about a sociolinguistic rule in northern Israel around the ninth century 
BCE: reference to a social superior by PN in his absence was disrespectful. 
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Ts almost invariably convey a sense of respect towards the addressee and/or for-
mality in the relationship.  

3.4.2.1. Position and Distribution 

There are three types of address forms in which Ts are used: (1) a T used alone 
(e.g., השר haśśɔr “Commander!”); (2) a T used at the beginning of a compound 
address (e.g., ש ה מ ינדא  ʔaḏoni mošɛ “My lord Moses!”); (3) a T used at the end of 
a compound address (e.g., תר המלכה סא  ʔɛster hammalkɔ “Queen Esther!”). In the 
following discussion, we will consider the first two types—the address forms 
composed of a T alone (henceforth, ATs) and compound addresses headed by a T 
(henceforth, HTs)—together since they convey the same power relationship be-
tween the speaker and the addressee in our corpus. The third type consists of only 
three examples (Jer 34:4; Esth 5:3; 7:2), where a T is always preceded by a PN. 
These cases have already been addressed in §3.4.1.2.1 and §3.4.1.2.3. 

In our corpus, there are thirty-five cases of ATs and twenty-two cases of HTs. 
These instances account for about 29 percent of the total free forms of address 
used between two human beings. Therefore, ATs and HTs occur twice as fre-
quently as APNs and HPNs. Table 3.6 presents the distribution of ATs and HTs 
across the books of the Hebrew Bible. As shown in the table, most of these occur-
rences are concentrated in Samuel and Kings, where there is a higher frequency 
of interactions between the speakers and high-ranking officials such as kings, 
prophets, priests, and military commanders. In Genesis through Numbers, where 
dialogues involving these officials are relatively few, only the honorific T ינדא  
ʔaḏoni “my lord” is found. 
 
Table 3.6. ATs and HTs in Each Book of the Hebrew Bible 

Book # of AKTs # of HKTs Book # of AKTs # of HKTs 
Genesis 4  Jeremiah  2 
Numbers 1 1 Amos 1  
Judges 2  Ruth 1  
1 Samuel 8 2 Esther 1  
2 Samuel 4 5 1 Chronicles  1 
1 Kings 4 6 2 Chronicles 2 1 
2 Kings 7 4    
   Total 35 22 

3.4.2.2. Pattern 

3.4.2.2.1. Inferior to Superior 

Similar to PNs, the use of ATs and HTs also exhibits a prominent pattern related to 
power relations, albeit in the opposite direction: the absolute majority of these 
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address forms are used by inferiors when addressing superiors.66 Out of the fifty-
seven cases of ATs and HTs, fifty-five of them are found in inferior-superior dyads. 

3.4.2.2.1.1. ATs 

Table 3.7 shows ATs used by inferiors to superiors.  
 
Table 3.7. ATs Used by Inferiors to Superiors 
# Form Speaker Addressee Verse 
1–2 My lord 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ephron Abraham Gen 23:11, 15 
3 Rebekah Abraham’s servant Gen 24:18 
4 Judah Joseph Gen 44:18 
5 Aaron Moses Num 12:11 
6–8 Hannah Eli 1 Sam 1:15, 26 (2x)  
9 Jael Sisera Judg 4:18 
10 Ahimelech Saul 1 Sam 22:12 
11–12 Abigail David 1 Sam 25:24, 26 
13 Bathsheba David 1 Kgs 1:17 
14 Prostitute Solomon 1 Kgs 3:17 
15 Prostitute Solomon 1 Kgs 3:26 
16 Prophet Elisha 2 Kgs 6:5 
17 Servant Elisha 2 Kgs 6:15 
18 Ruth Boaz Ruth 2:13 
19 King Ehud Eglon Judg 3:19 
20  Abner Saul 1 Sam 17:55 
21  David Saul 1 Sam 26:22 
22  Tekoaite Woman David 2 Sam 14:4 
23  Araunah David 2 Sam 24:23 
24  Hushai Absalom 2 Sam 15:34 
25  Esther Xerxes Esth 7:3 
26  Prophet Amaziah 2 Chr 25:7 
27–28 Commander Prophet-in-training Jehu  2 Kgs 9:5 (2x) 
29–31 Man of God Captain Elijah 2 Kgs 1:9, 11, 13 
32  Widow Elijah 1 Kgs 17:18 
33 King’s son Jonadab Amnon 2 Sam 13:4 

 
The most frequently used AT in our corpus is the honorific T, ינדא  ʔaḏoni 

“my lord!”67 While it can be used by a servant to address his/her master, as in case 
#17, it is much more commonly attested in interactions between social inferiors 

 
66 Revell (1996, 326) also detects this tendency.  
הריב 67 gḇirɔ “lady, queen, queen-mother,” the female counterpart of ג  ,ʔɔḏon “lord א ןוד
master,” is never attested as an address form in our corpus, though it is occasionally used 
in reference (e.g., 2 Kgs 5:3). 
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and superiors who do not have a literal servant-master relationship.68 Thus, ינדא  
is used by: (a) a local landowner to a prominent foreigner (##1–2);69 (b) a young 
girl to an elderly wealthy stranger (##3, 18);70 (c) a Hebrew man to the vizier of 
Egypt (#4);71 (d) the high priest to a national leader (#5);72 (e) a woman to a priest 
(##6–8); (f) a woman to the commander of the army (#9); (g) a woman to a leader 
of outlaws (##11–12); (h) a disciple to his teacher (#16);73 (i) a servant to a 
prophet (#17); (j) various individuals (priest [#10], king’s wife [#13], prostitute 
[##14–15]) to their kings. In most of these cases, the speaker explicitly requests a 
favor from the addressee (##1–2, 4–5, 9, 11–13, 15), while the remaining cases 
occur in the context of offering a drink (#3), informing (##7–8), responding (#10), 
claiming (#14), reporting (##16–17), and thanking (#18). In all of these instances, 

 
68 Lande (1949, 29) suggests that ינדא  was used first in the servant-master dyads, but 
through metaphorical extension, it came to be used as an expression of courtesy by the 
speaker to whomever he/she wanted to show deference. She finds a similar development 
in the French Monsieur, which literally means “my lord.” It was originally used for the 
eldest brother of the king in the French royal court but has now become a courtesy title, 
equivalent to Mr. or Sir in English.  

Like KTs, ןוד  ʔɔḏon “lord/master” is essentially a term of relation, designating the א
superior in a master-servant relationship. Thus, like KTs used in address (see below), ןודא  
is always used in address with the first-person possessive pronoun, -י -i “my.” As Revell 
(1996, 326) argues, the speaker’s use of ינדא  might imply that he/she wishes to appeal to 
his/her personal relationship with the addressee in order to receive a favor. In some cases, 
however, ינדא  seems to function merely as a term of politeness (e.g., Rebekah’s use of ינדא  
for Abraham’s servant, who is a total stranger in Gen 24:18).    
69 The Hittites refer to Abraham as םיהלא אי  nəśi(ʔ) ʔɛlohim “a prince of God” in Gen נש
23:6. While the precise connotation of this phrase is debatable, it is certain that they view 
Abraham as an individual of some importance despite his identification of himself as  רג

בשותו  ger wəṯošɔḇ “resident alien” (Gen 23:4). As Hamilton (1995, 129) points out, Abra-
ham’s interactions with Pharaoh (Gen 12) and Abimelech (Gen 20) might have led the 
Hittites to consider him as royal. For the interpretation of םיהלא  as conveying a superlative 
sense, see Davidson 1942, 49 and Thomas 1953, 219. 
70 Rebekah’s use of honorific T might have been caused by the fact that Abraham’s servant 
is described as significantly older ( ןקז  zəqan “old” in Gen 24:2) or that he looks wealthy, 
as he has ten camels and all sorts of luxuries (Gen 24:10). Similarly, Ruth’s use of honorific 
T might have been caused by Boaz’s age or wealth. 
71 Apparently, Judah does not know that the vizier is his brother Joseph. 
72 Aaron the high priest is the elder brother of Moses. His use of honorific T to address 
Moses may be explained as what Brown and Levinson call a negative politeness strategy 
in which he desires to appease Moses’s anger by humbling himself and exalting Moses. 
However, it may also indicate that occupational status prevailed over age or family hierar-
chy in the determination of deference at that time.  
73 The disciple is referred to as one of םיאיב ינ הנ  ”bəne hannəḇiʔim “the sons of the prophets ב
(2 Kgs 6:1, 3). See below for the meaning of “the sons of the prophets.” 
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it is evident that the speaker intends to acknowledge the superior social status of 
the addressee. 

Similar to the honorific T ינדא , occupational Ts also seem to indicate the supe-
rior status of the addressee.74 ךל  hammɛlɛḵ “O king!” is normally used by subjects המ
(queen [#25], prophet [#26], military commander [#20], outlaw/king’s son-in-law 
[#21], and civilians [##22–23]), almost always in the context of requesting (##21–
23, 25–26).75 It is also used by Israelites to address a foreign king (#19) and a 
usurper (#24). In both cases, ךלמה  occurs when the speakers (Ehud and Hushai) 
begin to reveal their secret plans to deceive these kings. While the speakers’ use of 
this particular address form might simply reflect the conventional address usage be-
fore kings during that time, it could also be seen as a deliberate strategy to convince 
the kings that they were faithful subjects under their authority.76  

 haśśɔr “O commander!” is used by an unnamed man sent by Elisha to השר
address Jehu as he requests a private meeting to anoint him as king over Israel 
(##27–28). In terms of occupation, Jehu is a military commander,77 presumably 
in charge of Jehoram’s army (Miller and Hayes 2006, 323), while the unnamed 

 
74 Unlike the honorific T ןוד  ,ʔɔḏon “lord/master” (or KTs), which is a term of relation א
occupational T is normally incompatible with the first-person possessive pronoun, -  i- יִ
“my,” when used in address between two human beings. Thus, for example,  malki יכלמ 
“my king” is never used in address in the Hebrew Bible, except when it is used to address 
God in two poetic passages (Ps 5:2; 84:3).  
75 The king as the head of a nation is superior to all the citizens of it. Thus, the nonreciprocal 
pattern of address exchange between the king and his subjects is consistently attested in 
our corpus: the king typically receives Ts (honorific T ינדא , occupational T ךלמה , or a com-
bination of both ךלמה ינדא ) from his subjects, while he addresses them by PN. There is no 
case in our corpus in which the king’s subjects address him by PN, except when the prophet 
or the priest delivers the message of God to him (see §3.4.1.2.3). 
76 Strictly speaking, the address form ךל  in #25 does not come directly from Hushai but המ
from David, who dictates to him the exact script he is to use when he comes before Absa-
lom. This seems to further support the possibility that the use of ךלמה  was part of a 
deliberate strategy to deceive Absalom. When Hushai encounters Absalom later, he indeed 
addresses Absalom as ךל ) but as a bound form of address ,המ ךל מ ה יחי  yḥi hammɛlɛḵ “Long 
live the king!” [2 Sam 16:16]), not as a free form of address. 
77 Jehu is said to be one of ליחה יר  .śɔre haḥayil “the army commanders” in 2 Kgs 9:5 ש
While the term שר may be used to refer to any of the civil, religious, and military leadership 
positions (BDB, 978–79; HALOT, 1350–3), the modifier ליחה  makes it clear that Jehu’s 
leadership role lay in the military context. For a detailed discussion of the etymology and 
semantics of the term שר, see Fox (2000, 158–63), who argues that the term śr branched 
out in three directions: (1) in Mesopotamia, it was restricted to refer exclusively to a king 
(e.g., šarru in Akkadian); (2) in Egypt, it broadened to refer to “prince,” “noble,” “royal 
official,” “military official and magistrate”; (3) in Israel, it covered the same meanings as 
in Egypt but was frequently followed by a qualifying substantive denoting particular duties. 
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man is referred to as םיאיב נ ה ינ ב מ דח  ʔaḥaḏ mibbəne hannəḇiʔim “one of the א
sons of the prophets” (2 Kgs 9:1). The term םיאיב נ ה ינ  has traditionally been ב
understood to refer to members of an organized guild of prophetic disciples under 
the leadership of great prophets such as Elijah and Elisha.78 If this interpretation 
is correct, the unnamed man would have been a prophet in training under Elisha.79  

The unnamed man is also called רע  hannaʕar (2 Kgs 9:4).80 While BDB הנ
(2003, 654–55) primarily defines רענ  as “boy, lad, youth,” it is used to cover a 
wide range of age groups in Israelite society: from an unborn child (Judg 13:5, 7, 
8, 12), to an infant (Exod 2:6), a child recently weaned (1 Sam 1:24), a seventeen-
year-old youth (Gen 37:2), a thirty-year-old adult (Gen 41:12). Additionally, it is 
applied to Ziba, who must have been a mature man with fifteen sons and twenty 
servants (2 Sam 9:9–10; 16:1; 19:18). Furthermore, Carolyn Leeb’s (2000, 66–
67) contextual study demonstrates that רענ  is not primarily an age term but rather 
a term for social status, mostly used for individuals who are independent of their 
family but attached to the house of their master to perform various services. In the 
narrative, they are depicted as secondary characters, with their names or genealo-
gies rarely mentioned, and their primary responsibilities are to serve and build up 

 
78 The earliest attestation of this view is found in the works of Josephus, who uses the word 
µαθητής “disciple” to refer to both Elisha, who was left behind by Elijah (A.J. 9.28), and 
the unnamed man sent by Elisha to anoint Jehu (A.J. 9.106). For modern scholars who hold 
this view, see, for example, Gray 1963, 384; Williams 1966, 345; Verhoef 1997, 4:1070; 
Brueggemann 2000, 250. Note that the phrase םיאיב נ ה ינ -occurs eleven times in the He ב
brew Bible (1 Kgs 20:35; 2 Kgs 2:3, 5, 7, 15; 4:1, 38 [2x]; 5:22; 6:1; 9:1), all of which 
describe northern prophets, and all but the first occur in connection with the prophet Elisha. 
Thus, it has been argued that םיאיבנה ינב  during the time of Elijah and Elisha are to be 
distinguished from the earlier groups of prophets during the time of Samuel and Saul who 
are called םיאיבנ לבח  ḥɛḇɛl nḇiʔim “a band of prophets” (1 Sam 10:5, 10) and םיאיב נ ה תקהל  
lahaqaṯ hannəḇiʔim “the company of the prophets” (1 Sam 19:20). For this argument, see 
Verhoef 1997, 4:1070 and Witherington 1999, 102. 
79 See Hobbs (1985, 24–27), however, who argues that םיאיב נ ה ינ  ”were “lay supporters ב
of Elisha rather than a guild of prophetic disciples under his leadership.  
80 In the Masoretic Text, the unnamed man is referred to as איב נ ה רע נ ה רע  hannaʕar הנ
hannaʕar hannɔḇiʔ lit. “the lad, the lad, the prophet.” The repetition of רע  .is awkward הנ
The second רענה  may be the result of dittography (note that some manuscripts of the Sep-
tuagint and the Peshitta have only one רענה , reading איבנה רענה   as two nouns in apposition, 
“the lad [that is] the prophet”), or it may be the construct noun with the definite article 
mistakenly added due to the preceding רענה  (note that the Vulgate removed the definite 
article of the second רענה , reading “the lad, the prophet’s lad”). While the first option can-
not be ruled out, I prefer the second one, as it seems to correspond better to the traditional 
understanding of the meaning of םיאיבנה ינב . 
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the house of their masters, rather than themselves or their own fathers.81 Thus, the 
unnamed man in ##27–28 may be described as Elisha’s “aide” who carries out 
tasks assigned by his master, such as anointing Jehu.  

Considering their occupations and social statuses, it is highly likely that Jehu 
is socially superior to the unnamed man. Thus, the unnamed man’s use of the 
occupational T רשה  to address Jehu can be viewed as a polite address, demon-
strating deference to a social superior.82 This interpretation is further supported 
by the fact that the unnamed man no longer uses the occupational T in his anoint-
ing speech to Jehu but consistently addresses him using the second-person 
pronoun ( ךי התי ;məšaḥtiḵɔ “I anoint you” [2 Kgs 9:6] מקחת כ הו  wəhikkiṯɔ “you 
shall strike down”; ךינדא  ʔaḏonɛḵɔ “your master” [2 Kgs 9:7]). I would argue that 
the unnamed man deliberately avoids using the occupational T in his speech to 
indicate that he anoints Jehu as the representative of God, thereby establishing 
himself as superior to Jehu.83  

The address form םיהלאה ש  יא  ʔiš hɔʔɛlohim “man of God” is used to address 
the prophet Elijah in the northern kingdom of Israel.84 In one instance, a captain of 
fifty men addresses him as םיהלאה שיא  when delivering the king’s message to come 
down from a hilltop (##29–31). Similarly, the widow of Zarephath addresses him 
using the same T when expressing her complaint about her son’s death (#32). As 
Revell (1996, 326) correctly suggests, there is no doubt about Elijah’s superior sta-
tus compared to a captain of fifty men or the widow of Zarephath.85 

ךלמה ןב   bɛn hammɛlɛḵ “son of the king, prince” is used by Jonadab to address 
Amnon, who was deeply infatuated with his half-sister Tamar to the point of making 
himself ill (#33 in table 3.7). Amnon was the eldest son of King David (2 Sam 3:2) 
and the presumptive heir to the throne. Thus,  an occupational T derived , ךלמה ןב

 
81 For other principal works on the term רענ , see MacDonald (1976, 169), who defines רענ  as 
“squire” or “young knight”; Stähli (1978), who proposes two sematic domains for רענ : “serv-
ant” and “unmarried dependent”; Stager (1985, 25), who connects רענ  to a young, unmarried 
male who takes a career path in the military, government, or priesthood until he marries and 
becomes the head of a household, like the aristocratic youth of twelfth-century France.  
82 Note that רשה  is also used as a bound form to address a superior in Meṣad Ḥashavyahu 
(lines 1 and 12). The superiority of the addressee is clear as רשה  is preceded by  ינדא in 
line 1. The addressee might have been either the local commander or the district governor 
located elsewhere (Pardee et al. 1982, 21). 
83 Note that the unnamed man begins his speech with the so-called prophetic messenger 
formula, הוהי רמא הכ  ko ʔɔmar yhwh “Thus says YHWH,” which signals that his message 
is not his own but Yahweh’s (2 Kgs 9:6). See my discussion of #1 in §3.4.1.2.3. 
84 Note that Elisha is addressed as “man of God” in 2 Kgs 4:40 as well. However, it was 
excluded from our corpus since it is addressed by more than one person.  
85 Ahaziah, the king of Israel, dispatches to Elijah three captains at different times, each of 
whom is referred to as רש . Their inferior status compared to Elijah is clearly demonstrated 
when the third one falls on his knees as he entreats him to come down from a hilltop.   
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from genealogy and reserved for members of the royal family, is fitting for Am-
non.86 Jonadab, on the other hand, was the son of Shimeah (2 Sam 13:3), David’s 
elder brother (1 Chr 2:13), making him a cousin to Amnon. No specific information 
is given about Jonadab’s occupation, except that he is referred to as Amnon’s 
“friend” ( ער  reaʕ) and a “very wise man” (ש יא דאמ םכח   ʔiš ḥɔḵɔm məʔoḏ [2 Sam 
13:3]). While ער  in this instance may simply denote a friend (Anderson 1989, 174), 
it is also possible that it denotes a court title for a royal counselor, such as ךלמה הער  
reʕɛ hammɛlɛḵ lit. “king’s friend,” who played an official role as the king’s counse-
lor (e.g., Hushai, David’s counselor [1 Chr 27:33; cf. 2 Sam 15:37; 16:16] and 
Zabud, Solomon’s counselor [1 Kgs 4:5]).87 The narrator’s description of Jonadab 
as a “wise man” further strengthens the likelihood of ער  being a title for a counselor 
(Alter 2013, 495). Considering the personal relationship and occupations of Amnon 
and Jonadab, it is evident that Amnon holds a higher status than Jonadab.88 Thus, 

 
86 In the Hebrew Bible, the term  is attested in reference to nine men. Often it is  ךלמה־ןב
used explicitly for known sons of a king: Amnon son of David (2 Sam 13:4); Absalom son 
of David (2 Sam 18:12, 20); Solomon son of David (Ps 72:1); Joash son of Ahaziah (2 Kgs 
11:4 = 2 Chr 23:3, 11); Jotham son of Azariah (2 Kgs 15:5). In four instances, however, 
the term is used for those whose genealogy is uncertain: Joash (1 Kgs 22:26 = 2 Chr 18:25); 
Jerahmeel (Jer 36:26); Malchiah (Jer 38:6); Maaseiah (2 Chr 28:7). 

Ever since Clermont-Ganneau (1888, 33–36) first suggested that the term  can  ךלמה־ןב
refer to minor administrative officials not of royal blood, the proposal was embraced by 
subsequent scholars without serious critique (e.g., Diringer 1934, 232–33; De Vaux 1965, 
119–20; Yeivin 1965, 160; Brin 1969, 433–65). However, this long-standing consensus 
was challenged by Rainey (1975, 427–32), who showed both from Hebrew sources and 
Hittite practices as reflected in cuneiform texts from el-Amarna and Boghazköy that the 
bearers of the title  in ancient Israel were sons of the monarch only. Rainey’s view  ךלמה־ןב
has been adopted and expanded by Avigad (1978; 55; 1986, 28), Lemaire (1979, 59–65), 
Barkay (1993, 110–12), Avishur and Heltzer (2000, 62–74), and Fox (2000, 43–53). Av-
ishur and Heltzer, for example, argue that the term  designates the position/status  ךלמה־ןב
of a person who could not only be an actual son of the reigning king but also any member 
of royal genealogy, such as the king’s nephews and their descendants. I find their argument 
to be most convincing, as there is no Israelite material that contains an example of a ־ןב

ךלמה  whose origin is clearly nonroyal.   
87 Van Selms (1957, 119) is the first who suggested that ער  in this instance functions as an 
official title. For detailed studies of the meaning and use of ךלמה הער , see Donner 1961, 
260–77; Mettinger 1971, 63–69; and Fox 2000, 121.  
88 Even if we take the term ער  to denote a “friend,” it does not automatically guarantee that 
Amnon and Jonadab are socially equal. A close relation could develop between two men 
in ancient Israel who are not of equal status. For example, the relationship between Jona-
than and David has traditionally been interpreted as a platonic friendship (e.g., see 
Guttmacher 1903, 5:520–21). In their dialogue, however, David consistently refers to him-
self as ךדבע  ʕaḇdɛḵɔ “your servant” (e.g., 1 Sam 20:7, 8 [2x]), while Jonathan addresses 
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Jonadab’s use of the occupational T ךלמה ןב  to address Amnon can be seen as a 
polite address, showing deference to a social superior. 

3.4.2.2.1.2. HTs 

Similar to ATs, HTs can also mark the superior status of the addressee. Table 3.8 
demonstrates two types of HTs found in our corpus: those headed by the honorific 
T ינדא  (##1–21) and those headed by the occupational T ךלמה  (#22). 
 
Table 3.8. HTs Used by Inferiors to Superiors 
# Form Speaker Addressee Verse 
1–2 My lord the king 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

David Saul  1 Sam 24:9; 26:17 
3–5 Bathsheba David  1 Kgs 1:13, 18, 20 
6 Nathan David 1 Kgs 1:24 
7–8 Joab David 2 Sam 14:22; 1 Chr 21:3 
9–10 Tekoaite Woman David  2 Sam 14:9, 19 
11 Mephibosheth David 2 Sam 19:27 
12 Ziba David 2 Sam 16:4 
13 Ahab Ben-Hadad 1 Kgs 20:4 
14 Servant King of Aram 2 Kgs 6:12 
15 Woman King of Israel 2 Kgs 6:26 
16 Gehazi King of Israel 2 Kgs 8:5 
17 Jeremiah Zedekiah Jer 37:20 
18 Ebed-Melech Zedekiah Jer 38:9 
19 My lord man of God Woman Elisha 2 Kgs 4:16 
20 My lord Moses Joshua Moses Num 11:28 
21 My lord Elijah Obadiah Elijah 1 Kgs 18:7 
22 King Jehoshaphat Jahaziel Jehoshaphat 2 Chr 20:15 

 
When the honorific T ינדא  comes at the head of a HT, it is most commonly 

followed by the occupational T ךל  hammɛlɛḵ “the king” (##1–18).89 Similar to המ
cases where ךלמה  is used alone, ךלמה ינדא  is typically used by subjects to address 
kings (outlaw [##1–2]; king’s wife [##3–5]; prophet [##6, 17]; commander [##7–
8]; woman [##9–10, 15]; son of king’s friend [#11]; servant [##12, 14, 16]; eu-
nuch [#18]) in a variety of contexts (calling [#1]; responding [#2]; requesting 
[##3–5, 9, 12, 15, 17]; informing [##6, 10–11, 14, 16, 18]; thanking [#7]; 

 
David by APN (1 Sam 20:12, 15). The nonreciprocal exchange of self-referential and ad-
dress terms between these two clearly demonstrates that they remained close friends 
despite being socially unequal in status. For the deferential use of the self-referential terms 
in the book of Samuel, see Kim 2015, 588–605.  
89 Lande (1949, 32) counts seventeen cases of ךל מ ה ינדא , but I count eighteen of them.  
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opposing [#8]).90 However, there is one exception in which Ahab, king of Israel, 
addresses Ben-Hadad, king of Aram, as ךלמה ינדא  (#13), as Ahab acknowledges 
Ben-Hadad’s sovereignty over him (1 Kgs 20:4).91 

In sociolinguistics, it is commonly assumed that the level of deference shown 
by the speaker to the addressee increases as the number of appositional honorific 
titles used by the speaker increases (Aliakbari and Toni 2008, 9). Thus, it can be 
said that when the occupational T ךלמה  is used together with the honorific T ינדא , 
the degree of deference given to the king increases. The speaker not only acknowl-
edges the superior position of the king through the use of the occupational T ךלמה  
but also expresses respect for the king through the use of the honorific T ינדא .92 

The honorific T ינדא  can also be followed by the occupational T םיהלאה שיא  
ʔiš hɔʔɛlohim “man of God” (#19), which is exclusively used as an address form 
for Elijah and Elisha in the Hebrew Bible (see §3.4.2.2.1.3 below). After the 
prophet Elisha informs the Shunammite woman that she will have a son in return 
for her kindness to him, she addresses him as םיהלאה שיא ינדא  ʔaḏoni ʔiš hɔʔɛlohim 
“my lord man of God,” asking him not to give her false expectations (2 Kgs 4:16). 
By using this compound address composed of the honorific T and the occupa-
tional T, she elevates the level of deference towards Elisha compared to when 
either T is used individually. Through this address, she not only acknowledges 
Elisha’s superior status as the prophet of Yahweh but also expresses her deference 
towards him. 

There are two cases in which the honorific T ינדא  is followed by a PN (##20–
21). In both instances, the superior status of the addressee over the speaker is clear. 
Joshua, who addresses Moses as השמ ינדא  ʔaḏoni mošɛ “my lord Moses!”, is his 
assistant ( השמ תרשמ  məšɔreṯ mošɛ “the assistant of Moses” [Num 11:28]). Oba-
diah, a high administrative official in Ahab’s court ( תיבה לע  רשא   ʔašɛr ʕal-
habbɔyiṯ “a minister over the royal house” [1 Kgs 18:3]), the honorific T ינדא  

 
90 As Lande (1949, 32) perceptively observes, ךל -as an address form is particularly prev המ
alent in older texts (1x in Judges; 2x in 1 Samuel; 3x in 2 Samuel; 1x in Esther; 1x in 2 
Chronicles), while ךלמה ינדא  frequently occurs in later texts (2x in 1 Samuel; 5x in 2 Sam-
uel; 5x in 1 Kings; 3x in 2 Kings; 2x in Jeremiah; 1x in 1 Chronicles). Compare, for 
example, the Tekoaite woman’s cry for help to King David, ךלמה העשוה , hošiʕɔ hammɛlɛḵ 
“Save, O king!” (2 Sam 14:4) with a woman’s cry for help to the unnamed king of Israel 

ךלמה ינדא העישוה  hošiʕɔ ʔaḏoni hammɛlɛḵ “Save, my lord the king!” (2 Kgs 6:26). 
91 Note that after Israel’s victory at the battle of Samaria and Aphek, Ahab refers to Ben-
Hadad as his “brother,” treating him as an equal (1 Kgs 20:32). This is one of the rare 
examples that demonstrate that the speaker may choose different forms of address as the 
situation changes over time, as seen in §3.2 (f).  
92 Examples equivalent to compound addresses composed of honorific T + occupational T 
include “Mr. President” in English and Monsieur le Président in French. 
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when addressing Elijah.93 The narrator’s description of Obadiah as a fearer of 
Yahweh (1 Kgs 18:3) clearly indicates that he fully recognizes Elijah’s spiritual 
authority as the prophet of Yahweh. 

In §3.4.1.2, I have demonstrated that APNs and HPNs are used to indicate 
the superiority of the speaker. Hence, one might question whether it is appropriate 
for the superior addressee to receive a compound address in which a PN comes in 
the second position, as seen in the cases mentioned above. In response, I would 
argue that the placement of the honorific T ינדא  at the beginning prevents the ad-
dressee from possibly perceiving the speaker’s use of the PN as presumptuous. 
This word order may explain why there is no indication in the text that Moses was 
offended by Joshua’s address, nor Elijah by Obadiah’s address. 

There is one case in which the occupational T ךלמה  is followed by a PN in 
an address (#22). Jahaziel addresses Jehoshaphat as טפשוהי ךלמה  hammɛlɛḵ 
yəhošɔp̄ɔṭ “King Jehoshaphat!,” as he encourages him to go out to battle against 
Moab and Ammon (2 Chr 20:15–17). Nothing is known about Jahaziel except that 
he was a Levite from the family of Asaph (2 Chr 20:14), who served as the chief 
temple musician during David’s time (1 Chr 16:5). Therefore, it can be reasonably 
assumed that Jahaziel was among the Levitical musicians in Jehoshaphat’s court, 
indicating Jehoshaphat’s superiority over Jahaziel. Consequently, similar to cases 
where the occupational T ךלמה  is used alone, Jahaziel’s use of compound address 
headed by the occupational T  can be interpreted as an expression of respect  ךלמה
towards King Jehoshaphat. 

3.4.2.2.1.3. Excursus: אאייבבננ  VS. םםייההללאאהה  ששייאא  

Revell (1996, 164) argues that איבנ  nɔḇiʔ “speaker, spokesman, prophet” and  ש יא
םיהלאה  ʔiš hɔʔɛlohim “man of God” are free variants. However, this argument 

stems from a failure to recognize the distinction between their referential and ad-
dress usages.94 As Arnold Zwicky (1974, 790) points out, there are words that can 
be used as references but not as addresses, such as ‘physician,’ ‘assistant profes-
sor,’ or ‘person’ in English (compared to ‘doctor,’ ‘professor,’ or ‘man,’ 
respectively, which can be used as addresses).95 A similar phenomenon can be 
observed in the use of איבנ , which is the most common term for prophets in the 
Hebrew Bible (317 times).96 Generally, it functions as a professional designation 

 
93 For a full discussion of the rank, functions, and jurisdiction of the bearers of the title 

תיבה לע רשא , see Fox 2000, 81–96. 
94 A term of reference is a linguistic expression by which speaker A refers to or talks about 
B in communication with C, whereas a term of address is a linguistic item by which speaker 
A addresses B in a one-on-one interaction.  
95 Conversely, some terms are used in address but never in reference, such as “Sir!” 
96 For the etymology and semantics of איבנ , see Müller 1974, 9:130–35; Jeremias 1997, 
2:697; Verhoef 1997, 4:1065. 
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used not only for the prophets of Yahweh (e.g., Samuel [1 Sam 3:20]) but also for 
false prophets (e.g., Hananiah [Jer 28:1]) and pagan prophets (e.g., the prophets 
of Baal and Asherah [1 Kgs 18:19]).97 It is widely used as a referential term 
throughout the Hebrew Bible but is never used as an address.98  

In contrast, םיהלאה שיא , the second most common term for prophets, specif-
ically denotes someone who acts under Yahweh’s power and authority. It is used 
both as a referential term (71 times) and as an address term (5 times).99 Table 3.9 
shows the distribution of איבנ  and םיהלאה ש  יא  in the Hebrew Bible.100  

 
Table 3.9. The Distribution of איבנ  and םיהלאה שיא  in the Hebrew Bible 

 Reference Address 
איבנ  X – 

םיהלאה שיא  X X 
 
When םיהלאה שיא  is used as an address term, it exclusively applies to Elijah 

and Elisha (#30–33 in table 3.7 and #19 in table 3.8). To gain more a clearer un-
derstanding of how איבנ  and םיהלֹאה שיא  are used in reference and address within 
the Elijah-Elisha narrative, it is necessary to focus on the narrative spanning from 
1 Kgs 17–2 Kgs 13. In this narrative, םיהלאה שיא  is exclusively employed for 

 
97 See Jeremias (1997, 2:700) who views איבנ  as a professional designation.  
98 The distribution of the word איבנ  is uneven. It occurs most often in prophetic books (es-
pecially in Jeremiah [95x]) and the older historical books (especially in Kings [84x]), while 
less often in the Pentateuch (14x) and poetic books (3x).   
99 Twelve individuals are referred to or addressed as םיהלאה ש  יא  in the Hebrew Bible (with 
or without the article before םיהלא ): Moses (Deut 33:1; Josh 14:6; Ps 90:1; Ezra 3:2; 1 Chr 
23:14; 2 Chr 30:16); the messenger of Yahweh who appeared to Manoah’s wife (Judg 13:6; 
8); the man who delivered Yahweh’s judgment message to Eli (1 Sam 2:27); Samuel (1 
Sam 9:6, 7, 8, 10); Shemaiah (1 Kgs 12:22; 2 Chr 11:2); the man from Judah who pro-
claimed a message of judgment against the altar in Bethel (1 Kgs 13:1, 4, 5, 6 [2x], 7, 8, 
11, 12, 14 [2x], 21, 26, 29, 31; 2 Kgs 23:16, 17); Elijah (1 Kgs 17:18, 24; 2 Kgs 1:9, 10, 
11, 12, 13); the man who delivered Yahweh’s message to Ahab that Israel would defeat 
the Arameans (1 Kgs 20:28); Elisha (2 Kgs 4:7, 9, 16, 21, 22, 25 [2x], 27 [2x], 40, 42, 5:8, 
14, 15, 20; 6:6, 9, 10, 15; 7:2, 17, 18, 19; 8:2, 4, 7, 8, 11, 13:19); Hanan the son of Igdaliah 
(Jer 35:4); David (Neh 12:24, 36; 2 Chr 8:14); the man who advised King Amaziah of 
Judah to refrain from taking the army of Israel to war (2 Chr 25:7, 9 [2x]).  
האר 100  roʔɛ “seer” and הזח  ḥozɛ “seer” are also used for the prophets who “saw” God’s 
message by dreams or visions. While these two terms are synonymous and occasionally 
alternate with each other (2 Chr 16:7; 19:2), it seems that they were used in different time 
periods. According to 1 Sam 9:9, האר  was the older equivalent of איבנ , a common term for 
prophets in the narrator’s day. The term הזח  is an Aramaic loanword and mostly used in 
the later books of the Hebrew Bible (e.g., 1 Chr 25:5). For a discussion of the meaning and 
the usage of these terms, see Naudé 1997, 2:56–61; 3:1004–12. 
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addressing Elijah and Elisha, and it is also exclusively used for referring to them. 
No other character in the narrative is referred to as םיהלאה שיא . However, איבנ , 
which consistently serves as a referential term, applies not only to the prophets of 
Yahweh, including Elijah and Elisha (e.g., 1 Kgs 18:36; 2 Kgs 6:12), but also to 
false prophets of Israel (e.g., 1 Kgs 22:6) and the prophets of Baal and Asherah 
(e.g., 1 Kgs 18:19). Table 3.10 provides an overview of the distribution of איבנ  
and םיהלאה שיא  in the Elijah-Elisha narrative. 

 
Table 3.10. The Distribution of איבנ  and םיהלאה שיא  in the Elijah-Elisha Narrative 

 Reference Address 

איבנ  Any Prophets – 

םיהלאה שיא  Exclusively Elijah & Elisha  Exclusively Elijah & Elisha 

 
This distribution pattern indicates that the narrator’s portrayal of Elijah and 

Elisha differs from that of other prophets within the narrative. For the narrator, 
Elijah and Elisha are primarily םיהלאה שיא  as well as איבנ , while other prophets 
are simply איבנ . Therefore, Revell’s claim that איבנ  and םיהלאה שיא  are free var-
iants cannot be supported by the Elijah-Elisha narrative.  

The narrator’s intention to distinguish Elijah and Elisha from other prophets 
becomes more evident when איבנ  is not used in address. Could it be possible that 
the speaker (ultimately, the narrator) deliberately avoided using איבנ  as a term of 
address for Elijah and Elisha (and perhaps other prophets as well)? If so, why? 
While no definitive explanation can be drawn due to the limited data, I propose 
the following as a potential possibility. As discussed earlier, איבנ  serves as a neu-
tral professional title and is often used for false prophets and pagan prophets in 
the Elijah-Elisha narrative. To avoid any negative connotations associated with 

איבנ , the narrator may have chosen to have the characters address Elijah and Eli-
sha as םיהלאה שיא . By exclusively using this theologically-oriented title for Elijah 
and Elisha, the narrator successfully sets them apart from other (false) prophets.101 

3.4.2.2.2. Superior to Inferior? The Cases of Expressive Shift 

So far, I have argued that the use of ATs or HTs in addressing someone may 
indicate the superiority of the addressee. However, there are two cases in which 
an AT is used in seemingly superior-inferior dyads, as shown in table 3.11.  
 
 

 
101 A reviewer of this manuscript kindly reminded me that the distinction between true and 
false prophets was indeed apparent in certain ancient translations of the Hebrew Bible. One 
notable example can be observed in the LXX translation of Jeremiah, where the translators 
employed the prefix ‘pseudo-’ to denote false prophets (Jer 6:13; 35:1). 
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Table 3.11. ATs Used by Superiors to Inferiors 
# Form Speaker Addressee Relation Context Verse 
1 
 

King of 
Judah 

Necho 
 

Josiah 
 

king of Egypt > 
king of Judah 

Asking Josiah to leave 
the way open at Megiddo 

2 Chr 
35:21 

2 
 

Seer 
 

Amaziah 
 

Amos 
 

Priest > Prophet 
 

Trying to stop Amos 
from prophesying  

Amos 
7:12 

 
In case #1, it seems clear that Pharaoh Necho II was superior to Josiah, 

king of Judah. James M. Miller and John H. Hayes (2006, 450–53) present 
several pieces of historical evidence suggesting that Judah was under Egyptian 
dominance throughout Josiah’s reign (641–609 BCE). For example, the Bab-
ylonian Chronicle records the Egyptian campaigns against Nabopolassar’s 
forces in Gablini in 616 BCE and in Harran in 610 BCE (Grayson 1975, 91). 
These military expeditions would not have been possible without control over 
trade routes throughout the Syro-Palestinian states, including the Via Maris, 
which ran through the western edge of Judean territory and the Jezreel valley 
near Megiddo.102  

Therefore, it can reasonably be assumed that under normal circumstances, 
Necho would have addressed Josiah, who was militarily inferior, as either APN 
or HPN (see §3.4.1.2.1).103 Furthermore, Necho’s speech takes place in the con-
text of a military confrontation. The Egyptian pharaoh was leading his army to 
Carchemish to assist his Assyrian ally against the Babylonian army, but Josiah 
and his army intercepted him at the plain of Megiddo to attack his forces (2 Chr 
35:20).104 In such situations, the condescending use of an APN or HPN (or derog-
atory terms) is to be expected (see case #21 in §3.4.1.2.1).105 However, at the 

 
102 See also Schipper (2010, 200–26) who argues that Egypt filled the power vacuum created 
by the departure of the Assyrians in the southern Levant at the end of the seventh century 
BCE. Based on archaeological, epigraphic and Egyptian source, he claims that Pharaoh Psam-
metichus I, with the help of his Greek mercenaries, established an Egyptian-controlled system 
of vassal-states with a fortress at Meṣad Ḥashavyahu sometime after 616 BCE. 
103 See also EA 162:1, 367:1, 369:1, and 370:1, in which an Egyptian pharaoh addresses 
his vassal by PN + T. 
104 Josiah’s rationale for blocking and attacking the Egyptians at Megiddo is unknown. It 
may have been his fear of Assyrian dominance over Judah once again, the result of a coa-
lition with Babylon (Falk 1996, 181), or his own desire to reunite Israel and Judah (Frost, 
1968, 371; Hamilton 2002, 90). 
105 For the condescending referential use of PN in the context of war, see the speech of the 
Assyrian Rab-shakeh to Hezekiah’s officials in 2 Kings 18. He consistently refers to King 
Hezekiah by APN (vv. 19, 22, 29–32), while he refers to his master Sennacherib by hon-
orific T or occupational T (e.g., רושא ךלמ לודגה ךלמ  mɛlɛḵ haggɔḏol mɛlɛḵ ʔaššur “the great 
king, the king of Assyria” [vv. 19, 28]). 
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beginning of his speech, Necho addresses Josiah by the occupational T   הדוהי ךלמ
mɛlɛḵ yəhuḏɔ “King of Judah!” (2 Chr 35:21). 

Considering the context in which Necho speaks, I view his use of the occu-
pational T as a case of expressive shift. Immediately after addressing Josiah by 
the occupational T, Necho states that he has no quarrel with Josiah and that it is 
God ( םיהלא  ʔɛlohim) who commanded him to hurry (2 Chr 35:21).106 Undoubtedly, 
the ultimate goal of his statement is to secure a right of way without unnecessary 
delays and casualties at Megiddo. Thus, it can be argued that in order to dissuade 
Josiah from fighting him, the powerful Egyptian pharaoh deliberately avoids the 
expected APN or HPN, which might convey a sense of condescension and poten-
tially provoke Josiah. Instead, he chooses to show respect to Josiah by using the 
occupational T. 

In case #2, Amaziah addresses Amos using the occupational T הזח  ḥozɛ “seer,” 
as he forbids Amos from prophesying in Bethel, the chief northern sanctuary and 
a rival of Jerusalem. In terms of occupation, Amaziah is referred to as לא תיב ןהכ  
kohen beṯ-ʔel “the priest of Bethel” in Amos 7:10.107 This title probably indicates 
that he was the head priest at the shrine (Petersen 1981, 428; Andersen and Freed-
man 1989, 766; Noble 1998, 428; Garrett 2008, 217), which may be supported by 
the authoritative tone in which he deals with Amos (vv. 12–13). 

Amaziah also plays a political role by informing King Jeroboam II of Amos’s 
prophecy.108 It is noteworthy that Amaziah presents Amos’s message purely in 
political terms, completely removing its theological dimension. He portrays Amos 
as a conspirator rather than a prophet ( רשק  qɔšar “he conspired” [v. 10]). He par-
odies the so-called prophetic messenger formula, הוהי רמא הכ  ko ʔɔmar yhwh 

 
106 There has been a debate over whether Pharaoh Necho indeed referred to the god of 
Israel. For example, Rudolph (1955, 332) argues that while the Egyptian pharaoh spoke in 
the name of one of his own gods, the Chronicler turned it into the word of the god of Israel. 
Based on Tractate Sof. 4:9, however, Kimḥi (2007, 277) asserts that Necho indeed spoke 
of the god of Israel. One can never be sure about the historical reality. It seems certain, 
though, that the Chronicler viewed Necho’s speech as the word of the god of Israel, as can 
be seen in his comment on Josiah’s military action: “[Josiah] did not listen to the words of 
Necho from the mouth of God [ םיהלא ]” (2 Chr 35:22; italics mine).  
107 The title לא תיב ןהכ   occurs only here in the Hebrew Bible. While the titles of priests 
with divine names are relatively common (e.g., הוהי ןהכ , [kohen yhwh “the priest of Yah-
weh” in 1 Sam 14:3; 22:17, 21; Isa 61:6; 2 Chr 13:9]; לעבה ןהכ  [kohen habbaʕal “the priest 
of Baal” in 2 Kgs 11:18 = 2 Chr 23:17]; ןוגד ינהכ  [ḵohane ḏɔḡon “the priests of Dagon” in 
1 Sam 5:5]), those containing the place of office are rarely attested (e.g., ןידמ ןהכ  [kohen 
miḏyɔn “the priest of Midian” in Exod 3:1]; ןא ןהכ  [kohen ʔon “the priest of On” in Gen. 
41:45]). For a discussion on a title written on an eighth-century BCE Hebrew seal, ראד ןהכ  
khn dʔr “the priest of Dor,” see Avigad 1975, 101–5.   
108 The fact that Amaziah had a direct access to King Jeroboam might indicate that he was 
a high-ranking officer.  
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“Thus says Yahweh” by saying, סומע רמא הכ  ḵo ʔɔmar ʕɔmos “Thus says Amos” 
(v. 11). He omits the beginning part of the final clause of Amos’s prophecy in 
verse 9, “I (the Lord) will rise against,” turning the rest of it into an explicit pre-
diction of the violent death of the king, saying, “Jeroboam shall die by the sword” 
(v. 11). In short, Amaziah was a high-ranking official in northern Israel who held 
significant influence in the religious and political realms. 

As for Amos’s occupation, there can be no question that he functioned as a 
prophet of Yahweh. In verse 15, he himself states that he received a personal call 
from Yahweh to prophesy against the northern kingdom of Israel (cf. 3:8). How-
ever, in verse 14, Amos seems to deny being a prophet: 
 
םימקש סלובו יכנא רקוב יכ יכנא איבנ ןב אלו יכנא איבנ אל (21)  

loʔ-nɔḇiʔ ʔɔnoḵi  wəloʔ  ḇɛn-nɔḇiʔ  ʔɔnoḵi   
not-prohet I   and=not  son.of-prophet I  
ki-ḇoqer   ʔɔnoḵi  uḇoles    šiqmim 
but-herdsman I   and=dresser.of  sycamore figs 
I am no prophet, nor a prophet’s son, but I am a herdsman and a dresser of 
sycamore figs. (Amos 7:14) 

 
Most scholars are divided into two groups regarding this seeming contradic-

tion.109 Some (e.g., Wolff 1977, 312; Hayes, 1988, 236; Witherington 1999, 109) 
see no contradiction between verse 14 and verse 15, asserting that Amos’s state-
ment in verse 14 should be understood as a direct response to Amaziah’s 
prohibition of Amos’s prophetic ministry at Bethel in verses 12–13. According to 
them, Amos is not denying his prophetic activities (note that he testifies that Yah-
weh said to him, אבנה  hinnɔḇeʔ “Prophesy!” in v. 15) but repudiating Amaziah’s 
insinuation that he is a hireling, that is, a professional prophet who earns his living 
from his prophetic activities (see v. 12 in which Amaziah demands Amos,  םש לכא

אבנת םשו  םחל   ʔɛḵɔl-šɔm lɛḥɛm wəšɔm tinnɔḇeʔ “eat bread and prophesy there [Ju-
dah]!”). Stating that he is involved in various agricultural enterprises in verse 14 
( רקוב  ḇoqer “herdman”; םימקש סלוב   ḇoles šiqmim “a dresser of sycamore 
figs”),110 Amos asserts that he has no need to prophesy for money. Thus, he is 
taking pains to distinguish between one called by Yahweh to prophesy and a pro-
fessional prophet ( איבנ ), between one commissioned by Yahweh and a prophet’s 

 
109 For a survey of different attempts to resolve the problem of a contradiction between v. 
14 and v. 15, see Paul 1991, 244–47.  
110 For a discussion on the meaning and significance of רקוב  and סלוב , see Andersen and 
Freedman 1989, 778–79 and Steiner 2003. Note also that the narrator identifies Amos’s 
profession as a shepherd in 1:1: םידקנב  ḇannoqḏim “[he was] among the shepherds.” 
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disciple ( איבנ־ןב ),111 and between a financially independent man sanctioned by 
Yahweh and a salaried cult official. This interpretation, however, is not without 
criticism. For example, Shalom M. Paul (1991, 246) questions the validity of in-
terpreting איבנ  as a prophet by profession. 

Others (e.g., Paul 1991, 246; Noble 1998, 430) view all the nominal clauses 
in verse 14 as dependent on the subsequent perfective narrative clause in verse 15 
( הוהי ינחקיו  wayyiqqɔḥeni yhwh “Then Yahweh took me”) and translate them in 
the past tense: “I was not a prophet, nor a prophet’s son; on the contrary, I was a 
herdsman and a dresser of sycamore figs.”112 According to them, Amos is empha-
sizing the divine initiative, declaring that he was not a prophet but became one 
when Yahweh charged him to prophesy. This interpretation, however, fails to ex-
plain adequately the meaning of the second nominal clause in verse 14:  איבנ ןב אלו

יכנא . If Amos is indeed saying that he was not a prophet ( איבנ ) before but now he 
is, he must also be saying that he was not a prophet’s disciple ( ןב איבנ  ) before but 
now he is, which can hardly be the case. 

While scholars are divided over Amos’s occupation at the time of his con-
frontation with Amaziah, there is a broad consensus that Amaziah held a socially 
superior position in relation to Amos (e.g., Andersen and Freedman 1989, 766). 
It seems certain that Amaziah’s religious and political power as the head priest of 
Bethel outweighed that of Amos, who came from another nation (Judah) without 
an official position, institutional background, or external certification (Andersen 
and Freedman 1989, 772). Thus, under normal circumstances, Amaziah’s address 
to Amos, who was socially inferior, would have been an APN or HPN (see 
§3.4.1.2.1). It is worth noting that Amaziah refers to Amos by PN when he sends 
Jeroboam II a report of his preaching in verse 10, indicating that Amos’s name 
was known to Amaziah. However, when addressing Amos directly, he uses the 
occupational T הזח , which is normally used to express the speaker’s respect to-
ward a superior addressee. 

I would argue that Amaziah’s use of the occupational T הזח  is an example of 
expressive shift. Unlike case #1, however, in which the speaker (Necho II) con-
veys respect toward the inferior addressee (Josiah) by using an occupational T, 
Amaziah’s address seems to reveal his derogatory attitude toward Amos. As 
Brown and Gilman (1960, 275) rightly point out, the interpretation of the 
speaker’s attitude does not solely depend on the literal meaning of an address term 
but on the context in which it is used. While the occupational T הזח  itself may be 

 
111 It is most likely that the term ןב  denotes a member of a group in this context, not a 
biological son.  
112 Note that the LXX translates these verbless clauses in the past tense (ἤµην “I was”). 
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honorable in Israel,113  it is sandwiched between Amaziah’s outright rejecting 
Amos’s message (vv. 10–11) and prohibiting Amos’s prophetic activities at 
Bethel (vv. 12–13).114 Thus, it can hardly be said that Amaziah’s address intended 
to express admiration or respect for Amos, as some (e.g., Wolff 1977, 311) argue. 
Rather, it is more reasonable to conclude that Amaziah’s intention was to mock 
Amos ironically with a seemingly respectful address, implying his denial of 
Amos’s prophetic authority. 

Amaziah’s address of the occupational T הזח  not only carries momentary ex-
pressive significance but also serves as a phraseological link between a series of 
Amos’s vision reports (7:1–3, 4–6, 7–9; 8:1–3; 9:1–6) and the prose narrative of 
Amaziah’s confrontation with Amos embedded within them (7:10–17). It is im-
portant to note that each of these visions begins with the verb האר  rʔh “to see” 
(7:1, 4, 7; 8:1; 9:1), which is synonymous with הזח  ḥzh “to see” (cf. 1:1). The use 
of the noun הזח  instead of its semantic equivalent האר  might have been inevitable 
as the latter became obsolete by the time of Amos (see 1 Sam 9:9; footnote 100). 
It is possible that Amaziah used הזח  simply because he had heard Amos reporting 
visions he had seen (Mays 1969, 126; Garrett 2008, 220). However, it is also pos-
sible that the narrator placed it in Amaziah’s mouth when inserting the dialogue 
between Amaziah and Amos amidst the vision reports (Paul 1991, 240). In any 
case, the encounter between Amaziah and Amos should not be considered an iso-
lated incident but rather closely connected to the surrounding vision reports 
through Amaziah’s use of the address term הזח . Readers are compelled to view 
this encounter in the context of Amos’s visions, especially the third (7:7–9) and 
fourth ones (8:1–3), where the messages of doom upon political and religious in-
stitutions are declared.115 

 
 

113 The title הזח , denoting the one who receives divine revelation by seeing, is mainly ap-
plied to royal officials, such as court prophets (Gad [2 Sam 24:11; 1 Chr 21:9; 29:29; 2 Chr 
29:25]), scribes (Iddo [2 Chr 9:29; 12:15]; Jehu [2 Chr 19:2; cf. 2 Chr 20:34]), and worship 
leaders (Heman [1 Chr 25:5; 2 Chr 35:15]; Asaph [2 Chr 29:30; 35:15]; Jeduthun [2 Chr 
35:15]). While those who are called הזח  are sometimes condemned by Yahweh for their 
sinful actions (Isa 29:10; Mic 3:7), the title itself is never viewed in a negative light (contra 
Cohen [1961, 177] and Crenshaw [1971, 67] who assume that הזח  is a derogatory title). 
See Petersen (1981, 56–57), who views הזח  as a technical term for a Judahite prophet. Note 
that the term הזח  was rarely used in the preexilic books.  
114 Because of the presence of the “ethical dative” in v. 12 ( ךל חרב   bəraḥ-ləḵɔ “Flee 
away!”), some commentators (e.g., Wolff 1977, 306, 311; Hayes 1988, 234) view Ama-
ziah’s directives in vv. 12–13 as an expression of personal goodwill to save Amos before 
King Jeroboam could act. This view, however, fails to explain why Amaziah sent Jeroboam 
a report of Amos’s activities (vv. 10–11) if he wanted to save Amos in the first place.  
115 For an extensive discussion on the interrelationship between Amos’s vision reports and 
the account of Amaziah’s confrontation with Amos, see Landy 1987.  
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3.4.2.3. Conclusion 

In contrast to APNs and HPNs, ATs and HTs in our corpus are normally used 
“upward,” that is, in the inferior-superior dyads, as can be seen in figure 3.5. 
Their address usage, therefore, seems to be influenced by the power dynamic 
between the speaker and the addressee. Marking the superiority of the addressee, 
ATs and HTs seem to function similarly to the V form in Brown, Gilman, and 
Ford’s T/V system and partially confirm Brown and Ford’s “linguistic universal” 
(Note that there are no instances in our corpus where distant equals exchange 
address forms). In Brown and Levinson’s framework, both ATs and HTs serve 
as deferential terms. They are strategically chosen by the speaker to 
acknowledge the greater power of the addressee. By doing so, the speaker seeks 
to decrease the degree of potential threats to the addressee’s desire for autonomy 
(Brown and Levinson call it a negative politeness strategy). The use of ATs in 
the seemingly superior-inferior dyads can be considered as “expressive shifts” 
where the speaker (or narrator) strategically violates the rules of address above 
to convey feelings of respect or contempt. These shifts produce powerful prag-
matic and literary effects that the readers should consider for a proper 
understanding of the text. 
 
Figure 3.5. The Use of ATs and HTs in the Hebrew Bible 

3.4.3. Kinship Terms  

3.4.3.1. Taxonomy  

Kinship is a system of family relations. In anthropology, two types of kinship are 
commonly recognized: consanguineal and affinal kinship.116 Consanguineal kin-
ship refers to family relations established through blood ties, that is, biological 
procreation (from Latin con “with” and sanguis “blood”), while affinal kinship is 
derived from marriage (from Latin affīnis “relation by marriage”). Thus, kingship 
terms (KTs) can be defined as words that refer to consanguineal or affinal kinship. 

 
116 These are by no means the only criteria by which kin relations can be established. In 
some societies, kinship can be established through adoption, a godparent relationship, and 
suckling (El Guindi 2012, 551–53). 
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For English speakers, consanguineal KTs include father, mother, son, daughter, 
brother, sister, nephew, niece, and cousin, while husband, wife, and terms marked 
with the “-in-law” suffix (e.g., mother-in-law) belong to the affinal KTs. Some 
KTs, such as uncle and aunt, can be both consanguineal (Ego’s parent’s siblings) 
and affinal (Ego’s parent’s sibling’s spouse).117 

KTs can be categorized based on the degree of closeness between Ego and 
his/her kin: primary, secondary, and tertiary KTs. Primary KTs are words that 
refer to kin who are directly related to Ego (e.g., father, mother, brother, sister, 
son, daughter, husband, wife). Secondary KTs refer to the primary kin of Ego’s 
primary kin (e.g., grandparents, uncle, aunts, in-laws, etc.). Tertiary KTs refer to 
the primary kin of Ego’s secondary kin or the secondary kin of Ego’s primary kin 
(e.g., great-grandparents, first cousins, etc.). 

KTs can also be grouped according to the generation affiliation of Ego and 
his/her kin: ascending, descending, and horizontal KTs. Ascending KTs are terms 
that refer to kin belonging to a generation above Ego (by one step or more), such 
as father, mother, grandfather, grandmother, uncle, aunt, et cetera. Descending 
KTs are terms that refer to kin belonging to a generation below Ego (by one step 
or more), including son, daughter, nephew, niece, grandson, granddaughter, et 
cetera. Horizontal KTs are terms that refer to kin belonging to the same generation 
as Ego, such as brother, sister, cousin, et cetera. 

It is important to note that all these KTs are terms of reference, meaning they 
are used by Ego to refer to his/her kin when communicating with others. As we 
will see below, these KTs, when used as terms of reference and not as terms of 
address, express the actual kin relationships between Ego and his/her kin. Table 
3.12 provides a list of KTs used as terms of reference in the Hebrew Bible.118 For 
brevity and clarity, I will employ George P. Murdock’s (1947, 56) kin-type nota-
tion, which uses two-letter abbreviations for primary kins (Fa[ther], Mo[ther], 
Br[other], Si[ster], So[n], Da[ughter], Hu[sband], Wi[fe]) and their combinations 
to indicate possessive relations (e.g., FaMo for “father’s mother”). 

 
  

 
117 The term Ego is commonly used in anthropology to designate a given individual who 
forms the starting point in kinship reckoning.  
118 Note that דוד  doḏ, הדד  doḏɔ, םבי  yɔḇɔm, and תמבי  yəḇemɛṯ are excluded from this 
table, as it is difficult to determine the precise kin relationships that these terms de-
note. For a discussion of the semantic range of each term, see McClenney-Sadler 2007, 
50–52. 
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Table 3.12. KTs Used in Reference in the Hebrew Bible119 
 Consanguineal Affinal 

Generation Terms Notation Terms Notation 

Primary 

Ascending בא  ʔɔḇ  Fa  םא  ʔem Mo 

Horizontal חא  ʔɔḥ Br לעב  baʕal / שיא  ʔiš Hu 
תוחא  ʔɔḥoṯ Si השא  ʔiššɔ Wi 

Descending ןב  ben So  
תב  baṯ Da 

Secondary 

Ascending 

םא יבא  ʔaḇi ʔem120 MoFa םח  ḥɔm121 HuFa 
בא יחא   ʔaḥi-ʔɔḇ122 FaBr תומח  ḥɔmoṯ123 HuMo  
בא תוחא   ʔɔḥoṯ-ʔɔḇ124 FaSi  ןתח  ḥoṯen125 WiFa  
םא יחא   ʔaḥi-ʔem126 MoBr תנתח  ḥoṯɛnɛṯ127 WiMo  

םא תוחא  ʔɔḥoṯ-ʔem128 MoSi  

Horizontal בא תב  baṯ-ʔɔḇ129 FaDa חא   ʔešɛṯ ʔɔḥ130 BrWi  תשא
םא תב  131 baṯ-ʔem MoDa  

Descending 

חא ןב  132 bɛn-ʔɔḥ BrSo ןתח  ḥɔṯɔn133 DaHu  
ןב ןב   134 bɛn-ben SoSo הלכ  kallɔ135 SoWi 

ןב תב  136 baṯ-ben SoDa  
תב תב   137baṯ-baṯ DaDa 

 
119 Andersen (1969, 38) and McClenney-Sadler (2007, 41–43) provide similar tables of 
KTs, but they contain either KTs unattested in the Hebrew Bible (Andersen) or numerous 
errors in verse lists (McClenney-Sadler).  
120 Gen 28:2; Judg 9:1. 
121 Gen 38:13, 25; 1 Sam 4:19, 21. 
122 Gen 29:12; Lev 18:14.  
123 Ruth 1:14; 2:11, 18, 19 (2x), 23; 3:1, 6, 16, 17. 
124 Lev 18:12; 20:19. 
125 Exod 3:1; 4:18; 18:1–2, 5–8, 12 (2x),14–15, 17, 24, 27; Num 10:29; Judg 1:16; 4:11, 
19:4, 7, 9.  
126 Gen 28:2; 29:10 (3x). 
127 Deut 27:23. 
128 Lev 18:13; 20:19.  
129 It refers to a half-sister of Ego. See Gen 20:12; Lev 18:9; 20:17; Deut 27:22; Ezek 22:11. 
130 Gen 38:8, 9; Lev 18:16; 20:21. 
131 It refers to a half-sister of Ego, not a full sister. See Gen 20:12; Lev 18:9; Deut 27:22. 
132 Gen 12:5; 14:12. 
133 Gen 19:12, 14 (2x); Judg 15:6; 19:5; 1 Sam 18:18; 22:14; 2 Kgs 8:27; Neh 6:18; 13:28.  
134 Gen 11:31; Exod 10:2; Deut 6:2; Judg 8:22; Jer 27:7.  
135 Gen 11:31; 38:11; 38:16; 38:24; Lev 18:15; 20:12; 1 Sam 4:19; Ezek 22:11; Mic 7:6; 
Ruth 1:6, 7, 8, 22; 2:20, 22; 4:15; 1 Chr 2:4.  
136 Lev 18:10, 17. 
137 Lev 18:10, 17. 
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3.4.3.2. Referential and Address Usages  

KTs are a semantic category that often exhibits a considerable difference between 
their referential and address usages (Zwicky, 1974, 791; Dickey 1996, 61–62). 
Although the specific manifestations of this difference may vary across languages, 
two key aspects are particularly relevant to our study.138  

First, certain KTs are exclusively used as terms of reference and are never 
employed as terms of address. For instance, the English KT “brother-in-law” may 
be used in reference (“My brother-in-law gave me this car”), but is virtually un-
usable as a term of address (“I wonder, *brother-in-law, if you can give me your 
car”). In our corpus, there are several possible examples of this phenomenon, the 
most illustrious one of which comes from the book of Ruth. Ruth is the wife of 
Mahlon, Naomi’s son (4:10), and thus, she is Naomi’s daughter-in-law. The KT 
that expresses Ruth’s identity in relation to Naomi is הלכ  kallɔ “daughter-in-law,” 
which appears seven times in the book and is consistently used as a term of refer-
ence in narration. For example, Ruth 1:22 states, “So Naomi returned, 
accompanied by her Moabite daughter-in-law ( הלכ ) Ruth, who came back with 
her from the region of Moab” (see also 1:6–8; 2:20, 22; 4:15). However, when 
Naomi addresses Ruth, she does not use the secondary affinal KT הלכ , but instead 
the primary consanguineal KT תב  baṯ “daughter”: “Ruth the Moabite said to Na-
omi, ‘Let me go to the field so that I can gather grain behind anyone in whose 
eyes I may find favor.’ Naomi replied, ‘Go, my daughter ( תב )’” (2:2). Naomi 
addresses Ruth five times throughout the book, and she does so consistently with 

תב  (Ruth 2:2, 22; 3:1, 16, 18). Thus, it is reasonable to assume that הלכ  was ex-
clusively used in reference but never employed as an address term during the 
composition of Ruth.139 

Second, when KTs are used as terms of address, they take on an “extended” 
sense. This means that the speaker addresses his/her collocutor using a KT whose 
referential meaning does not accurately describe the actual kin relationship 

 
138 While not attested in the Hebrew Bible, KTs used in address are often used in ways 
radically different from their referential (= literal) meanings in other languages. In Egyp-
tian Arabic, for instance, مع  ʕam, which means “(paternal) uncle” when used in reference, 
is used only to those who are not the speaker’s uncle when used in address (Parkinson 
1982, 98). See also the so-called “address inversion” phenomenon found in various lan-
guages mentioned above. 
139 It is equally possible that Naomi’s address usage may not represent the typical address 
usage between a mother-in-law and a daughter-in-law at that time (Lande 1949, 23). How-
ever, the fact that the KT הלכ  occurs thirty-four times in the Hebrew Bible but is never 
used as a term of address with the meaning of “daughter-in-law” (note that הלכ  is used as 
a term of address six times in Song of Songs [4:8–12; 5:1], but it denotes a “bride,” not a 
“daughter-in-law”) seems to support my claim.  
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between them.140 For instance, pastors often address church attendees as “brothers 
and sisters,” even though there is no actual familial relationship between them. 
Similarly, in our corpus, KTs are often used in address with an extended meaning. 
For example, Elisha addresses Elijah as יב  ʔɔḇi “my father!”, although Elijah is א
by no means the biological father of Elisha (2 Kgs 2:12). As we will see later, the 
use of extended KTs in address can be viewed as a politeness strategy to express 
the speaker’s affection and/or respect for the addressee. 

3.4.3.3. Position and Distribution 

In our corpus, only six KTs are used in address: יבא  ʔɔḇi “my father”; ימא  ʔimmi 
“my mother”; יתחא ;”ʔɔḥi “my brother  יחא  ʔaḥoṯi “my sister”; ינב  bəni “my son”; 

יתב  bitti “my daughter.” These are the primary consanguineal KTs, primarily refer-
ring to members of a nuclear family. There are three ways in which these KTs are 
used in address: (1) a KT used alone (e.g., ינב  bəni “My son!”); (2) a KT used at the 
beginning of a compound address (e.g., דוד ינב   bəni ḏɔwiḏ “My son David!”); (3) a 
KT used at the end of a compound address (e.g., ינב המלש  šəlomo-ḇəni “Solomon 
my son!”). The first two types—address forms composed of a KT alone (henceforth, 
AKTs) and compound addresses headed by a KT (henceforth, HKTs)—are treated 
together in this section as they convey the same power relationship between the 
speaker and the addressee in our corpus. The third type has only three examples (1 
Sam 3:16; 2 Sam 19:1; 1 Chr 28:9), in which a descending KT is preceded by a PN. 
These cases have already been discussed in §3.4.1.2.1 and §3.4.1.2.3. 

There are forty-six instances of AKTs and eight cases of HKTs in our corpus. 
These cases account for about 28 percent of the total free forms of address used 
between two human beings. Therefore, AKTs and HKTs are attested almost as 
frequently as ATs and HTs, and twice as frequently as APNs and HPNs. Table 
3.13 displays the distribution of AKTs and HKTs across the books of the Hebrew 
Bible. As shown in the table, more than 60 percent of AKTs come from Genesis 
and Ruth, which contain a significant number of cases of family dialogue. 
 
Table 3.13. AKTs and HKTs in Each Book of the Hebrew Bible 

Book # of AKTs # of HKTs Book # of AKTs # of HKTs 
Genesis 20  1 Kings 2  
Joshua 1  2 Kings 1 2 
Judges 2  Isaiah 2  
1 Samuel 3 4 Ruth 8  
2 Samuel 6 2 1 Chronicles 1  
   Total 46 8 

 
140 I find the term extended coined by Dickey (2004) to be more appropriate than fictive by 
Braun (1988), Contini (1995), and Esposito (2009), as the latter has a connotation of “not 
genuine.”   
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3.4.3.4. Pattern 

3.4.3.4.1. Literal Use of KTs 

More than half of the AKTs and HKTs in our corpus are used in a literal sense, 
that is, the referential meaning of a KT constituent within an address form accu-
rately describes the actual kin relation between the speaker and the addressee. 
These KT constituents exclusively belong to the primary consanguineal KTs, and 
the AKTs and HKTs used literally are employed to address members of a nuclear 
family. Table 3.14 shows these address forms. 
 
Table 3.14. AKTs and HKTs Used Literally 
# Form Semantic Relation S>A Verse 
1 My father KT So > Fa Isaac>Abraham Gen 22:7  
2 Jacob>Isaac Gen 27:18  
3–5 Esau>Isaac Gen 27:34, 38 

(2x) 
6 Joseph>Jacob Gen 48:18  
7 Boy>Isaiah  Isa 8:4 
8 Da > Fa Daughter>Jephthah Judg 11:36  
9 My mother KT So > Mo Boy>Isaiah’s wife Isa 8:4 
10 Solomon>Bathsheba 1 Kgs 2:20 
11 My brother KT Br > Br Esau>Jacob Gen 33:9  
12 FaDa > FaSo Tamar>Amnon 2 Sam 13:12 
13 My sister KT Br > Si Absalom>Tamar 2 Sam 13:20 
14 FaSo > FaDa Amnon>Tamar 2 Sam 13:11 
15 
16 

My son KT Fa > So Abraham>Isaac Gen 22:7, 8  

17 
18 

Isaac>Esau Gen 27:1, 37  

19–
22 

Isaac>Jacob Gen 27:18, 20, 
21, 26 

23 Jacob>Joseph Gen 48:19  
24 David>Absalom 2 Sam 13:25 
25 David>Solomon 1 Chr 22:11 
26 My son, Absa-

lom, my son, my 
son, Absalom 

KT+PN+K
T+KT+PN 

David>Absalom 2 Sam 19:1  

27 My son, Absa-
lom, Absalom, 
my son, my son 

KT+PN+P
N+KT+KT 

David>Absalom 2 Sam 19:5  

28–
30 

My son KT Mo > So Rebekah>Jacob Gen 27:8, 13, 43 

31 My daughter KT Fa > Da Jephthah>daughter Judg 11:35 
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Children address their fathers and mothers using ascending AKTs, יבא  ʔɔḇi 
“my father” or ימא  ʔimmi “my mother” (##1–10). Siblings address each other with 
horizontal AKTs, יחא  ʔɔḥi “my brother” or יתחא  ʔaḥoṯi “my sister” (##11–14).141 
Parents address their sons and daughters with descending AKTs, ינב  bəni “my son” 
or יתב   bitti “my daughter,” or descending HKTs, such as םולשבא ינב  bəni 
ʔaḇšɔlom “my son, Absalom” (##15–31). 

It is noteworthy that there is a nonreciprocal address pattern between parents 
and children. In cases #26 and #27, a father addresses his son by a PN following 
a KT: םולשבא ינב   bəni ʔaḇšɔlom “my son, Absalom!” We have also observed 
three cases in table 3.3 (#15–17), where a father addresses his son using a PN or 
PN followed by a KT. However, children never address their parents using ad-
dress forms containing a PN in our corpus. This nonreciprocal address pattern 
suggests that children in ancient Israel avoided using PNs when addressing their 
parents.  

3.4.3.4.2. Extended Use of KTs 

The remaining AKTs and HKTs are used in an extended sense for those outside 
the nuclear family. As Esposito (2009, 129) points out, the extended use of pri-
mary consanguineal KTs in address can be seen as the result of “metaphorical 
mappings” between the nuclear family and society at large. In other words, the 
nuclear family serves as a conceptual model for secondary usages of KTs, where 
features of family relations within the nuclear family are mapped onto society. 
For example, the ascending KT “father” or “mother” may be used to address 
teachers who share a similar educating role, akin to as parents. 

Pragmatically, however, this extended use can also be seen as a politeness 
strategy. KTs inherently convey a sense relationship, implying solidarity and 
emotional closeness between Ego and the referent. At the same time, different 
power relations can be expressed through the use of ascending, horizontal, and 
descending KTs. Moreover, compared to PNs, which make specific and direct 
references to particular individuals, KTs can be considered relatively nonspecific 
and indirect in terms of referential indexicality (Fleming and Slotta 2015, 172). 
These semantic and referential properties of KTs allow them to function as “in-
group identity markers,” as described by Brown and Levinson (1987, 107), which 
can be used in address to convey “positive” politeness by establishing common 
ground between speakers and addressees across various types of social relations. 

 
141 In cases #12 and #14, Amnon and Tamar are half-siblings who have the same father, 
David, but have different mothers, Ahinoam and Maacah, respectively. Thus, they may be 
classified as secondary consanguineal kin. However, they address each other with primary 
consanguineal KTs, יחא  ʔɔḥi “my brother” or יתחא  ʔaḥoṯi “my sister.” Since primary con-
sanguineal KTs are often used to refer to half-siblings in our corpus (e.g., 2 Sam 13:8, 10), 
I view these two cases as literal usages. See also Esposito (2009, 133) for this view.  
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In the following sections, the extended usages of KTs are presented based on dif-
ferent power relations.   

3.4.3.4.2.1. Inferior to Superior 

Just as children address their parents, social inferiors may also address social su-
periors using ascending AKTs or HKTs. These address forms not only imply a 
sense of solidarity but also convey a sense of deference when used in an extended 
sense. Thus, the use of ascending AKTs and HKTs in an extended sense can serve 
as both a negative politeness strategy (by acknowledging the superior status of the 
addressee) and a positive politeness strategy (by claiming solidarity between the 
speaker and the addressee), in order to mitigate potential face-threatening acts 
(FTAs). Table 3.15 shows ascending AKTs and HKTs used by social inferiors 
towards social superiors.  
 
Table 3.15. Ascending AKTs and HKTs Used by Inferiors to Superiors 
# Form Semantic Relation S > A Context Verse 
1 My father KT Outlaw > 

King 
David > Saul Persuading Saul to stop 

pursuing him  
1 Sam 
24:12  

2 KT King > 
Prophet 

Jehoram > Elisha Asking Elisha if he 
should strike down the 
Aramean army 

2 Kgs 
6:21  

3 My father, 
my father, 
the chariot 
of Israel 
and its 
horsemen 

KT+KT+T Disciple > 
Teacher  

Elisha > Elijah Seeing Elijah going up 
by a whirlwind into 
heaven 

2 Kgs 
2:12 

4 KT+KT+T King > 
Prophet 

Jehoash > Elisha Seeing Elisha fallen sick 
with the illness of which 
he was to die 

2 Kgs 
13:14 

 
In all these cases, the superiority of the addressees over the speakers is out of 

question: a king is superior to an outlaw (#1); 142 a teacher is superior to his disci-
ple (#3);143 while kings may be considered superior to prophets in the political 
realm, the power of the former is often overshadowed by the religious and moral 
authority of the latter (#2, 4). Thus, the use of ascending AKTs or HKTs in these 
cases is deemed appropriate. 

However, it is worth noting that two of these address forms are used in the 
context of requesting. In case #1, David addresses King Saul using the ascending 

 
142 It seems unlikely that David addresses Saul as “my father” in the meaning of “my father-
in-law,” as Saul would probably have given Michal to Palti before this event (1 Sam 25:44). 
143 The ascending KT, “my father,” obviously corresponds to “the sons of the prophets,” a 
designation for the members of an organized guild of prophetic disciples under the leader-
ship of great prophets, such as Elijah and Elisha (Moore, 2007, 162).  
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AKT,  .ʔɔḇi “my father,” as he attempts to persuade Saul to stop pursuing him  יבא
In case #2, the king of Israel addresses Elisha as  ʔɔḇi “my father,” as he seeks  יבא
advice from Elisha on whether to strike down the Aramean army. In such situa-
tions, the speakers are likely to employ politeness strategies to get what they want. 
Thus, it can be argued that the use of the ascending AKT, יבא  ʔɔḇi “my father,” 
in these two cases should be understood as a politeness strategy. In order to miti-
gate the potential face-threats posed by their requests, David and the king of Israel 
use ascending AKTs, by which they claim solidarity with Saul and Elisha while 
fully acknowledging their higher power and authority. 

3.4.3.4.2.2. Between Equals 

Just as siblings address each other, social equals may use horizontal AKTs (or 
HKTs) to address each other, conveying a sense of solidarity and equal status in 
extended use. Thus, the extended use of horizontal AKTs can serve as a positive 
politeness strategy, as it claims solidarity between the speaker and the addressee 
to mitigate potential FTAs. Table 3.16 shows horizontal AKTs used between so-
cial equals.144  
 
Table 3.16. AKTs Used between Equals 
# Form Semantic Relation S > A Context Verse 

1 My brother KT King > King  Hiram > Solomon Complaining about 
the cities Solomon 
gave him 

1 Kgs 
9:13  

2 My brother KT Commander > 
Commander 

Joab > Amasa Greeting Amasa 
before striking him 
down 

2 Sam 
20:9 

 
In case #1, Hiram, the king of Tyre, addresses Solomon as  ʔɔḥi “my  יחא

brother.”145 There is no doubt that Hiram considers Solomon to be equal and close 

 
144 There are several cases outside our corpus in which the horizontal AKT, “my brother” 
or “my brothers,” is used: David addresses Jonathan as “my brother” (2 Sam 1:26); people 
address a dead man of God as “my brother (1 Kgs 13:30); Lot addresses the inhabitants of 
Sodom as “my brothers” (Gen 19:7); Jacob addresses some strangers as “my brothers” 
(Gen 29:4); an old man in Gibeah addresses his fellow villagers as “my brothers” (Judg 
19:23); David addresses his officials and his people as “my brothers” (1 Sam 30:23; 1 Chr 
28:2). In all these cases, it can be argued that the speakers consider or claim the addressees 
to be equal and close in their relationship. 
145 KTs in general are commonly used in diplomatic relations in the ancient Near East. See 
Schloen 2001, 46. 
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in their relationship, making his use of the horizontal AKT appropriate.146 How-
ever, it should be noted that Hiram’s address occurs in the context of his complaint 
about the cities he received from Solomon. Thus, it can also be said that Hiram 
aims to claim solidarity with Solomon by deliberately using the horizontal AKT 
to soften the potential face threat posed by the complaint. 

In case #2, Joab addresses Amasa as  ʔɔḥi “my brother.” This address may  יחא
come as a surprise from Amasa’s point of view for several reasons. Joab and 
Amasa may be considered equals in power, as they are both commanders of Da-
vid’s army (2 Sam 19:13) and they are cousins (2 Sam 17:25). However, they are 
not close in their relationship since they have just finished fighting a bloody war 
against each other (2 Sam 17:24–18:33). Furthermore, Joab likely harbored jeal-
ousy towards Amasa, whom he saw a traitor, as he had been promised by David 
to take over Joab’s position (2 Sam 19:13). Amasa would have been aware of 
these negative feelings that Joab had towards him. Nonetheless, Joab approaches 
Amasa in a friendly manner, addressing him as “my brother,” in an apparent at-
tempt to claim solidarity. This gesture must have been surprising to Amasa, 
perhaps leading him to believe it was a sign of reconciliation between them. Con-
sequently, Amasa lets his guard down and trusts Joab, which ultimately leads to 
his death. It can be argued that Joab employs the horizontal AKT, “my brother,” 
as a positive politeness strategy to deceitfully gain Amasa’s trust and carry out his 
murder.147 

3.4.3.4.2.3. Superior to Inferior  

Just as parents address their children, social superiors may address social inferiors 
using descending AKTs or HKTs. These address forms not only imply a sense of 
solidarity but also convey a sense of inequality in extended use. Thus, the use of 
descending AKTs and HKTs can be seen as a positive politeness strategy, allow-
ing the speaker to claim solidarity with the addressee and mitigate potential FTAs. 
Table 3.17 shows descending AKTs and HKTs used by social superiors to address 
social inferiors. 
  

 
146  In Chronicles, however, Hiram addresses Solomon as “my lord” in a bound form  
(2 Chr 2:14). There is no doubt that the Chroniclers updated this event to present Solomon 
as the Great King (Esposito 2009, 134–35). 
147 While Revell (1996, 331), Miller (2003, 270), and Esposito (2009, 133–34) also view 
Joab’s address as a deceitful tactic, they do not explain it according to the framework of 
Brown and Levinson’s politeness theory.  
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Table 3.17. AKTs and HKTs Used by Superiors to Inferiors 
# Form Semantic Relation S > A Context Verse 
1 My son KT Vizier >  

Foreigner 
Joseph > 
Benjamin 

Greeting Benjamin Gen 43:29  

2 My son KT Priest >  
Boy  

Eli >  
Samuel 

Telling Samuel that he 
did not call him 

1 Sam 3:6  

3 My son KT Priest >  
Soldier 

Eli > Bat-
tle 
Survivor 

Inquiring the man 
about the battle with 
the Philistines 

1 Sam 4:16 

4 My son KT Leader >  
Man 

Joshua > 
Achan 

Urging Achan to con-
fess his sins 

Josh 7:19  

5 My son KT Commander > 
Priest’s Son 

Joab > 
Ahimaaz 

Asking Ahimaaz not to 
run after the Cushite 

2 Sam 18:22  

6–
9 

My son, 
David 

KT+PN King >  
Outlaw 

Saul > 
David 

Regretting the evil he 
did to David 

1 Sam 24:17; 
26:17, 21, 25 

10 My 
daughter 

KT Mother-in-Law 
> Daughter-in-
Law 

Naomi > 
Ruth 

Permitting Ruth to go 
to the field 

Ruth 2:2  

11 Instructing Ruth to lis-
ten to Boaz 

Ruth 2:22 

12 Arranging a marriage 
for Ruth 

Ruth 3:1 

13 Inquiring Ruth about 
the meeting with Boaz 

Ruth 3:16 

14 Instructing Ruth to 
wait until Boaz has 
settled the matter 

Ruth 3:18 

15 My 
daughter 

KT Old Man > 
Young Woman 

Boaz > 
Ruth 

Requesting Ruth to 
glean in his field 

Ruth 2:8 

16
17 

My 
daughter 

KT Old Man > 
Young Woman 

Boaz > 
Ruth 

Promising Ruth to do 
all that she asked 

Ruth 3:10, 11 

 
In all these cases, there is no question about the speaker’s superiority over the 

addressee based on higher social standing or older age: an Egyptian vizier is su-
perior to a foreigner (#1); a priest is superior to a temple servant and a soldier 
(##2, 3); a national leader is superior to a law-breaker (#4); a military commander 
is superior to a priest’s son (#5); a king is superior to an outlaw (##6–9); a mother-
in-law is superior to her daughter-in-law (##10–14); an old man is superior to a 
young woman (##16–17).  

In some of these cases, the use of descending AKTs seems to reflect the social 
conventions of the time (#1)148 or merely expresses kindly feelings of a senior 

 
148 See, for example, a letter from an Egyptian general to Rib-Hadda (EA 96), in which the 
former addresses the latter as “my son.” 
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towards a junior (##2–3, 10–14). It is noteworthy, however, that address forms in 
the remaining cases appear in the context of requesting or promising. In case #4, 
Joshua addresses Achan as ינב  bəni “my son,” urging him to confess his sins be-
fore God.149 In case #5, Joab addresses Ahimaaz as ינב  bəni “my son,” persuading 
him not to run after the Cushite. In case ##6–9, Saul addresses David as דוד ינב  
bəni ḏɔwiḏ “my son David,” repenting of his wrongdoing and asking him to return. 
In case #15, Boaz addresses Ruth as יתב  bitti “my daughter,” requesting her to 
glean in his field. In case #16, Boaz addresses Ruth again as יתב  bitti “my daugh-
ter,” promising to do fulfill all her requests. In these situations, the speakers are 
likely to employ politeness strategies to get what they want. Thus, it can be argued 
that the use of descending AKTs and HKTs in these cases is a positive politeness 
strategy. By using these address forms, the superior speakers show their affection 
and sympathy towards the inferior addressees, aiming to soften the potential face-
threats posed by their requests and promises. 

3.5. Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have studied the three most frequently appearing address terms 
in our corpus: PNs, Ts, and KTs. These terms can be used alone (as a simple 
address) or as a constituent of a compound address when used between two human 
beings. I have shown that the first constituent in an address, whether in a simple 
or compound address, serves as an indicator of the power relation between the 
speaker and the addressee.  

When PNs are used as the first constituent, they typically mark the superiority 
of the speaker. Thus, APNs and HPNs are always used in “downward” relation-
ships, that is, in the superior-inferior dyads, except for a couple of cases where 
APNs are used between close equals. On the other hand, when Ts are used as the 
first constituent, they seem to mark the superiority of the addressee. Thus, ATs 
and HTs are normally used in “upward” relationships, that is, in the inferior-su-
perior dyads. Therefore, APNs and HPNs can be seen as fulfilling the role of the 
T in Brown, Gilman, and Ford’s T/V system, whereas ATs and HTs function as 
the V. In terms of PNs and Ts, they partially confirm Brown and Ford’s “linguistic 
universal.”  

However, when KTs are used as the first constituent, they can convey all 
types of power relations. Ascending AKTs and HKTs are used in “upward” rela-
tionships, horizontal AKTs and HKTs are used “horizontally,” that is, in 
relationships of equal status, and descending AKTs and HKTs are used in “down-
ward” relationships. When KTs are used in an extended sense, the majority, if not 

 
149 While Esposito (2009, 130) views Joshua’s address as a deceptive strategy to elicit 
Achan’s confession, it seems more likely that Joshua genuinely shows a paternal and sym-
pathetic attitude to Achan by using that address. 
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all, can be interpreted as politeness strategies. Therefore, the address usages of 
KTs in Biblical Hebrew does not support Brown and Ford’s “linguistic universal.” 
Figure 3.6 shows the use of these three address terms.  
 
Figure 3.6. The Use of Address Terms in Biblical Hebrew 
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4. 
FREE FORMS OF ADDRESS: POSITION AND FUNCTION 

4.1. Introduction 

Free forms of address in Biblical Hebrew prose can occur in a variety of syntactic 
positions within a sentence. They may appear at the beginning, as shown in ex-
ample (22):  
 
הוהי לא ךיפ תא התיצפ ייבבאא (22)  

ʔɔḇi   pɔṣiṯɔ   ʔɛṯ-piḵɔ    ʔɛl-yhwh 
father=my you.opened  ACC-mouth=your to-YHWH 
My father, you have opened your mouth to YHWH. (Judg 11:36) 

 
They may also appear at the end, as in example (23): 

 
ךךללממהה  ייננדדאא ךיניעב ןח אצמא (23)  

ʔɛmṣɔ-ḥen  bəʕenɛḵɔ    ʔaḏoni  hammɛlɛḵ  
I.will.find-favor in=eyes.of=your  lord=my  the=king  
Let me find favor in your sight, my lord the king. (2 Sam 16:4) 

 
They may stand in the middle, as in (24):  
 
ונל הוהי ןתנ רשא תא ייחחאא ןכ ושעת אל (24)  

loʔ-ṯaʕaśu  ḵen  ʔɛḥɔy   ʔeṯ  ʔašɛr-nɔṯan  
not-you.will.do    so     brothers=my  with     what-he.gave    
yhwh  lɔnu 
YHWH   to=us 
You shall not do so, my brothers, with what the LORD has given us. (1 Sam 
30:23) 

 
They may even be used alone as a complete utterance, as in (25): 
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םםההררבבאא וילא רמאיו םהרבא תא הסנ םיהלאהו הלאה םירבדה רחא יהיו (25)  
wayhi  ʔaḥar haddəḇɔrim   hɔʔellɛ  whɔʔɛlohim  nissɔ  
and=it.was after the=things   the=these and=the=God he.tested 
ʔɛt-ʔaḇrɔhɔm  wayyoʔmɛr  ʔelɔyw  ʔaḇrɔhɔm 
ACC-Abraham and=he.said  to=him  Abraham 
Sometime after these things God tested Abraham. He said to him, “Abraham!” 
(Gen 22:1) 
 
As we carefully examine each of these addresses, we notice that their prag-

matic functions differ significantly. For instance, the stand-alone address in (25) 
serves the purpose of calling or summoning the addressee (i.e., Abraham), as it 
occurs at the beginning of the conversation. However, in the case of (24), where 
David is already engaged in a conversation with the addressees, the purpose of his 
address, which appears at the end of a sentence, must be different. 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the correlation between the position 
and function of free forms of address in our corpus. Linguists have long recog-
nized, based on their research on the use of free forms of address in various 
modern languages, that there is a strong correlation between the position and func-
tion of such forms. However, there is a limited amount of literature that discusses 
the external syntax and pragmatic function of free forms of address in Biblical 
Hebrew. In the following sections, I will first examine previous studies in general 
linguistics and Biblical Hebrew that address this issue, drawing insights from their 
analytical methods and research findings. Then, I will present my own methodol-
ogy and analyze the data from Biblical Hebrew. 

4.2. Previous Studies 

4.2.1. General Linguistics 

4.2.1.1. The Functions of Free Forms of Address in Initial and Final Position 

Since the 1970s, linguists have made efforts to describe the correlation between 
the position and function of free forms of address in different languages. Zwicky 
(1974, 787) was the first to identify two pragmatic functions of free forms of ad-
dress in English—calls and addresses, as illustrated by (i) and (ii), respectively:1 

(i) Hey lady, you dropped your piano. 
(ii) I’m afraid, sir, that my coyote is nibbling on your leg.  

 
According to Zwicky (1974, 787, 797), calls are used to “catch the ad-

dressee’s attention” and are “essentially restricted to discourse-initial position.” 

 
1 Zwicky (1974, 799) notes that the distinction between calls and addresses was inspired by 
Schegloff (1968, 1080–81), who distinguished between summonses and terms of address. 
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Addresses, however, are used to “maintain or emphasize contact between the 
speaker and the addressee” and may occur in a variety of positions—after intro-
ductory expressions (e.g., look, look here, listen, say, well, why, please, come on, 
tell me, you know), after greetings (hi, hello, good morning), after exclamations 
(wow, atta girl, dammit, oh boy), and in positions open to parenthetical adjuncts. 
Zwicky (1974, 787, 798) also points out that free forms of address never occur in 
embedded clauses (e.g., *Melinda maintained that, dumbass, the bite was negli-
gible) and they are set off from their host sentences by special intonation.  

While many subsequent linguists have followed Zwicky’s call/address di-
chotomy (e.g., Levinson 1983, 71; Quirk et al. 1985, 773; Dickey 1996, 6; Portner 
2004, 8; Anderson 2004, 442; Huang 2014, 181; Haddad 2020, 19), some have 
proposed additional functions of free forms of address and have attempted to cor-
relate them with their positions in the sentence. Geoffrey Leech (1999, 116), who 
conducted a corpus-based study of free forms of address in British and American 
English conversation, attributes three distinct functions to free forms of address: 

 
(i) Getting someone’s attention (e.g., “Mum!”) 
(ii) Identifying someone as an addressee (e.g., “Hey Ben, do you remember a 

hole puncher coming in I ordered?”) 
(iii) Maintaining and reinforcing social relationships (e.g., “Oh yeah dude totally.”)  
 
He argues that free forms of address in initial position seem to combine func-

tion (i) with function (ii), while those in final position are more likely to combine 
function (ii) with function (iii). 

Leech also observes a noticeable difference in the lengths of “C-units”2 asso-
ciated with the two positions: initial free forms of address tend to be associated 
with longer sentences (mostly six words or more), whereas final free forms of 
address are associated with shorter sentences (mostly three words or less). Ac-
cording to Leech (1999, 117), this tendency can be explained by the fact that initial 
free forms of address, which can serve as attention-getters, also have the function 
of “clearing space for a lengthy turn,” while final free forms of address often occur 
“after a short remark, where attracting attention is not a problem.”  

 
2 Leech (1999, 108) coins the term “C-unit” (where ‘C’ stands for ‘communicative’) and 
uses it as the unit of analysis. He defines the term as “a unit with optimal syntactic inde-
pendence, in that it is not part of a larger syntactic unit, except by means of coordination.” 
As a unit of spoken English grammar, therefore, a C-unit is “essentially the spoken ana-
logue of a written sentence.” A C-unit can be either a clausal (e.g., “So this was your 
mother’s?”) or nonclausal unit (e.g., “No!”). The former consists of an independent clause 
within which any dependent clauses may be embedded, while the latter has no finite verb 
in it. In terms of a compound sentence consisting of two or more coordinated independent 
clauses, each clause is treated as a separate C-unit.  
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On the basis of two corpora—the 5-million-word Cambridge and Nottingham 
Corpus of Discourse in English (CANCODE) and a 55,000-word corpus of radio 
phone-in calls that comes from the Irish radio program Liveline, Michael J. 
McCarthy and Anne O’Keeffe (2003, 153) expand Leech’s classification of the 
functions of free forms of address to include the following types:  

 
(i) relational: establishing and/or maintaining social relations.  

e.g., [group of female young friends discussing eating and weight prob-
lems]  
A. You’re not fat, Jane.  
B. I will be if I’m not careful.  

(ii) topic management: launching, expanding, shifting, changing or closing the 
topic.  
e.g., [speakers are discussing a well-known family of traditional Irish mu-

sicians]  
A. We were in Cork, weren’t we, Jean and we heard his brother. 

Which brother was it we heard? 
B. Sean, I think. 

(iii) badinage: humor, irony and general banter among participants.  
e.g., [group of female students who share a house are talking] 

A. Got a light anyone? 
B. Only my eyes, Gillian. 
A. You always say that [laughs].  

(iv) mitigators: softening a potential threat to positive or negative face.   
e.g., [A is making a request for action that could potentially be heard as an 

imposition]  
A. Will you put on the fish, Nancy, so that it’ll heat, the fish now.  
B. Oh yeah.  

(v) turn management: selecting next speaker or disambiguating possible recip-
ients in multi-party talk.  
e.g., A. I should have some change. 

B. I owe you too, don’t I, Jodie.  
C. Yes, you do.  

(vi) call management: dealing with the exigencies of the channel, bringing call-
ers in, controlling their talk, and dismissing them when their contribution is 
deemed to be sufficient.  
e.g., [Introducing a caller whose son narrowly escaped death from meningitis]  

A. Now to a couple that had a very, very difficult Christmas this year, 
however, all’s well that ends well. Ah, Austin, good afternoon to 
you. 

B. Good afternoon, Marian.  
A. Your little boy went back to playschool yesterday?  
B. Yesterday, that’s right. 

(vii) summons: calling the recipient. 
e.g., A. Sue! Your cup of tea is poured.  
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McCarthy and O’Keeffe (2003, 167–180), observe that summonses are typi-
cally utterance-initial whereas final and medial free forms of address tend to be 
associated with relational, call management, topic management, and mitigators.  

Melita Stavrou (2014, 327) identifies three functions of free forms of address 
in Modern Greek: 

 
(i) calls (e.g., Maria, trekse! “Maria, run!”)  
(ii) maintaining contact with the addressee and expressing a whole array of feel-

ings (e.g., To kakao su Dimitraki! “Your cocoa, Dimitraki!”)  
(iii) conveying an additional emphasis on sociolinguistic import of the lexical 

choice (e.g., O jatros, pedja, me simvulepse taksidi “The doctor, kids, ad-
vised me to travel.”)  

 
Stavrou (2014, 325–29) notes that calls are most commonly utterance-initial, 

whereas utterance-final address forms are employed as a means of maintaining 
contact with the addressee. Additionally, free forms of address in medial position, 
situated at the juncture of major constituents like parentheticals, can fulfill func-
tion (iii), but they should not intrude into a lexical constituent such as a noun 
phrase or adverbial phrase. 

Maja Glušac and Ana M. Čolič (2017, 449–69) classify the linguistic func-
tions of free forms of address in the Croatian language according to the six parts 
of the communicative process:  
 

(i) Conative (e.g., Ivane, reci što se dogodilo. “Ivan, say what happened.”) 
(ii) Emotive (e.g., Ustani, ljubljena moja, ljepotice moja! “Rise, my beloved one, 

my beauty!”) 
(iii) Phatic (e.g., Vi, domine Pisarovič. “You, dominus Pisarovič.”)3 
(iv) Poetic (e.g., Ah, znate, gospodin profesor…. Jeste li ikada mislili da se 

vrtimo u krugu apsurda, gospodin profesor. “Ah, you know, Mr. Profes-
sor.... Have you ever thought that we are spinning in a circle of absurd, Mr. 
Professor.”)4 

 
3 Glušac and Čolić (2017, 468) define the phatic function as establishing and maintaining 
communication.  
4 According to Glušac and Čolić (2017, 452), the use of nominative forms instead of the 
expected vocative ones can have a poetic function, i.e., can serve as a stylistic instrument 
contributing to the linguistic characterization of a protagonist. The example above comes 
from the novel Kiklop (Cyclops), which features this practice as a means of emphasizing 
the German nationality of Kurt, the innkeeper.    
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(v) Referential (e.g., Štije knjigu starče Radoslave, knjigu štije, a suze proliva 
“A book readeth old man Radoslav, a book he readeth, spilling tears”)5 

(vi) Metalinguistic (e.g., A: Ivane! “Ivan!” // B: Ivane? Ne zove se on Ivan nego 
Marko! “Ivan? His name is not Ivan, it’s Marko!”)6 
 

They argue that free forms of address in initial position have a more pro-
nounced conative function, while those in medial and final positions tend to fulfil 
the emotive, poetic and/or phatic functions. 

These linguists commonly recognize the pragmatic functions that initial and 
final free forms of address may perform, that is, drawing the addressee’s attention 
and maintaining contact with the addressee, respectively. However, none of them 
seems to offer an adequate explanation as to how free forms of address in medial 
position function. Leech does not discuss the function of medial free forms of 
address at all, while the functions suggested by others are so broad that they are 
not unique to address forms in medial position. Furthermore, free forms of address 
in medial position may be divided according to the different positions they occupy 
within the host sentences. Thus, the question arises whether all medially posi-
tioned address forms may be said to fulfil the same pragmatic function regardless 
of their precise medial position within the host sentences. 

4.2.1.2. The Functions of Free Forms of Address in Medial Position 

There have been a few attempts to answer this question from an information struc-
ture perspective. Viewing free forms of address as a type of parenthetical 
expression that may be inserted freely within a sentence, Josef Taglicht (1984, 
12–31) argues that they may participate in information structuring. In his analysis 
of different sentence types in English based on Michael Halliday’s (1967–1968) 
Theme-Rheme structure, 7  he demonstrates that free forms of address may 

 
5 Glušac and Čolić (2017, 447) argue that the referential function of free forms of address, 
i.e., referring to the subject matter of the message, is confined to the subject and predicative 
role in the language of folk poetry.   
6 According to Glušac and Čolić (2017, 469), free forms of address with explicit “orienta-
tion to the code” in view may fulfill a metalinguistic function. In the example above, 
speaker A calls his/her collocutor (not speaker B) by name, and speaker B reacts to speaker 
A’s call. 
7 Halliday (1967, 205; 2004, 64; 2014, 83) believes that in all languages a clause has the 
character of a “message,” or “quantum of information”: it takes on some form of structure 
by which it contributes to the flow of discourse. The structure presents the distribution of 
information within the clause. In English, information is allocated in two parts of the 
clause—“Theme” and “Rheme.” The Theme is the element that serves as “the point of 
departure of the message” or “that which locates and orients the clause within its context.” 
Thus, it is naturally the first constituent of the clause. The Rheme is the remainder of the 
clause in which the Theme is developed. 
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function as “partitions” between a marked Theme/Rheme and the rest of the sen-
tence. In (i) below, for example, the address form “my dear” is placed between 
the marked Theme “That shed” and the Operator “will” (Note that ‘MTh,’ ‘Op,’ 
and ‘Rh’ stand for ‘marked Theme,’ ‘Operator,’ and ‘Rheme’): 
 

(i) That shed, my dear,  will  have to be painted   
 MTh  partition  Op  Rh  

 
For Taglicht (1984, 16), the division of a declarative sentence into Theme 

and Rheme is strictly based on “sequential ordering” of syntactic constituents: the 
first constituent of the sentence, typically the subject, is Theme and the remainder 
of the sentence is Rheme (often preceded by an auxiliary verb labelled Operator, 
as in (i)). The sequence of constituents that results from purely syntactic con-
straints with no special pragmatic motivation is called “unmarked sequence.” 
Marked sequence, on the other hand, is characterized by the “breaking” of one or 
more of the links in the corresponding unmarked sequence and the “detachment” 
of one or more of the constituents from other constituent(s) with which it is con-
tiguous in the unmarked sequence (Taglicht 1984,20). The breaking of the link(s) 
may be realized either by fronting one or more of the constituents (e.g., “That 
shed, John painted yesterday”) or by inserting parenthetical expressions, such as 
“my dear” in (i). The detached constituent(s) may be initial or final in the marked 
sentence. If it is initial, like “That shed” in (i), it is a marked Theme; if it is final, 
like “a warm weather” in (ii) below, it is a marked Rheme. 

According to Taglicht (1984, 25), marked sequences formed by the intrusion 
of parenthetical expressions tend to involve an element of “delay.” In sentences 
with marked Theme, as in (i) above, the hearer is kept waiting for the predicate, 
while in sentences with marked Rheme, as in (ii), the hearer is kept waiting for 
the final part of the predicate: 

 
(ii) They prefer, I think,8  a warm weather       
 Th  Rh  Partition  MRh 
 
Thus, this element of delay does not have the same effect in (i) and (ii). The 

delayed item in (i) “will have to be painted” is textually unmarked, whereas the 
delayed item in (ii) “a warm weather” is the marked item.  

Taglicht (1984, 25–28) also notes that every marked item contains intonation 
focus and is assessed by the hearer as conveying “new information.” Thus, it can 
be said that both intonation structure and information structure serve to distribute 
“emphasis” and to establish “cohesion” in the text. To sum up, what the marked 

 
8 Taglicht (1984, 31) notes that free forms of address before marked Rheme seem to be 
very rare in English and does not provide any examples. 
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items have in common are: detachment, terminal (i.e., initial or final) position, 
and intonation and information focus. All these features of the marked items may 
be brought by the insertion of free forms of address.  

Like Taglicht, Michi Shiina (2007, 17–32; 2008, 29–48) argues that free 
forms of address in medial position can serve the function of “information man-
agement.” In her study of selected English gentry comedies from the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries, Shiina adopts Leech’s (1999, 108) concept of the C-unit, 
which she divides into three parts: preface(s), body, and tag(s).9 Prefaces and tags 
refer to expressions that are loosely attached to the core of the clause (the body) 
either at the beginning (e.g., Well, I don’t like it) or at the end (e.g., It makes you 
wonder, you know, all this unemployment). Free forms of address often follow 
the prefaces, contributing to the function of information management, as shown 
in (iii): 

 
(iii) Pray, good dear my lord, let me beg you do now: I’ll come immediately, 

and tell you all, will you my Lord?  
 
In this example, as Lady Touchwood implores her husband to allow her to 

go, she uses the preface “pray” to capture his attention and direct it towards her 
or the following utterance. Shiina (2008, 34–35) argues that the address form 
“good dear my lord” collaborates with the preface “pray” to draw attention to the 
following utterance and reinforce its illocutionary force, such as a suggestion or 
directive.  

Free forms of address can also appear after fronted constituents, which Shiina 
(2008, 30) categorizes as a type of preface. In these instances, the information 
management function becomes more evident, as illustrated in (iv): 

 
(iv) In the Name of Politeness, my Lord Marquis, don’t mention your Letters 
again. 
 
Shiina considers fronting as a means of information management, where the 

fronted element gains thematic prominence in the immediate context. Thus, the 
adverbial phrase “in the Name of Politeness” is highlighted primarily by being 
fronted and further emphasized by being followed by the address form “my Lord 
Marquis.” After the address form, a pause allows the speaker to attract the ad-
dressee’s attention to what follows.  

Free forms of address can also occur within the body of a sentence, as in (v): 
 
(v) I shall send to you, Mr. Serjeant, as soon as Sir Geoffry comes to Town. 
 

 
9 Shiina borrows the terms preface(s), body, and tag(s) from Biber et al. (2007, 1072). 
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In this example, the address form “Mr. Serjeant” is inserted between the main 
and subordinate clauses of a complex sentence. The main clause conveys a con-
clusive remark, while the subordinate clause provides additional information with 
a temporal condition. Shiina (2008, 37) argues that the address form inserted be-
tween the two clauses serves to adjust the flow of information by reinforcing the 
illocutionary force of the declarative statement in the main clause and maintaining 
the addressee’s attention to the subsidiary information in the subordinate clause. 

Lillian Parrott shares a similar viewpoint and provides a summary of the func-
tion of medial free forms of address in Russian as follows: 

Medial direct address forms typically have a focusing function: they orient the 
addressee’s attention to important information at the junction where they occur 
…, such as a preceding theme or a following rheme, or to the link between the 
preceding and following information. Medial direct address forms thus function 
like other parentheticals in that they can be interpolated at strategic points in the 
host utterance, like linguistic flags marking important landmarks, in order to cor-
rectly orient and maintain the addressee’s attention. (2010, 220) 

Building on Taglicht’s work, Poppy Slocum (2016, 106) argues that free 
forms of address in medial position have semantic significance as they mark “the 
edge of the focus domain.” According to Slocum, the content preceding the ad-
dress functions as “background information” or “a contrastive topic,” while the 
content following it provides “new information” or “focus.” To illustrate her point, 
Slocum provides the following example. 

 
(vi) Jessica: “I want to go home.”         
 Paul: (a) “I, Jessica, want to go to a movie.”      
   (b) “I want to go, Jessica, to a movie.” 
 
In response to Jessica expressing her desire to go home, Paul can reply in two 

ways. In (a), Paul places the address form immediately after the self-referential 
pronoun “I.” By doing so, Paul is contrasting himself with Jessica, making “I” 
function as a contrastive topic, while “want to go to a movie” provides new infor-
mation. On the other hand, in (b). Paul addresses Jessica between “to go” and “to 
a movie.” Here, Paul is not contrasting himself with Jessica, but rather his desire 
to go with her desire to go. Thus, “I want to go” functions as a contrastive topic 
and “to a movie” provides new information.10 

 
10 Note that Slocum’s terminology is different from Taglicht’s. For Taglicht (1984, 28), 
every marked item contains new information, and thus, he would regard the marked Theme 
“I” in (10a) as new information. For Slocum, however, the following Rheme “want to go 
to a movie” contains new information. 
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In summary, the linguists studying the function of medial free forms of ad-
dress commonly acknowledge their role in information structuring. These 
addresses create a division within a sentence, separating the preface and the body 
or the first and second part of the body, thereby marking the boundary between 
them. They serve a focusing function by directing the addressee’s attention to im-
portant information. Determining which information is considered “important,” 
Taglicht’s criterion of “detachment” appears to be the most convincing. In other 
words, the constituent(s) detached from other constituent(s) with which it is con-
tiguous in the unmarked sequence receives information focus.  

4.2.2. Hebrew Studies  

To the best of my knowledge, two works have discussed the correlation between 
the position and function of free forms of address in Biblical Hebrew: one by 
Revell (1996) and another by Miller (2010b). In his study, which focuses on the 
prose sections of Judges, Samuel, and Kings, Revell identifies five syntactic po-
sitions within the host sentence where free forms of address can appear. 

These positions are as follows:  
 
(i) An utterance that consists only of a vocative.  
(ii) Before the clause, including the address forms following ההא  ʔahɔh “Alas” 

or התע  ʕattɔ “now.” 
(iii) After the first word or constituent (e.g., an imperative verb, לא  ʔal, an inter-

rogative particle, an asseverative expression, the subject of the clause, an 
extraposed pronoun, a prepositional phrase) in a clause of two or more con-
stituents.  

(iv) After the clause. 
(v) After the subject and the head of the predicate, but followed by one or more 

constituents. 
 

According to Revell (1996, 337), approximately 87 percent of the address 
forms in positions (ii) or (iii) are used to address superiors, while only 38 percent 
of the address forms in position (iv) designate superior addressees. Based on this 
observation, Revell (1996, 338) concludes that the use of free forms of address in 
positions (ii) or (iii) marks the superiority of the addressee, whereas the use of 
such forms in position (iv) indicates the inferiority of the addressee. 

While the statistics indicate a tendency for free forms of address used for 
superior addressees to occur towards the beginning of the clause, it is difficult to 
accept Revell’s conclusion that the syntactic position of address forms marks the 
relative power/status of the addressee over the speaker. There are a considerable 
number of counterexamples to this tendency, such as Elijah’s address for his dis-
ciple Elisha by name in 2 Kgs 2:4, which occurs at the beginning of the sentence. 
Furthermore, the correlation between the position of free forms of address and the 
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relative power/status of the addressees over the speaker is not attested cross-lin-
guistically. Finally, as I have demonstrated in chapter 3, the relative power/status 
of the addressee over the speaker is clearly marked by the semantic types of free 
forms of address, that is, personal names or descending kinship terms are used for 
inferior addressees, while titles or ascending kinship terms are used for superior 
addressees. These reasons lead us to explore another explanation for the correla-
tion between the position and function of address forms.    

In her article titled “Vocative Syntax in Biblical Hebrew Prose and Poetry: A 
Preliminary Analysis,” Miller (2010b, 347–64) aims to describe the specific loca-
tions within the host clause that serve as a niche for free forms of address. Her 
prose corpus includes Genesis, Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings, while Psalms 
and the inset poems from the prose corpus constitute her poetic corpus. When 
discussing free forms of address used in prose, Miller excludes those standing 
alone or occurring at the very beginning or end of an utterance. Instead, she fo-
cuses on those that occur within the utterance. She categorizes these address forms 
based on the positions in which they occur in the host clause: (i) clause-initial 
position; (ii) clause-final position; (iii) clause-medial position. The clause-initial 
addresses include those that come after interjections (e.g., ההא  ʔahɔh “Alas!”), 
oath formula (e.g., ךשפנ יח  ḥe nap̄šəḵɔ “As you live”), interrogatives (e.g., המל  
lɔmɔ “Why?”), sentential adverbs (e.g., התעו  wəʕattɔ “Now therefore”), presenta-
tive particles (e.g., הנה  hinne “Look”), and negatives (e.g., אל  loʔ “No”). Free 
forms of address in clause-final position include those that occur between the ma-
trix clause and the dependent clause, as well as between the matrix clause and the 
noun phrase that is coreferential with the subject of the matrix clause (1 Sam 
22:16). The clause-medial addresses appear in one of the following constructions: 
(a) between the independent second-person pronoun and a verb; (b) between the 
predicate and the subject of a verbless clause or vice versa; (c) between a verb and 
its object; (d) between the core of the clause and a prepositional phrase.  

In terms of the function of free forms of address in clause-medial position, 
Miller (2010b, 358) argues that those occurring in (a) or (b) seem to “highlight 
the informational status of the initial constituent as contrastive focus,” while 
those occurring in (d) seem to “draw rhetorical attention” to the following prep-
ositional phrase. 

Miller’s description of the external syntax of free forms of address, in terms 
of the positions that they occupy in the host clause, is more refined and elaborate 
compared to Revell’s. Her argument about the information-managing function of 
the clause-medial addresses is quite convincing. However, she does not discuss 
the function of free forms of address occurring in many other positions within the 
sentence. For example, no comment is offered on how the address forms occurring 
in (c) function. Moreover, Miller’s classification categories of “clause-initial” or 
“clause-final” can be misleading as they may include addresses occurring at the 
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very beginning or end of an utterance, which she actually excludes from her dis-
cussion. From a functional perspective, her “clause-initial” or “clause-final” 
addresses may not serve the same pragmatic function as those occurring at the 
very beginning or end of an utterance. Thus, a new classification scheme is needed 
to distinguish address forms in different syntactic positions that might perform 
different functions. I attempt to do this in the following.  

4.3. Method 

In order to describe the position and function of free forms of address in Biblical 
Hebrew prose, it is essential to establish a unit of analysis and identify the un-
marked order of its constituents.11 

4.3.1. C-unit 

In the following sections, I employ Leech’s (1999, 108) concept of the “C-unit” 
as the unit of analysis.12 As discussed above, the C-unit refers to a syntactically 
independent or self-standing unit of speech, which has no structural connection 
with what precedes or follows in the conversation, except by means of coordina-
tion. The C-unit may be a clausal unit (e.g., הוהי לאֶ ךיפ  תא התיצפ   pɔṣiṯɔ ʔɛṯ-piḵɔ 
ʔɛl-yhwh “You have opened your mouth to YHWH” [Judg 11:36]) or a nonclausal 
unit (e.g., אל  loʔ “No!” [Gen 42:12]). A clausal C-unit may consist of a “complex 
sentence,” comprising an independent clause with one or more dependent clauses 
(e.g., ךירחא ךערז ןיבו םכיניבו יניב ורמשת רשא יתירב תאז  zoʔṯ bəriṯi ʔašɛr tišməru 
beni uḇeneḵɛm uḇen zarʕaḵɔ ʔaḥarɛḵɔ “This is my covenant, which you shall keep, 
between me and you and your offspring after you” [Gen 17:10]). However, a 
“compound sentence,” which involves two or more independent clauses con-
nected by coordinating conjunctions, such as ו wə “and” or יכ  ki “but, for,” is 
separated into independent clauses, each of which is treated as a separate C-unit.13  

Drawing from the work of Biber et al. (2007, 1072) and Shiina (2008, 29), I 
divide a C-unit into three parts: preface(s), body, and tag(s). Prefaces and tags are 
common conversational features that allow speakers to handle planning pressure 

 
11 Miller (2010b, 349) follows McCawley (1998), who uses the “host sentence” as the unit 
of analysis for English vocatives, but she never defines the meaning of the host sentence 
in Biblical Hebrew. 
12 See Biber et al. (2007, 1069–72) in which Leech further elaborates the concept of the C-
unit. See also Chafe (1994), who uses the term “intonation unit” for a similar notion. 
13 Breaking down a compound sentence into independent clauses to treat them as separate 
units of analysis has been commonly practiced in the study of Biblical Hebrew syntax. See, 
for example, Moshavi (2010, 49), who examines the word order in the Biblical Hebrew finite 
clause. She argues that the quest for the sentence in Biblical Hebrew is a futile exercise be-
cause almost every clause in narrative begins with the coordinating conjunction ו wə “and.” 
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and convey complex messages.14 Instead of including all information within the 
body of the C-unit, the speaker strategically distributes crucial pieces of infor-
mation across prefaces and tags. 

4.3.1.1. Prefaces 

Prefaces are “extra-clausal constituents” that are loosely attached to the initial 
edge of the body (e.g., תא הארמ תפי השא יכ יתעדי אנ  הנה   hinne-nɔʔ yɔḏaʕti ki 
ʔiššɔ yəp̄aṯ-marʔɛ ʔɔtt “Look, I know that you are a beautiful woman” [Gen 
12:11]).15 In our corpus, prefaces can take the form of a clausal adverb (e.g., 

התעו  wəʕattɔ “now therefore,” ןכל  lɔḵen “therefore,” םנמא  ʔɔmnɔm “truly”),16 a 
“left-dislocated” constituent,17 a preverbal adjunct clause (e.g., a conditional 
clause introduced by םא  ʔim “if”), an authenticating element in oath formulas 
(e.g., ךשפנ יח  ḥe nap̄šəḵɔ “by the life of your inner being”), or the presentative 

הנה  hinne “Look!”18  
Adina Moshavi (2010, 64–89) examines the basic order of some of these pref-

ace elements in the prose sections of Genesis through Kings. According to her 
 

14 According to Biber et al. (2007, 957), prefaces and tags are almost exclusively conver-
sational features in British English. Based on a sample of 200,000 words from the Longman 
Spoken and Written English Corpus: 25 texts of 2,000 words each from conversation (Brit-
ish English only), fiction, news, and academic prose, they note that prefaces and tags occur 
over 200 times per million words in conversation and occasionally in fictional dialogue, 
but very rarely in written prose. In Biblical Hebrew as well, prefaces and tags are typically 
used in conversation. 
15 The term extra-clausal constituents (ECCs) was coined by Dik (1997, 380), who devel-
oped the theory of functional grammar. According to him (1997, 383), four types of ECCs 
can be identified according to the place they occupy in relation to the clause: (1) Absolute 
or free-standing ECCs; (2) Preclausal ECCs; (3) Clause-internal or parenthetical ECCs; (4) 
Postclausal ECCs. He calls preclausal ECCs, which Biber et al. (1997, 389) call prefaces, 
themes, and a postclausal ECCs, which Biber et al. (1997, 401) call tags, tails. Dik argues 
that ECCs cannot be described in terms of clausal-internal rules but can only be understood 
in terms of pragmatic rules.  
16 See Moshavi (2010, 68–75) for a list of clausal adverbs in Biblical Hebrew prose. 
17 Left dislocation is traditionally known by Hebraists as casus pendens. It refers to a lin-
guistic phenomenon in which a constituent stands outside the left-hand border of a clause. 
The left dislocated constituent is resumed by a coreferential pronoun within the clause (e.g., 

ץעה ןמ  יל  הנתנ  אוה  ידמע  התתנ  רשא  השאה   hɔʔiššɔ ʔašɛr nɔṯattɔ ʕimmɔḏi hiwʔ nɔṯənɔ-lli min-
hɔʕeṣ “The woman whom you gave to be with me, she gave to me from the tree” [Gen 
3:12]). Note that “left” refers to the beginning of a clause and “right” to the end of a clause 
in linguistic terminology. While the term “left” may cause confusion to readers of Semitic 
languages that are written from right to left, it is commonly used among those who seek to 
apply modern linguistic theory to the study of Biblical Hebrew today (e.g., Moshavi 2010, 
81; BHRG2 §48).  
18 For a thorough treatment of oath formulas in Biblical Hebrew, see Conklin 2011.  
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analysis, the clausal adverb is more detached from the body than the preverbal 
adjunct clause or the left-dislocated constituent, and therefore it precedes them. 
Based on my computerized search results, the clausal adverb also comes before 
the authenticating element (e.g., תומה ןיבו יניב עשפכ יכ ךשפנ יחו הוהי־יח םלואו  
wəʔulɔm ḥay-yhwh wəḥe nap̄šɛḵɔ ki ḵəp̄ɛśaʕ beni uḇen hammɔwɛṯ “But truly, by 
the life of YHWH and by the life of your soul, there is about one step between me 
and death” [1 Sam 20:3]), while the presentative הנה  hinne “look!” almost always 
follows the preverbal adjunct clause or the left-dislocated constituent.19 Although 
the exact degrees of detachedness for the preverbal adjunct clause, left-dislocated 
constituent, and authenticating element cannot be determined due to insufficient 
data, it can be assumed that they have the same degree of detachedness. Therefore, 
the order of the preface elements in the C-unit can be determined as shown in 
figure 4.1. 

 
Figure 4.1. Word Order of the Preface Elements in the C-unit 

First --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Last 

Clausal Adverb Preverbal Adjunct Clause Presentative הנה  
 Authenticating Element  
 Left-dislocated Constituent  

 
According to Simon C. Dik (1997, 386–401), prefaces can serve a variety of 

pragmatic functions, such as opening up a new conversation, introducing or shift-
ing a topic of conversation, setting the scene with respect to time, space, and 
condition, or drawing the hearer’s attention to the main information in the body. 
Biber et al. (2007, 1073) add another function to these, noting that prefaces can 

 
19 There are numerous cases, in which the presentative הנה  hinne “look!” follows the pre-
verbal adjunct clause or the left-dislocated constituent. Consider, for example, the 
following: ךתא יתירב  הנה  ינא   ʔani hinne ḇriṯi ʔittɔḵ “I—look, my covenant is with you” 
(Gen 17:4), in which the left-dislocated constituent ינא  precedes the presentative הנה . Also, 
Exod 7:27 reads םיעדרפצב ךלובג  לכ  תא  ףגנ  יכנא  הנה  חלשל  התא  ןאמ  םאו   wʔim-mɔʔen ʔattɔ 
lšalleaḥ hinne ʔɔnoḵi nogep̄ ʔɛṯ-kɔl-gḇulḵɔ baṣp̄ardʕim “If you refuse to let them go, look, 
I will plague all your territory with frogs.” Here we see the conditional clause led by םא  
ʔim “if” precede the presentative הנה  hinne “look!” There are only two exceptions to this 
pattern in Biblical Hebrew prose, in which the presentative הנה  precedes the conditional 
clause introduced by םא  (Judg 21:21) or the left-dislocated constituent (1 Sam 12:2). Cu-
riously, Moshavi (2010, 77) cites one of these exceptional cases (Judg 21:21) to claim that 
the presentative הנה  should be classified as a clausal adverb, which normally precedes the 
preverbal adjunct clause or the left-dislocated constituent. Holmstedt (2014, 121) is right 
to point out that the presentative הנה  normally follows left-dislocated constituents and pre-
cedes fronted constituents. 
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also “provide the speaker with a planning respite, during which the rest of the [C-
unit] can be prepared for execution.” 

4.3.1.2. Tags 

Tags are extra-clausal constituents that are loosely attached to the final edge of 
the body (e.g., ךתא ךינב  ישנו  ךתשאו  ךינבו  התא  הבתה  לא  תאבו   uḇɔʔṯɔ ʔɛl-hatteḇɔ 
ʔattɔ uḇɔnɛḵɔ wəʔištəḵɔ unəše-ḇɔnɛḵɔ ʔittɔḵ “you shall come into the ark—you, 
your sons, your wife, and your sons’ wives with you” [Gen 6:18]).20 In our corpus, 
tags typically take the form of a noun phrase that is coreferentially linked to a 
pronoun in the body. 

The precise discourse-pragmatic functions of tags can be challenging to de-
termine, but they often serve to clarify or modify the reference of a coreferent 
pronoun in the body that might otherwise be unknown or unclear (Biber et al. 
2007, 1080). This clarifying function is clearly demonstrated in the example from 
Gen 6:18 above. Initially God commands Noah to enter the ark, but he soon real-
izes that the reference of the second person pronoun embedded in the verb   תאבו
uḇɔʔṯɔ “you shall come in” may be unclear. To remove any doubt, God clarifies 
and specifies who should enter the ark along with Noah by adding the tag: התא 

ךתא ךינב  ישנו  ךתשאו  ךינבו   ʔattɔ uḇɔnɛḵɔ wəʔištəḵɔ unəše-ḇɔnɛḵɔ ʔittɔḵ “(not only) 
you, (but also) your sons, your wife, and your sons’ wives with you.” 

While dependent clauses that come after the matrix clause may not strictly fit 
in to the definition of tags provided above, they occupy the same position as tags, 
that is, the final edge of the body (e.g., יכנא םריע־יכ אריאו  waʔirɔʔ ki-ʕerom ʔɔnoḵi 
“I was afraid, because I was naked” [Gen 3:10]). Thus, they can be classified as 
tags based on syntactic criteria. In terms of information structure, dependent 
clauses serve the purpose of providing background information for the matrix 
clause (Dehé and Kavalova 2007, 12). In Gen 3:10 above, Adam provides the 
rationale for his fear by offering an explanation in the dependent clause introduced 
by יכ  ki “because”—his state of being naked. This function bears resemblance to 
the clarifying function of tags. Therefore, the classification of dependent clauses 
as tags can be justified from both syntactic and functional perspectives. 

4.3.1.3. Body 

The body of a C-unit can be divided into two parts: the initial edge and the core. 
The core consists of an independent clause, which can be verbal, verbless, or par-
ticipial. As is widely recognized in Biblical Hebrew scholarship,21 the unmarked 

 
20 In general linguistics, tags are commonly described as involving “right dislocation” (Biber 
et al. 2007, 139), while they are called “tails” in functional grammar (Dik 1997, 401).   
21 For a history of research on word order in Biblical Hebrew since Malbim (1809–1879) 
and a defense for the verb-subject-object order in verbal clauses and the subject-predicate 
order in verbless or participial clauses, see Moshavi 2010, 7–17.   
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word order in a verbal clause is verb-subject-direct object-indirect object-adverb 
or prepositional phrase (VSOX),22 while in a verbless or participial clause, it is 
subject-predicate (SP).23 

Certain grammatical elements are typically found at the initial edge of the 
core, always or nearly always preceding the verb in verbal clauses.24 These in-
clude the interrogative ה, interrogative pro-forms (e.g., המ  mɔ “what?”, המל  
lɔmmɔ “why?”), certain time adverbs (e.g., התע  ʕattɔ “now”), the demonstrative 
adverb הכ  ko “thus,” and negative particles (e.g., אל  loʔ “not,” לא  ʔal “not”).25 
Thus, the preverbal position is considered the unmarked position for these forms. 
However, one or more nonverbal constituents that follow the verb in the unmarked 
clause (e.g., the subject or object) may be placed in front of the verb for a variety 
of pragmatic reasons, such as focusing or topicalization (Moshavi 2010, 104–20). 
This phenomenon, commonly referred to as “fronting” (BHRG2 §46.1.2(2)) or 
“preposing” (Moshavi 2010, 1), creates a marked construction. Unlike the left-
dislocated constituent, which is resumed by a coreferential pronoun within the 
core, the fronted constituent has no resumption within it (e.g.,  הוהי חלש יתא

ךלמל ךחשמל  ʔoṯi šɔlaḥ yhwh limšɔḥɔḵɔ ləmɛlɛḵ “Me has YHWH sent to anoint you 
as king” [1 Sam 15:1]).26  

Regarding the word order of these unmarked elements and fronted constitu-
ents at the initial core edge, the fact that all the unmarked elements, except the 
interrogative ה and negative particles, do not ordinarily cooccur with fronted con-
stituents leads us to conclude that they occupy the same position as fronted 
constituents (Moshavi 2010, 78–80). As for the interrogative  it can occur with , ה
a fronted constituent, and, in such cases, the former precedes the latter (e.g., 

 
22 Note that some of these constituents may not always be present, and there may be addi-
tional adjuncts following adverb/prepositional phrase. However, for the purpose of this 
chapter, it is sufficient to enumerate the five constituents mentioned above. BHRG2 
§46.1.3.2 provides a theoretical template reconstructed from the postverbal patterns in 
clauses with a variety of verbal lexemes: verb-subject-indirect object-prepositional object-
other complement/adjunct-complement/adjunct (place)-adjunct (time). 
23 The predicate can be a noun phrase, adjective phrase, participle, or prepositional phrase.  
24 The majority of free forms of address in my corpus occur in verbal clauses. Therefore, I 
will not discuss word order in verbless or participial clauses here. I will comment further 
when these clauses appear in the next section. 
25 See Moshavi (2010, 76–80) for a list of these forms occurring in Biblical Hebrew prose.   
26 For a comparison and contrast between left-dislocation and fronting with ample exam-
ples, see Moshavi 2010, 81–83. Note also that all these unmarked and marked elements 
come after prefaces. For example, consider the following:  וא םויה הלאל השעא המ יתנבלו

ודלי רשא  ןהינבל   wəliḇnoṯay mɔ-ʔɛʕɛśɛ lɔʔellɛ hayyom ʔo liḇnehɛn ʔašɛr yɔlɔḏu “To my 
daughters, what can I do to these today or to their children whom they have borne?” (Gen 
31:43). The interrogative particle המ  mɔ “what” occurs after the left-dislocated constituent 

יתנבל  liḇnoṯay “to my daughters.” 
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טפשמ השעי  אל  ץראה  לכ  טפשה   hašop̄eṭ kɔl-hɔʔɔrɛṣ loʔ yaʕaśɛ mišpɔṭ “Shall not the 
judge of all the earth deal justly?” [Gen 18:25]). Negative particles, however, are 
so closely bound to the verb that they typically follow fronted constituents (e.g., 

ןתני אל  ןבתו   wəṯɛḇɛn loʔ-yinnɔṯen “Straw will not be given” [Exod 5:18]). 
Thus, the order of the body elements in the C-unit can be determined as 

shown in figure 4.2. 
 
Figure 4.2. Word Order of the Body Elements in the C-unit 

First ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> Last 
Initial Edge Core 

 Interrogative pro-forms Negative VSOX 
 Time Adverb   
 Demonstrative Adverb הכ    
Interrogative 27 ה Fronted Constituent   

 
With a unit of analysis established and the unmarked (and marked) order of 

C-unit elements determined, we are now ready to explore the position and func-
tion of free forms of address in our corpus. In the following sections, I will 
organize the address forms based on their position relative to the C-unit elements. 
I will then provide one or two representative examples from each group to illus-
trate the pragmatic function that they serve. I adopt Taglicht’s notion that the 
markedness of an element is determined by syntactic (detachment) and/or pro-
sodic (intonation) criteria, and that every marked element carries information 
focus. Since we lack prosodic data in Biblical Hebrew, we must rely solely on the 
syntactic criterion to identify marked elements. I will argue that the insertion of 
free forms of address into the C-unit makes the preceding or following element as 
marked, reinforcing its pragmatic function.   

4.4. Analysis 

In our corpus, free forms of address can be found in one of the following positions 
relative to the C-unit: stand-alone, initial, medial, and final.  

 

 
27 I would place the negative interrogative אלה  haloʔ “Is it not?” here, as there are a number 
of cases in Biblical Hebrew prose in which it follows a left-dislocated constituent (e.g., 
Gen 34:23; 1 Kgs 11:41; 14:29, etc.) and precedes a fronted constituent (e.g., Gen 20:5; 
Judg 4:14;11:17; 2 Sam 11:21, etc.). However, אלה  may also occur before the presentative 
particle הנה  hinne “look!” (2 Chr 25:26), a conditional clause led by םא  ʔim “if” (Gen 4:7; 
1 Sam 15:17; 2 Kgs 20:19), or a left-dislocated constituent (Judg 11:24). Thus, Moshavi 
(2010, 70) classifies it as a clausal adverb. All that can be said at this stage is that אלה  
precedes fronted constituents. The precise unmarked location of אלה  cannot be ascertained.    
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4.4.1. Stand-Alone  

A C-unit can be nonclausal, consisting solely of one or more free forms of address. 
There are eighteen cases of such stand-alone addresses in our corpus, which make 
up approximately 3 percent of the total occurrences of free forms of address.28 
These stand-alone addresses are predominantly used as “calls” or “summonses” 
to attract the attention of the addressee at the beginning of the conversation. Con-
sider the following: 
 
ינב יננה רמאיו יבא רמאיו ווייבבאא םהרבא לא קחצי רמאיו (26)  

wayyoʔmɛr  yiṣḥɔq ʔɛl-ʔaḇrɔhɔm  ʔɔḇiw  wayyoʔmɛr   
and=he.said  Isaac to-Abraham  father=his and=he.said  
ʔɔḇi   wayyoʔmɛr  hinnɛnni  ḇəni   
father=my and=he.said  look=me  son=my    
Isaac said to his father Abraham, “My father!” “Here I am, my son,” he re-
plied. (Gen 22:7) 
 
Isaac’s address takes place as he and his father Abraham approach one of the 

mountains in Moriah, where Abraham is tasked with offering Isaac as a burnt 
offering to God. The pragmatic function of Isaac’s address as a call to catch Abra-
ham’s attention becomes evident through Abraham’s immediate response: ינב יננה  
hinnɛnni ḇəni “Here I am, my son.”29 In all other instances of stand-alone ad-
dresses in our corpus, the addressee provides a verbal or nonverbal reply, except 
in cases where the addressee is dead (2 Sam 19:5) or has departed from the scene 
(2 Kgs 2:12), or when the conversation is not fully recorded (Isa 8:4). Some of 
these stand-alone addresses involve the repetition of an address or the combina-
tion of multiple addresses, as seen in (27): 

 
ללאאווממשש  ללאאווממשש םעפב םעפכ ארקיו בציתיו הוהי אביו (27)  

wayyɔḇoʔ  yhwh  wayyiṯyaṣṣaḇ   wayyiqrɔʔ 
and=he.came  YWHH  and=he.stood   and=he.called 
ḵəp̄aʕam-bəp̄aʕam  šəmuʔel  šəmuʔel 
like=time-in=time  Samuel  Samuel 
Then YHWH came and stood, calling as at other times, “Samuel! Samuel!” 
(1 Sam 3:10) 
 

 
28 Gen 22:1, 7, 11; 27:1, 18; 31:11; 46:2; Exod 3:4; 1 Sam 3:6, 10, 16; 24:9; 2 Sam 9:6; 
19:5; 2 Kgs 2:12; 13:14; Isa 8:4 (2x). 
29 See Schegloff (1968, 1075–95) for a study of summons-answer sequences in telephone 
conversations.  
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This type of stand-alone address can serve additional pragmatic function, 
such as expressing the speaker’s emotions or conveying a sense of urgency, as 
discussed in §2.3.5.2. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that their primary function 
remains as a call to capture the addressee’s attention. 

 In our corpus, we find thirty-six instances of free forms of address, which 
make up approximately 5 percent of the total cases, immediately following inter-
jections, such as ההא  ʔahɔh “Alas!”,30 אנא  ʔɔnnɔʔ “Oh!”,31 הנא  ʔɔnnɔ “Oh!”,32 יב  
bi “Oh!”,33 and יוה  hoy “Woe!”34 Syntactically, these interjections are independ-
ent of the subsequent C-unit: they neither form a part of it nor modify it. Thus, an 
interjection followed by a free form of address can constitute a nonclausal C-unit, 
as in (28): 
 
הזה שיאה שפנב הדבאנ אנ לא ההווההיי  ההננאא ורמאיו הוהי לא וארקיו (28)  

wayyiqrəʔu   ʔɛl-yhwh  wayyoʔməru  ʔɔnnɔ  yhwh  
and=they.called  to-YHWH and=they.said oh   YHWH 
ʔal-nɔʔ  noʔḇəḏɔ   bənɛp̄ɛš  hɔʔiš  hazzɛ 
not-POL  we.will.die  in=life.of the=man  the=this 
They called out to YHWH, “Oh, YHWH! Don’t let us die on account of this 
man!” (Jonah 1:14) 
 
In this verse, the address form הוהי  occurs immediately after the interjec-

tion  as the sailors cry out to the God of Israel for help. Undoubtedly, the , הנא
primary function of the interjection is to catch the attention of the addressee, הוהי , 
conveying the sense of urgency for the subsequent request. The address form that 
follows the interjection appears to reinforce the attention-getting function of the 
interjection by specifying the identity of the addressee in this prayer. Thus, the 
address form following the interjection seems to serve the same function as stand-
alone addresses. Based on their functional role, free forms of address that follow 
an interjection may be classified as stand-alone addresses.  

4.4.2. C-unit Initial  

The majority of the C-units in our corpus are clausal units, which can be verbal, 
verbless, or participial clauses. As discussed earlier, a C-unit can be divided into 
three parts: preface, body (initial and core), and tag. We observe that 145 free 

 
30 See Josh 7:7; Judg 6:22; 11:35; 2 Kgs 6:5, 15; Jer 1:6; 4:10; 14:13; 32:17; Ezek 4:14; 
9:8; 11:3; 21:5. 
31 See Dan 9:4; Neh 1:5, 11. 
32 See 2 Kgs 20:3; Isa 38:3; Jonah 1:14; 4:2. 
33 See Gen 43:20; 44:18; Exod 4:10, 13; Num 12:11; Josh 7:8; Judg 6:13, 15; 13:8; 1 Sam 
1:26; 1 Kgs 3:17, 26. 
34 See 1 Kgs 13:30; Jer 23:1; 34:5; Ezek 34:2. 
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forms of address, comprising approximately 21 percent of all the addresses in our 
corpus, appear at the beginning of a C-unit, that is, before any preface elements. 
These addresses occur either at the beginning of a conversation,35 at the beginning 
of a turn,36 or at the beginning of a C-unit within a turn.37 We can see examples 
of these scenarios in (29), (30), and (31), respectively:  
 
רוש ךרדב ןיעה לע רבדמב םימה ןיע לע הוהי ךאלמ האצמיו (29)  

תאב הזמ יא ייררשש  תתחחפפשש  ררגגהה רמאיו  
wayyimṣɔʔɔh       malʔaḵ     yhwh         ʕal-ʕen      hammayim 
and=he.found=her    messenger.of    YHWH  on-spring.of     the=water 
bammiḏbɔr   ʕal-hɔʕayin   bəḏɛreḵ  šur 
in=the=wilderness on-the=spring.of  in=way.of Shur 
wayyoʔmar   hɔgɔr   šip̄ḥaṯ   śɔray  ʔe-mizzɛ      ḇɔʔṯ  
and=he.said   Hagar   servant.of  Sarai  where-from=this     you.came 
The messenger of YHWH found her (i.e., Hagar) near a spring of water in 
the wilderness—the spring on the way to Shur. He said, “Hagar, servant of 
Sarai, where have you come from?” (Gen 16:7–8a) 

ךל המ ךלמה רמאיו ךלמל וחתשתו עבש תב דקתו (30)  
ירחא ךלמי ךנב המלש יכ ךתמאל ךיהלא הוהיב תעבשנ התא ייננדדאא ול רמאתו  

wattiqqoḏ  baṯ-šɛḇaʕ wattištaḥu  lammɛlɛḵ wayyoʔmɛr 
and=she.bowed Bathsheba and=she.bowed to=the=king and=he.said 
hammɛlɛḵ ma-llɔḵ   wattoʔmɛr  lo  ʔaḏoni    ʔattɔ 
the=king  what-to=you   and=she.said  to=him lord=my    you 
nišbaʕtɔ  bayhwh    ʔɛlohɛḵɔ   laʔamɔṯɛḵɔ     ki-šəlomo 
you.swore by=YHWH   God=your   to=servant=your    that-Solomon 
 

 
35 For examples in which free forms of address occur at the beginning of a conversation, 
see Gen 16:8; 18:3; 20:4; 24:12, 42; 29:4; 32:10; Exod 5:22; Num 11:28; 12:13; Deut 3:24; 
9:26; Josh 7:19; Judg 16:28; 1 Sam 1:8, 11; 23:10; 2 Sam 19:1; 1 Kgs 1:24; 8:23; 13:2; 
17:20; 18:26, 36; 22:15; 2 Kgs 1:9, 11, 13; 2:4; 5:13; 6:17, 20; 8:5; 19:15; Isa 37:16; Jer 
38:9; 51:62; Ezek 2:1; 3:17; 6:2; 8:5; 11:2; 11:15; 12:2, 9, 18, 22, 27; 13:2; 14:3; 13; 15:2; 
16:2; 17:2; 20:3; 21:2, 7, 14; 22:3, 18, 24; 23:2, 36; 24:2, 16; 25:2; 26:2; 28:2, 12, 21; 29:2, 
18; 30:2, 21; 31:2; 32:2, 18; 33:2, 8, 24; 34:2; 35:2; 36:1, 17; 37:3, 4; 38:2; 40:4; 43:7; 
44:5; Amos 7:2, 5, 12; Zech 1:12; Ruth 3:1; Dan 8:16; 9:22; 10:11, 16; Ezra 9:6; 2 Chr 
6:14; 14:10; 18:14; 20:6; 25:7; 30:6. 
36 For examples in which free forms of address occur at the beginning of a turn, see Gen 
15:2, 8; 23:15; Num 16:22; Judg 11:36; 1 Sam 20:30; 2 Sam 19:27; 1 Kgs 1:17; 17:21; 
Ezek 2:3; 3:1, 3, 4, 10; 4:16; 8:6, 8; 37:3, 11; 43:18; Dan 12:8.  
37 For examples in which free forms of address occur at the beginning of a C-unit within a 
turn, see 1 Sam 23:11; 24:12; Dan 9:8, 16, 19 (3x); Ezra 9:15; 1 Chr 17:19, 20; 21:17; 
29:16, 18; 2 Chr 6:42; 13:12; 14:10; 20:12; 29:11. 
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ḇəneḵ  yimloḵ   ʔaḥarɔy 
son=your he.will.rule  after=me 
Bathsheba bowed and paid homage to the king. The king said, “What do you 
want?” She replied to him, “My lord, you swore to your servant by YHWH 
your God, ‘Solomon your son will be king after me.’” (1 Kgs 1:16–17a) 

ופא ןורח ונממ בשׁיו לארשׂי יהלא הוהיל תירב תורכל יבבל םע התע (31)  
ולשׁת לא התע ייננבב  

ʕattɔ  ʕim-ləḇɔḇi  liḵroṯ bəriṯ  layhwh  ʔɛlohe 
now   with-heart=my to=cut covenant to=YHWH God.of 
yiśrɔʔel  wəyɔšoḇ    mimmɛnnu ḥaron  ʔappo  
Israel  and=he.will.return from=us  burning.of nose=his  
bɔnay  ʕattɔ  ʔal-tiššɔlu 
sons=my now   not-you.will.be.at.ease  
“Now it is in my heart to make a covenant with YHWH, the God of Israel, so 
that his fierce anger may turn away from us. My sons, do not be negligent 
now.” (2 Chr 29:10–11a) 
 
In (29), the messenger of YHWH suddenly appears and approaches Hagar 

who has fled from her mistress Sarai due to mistreatment. He initiates the conver-
sation by addressing her using her name and title. It is evident that the messenger’s 
intention in addressing her at the beginning of the conversation is to attract Ha-
gar’s attention before inquiring about her whereabouts.  

In (30), we see King David initiating the conversation. After Bathsheba bows 
to him, he asks her what she desires. Then, Bathsheba begins her turn by address-
ing David as  ʔaḏoni “my lord.” At this point, Bathsheba does not need to  ינדא
attract David’s attention since he is already attentive to her (which is why he in-
quired about her desires). Instead, her address serves to mark the beginning of her 
turn and to establish David’s position in relation to her before she presents her 
request for her son Solomon to be made king over Israel. By using the deferential 
address form ינדא  at the beginning of her turn, Bathsheba verbally (not just ges-
turally) acknowledges that David is her master who can grant her request, while 
also preparing herself to present her case before him.  

Example (31) is taken from King Hezekiah’s speech to the Levites before the 
cleansing of the temple. He begins his speech by addressing the Levites in 2 Chr 
29:5, saying, םיולה ינועמש  šəmɔʕuni halwiyyim “Hear me, Levites!” He then pro-
ceeds to argue that the wrath of YHWH has befallen Judah and Jerusalem due to 
the sins committed by their ancestors. Just before delivering his final charge, “Do 
not be negligent now,” Hezekiah addresses them as “my sons.” I would argue that 
Hezekiah’s address here serves as a rhetorical device to grab the attention of the 
Levites just before giving his final command once again. By doing so, Hezekiah 
highlights the significance of his charge.  
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The functions of all other addresses in the initial position of a C-unit in our 
corpus can be explained as means of attracting the attention of the addressee, sig-
naling the beginning of a turn, and/or identifying the addressee. This finding 
aligns with Leech’s (1999, 116) identification of the functions of initial address 
forms in British and American English.   

4.4.3. C-unit Final 

212 free forms of address, which constitute approximately 31 percent of all ad-
dresses in our corpus, are positioned at the end of a C-unit. They can occur either 
at the end of a conversation,38 at the end of a turn,39 or at the end of a C-unit within 
a turn,40 as in (32) and (33):  
 
ייננבב יננה רמאיו יבא רמאיו ויבא םהרבא לא קחצי רמאיו (32)  

הלעל השה היאו םיצעהו שאה הנה רמאיו  
ייננבב הלעל השה ול הארי םיהלא םהרבא רמאיו  

wayyoʔmɛr yiṣḥɔq ʔɛl-ʔaḇrɔhɔm  ʔɔḇiw   wayyoʔmɛr   
and=he.said Isaac to-Abraham  father=his  and=he.said   
ʔɔḇi   wayyoʔmɛr  hinnɛnni  ḇəni   wayyoʔmɛr 
father=my and=he.said  look=me  son=my  and=he.said 
hinne hɔʔeš  wəhɔʕeṣim  wəʔayye  haśśɛ 
look  the=fire  and=the=trees and=where the=lamb  
ləʕolɔ      wayyoʔmɛr     ʔaḇrɔhɔm    ʔɛlohim    yirʔɛ-llo 
for=burnt.offering and=he.said Abraham    God he.will.see-for=him 
 

 
38 For examples in which free forms of address occur at the end of a conversation, see Gen 
22:8; 43:29; Num 16:7; Deut 26:10; Judg 16:9, 12, 14, 20; 2 Sam 15:31; 16:4; 19:1; 20:9; 1 
Kgs 8:53; 9:13; 22:28; 2 Kgs 3:23; 9:5, 23; Ezek 11:4; 20:44; 33:20; Ruth 2:2; 2 Chr 18:27. 
39 For examples in which free forms of address occur at the end of a turn, see Gen 22:7; 
24:18; 27:18, 20, 26, 34, 37, 38; Judg 3:19; 6:12; 1 Sam 4:16; 14:44; 17:55, 58; 22:12 (2x); 
24:17; 26:14, 17 (2x); 2 Sam 2:20; 13:11; 14:4; 19:26; 1 Kgs 12:16; 18:7, 17; 19:9, 13; 
21:20; 2 Kgs 2:23; 4:40; 5:25; 6:21, 26; 9:5, 22, 31; Jer 1:11; 11:5; 24:3; Ezek 47:6; Amos 
7:8; 8:2; Zech 1:9; 4:4; 6:4; Ruth 3:16; 2 Chr 10:16. 
40 For examples in which free forms of address occur at the end of a C-unit within a turn, 
see Gen 15:1; 21:17; 23:6; 24:31; 27:13, 38; 33:9; 48:19; Num 10:35; 14:14; 16:6 (2x), 8; 
20:10; Deut 6:3, 4; 9:1; 20:3; 21:8; 27:9; Josh 7:13; Judg 4:18; 9:7; 16:28; 1 Sam 3:6, 9; 
26:21, 22, 25; 2 Sam 7:18, 19 (2x), 20, 22; 13:34; 16:7, 10; 18:22; 1 Kgs 2:20; 12:16; 14:6; 
17:18; 18:37; 2 Kgs 2:23; Isa 10:24; 31:6; Jer 3:14; 7:2; 10:1; 11:13; 17:20 (3x); 18:6; 19:3; 
28:15; 29:20; 32:25; 34:4; 37:20; 42:15, 19; 44:24, 26; 45:2; Ezek 8:15, 17; 11:5; 18:25, 
29, 30, 31; 20:4, 27, 31; 26:3; 28:22; 33:11; 36:22, 32; 37:9 (2x), 12, 13; 38:3, 14, 16; 39:1; 
44:6; 45:9; Amos 5:1; Zech 3:2; 4:7; Ruth 1:11, 12; 2:8, 13; 3:10; Esth 5:3; 7:2; Dan 9:19; 
10:12, 19; 12:9; Neh 3:36; 13:22; 1 Chr 17:16, 17 (2x); 28:2; 2 Chr 10:16; 13:4 (2x); 14:10; 
15:2 (3x); 20:15 (3x), 17 (2x), 20 (2x); 29:5; 35:21. 
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haśśɛ  ləʕolɔ    bəni 
the=lamb for=burnt.offering son=my 
Isaac said to his father Abraham, “My father!” He replied, “Here I am, my 
son.” He said, “Here is the fire and the wood, but where is the lamb for a 
burnt offering?” Abraham said, “God will provide for himself the lamb for a 
burnt offering, my son.” (Gen 22:7–8a) 

רמאל הזחמב םרבא לא הוהי רבד היה הלאה םירבדה רחא (33)  
דאמ הברה ךרכש ךל ןגמ יכנא םםררבבאא ארית לא  

ʔaḥar haddəḇɔrim   hɔʔellɛ  hɔyɔ ḏəḇar-yhwh    ʔɛl-ʔaḇrɔm 
after the=things   the=these he.was word.of-YHWH   to-Abram 
bammaḥazɛ leʔmor ʔal-tirɔʔ    ʔaḇrɔm   ʔɔnoḵi  mɔgen   lɔḵ  
in=vision to=say not-you.will.fear  Abram   I   shield   to=you  
śəḵɔrəḵɔ   harbe  məʔoḏ 
reward=your  much  very 
After these things the word of YHWH came to Abram in a vision: “Fear not, 
Abram! I am your shield; your reward shall be very great.” (Gen 15:1) 
 
Example (32) shows the ongoing conversation between Abraham and Isaac, 

which began in (26). In response to Isaac’s call using the stand-alone address,   יבא
ʔɔḇi “my father,” Abraham replies with ינב יננה  hinnɛnni ḇəni “Here I am, my son.” 
It is evident that Abraham’s address ינב  in the final position of his turn does not 
serve as a call to catch Isaac’s attention. Rather, his address functions to both 
identify the addressee and signal the end of his turn, allowing Isaac to take his 
turn and ask about the burnt offering. In reply to Isaac’s question, Abraham states, 

ינב הלעל  השה  ול  הארי  םיהלא   ʔɛlohim yirʔɛ-llo haśśɛ ləʕolɔ bəni “God will provide 
for himself the lamb for a burnt offering, my son.” This time, Abraham’s ad-
dress  occurs at the end of their conversation. Thus, it can be said that his  ינב
address is used to signal the end of their dialogue as well as to reaffirm the ad-
dressee’s identity once again. 

In (33), YHWH appears to Abram in a vision and says, םרבא ארית  לא   ʔal-
tirɔʔ ʔaḇrɔm “Fear not, Abram!” YHWH’s address םרבא  occurs at the end of a  
C-unit within his turn. Again, it does not seem to function as a call but rather as a 
means of identifying Abram as the addressee and maintaining contact with him 
before YHWH continues with his statement.  

Included in this group of free forms of address in a C-unit final position are 
those that immediately follow elliptical negatives, such as אל  loʔ “no,”41 ןכ אל   loʔ-
ḵen “not so,”42 לא  ʔal “no,”43 אנ לא   ʔal-nɔʔ “please no.”44 Consider the following:  

 
41 Gen 23:11; 42:10; 1 Sam 1:15; 2 Kgs 6:12; Zech 4:5, 13. 
42 Gen 48:18. 
43 Judg 19:23; 1 Sam 2:24; 2 Sam 13:12, 25; 2 Kgs 4:16; Ruth 1:13. 
44 Gen 19:18. 
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ייננדדאא  אאלל רמאו הלא המה המ תעדי אולה ילא רמאיו יב רבדה ךאלמה ןעיו (34)  
wayyaʕan   hammalʔɔḵ  haddoḇer  bi 
and=he.answered  the=messenger the=speaking  with=me 
wayyoʔmɛr   ʔelay   haloʔ     yɔḏaʕtɔ  mɔ-hemmɔ ʔellɛ 
and=he.said   to=me   INTER=not    you.knew  what-they these  
wɔʔomar loʔ  ʔaḏoni 
and=I.said not  lord=my 
Then the messenger who talked with me answered and said to me, “Do you 
not know what these are?” I responded, “No, my lord.” (Zech 4:5) 
 
After showing Zechariah a vision of a golden lampstand and two olive trees, 

the messenger inquires if Zechariah understands their significance. Zechariah 
responds with the negative particle ינדא loʔ “no,” followed by the address  אל  
ʔaḏoni “my lord.” Here the word אל  expresses a denial of everything said by the 
messenger, serving as an elliptical expression for a complete sentence, “No, I 
don’t know what these are.”45 Thus, Zechariah’s address following the ellipti-
cal  may be regarded as occurring in a C-unit final position (i.e., “No, I don’t  אל
know what these are, my lord”), signaling the end of his turn and giving the 
floor back to the messenger.   

The functions of all the other addresses in a C-unit final position in our corpus 
can be explained as identifying the addressee, signaling the end of the conversa-
tion, marking the end of a turn to give the floor to the addressee, and/or 
maintaining contact with the addressee. This finding aligns with Leech’s (1999, 
116) identification of the functions of final address forms in British and American 
English.   

Thus far, we have examined the functions performed by stand-alone, initial, 
or final addresses in our corpus. These functions include attracting the attention 
of the addressee, identifying the addressee, signaling the beginning or end of a 
turn/conversation, giving the floor to the addressee, and/or maintaining contact 
with the addressee. Since all these functions are directly linked to managing the 
flow of the conversation, we could potentially classify them under the overarching 
function of “conversation management.”46 

4.4.4. C-unit Medial 

Approximately 20 percent of the total addresses in our corpus (139 forms) are 
located within a C-unit and can appear in one of the following positions: (i) be-
tween the preface and the body, (ii) within the body, or (iii) between the body and 

 
45 For the use of elliptical negatives, see Zevit 1979, 505–9.  
46 The term conversation management is partly borrowed from Shiina (2007, 26), who uses 
the term to encompass all these functions of initial and final free forms of address in Early 
Modern English. 
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the tag. I will argue that in each of these cases, free forms of address serve a dual 
function. First, they act as a partition marker, indicating the boundary between the 
two parts of a C-unit. Second, they serve as a focusing device, orienting the ad-
dressee’s attention to a “marked” element, which can be determined by the 
criterion of the “detachment.” 

4.4.4.1. Between Preface and Body 

There are forty-eight instances of free forms of address that immediately follow 
one of the preface elements in our corpus. These preface elements include clausal 
adverbs ( התעו  wəʕattɔ “now therefore,” ןכל  lɔḵen “therefore,” םנמא  ʔɔmnɔm 
“truly”),47 preverbal adjunct clauses (a conditional clause led by םא  ʔim “if”),48 
authenticating elements ( ךשפנ יח   ḥe nap̄šəḵɔ “by the life of your inner being”),49 
left-dislocated constituents ( התאו  wəʔattɔ “as for you [M.SG.],” םתאו  wəʔattɛm 
“as for you [M.PL.],” הנתאו  wʔattenɔ “as for you [F.PL.]”),50 or presentative par-
ticles ( הנה  hinne or אנ הנה   hinne nnɔʔ “look”).51  Nearly two-thirds of these 
address forms are directly followed by the first element of the core of the body as 
in (35), while one-third are followed by an initial element of the body as in (36). 
There are only three cases in which the address occurs between two preface ele-
ments, as in (37). 
 
םצרא תאו םיוגה תא רושא יכלמ ובירחה ההווההיי םםננממאא (35)  

ʔɔmnɔm  yhwh  hɛḥɛriḇu   malḵe  ʔaššur  
Truly  YHWH  they.destroyed kings.of  Assyria  
ʔɛṯ-haggoyim   wʔɛṯ-ʔarṣɔm    
ACC-the=nations  and=ACC-land=their 
Truly, O YHWH, the kings of Assyria have destroyed the nations and their 
lands. (2 Kgs 19:17) 

 

 
47 For free forms of address occurring after התעו , see Gen 27:8, 43; Deut 4:1; 10:12; 1 Sam 
25:26; 2 Sam 7:25, 28; 13:20; 24:10; 1 Kgs 1:18; 3:7; 8:25, 26; 2 Kgs 19:19; Isa 37:20; 
Jonah 4:3; Ruth 3:11; Dan 9:15; 1 Chr 17:23, 26; 29:13; 2 Chr 6:16, 17. For free forms of 
address occurring after ןכל , see Ezek 16:35; 23:22; 34:7, 9; 36:4. For free forms of address 
occurring after םנמא , see 2 Kgs 19:17; Isa 37:18.  
48 For free forms of address occurring after a conditional clause led by םא , see: Exod 34:9; 
Esth 7:3. 
49 For free forms of address occurring after ךשפנ יח  , see 1 Sam 1:26; 17:55; 2 Sam 14:19.  
50 For free forms of address occurring after התאו , see 1 Kgs 1:20; Ezek 3:25; 7:2; 21:30; 
22:2; 24:25; 33:7, 30; 39:17. For free forms of address occurring after םתאו , see Ezek 
20:39. For free forms of address occurring after הנתאו , see Ezek 34:17. 
51 For free forms of address occurring after הנה , see Judg 20:7. For free forms of address 
occurring after אנ הנה , see Gen 19:2.  
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הוהי ינדא רמא הכ ההבבייללההאא ןןככלל (36)  
םהמ ךשׁפנ העקנ רשׁא תא ךילע ךיבהאמ תא ריעמ יננה  

lɔḵen  ʔɔhɔliḇɔ  ko-ʔɔmar  ʔaḏonɔy  yhwh   
therefore Oholibah thus-he.said  Lord  YHWH  
hinni  meʕir  ʔɛṯ-məʔahaḇayiḵ  ʕɔlayiḵ   ʔeṯ 
look=me  string.up  ACC-lovers=your against=you  ACC 
ʔašɛr-nɔqəʕɔ     nap̄šeḵ  mehɛm   
whom-she.was.disgusted  life=your from=them 
Therefore, Oholibah, thus says the Lord YHWH: “Look, I am about to stir 
up against you your lovers with whom you were disgusted. (Ezek 23:22) 

ךשפנ יחו הוהי יח ייננדדאא ההתתעעוו (37)  
ךיביא לבנכ ויהי התעו ךל ךדי עשוהו םימדב אובמ הוהי ךענמ רשא  

wəʕattɔ  ʔaḏoni  ḥay-yhwh  wəḥey-nap̄šəḵɔ     ʔšɛr 
and=now lord=my  life.of-YHWH and=life.of-life=your    that 
mənɔʕaḵɔ   yhwh   mibboʔ   ḇəḏɔmim wəhošeaʕ 
he.restrained=you YHWH   from=to.enter in=blood and=saving 
yɔḏəḵɔ       lɔḵ  wəʕattɔ    yihyu      ḵənɔḇɔl      ʔoyḇɛḵɔ  
hand=your   for=you and=now   they.will.be   like=Nabal     enemies=your 
Now therefore, my lord, by the life of YHWH and by your own life, (I swear 
that) since YHWH prevented you from entering into bloodshed and taking 
matters into your own hand, now then, may your enemies be like Nabal. (1 
Sam 25:26)52  
 
Example (35) is part of Hezekiah’s prayer to YHWH after receiving a threat-

ening letter from Sennacherib, king of Assyria. Hezekiah’s address  yhwh “O  הוהי
YHWH!” occurs between the clausal adverb םנמא  ʔɔmnɔm “truly” and the verb 

ובירחה  hɛḥɛriḇu “they destroyed.” In (36), the prophet Ezekiel delivers a message 
from YHWH against Oholibah (symbolizing Jerusalem), who continues her 
“whoring” with the Babylonians. His address, הבילהא  ʔɔhɔliḇɔ “Oholibah,” comes 
between the clausal adverb ןכל  lɔḵen “therefore” and the demonstrative adverb הכ  
ko “thus.” In (37), Abigail takes an oath against David’s enemies who seek to 
harm him, wishing that they will be cursed like Nabal. Her address ינדא  ʔaḏoni 
“my lord” falls between the clausal adverb התעו  wəʕattɔ “now therefore”53 and 
the authenticating element ךשפנ יחו  הוהי  יח   ḥay-yhwh wəḥey-nap̄šəḵɔ “by the life 
of YHWH and by your own life.” 

 
52 For the examples that omit the expected יכ  or אל םא  to mark the positive oath, see 
Conklin 2011, 64–65. 
53 In the Hebrew Bible, התעו  (= the conjunction ו + the time adverb התע ) is predominantly 
used as a clausal adverb functioning as a discourse marker. For the distribution and function 
of התעו  as a discourse marker, see BHRG2 §40.39. 
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The insertion of these addresses breaks the unmarked sequence of the C-unit, 
partitioning it into a preface element and the rest of the C-unit. The preface ele-
ment that precedes the address can be considered “marked” since it is “further 
detached”54 from the following constituent(s) that would typically be adjacent in 
an unmarked sequence. I argue that the marked preface element contains infor-
mation focus and that its discourse-pragmatic function is reinforced. In (35) above, 
the discourse-pragmatic function of the clausal adverb םנמא  is to draw the atten-
tion of the addressee to and confirm the veracity of the following proposition (i.e., 
the destruction of the nations by the Assyrians).55 In (36), the clausal adverb ןכל  
is used as a discourse marker which orients the addressee(s) both backward to the 
grounds of the following prophetic announcements (i.e., Oholibah’s “whor-
ing” with the Babylonians) and forward to the consequences of said grounds (i.e., 
the Babylonian conquest of Jerusalem).56 The clausal adverb  in (37) also  התעו
functions as a discourse marker which orients the addressee both backward to the 
speaker’s explanation of the background situation (i.e., Nabal’s stupidity) and for-
ward to the implications of said background (i.e., the destiny of David’s enemy 
like Nabal). All these functions of the preface elements seem to be further high-
lighted by the intrusion of the addresses, which not only detach them from but 
also “delay” the rest of the C-unit. The addressees are directed to the preceding 
and/or following parts of the preface elements according to their discourse-prag-
matic functions, as they are kept waiting for the rest of the C-unit. All the other 
addresses that immediately follow a preface element seem to reinforce its dis-
course-pragmatic function(s).  

4.4.4.2. Within the Body 

Free forms of address that occur within the body of the C-unit can be divided into 
two groups: those that occur between the initial edge and the core of the body, and 
those that occur within the core of the body.  

4.4.4.2.1. Between the Initial Edge and the Core  

There are forty-nine free forms of address in our corpus that occur immediately 
after an initial-edge constituent. Eight of them occur after an “unmarked” initial-
edge constituent, such as the negative interrogative אלה  haloʔ “is it not?” as in 
(38), 57  the interrogative pro-form המל  lɔmɔ “why?” as in (39), 58  the time 

 
54 As discussed above, the preface elements are considered already syntactically detached 
from the body.  
55 Note that the clausal adverb םנמא  occurs only in reported speech. For a discussion of the 
distribution and use of םנמא , see BHRG2 §40.13. 
56 For a detailed analysis of the clausal adverb    .see van der Merwe 2014 , ןכל
57 1 Chr 21:3. 
58 Exod 32:11; Judg 21:3. 
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adverb התע  ʕattɔ “now” as in (40),59 and the negative אנ לא   ʔal-nɔʔ “please not” 
as in (41):60  
 
םידבעל ינדאל םלכ  ךךללממהה  ייננדדאא  אאללהה (38)  

haloʔ    ʔaḏoni  hammɛlɛḵ kullɔm    laʔḏoni    laʕaḇɔḏim 
INTER=not   lord=my the=king  all=their    to=lord=my  to=servants  
Are not, my lord the king, all of them my lord’s servants? (1 Chr 21:3) 

הקזח דיבו לודג חכב םירצמ ץראמ תאצוה רשא ךמעב ךפא הרחי  ההווההיי  ההממלל (39)  
lɔmɔ yhwh  yɛḥɛrɛ   ʔappəḵɔ  bəʕammɛḵɔ  ʔašɛr  
why  YHWH  he.will.burn  nose=your in=people=your REL 
hoṣeʔṯɔ    meʔɛrɛṣ   miṣrayim bəḵoaḥ   gɔḏol 
you.brought.out  from=land.of Egypt  with=power  great  
uḇəyɔḏ    ḥazɔqɔ 
and=with=hand  strong 
Why, O YHWH, does your anger burn against your people, whom you have 
brought out from the land of Egypt with great power and with a mighty hand? 
(Exod 32:11) 

ישפנ חק  ההווההיי  ההתתעע (40)  
ʕattɔ yhwh  qaḥ  nap̄ši 
now  YHWH  take  life=my 
Now, O YHWH, take my life! (1 Kgs 19:4) 

וערת ייחחאא  אאננ  ללאא (41)  
ʔal-nɔʔ  ʔaḥay   tɔreʕu 
not-POL  brothers=my  you.will.act.wickedly  
Do not please, my brothers, act wickedly! (Gen 19:7) 
 
In (38), we see Joab counseling King David as he attempts to order a census 

of the people of Israel. His deferential address ךלמה ינדא   ʔaḏoni hammɛlɛḵ “my 
lord the king” comes between the negative interrogative אלה  haloʔ “are not” and 
the subject of the verbless clause םלכ  kullɔm “all of them.” In (39), Moses is at-
tempting to appease and entreat YHWH as he is about to consume the people of 
Israel who have made a golden calf for themselves and have worshiped it. His 
address הוהי  yhwh “YHWH” occurs between the interrogative pro-form המל  lɔmɔ 
“why?” and the verb הרחי  yɛḥɛrɛ “it burns.” In (40), we see Elijah asking God to 
take his life as he is so afraid of and depressed with Jezebel’s threat. His address 
occurs between the time adverb התע  ʕttɔ “now” and the imperative verb חק  qaḥ 
“take!” In (41), Lot is attempting to prevent the men of Sodom from violating the 

 
59 1 Kgs 19:4; 1 Chr 22:11; 2 Chr 1:9; 6:40. 
60 Gen 19:7. 
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two guests who have come to his house. His address occurs between the negative 
אנ לא   ʔal-nɔʔ “please not” and the verb וערת  tɔreʕu “you act wickedly.” 

The intrusion of these addresses, as in the addresses that occur between the 
preface and the body, also breaks the unmarked sequence of the C-unit, partition-
ing it into an unmarked initial-edge constituent and the rest of the C-unit. The 
unmarked initial-edge constituent that precedes the address can now be consid-
ered “marked” as it is “detached” from the following constituent(s) with which it 
is typically connected in the unmarked sequence. I would argue that the marked 
initial-edge constituent carries information focus. In (38), therefore, the negative 
interrogative אלה , which introduces a negative rhetorical question, is highlighted 
to maximize the illocutionary force of a positive assertion, that is, all of the Isra-
elites are David’s servants. It can be said that אלה , in this case, is functionally and 
semantically equivalent to the clausal adverb “surely” or “indeed.”61 The inter-
rogative pro-form המל  in (39) introduces a critical rhetorical question, expressing 
Moses’s criticism of YHWH’s anger mentioned in verse 10.62 It receives special 
focus through detachment, intensifying the degree of criticism conveyed by the 
rhetorical question. In doing so, Moses increases the persuasive force of his rhe-
torical question in order to convince YHWH that his anger towards his chosen 
people is improper.63 The time adverb התע  in (40) refers to “a point in time con-
current with the speech time of an utterance, that is, ‘now’” (BHRG2 §40.39). As 
it expresses information focus, it emphasizes a sense of immediacy: Elijah desires 
to die “immediately” due to his extreme exhaustion and despair. In (41), the neg-
ative particle followed by the particle of entreaty  is highlighted, possibly אנ לא 
conveying a sense of urgency in Lot’s negative request.64  

 
61 Cf. The LXX πάντες τῷ κυρίῳ µου παῖδες “all are the servants of my lord.” It has long 
been recognized that ֲאֹלה  warrants an asseverative meaning in certain contexts. See GKC 
§150e; Steiner 1979, 149; Brongers 1981, 177–89; Moshavi 2011, 91–105; McAffee 
2015, 130. 
62 For the implications and communicative functions of rhetorical “WH” questions in Bib-
lical Hebrew prose, see Moshavi 2014, 93–108. 
63 Note that YHWH spoke of “your people, whom you brought up out of the land of Egypt” 
in v. 7, and Moses counters with “your people, whom you brought out of the land of Egypt” 
in v. 11. 
64 It is also possible to take אנ לא   as elliptically standing for an entire sentence denying 
what was said by his or her collocutor rather than negating the following verb וערת : “No, 
please (don’t violate my guests), my brothers! You are acting wickedly.” For this possibil-
ity, see my discussion in (19) above. Note that example (26) is the only case in which an 
address breaks a negative particle and a verb in Biblical Hebrew prose. Compare with Judg 
19:23; 2 Sam 13:12, 25; and 2 Kgs 4:16, in which an address is both preceded and followed 
by the negative particle לא .  
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Forty-one free forms of address occur after a “marked” initial-edge constitu-
ent, such as a fronted subject or prepositional phrase in a verbal clause as in (42),65 
and a fronted predicate in a verbless clause as in (43):66  
 
תרבד הוהי ייננדדאא  ההתתאא  יכ (42)  

ki-ʔattɔ  ʔaḏonɔy  yhwh  dibbartɔ 
for-you  Lord  YHWH  you.spoke 
For you, O Lord YHWH, have spoken. (2 Sam 7:29) 

יקנ ואסכו ךלמהו יבא תיב לעו ןועה  ךךללממהה  ייננדדאא  ייללעע (43)  
ʕɔlay  ʔaḏoni  hammɛlɛḵ hɛʕɔwon  wəʕal-beṯ 
on=me  lord=my  the=king  the=guilt and=on-house.of 
ʔɔḇi   wəhammɛlɛḵ  wəḵisʔo    nɔqi 
father=my and=the=king and=throne=his  innocent  
On me, my lord the king, be the guilt, and on my father’s house; let the king 
and his throne be innocent! (2 Sam 14:9) 
 
In (42), we see David’s prayer to YHWH following the promise of an ever-

lasting kingdom. Here the second-person masculine singular subject pronoun התא  
ʔattɔ “you” is fronted before the verb תרבד  dibbartɔ “you have spoken” and hence, 
is marked for information focus.67 I agree with Miller (2010b, 357) who argues 
that the fronted pronoun is in “contrastive focus”—it is specifically YHWH and 
no one else who has spoken to David about the everlasting kingdom. Now the 
address הוהי ינדא  ʔaḏonɔy yhwh “O Lord YHWH!” is inserted between the fronted 
pronoun and the verb, detaching the former from the latter. Thus, the pronoun is 
“doubly” marked for information focus. I would argue that the inserted address 
serves to reinforce the pragmatic function of the fronted pronoun, that is, contras-
tive focus. 

In (43) we see the woman of Tekoa speaking to King David about her son 
who killed his brother and is facing the threat of being put to death by the entire 
clan. It is evident from the context that the fronted predicate ילע  ʕɔlay “on me” is 
in contrastive focus—the woman of Tekoa asks that the guilt be on her instead of 
David. The address ךלמה ינדא  ʔaḏonɔy hammɛlɛḵ “my lord the king” is inserted 
between the fronted predicate ילע  ʕɔlay “on me” and the subject ןועה  hɛʕɔwon “the 
guilt.” Hence, it can be said that the predicate  is “doubly” marked for  ילע

 
65 For the fronted subjects, see 2 Sam 7:24, 27, 29; 1Kgs 1:13; Jer 20:6; Ezek 2:6, 8; 4:1; 
5:1; 12:3; 13:4, 17; 21:11, 24, 33; 27:2; 33:10, 12; 36:1, 8; 37:16; 39:1; 43:10; Jonah 1:14; 
Dan 12:4; Ezra 9:13; 1 Chr 17:22, 27; 28:9; 2 Chr 6:41; 20:7. For the fronted prepositional 
phrases, see 1 Sam 23:20; Ezek 12:25. 
66 For the fronted predicates, see 1 Sam 25:24; 2 Sam 14:9; 1 Kgs 20:4; Ruth 2:22; Dan 
9:7; 1 Chr 29:11 [2x]; 2 Chr 26:18. 
67 For a discussion of the semantic-pragmatic functions of fronting, see BHRG2 §47.2.1. 
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information focus. Similar to (42), I would argue that the inserted address serves 
to reinforce the contrastive focus function of the fronted predicate.68  

In summary, in all the other cases in which an address comes after an un-
marked or marked initial-edge constituent, the address seems to highlight or 
reinforce the semantic-pragmatic function of the initial-edge constituent, which 
receives information focus through the insertion of the address.   

4.4.4.2.2. Within the Core  

There are twenty-three free forms of address that occur between two constituents 
within the core of the body. Fifteen of them occur immediately before a clause-
final prepositional phrase, as in (44),69 while eight of them come between a verb 
and its object, as in (45):70 
 
ררקקבבבב  ררקקבבבב ךךללממהה  ןןבב לד הככ התא עודמ ול רמאיו (44)  

wayyoʔmɛr lo   madduaʕ  ʔattɔ kɔḵɔ  dal 
and=he.said to=him  why   you  thus  poorly 
bɛn-hammɛlɛḵ  babboqɛr   babboqɛr 
son.of-the=king  in=the=morning  in=the=morning 
He said to him, “Why do you look so poorly, O son of the king, morning 
after morning? (2 Sam 13:4) 

הארו  ךךייננייעע  ההווההיי  חחקקפפ עמשו  ךךננזזאא  ההווההיי  ההטטהה (45)  
haṭṭe  yhwh  ʔɔznəḵɔ  ušamɔʕ  pəqaḥ yhwh 
Incline  YHWH  ear=your and=hear open YHWH  
ʕenɛḵɔ  urəʔe  
eyes=your and=see 
Incline, YHWH, your ear and hear. Open, YHWH, your eyes and see! (2 
Kgs 19:16) 

 

 
68 There are three cases in which an address intervenes between the subject and the predi-
cate in a verbless clause: Num 14:14; 1 Kgs 18:37; 2 Kgs 19:19. Miller (2010b, 357) argues 
that the subject in each of these cases seems to be in contrastive focus but does not explain 
how it obtains that function. I would argue that the subject gains the function of contrastive 
focus as the insertion of the address breaks the unmarked sequence SP and marks the sub-
ject for information focus. Thus, while all these addresses occur within a dependent clause, 
they may be treated here due to the similar function that the constituent in the initial posi-
tion performs, whether it is the subject or the predicate. 
69 Judg 12:4; 1 Sam 30:23; 2 Sam 13:4; 24:23; Ezek 28:16; Amos 3:1; Dan 9:17; Ezra 9:10; 
Neh 5:19; 6:14; 13:14, 29, 31; 1 Chr 29:10; 2 Chr 6:41.    
70 Num 10:36 (adverbial accusative); Deut 5:1; 2 Kgs 19:16 (2x); Isa 37:17 (2x); Dan 9:18; 
Ezra 9:6. 
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In (44), Jonadab, David’s nephew, is speaking to Amnon, David’s eldest son, 
who is lovesick for Tamar, his half-sister. The address ךלמה ןב   bɛn-hammɛlɛḵ “O 
son of the king!” is placed between the adjective ַּלד  dal “poorly” and two consec-
utive prepositional phrases רקבב רקבב   babboqɛr babboqɛr “morning after 
morning.” Thus, the address breaks the unmarked sequence of the verbless clause, 
detaching the prepositional phrases from the core of the clause with which they 
are contiguous in the unmarked sequence. The detached prepositional phrases be-
come a marked constituent, which receives information focus. It can be argued, 
therefore, that the address is inserted in this particular position to draw the ad-
dressee’s (i.e., Amnon’s) attention to the prepositional phrases, highlighting the 
iterative nature of Amnon’s lovesickness that they describe.71  

Example (45) is part of Hezekiah’s prayer to YHWH, which immediately 
precedes example (35) that we have discussed above. In this prayer, we have two 
instances of the address -yhwh “YHWH,” both occurring between the imper  הוהי
ative verb and its direct object. Thus, each address breaks the unmarked sequence 
of the imperative clause, detaching the direct object from the imperative verb with 
which it is contiguous in the unmarked sequence. The detached direct objects be-
come marked constituents that receive information focus. It can be argued, 
therefore, that each address functions to draw the addressee’s (i.e., YHWH’s) at-
tention to the respective direct object, highlighting the body parts (“ear” and 
“eyes”) that YHWH needs to incline and open to hear Hezekiah’s prayer and see 
his current situation.72  

In all the other cases where an address occurs within the core of the body, the 
constituent(s) immediately following the address can be considered marked for 
information focus. It can be said, then, that the address serves to draw the ad-
dressee’s attention to the following marked constituent(s), highlighting or 
reinforcing their semantic-pragmatic function.   

4.4.4.3. Between Body and Tag 

There are sixteen instances of free forms of address in our corpus that occur be-
tween the body and the tag of the C-unit. Fourteen of them occur between the 

 
71 The construction in which an address occurs immediately before a clause-final preposi-
tional phrase is common in poetry (e.g., Pss 7:7, 9; 21:14, etc.). See Miller 2010b, 360. 
72 All of the eight addresses that come between a verb and its object in our corpus occur 
within a prayer except one in Deut 5:1 in which Moses addresses the whole Israel. It is 
interesting to note that this construction is very frequently attested in poetry (e.g., Pss 24:7, 
9; 25:22; 27:7; 48:10; 64:2; 66:8; 86:1 [note that the wording is exactly the same as the 
first part in 2 Kgs 19:16 above], etc.). The absence of this construction in dialogues be-
tween two human beings in Biblical Hebrew prose may indicate that it was not commonly 
used in everyday conversation in ancient Israel.  
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matrix clause and the dependent clause, as in (46),73 while two of them intervene 
between the matrix clause and noun phrases coreferentially linked to a pronoun 
in the matrix clause, as in (47):74  
 
ררבבדד  ללפפיי  ךךייאא  ןןייעעדדתת  ררששאא  דדעע  ייתתבב  ייבבשש רמאתו (46)  

wattoʔɛr   šəḇi  ḇitti    ʕaḏ  ʔašɛr 
and=she.said  sit  daughter=my  until REL 
teḏəʕin   ʔeḵ  yippol  dɔḇɔr 
you.will.know  how  he.will.fall matter 
She said, “Stay put, my daughter, until you know how the matter turns 
out.” (Ruth 3:18) 

ךךייבבאא  תתייבב  ללככוו  ההתתאא  ךךללממייחחאא  תתווממתת  תתווממ ךלמה רמאיו (47)  
wayyoʔmɛr  hammɛlɛḵ moṯ  tɔmuṯ   ʔaḥimɛlɛḵ 
and=he.said  the=king  dying you.will.die  Ahimelech 
ʔattɔ wəḵɔl-beṯ   ʔɔḇiḵɔ 
you  and=all-house.of  father=your  
The king said, “You shall surely die, Ahimelech, you and all your father’s 
house.” (1 Sam 22:16) 
 
In (46), Naomi is speaking to Ruth after hearing that Boaz had given Ruth six 

measures of barley. Naomi’s address  ḇitti “my daughter” further detaches the  יתב
dependent clause introduced with רשא דע  ʕaḏ ʔašɛr “until” (i.e., tag) from the ma-
trix clause (i.e., body), marking the former for information focus. Thus, it can be 
said that the address draws the addressee’s (Ruth’s) attention to the following de-
pendent clause, highlighting its discourse-pragmatic function—qualifying the 
matrix clause by providing the temporal limit of Naomi’s command.  

In (47), King Saul is pronouncing a death sentence upon Ahimelech the priest 
and all his father’s house immediately after Ahimelech begs Saul not to attribute 
guilt to him or his father’s household. Saul’s address ךלמיחא  ʔaḥimɛlɛḵ 
“Ahimelech” further detaches the right-dislocated noun phrase ךיבא תיב לכו התא  
ʔattɔ wəḵɔl-beṯ ʔɔḇiḵɔ “you and all your father’s house” (i.e., tag) from the matrix 
clause (i.e., body), marking the former for information focus. Thus, it can be ar-
gued that the address draws the addressee’s (Saul’s) attention to the following 

 
73 For examples in which the address occurs before a dependent clause introduced with ןפ  
pɛn “lest,” see 1 Sam 4:9; with יכ  ki “that, because,” see 2 Sam 19:23; Dan 8:17; 1 Chr 
29:17; with ה ha “whether,” see Gen 27:21; with רשא  ʔašɛr “which, that,” see Exod 32:4, 
8; 2 Sam 14:22; 1 Kgs 12:28; Ezek 8:12; with רשא דע   ʕaḏ ʔašɛr “until,” see Ruth 3:18. For 
examples in which the address occurs before a dependent infinitival clause, see 2 Sam 
23:17; 1 Kgs 8:28; 2 Chr 6:19. 
74 For examples in which the address occurs before the right-dislocated noun phrase, see 1 
Sam 22:16; Jer 22:2. 
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noun-phrase, highlighting its discourse-pragmatic function—clarifying the refer-
ence of the coreferent subject pronoun of the matrix clause תומת  tɔmuṯ “you shall 
surely die.” 

In all the other cases where an address intervenes between the body and the 
tag, the tag can be considered marked for information focus. Therefore, it can be 
said that the address draws the addressee’s attention to the tag, highlighting or 
reinforcing its discourse-pragmatic function.   

4.5. Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have sought to describe the correlation between the position and 
function of free forms of address in Biblical Hebrew prose. Nearly three quarters 
of the addresses occur either at the beginning (including the stand-alone addresses) 
or at the end of the C-unit. It appears that their primary functions have to do with 
conversation management, such as attracting the attention of the addressee, iden-
tifying the addressee, signaling the beginning or end of a turn/conversation, giving 
the floor to the addressee, and/or maintaining contact with the addressee. The rest 
of the addresses occur within the C-unit, occupying one of the following positions: 
(i) between the preface and the body, (ii) between an initial-edge element and the 
core, (iii) within the core, and (iv) between the body and the tag. I have argued 
that these addresses typically have a partitioning and focusing function. They 
draw the addressee’s attention to significant information at the specific junction 
where they occur. Thus, the addresses placed in position (i) or (ii) mark for infor-
mation focus the element preceding them by detaching it from the rest of the C-
unit, highlighting or reinforcing its discourse-pragmatic function. The addresses 
placed in position (iii) or (iv), however, mark for information focus the element 
following them by detaching it from what precedes them, highlighting or reinforc-
ing its discourse-pragmatic function. 
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5. 
BOUND FORMS OF ADDRESS 

5.1. Introduction 

In the preceding chapters, the focus has been on addresses that are syntactically 
“free” forms, that is, forms “outside” the sentence structure. These forms can oc-
cur before, after, or within a sentence, or sometimes even without any immediate 
linguistic context. In this chapter, the attention shifts to addresses that are syntac-
tically “bound” forms, that is, forms integrated into the syntax of a sentence.1 

According to Braun (1988, 7–11), pronouns, nominals, and verb forms that 
function as syntactic constituents (or parts of constituents) within a sentence, can 
refer to the addressee. This can be observed in examples in (i) through (iii): 

(i) Would you like something to drink? 
(ii) May I ask your majesty to consider our petition? 
(iii) Mihin menet? “Where do you go?” 

In languages where subject pronouns are optional, such as Finnish, verbs 
alone can bear the reference to the addressee. Thus, in example (iii), the verb 
mene-t serves as a form of address since the inflectional suffix -t (indicating sec-
ond person singular) is the only element expressing reference to the addressee. 

By adopting Braun’s definition of bound forms of address, it follows that sec-
ond-person pronouns and pronominal suffixes in Biblical Hebrew and Epigraphic 
Hebrew can be considered as bound forms of address, as demonstrated in (48): 
 
ךךדימ ךךיחא ימד תא תחקל היפ תא התצפ רשא המדאה ןמ ההתתאא רורא התע (48)  

wəʕattɔ  ʔɔrur ʔɔttɔ min-hɔʔaḏɔmɔ  ʔašɛr pɔṣəṯɔ  
and=now cursed you  from-the=ground  REL she.opened 
ʔɛṯ-pihɔ    lɔqaḥaṯ  ʔɛṯ-dəme       ʔɔḥiḵɔ  miyyɔḏɛḵɔ 
ACC-mouth=her  to=take  ACC-blood.of   brother=your from=hand=your 

 
1 It is Braun (1988, 11) who coins the term “free” and “bound” forms of address according 
to the syntactic criterion. 
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Now therefore, you are cursed from the ground, which has opened its mouth 
to receive your brother’s blood from your hand. (Gen 4:11) 
 
Verbs in the second person that contain inflectional morphemes indicating the 

subject “you” can serve as bound forms of address, as illustrated in example (49): 
 
יל תתאאררקק יכ יננה רמאיו ילע לא ךליו לאומש םקיו (49)  

wayyɔqɔm  šəmuʔel  wsayyelɛḵ  ʔɛl-ʕeli  wayyoʔmɛr  
and=he.arose  Samuel  and=he.went  to-Eli  and=he.said  
hinni ki  qɔrɔʔṯɔ  li  
look  for  you.called to=me 
Samuel arose and went to Eli and said, “Here I am, for you called me.” (1 
Sam 3:6) 
 
Nominal forms may be employed as bound forms of address, as seen in ex-

ample (50):  
 
ודבע ירבד תא ךךללממהה  ייננדדאא אנ עעממששיי התעו (50)  

wəʕattɔ  yišmaʕ-nɔʔ   ʔaḏoni  hammɛlɛḵ ʔeṯ   
and=now he.will.hear-POL  lord=my  the=king  ACC  
diḇre  ʕaḇdo 
words.of  servant=his 
Now therefore let my lord the king hear the words of his servant. (1 Sam 
26:19) 
 
Josef Svennung (1958, 451) categorizes the first two types of bound forms of 

address in (48) and (49) as “direct” address, whereas he refers to the third type of 
the bound forms of address in (50) as “indirect” address.2 In Biblical Hebrew and 
Epigraphic Hebrew, direct addresses can be used towards any addressee regard-
less of their social status. they can be used by an inferior towards a superior, as 
exemplified in (51): 
 
 הארו עד ךךיתגרה אלו ךךליעמ ףנכ תא יתרכב יכ ידיב ךךליעמ ףנכ תא האר םג האר יבאו (51)

התחקל ישפנ תא הדצ ההתתאאו ךךל יתאטח אלו עשפו הער ידיב ןיא יכ  
wəʔɔḇi   rəʔe  gam  rəʔe  ʔɛṯ-kənap̄  məʕiləḵɔ  
and=father=my see  also  see  ACC-corner.of robe=your    
bəyɔḏi   ki  bəḵɔrṯi   ʔɛṯ-kənap̄  məʕiləḵɔ  
in=hand=my  that  in=cutting=my ACC-corner.of robe=your 
 

 
2 Note that Revell (1996, 267) uses the term third person address instead of indirect address.  
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wəloʔ  haragtiḵɔ  daʕ  urəʔe  ki  ʔen   
and=not  I.killed=you  know and=see  that  there.is.not  
bəyɔḏi    rɔʕɔ  wɔp̄ɛšaʕ   wəloʔ-ḥɔṭɔʔṯi   lɔḵ 
in=hand=my  evil  and=treason  and=not-I.sinned  to=you    
wəʔattɔ   ṣoḏɛ    ʔɛṯ-nap̄ši   ləqaḥtɔh 
and=you   lying.in.wait  ACC-life=my to=take=her 
Look, my father, see the corner of your (i.e., Saul) robe in my (i.e., David) 
hand! When I cut off the corner of your robe, I did not kill you. So realize and 
understand that there is no evil or treason in my hands. I have not sinned 
against you, though you are waiting in ambush to my life. (1 Sam 24:12) 
 

They can be used by a superior to an inferior, as in (52): 
 

הערה ךךיתלמג ינאו הבוטה ינתלמג ההתתאא יכ ינממ ההתתאא קידצ דוד לא רמאיו (52)  
wayyoʔmɛr  ʔɛl-dɔwiḏ ṣaddiq  ʔattɔ gəmaltan 
and=he.said  to-David  righteous you  you.treated=me 
haṭṭoḇɔ  waʔani  gəmaltiḵɔ  hɔrɔʕɔ 
the=good and=I  I.treated=you  the=evil 
He (i.e., Saul) said to David, “You are more righteous than I, for you have 
treated me well, even though I have treated you poorly.” (1 Sam 24:18) 
 

They can be used among equals, as in (53) and (54): 
 
תולקמב ילא אב ההתתאא יכ יכנא בלכה דוד לא יתשלפה רמאיו (53)  

wayyoʔmɛr   happəlišti  ʔɛl-dɔwiḏ haḵɛlɛḇ  ʔɔnoḵi ki-ʔattɔ 
and=he.said   the=Philistine to-David  the=dog  I  that-you 
ḇɔʔ-ʔelay  bammaqloṯ 
coming-to=me in=sticks  
The Philistine said to David, “Am I a dog, that you are coming to me with 
sticks?” (1 Sam 17:43) 

ןודיכבו תינחבו ברחב ילא אב ההתתאא יתשלפה לא דוד רמאיו (54)  
תואבצ הוהי םשב ךךילא אב יכנאו  

wayyoʔmɛr   dɔwiḏ   ʔɛl-happəlišti  ʔattɔ bɔʔ   ʔelay 
and=he.said   David   to-the=Philistine  you  coming  to=me 
bəḥɛrɛḇ   uḇaḥaniṯ    uḇəḵiḏon   wəʔɔnoḵi  
with=sword  and=with=spear  and=with=javelin  and=I        
ḇɔʔ-ʔelɛḵɔ   bəšem    yhwh   ṣəḇɔʔoṯ 
coming-to=you  in=name.of  YHWH.of  hosts 
Then David said to the Philistine, “You are coming to me with sword and 
spear and javelin, but I am coming to you in the name of Yahweh of hosts.” 
(1 Sam 17:45) 
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Thus, it can be argued that direct addresses in Biblical Hebrew and Epi-
graphic Hebrew do not inherently convey social information, except for their 
relatively “direct” referentiality to the addressee(s).3 The primary focus of this 
chapter, therefore, will be on the third type of bound forms of address, that is, 
indirect address. Furthermore, the scope of my discussion will be limited to indi-
rect addresses used to humans (241 forms), as the usage of indirect addresses for 
nonhuman entities is relatively limited (39 forms). This chapter is structured into 
three main parts. First, I examine the internal structure of indirect forms of address 
in Biblical Hebrew and Epigraphic Hebrew, comparing it with that of free forms 
of address. Second, I discuss the external syntax of indirect forms of address. Fi-
nally, I attempt to describe their social dynamics by exploring the underlying 
motivations and effects of their usage, and identifying possible cases of “expres-
sive shift,” wherein address rules are strategically violated to convey the speaker’s 
temporary feelings and attitudes. 

5.2. Internal Structure of Indirect Forms of Address 

A total of 280 indirect forms of address can be found in the prose sections of the 
Hebrew Bible and Epigraphic Hebrew letters. These forms account for less than 
half of the total number of free forms of address, which amount to 682 forms.4 
Among the indirect forms of address, approximately 86 percent (241 forms) are 
used for addressing human addressees, while the remaining forms are employed 
when addressing divine beings. It is worth noting that unlike free forms of address, 
there are no instances of indirect addresses used for inanimate entities within our 
corpus. In a similar manner to chapter 2, semantic types have been assigned to 
each indirect address. Table 5.1 provides the frequency distribution and examples 
of indirect addresses used for addressing humans: 
 
  

 
3 Revell (1996, 309) argues that the second-person pronoun may function as a marker of 
“immediacy” in contexts in which deferential reference to the addressee would be ap-
propriate. 
4 Seventeen address forms used in address formulas in the Arad letters (1:1; 2:1; 3:1; 4:1; 
5:1; 6:1; 7:1; 8:1; 10:1; 11:1; 12:1; 14:1; 17:1; 18:1–2; 24:1–2) and the Lachish letters (2:1; 
6:1) are excluded from our discussion in this chapter because, even though they may be 
considered syntactically “bound” forms following the preposition לא  ʔl “to,” they are func-
tionally direct addresses. 
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Table 5.1. Indirect Addresses to Humans5 
Structure # Examples 
Honorific T  84 ינדא  ʔaḏoni “my lord” 

 +Occupational T 41 ךלמה ינדא  ʔaḏoni hammɛlɛḵ “my lord the 
king” 

 +Occupational T + PN 
 

2 
 

דוד ךלמה ינדא  ʔaḏoni hammɛlɛḵ dɔwiḏ “my 
lord the king David” 

 +PN 2 שואי ינדא   ʔdny yʔwš “my lord Yaush” 
Occupational T  78 ךלמה  hammɛlɛḵ “the king” 

 +Honorific T 1 ינדא ךלמה   hammɛlɛḵ ʔaḏoni “the king my 
lord” 

 +PN 3 המלש ךלמה   hammɛlɛḵ šəlomo “King Solo-
mon” 

Other T  
 

 
 

15 
 

הערפ  parʕo “Pharaoh”;6 הוהי חישמ   məšiaḥ 
yhwh “anointed of Yahweh” 

PN  13 םעברי  yɔrɔḇʕɔm “Jeroboam” 
 
 

+Patronymic 
 

1 
 

ראילא נב ] והילדג [  gdlyhw [bn] ʔlyʔr “Gedal-
yahu [son of] Elyair” 

KT  1 יבא  ʔɔḇi “my father” 
 

One striking observation from this table is that the absolute majority of indi-
rect addresses to humans are composed of T ± the following element(s) (94 
percent). In contrast, there is a significantly smaller number of indirect addresses 
consisting of PN ± the following element(s) or KT. This unequal distribution 
sharply contrasts with the distribution of free forms of address to humans, where 
those composed of PN ± the following element(s) or KT ± the following element(s) 

 
5 See appendix D for a full list of indirect addresses used for humans. 
6 The term הערפ  parʕo “Pharaoh” is a loanword from Egyptian Pr- ꜥꜣ, which literally means 
“Great House” (Lambdin 1953, 153). It was used as a designation of the royal palace in the 
early third millennium BCE. However, during the Eighteenth Dynasty, sometime prior to the 
reign of Thutmose III (1479–1425 BCE), the term “Great House” began to be applied to the 
reigning king by metonymy and was widely used as a polite circumlocution for him by the 
end of the Twentieth Dynasty (1077 BCE; see Redford 1992, 288–89). While the term oc-
curred alone without juxtaposed personal name until the tenth century BCE, the name of the 
king was generally added on in subsequent periods. As Hoffmeier (1996, 87) points out, this 
Egyptian practice seems to conform to the practice found in the Hebrew Bible: while the term 

הערפ  parʕo “Pharaoh” occurs alone in the period covered from Abraham to Solomon, after 
Shishak (ca. 925 BCE), it appears together with a name (e.g., Pharaoh Necho [2 Kgs 23:33]). 
According to Revell (1996, 149), its use in combination with a name makes it unlikely that 
“Pharaoh” was regarded as a name (contra Higginbotham [2009, 483], who views “Pharaoh” 
as a name due to the fact that it never takes the definite article in Biblical Hebrew). Following 
Revell, therefore, I take “Pharaoh” as a title.  
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occur as frequently as those composed of T ± the following element(s) (79, 66, 
and 71 forms, respectively). 

All the combinations of semantic types presented in table 5.1 are also found 
as free forms of address, except for honorific T + occupational T + PN, occupa-
tional T + honorific T,7 and PN + patronymic. These exceptional combinations 
are quite rare, accounting for only four cases. On the other hand, not all the se-
mantic types used for free forms of address are utilized in indirect addresses. For 
instance, group addresses, geographical names, or gentilics are never employed 
as indirect addresses. 

Almost all the examples provided in table 5.1 are also used as free forms of 
address. However, there are two notable exceptions: הערפ  parʕo “Pharaoh” and 

הוהי חישמ  məšiaḥ yhwh “anointed of Yahweh.” The term הערפ  occurs thirteen 
times as an indirect address (Gen 41:10, 16, 25 [2x], 28 [2x], 32, 33, 34, 35; Exod 
8:25 [2x]; 11:5), while it is never used as a free form of address. The title חישמ 

הוהי  is used twice as an indirect address—once for Saul (1 Sam 26:23) and the 
other for David (2 Sam 19:22)—but it never occurs as a free form of address.  

5.3. External Syntax of Indirect Forms of Address 

Indirect addresses refer to nominal forms used as bound forms of address. They 
are integrated into the syntax of a sentence and function as constituents (or parts 
of constituents) within the sentence. In our corpus, indirect addresses appear in 
six different syntactic positions.8 These positions are presented below in descend-
ing order of frequency for each position. 

5.3.1. Syntactic Positions of Indirect Forms of Address 

First, an indirect address may be used as the object of a preposition, as in (55):9 
 

7 The only example consisting of occupational T + honorific T is ינדא ךלמה   hammɛlɛḵ 
ʾaḏoni “the king my lord” (2 Sam 14:15), which is never attested as a free form of address 
in our corpus. Its reverse form, ךלמה ינדא   ʾaḏoni hammɛlɛḵ “my lord the king,” however, 
occurs thirty-nine times as an indirect address and eighteen times as a free form of address. 
Thus, it is clear that the biblical writers had a strong preference for ךלמה ינדא . This is in 
stark contrast to the almost exclusive use of “O king my lord!” in ancient Near Eastern 
writings during the second and first millennium BCE. See my discussion in §2.4.1.1.2. 
8 Note that there are seven cases in which the syntactic positions of indirect addresses can-
not be determined: Arad 26:4; Lach 6:8; 8:7; 12:1, 6; 17:2, 3. 
9 There are eighty-three cases in which an indirect address is used as the object of a prep-
osition: Gen 32:6, 19; 33:14; 41:25, 28, 32, 35; 44:9, 16 (2x), 20, 22, 33; 47:18 (3x); Exod 
8:25 (2x); 1 Sam 20:12; 25:26, 27, 28, 30, 31 (2x); 26:23; 29:8; 2 Sam 1:10; 3:21; 4:8; 
14:12, 15; 17:16; 18:28; 19:28, 29 (2x), 35, 36, 37, 38; 24:23; 1 Kgs 1:2 (3x), 27, 37; 14:10, 
11; 16:3; 18:13; 21:21, 24; 2 Kgs 4:28; Esth 1:16, 19 (3x); 2:2; 3:8, 9; 5:4, 8; 7:3, 9; 8:5 
(2x); 9:13; Neh 2:5, 7, 8; 1 Chr 21:3; Arad 16:2; 21:1–2, 4; 26:2; 40:3, 6, 10; Lach 3:2, 21; 
5:7; KAjr 19A.9–10. 
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(55) …   ךלמה לא תיעוקתה השׁאה רמאת
הזה רבדה תא ייננדדאא  ךךללממהה לא רבדל יתאב רשא התעו  

wattoʔmɛr  hɔʔiššɔ  hatəqoʕiṯ  ʔɛl-hammɛlɛḵ… 
and=she.said  the=woman the=Tekoite   to-the=king  
wəʕattɔ  ʔašɛr bɔʔṯi ləḏabber  ʔɛl-hammɛlɛḵ  ʔaḏoni 
and=now REL I.came to=speak to-the=king  lord=my 
ʔɛṯ-haddɔḇɔr   hazzɛ  
ACC-the=matter  the=this 
The Tekoite woman said to the king (i.e., David),…“Now I have come to say 
this to the king my lord.” (2 Sam 14:9–15) 
 

Second, an indirect address may be used as the subject of a finite verb, as in (56):10 
 
וילא רמאיו ויבא לואש לא בוט דודב ןתנוהי רבדיו (56)  

ךל אטח אול יכ דודב ודבעב ךךללממהה אטחי לא  
wayḏabber  yəhonɔṯɔn bəḏɔwiḏ  ṭoḇ  ʔɛl-šɔʔul 
and=he.spoke Jonathan  in=David good to-Saul  
ʔɔḇiw  wayyoʔmɛr  ʔelɔyw  ʔal-yɛḥɛṭɔʔ 
father=his and=he.said  To=him  not-he.will.sin 
hammɛlɛḵ bəʕaḇdo   ḇəḏɔwiḏ  ki loʔ ḥɔṭɔʔ  lɔḵ 
the=king  in=servant=his in=David for not he.sinned to=you 
Jonathan spoke well of David to Saul his father and said to him, “Let not the 
king sin against his servant David, because he has not sinned against you.” (1 
Sam 19:4) 
 

Third, an indirect address may be used as the nomen rectum in a construct chain, 
as in (57):11 

 
 

 
10 There are seventy-six cases in which an indirect address is used as the subject of a finite 
verb: Gen 27:31; 33:13, 14; 41:10, 33, 34; 44:7, 19; Num 32:25, 27; 36:2; 1 Sam 10:24; 
16:16; 19:4; 22:15; 24:15; 25:25, 28; 26:18, 19, 20; 2 Sam 6:20; 9:11; 13:24, 32, 33; 14:9, 
11, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22; 15:15, 21; 16:16 (2x); 18:31; 19:20 (2x), 28, 31, 37; 24:3, 21, 22; 1 
Kgs 1:31; 2:38; 22:8; 2 Kgs 2:19; 8:12; 11:12; Esth 2:3; 5:4, 8; 6:7, 8 (2x), 9; Neh 2:3; 1 
Chr 21:3, 23; 2 Chr 2:14; 18:7; 23:11; MHsh 1; Arad 21:3; Lach 2:4; 3:6, 8; 4:2, 4–5, 12; 
6:3; 18:2; Mous 2.2. 
11 There are fifty-five cases in which an indirect address is used as the nomen rectum in a 
construct chain: Gen 31:35; 33:8, 15; 41:16, 25; 44:18, 24; 47:25; Exod 11:5; 32:22; 1 Sam 
20:15; 22:14; 23:20; 25:25, 27, 29, 41; 2 Sam 11:11, 24; 13:30, 32, 33, 35; 15:21; 16:2; 
18:29, 32, 42; 24:3; 1 Kgs 1:19, 20, 25, 27, 36, 37; 14:10 (2x); 16:4; 22:6, 12, 15; Esth 
1:16, 18, 20; 2:3, 4; 3:8, 9; 5:8 (2x); 6:9; 7:4; 8:5; 2 Chr 18:5, 11. 
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ההעעררפפ םולש תא הנעי םיהלא ידעלב רמאל הערפ תא ףסוי ןעיו (57)  
wayyaʕan   yosep̄ ʔɛṯ-parʕo  leʔmor  bilʕɔḏɔy    
and=he.answered  Joseph ACC-Pharaoh to=say  without=me  
ʔɛlohim  yaʕanɛ   ʔɛṯ-šəlom   parʕo 
God   he.will.answer ACC-welfare.of  Pharaoh 
Joseph answered Pharaoh, “It is not in me; God will give Pharaoh a favorable 
answer” (lit. God will answer the welfare of Pharaoh”). (Gen 41:16) 
 

Fourth, an indirect address may be used as the object of a finite verb, as in (58):12   
 

ההממללשש  ךךללממהה תא ארי והינדא הנה רמאל המלשל דגיו  (58)  
ברחב ודבע תא תימי םא המלש ךלמה םויכ יל עבשי רמאל חבזמה תונרקב זחא הנהו  

wayyuggaḏ   lišlomo    leʔmor  hinne  ʔaḏoniyyɔhu 
and=it.was.told to=Solomon  to=say  look  Adonijah 
yɔreʔ   ʔɛṯ-hammɛlɛḵ  šəlomo   wəhinne 
he.fears  ACC-the=king Solomon  and=look 
ʔɔḥaz   bəqarnoṯ   hammizbeaḥ   leʔmor 
he.seized in=horns.of  the=altar   to=say 
yiššɔḇaʕ-li     ḵayyom    hammɛlɛḵ šəlomo 
he.will.swear-to=me  like=the=day  the=king  Solomon 
ʔim-yɔmiṯ     ʔɛṯ-ʕaḇdo    bɛḥɔrɛḇ 
if-he.will.put.to.deah  ACC-servant=his  with=the=sword 
Then it was told Solomon, “Look, Adonijah fears King Solomon, for look, he 
has taken hold of the horns of the altar, saying, ‘May King Solomon solemnly 
promise me first that he will not put his servant to death with the sword.’”  
(1 Kgs 1:51) 

 
Fifth, an indirect address may be used as the subject of the infinitive, as in (59):13 
 
(59) …   רמאתו וילגר לע לפתו

ול ייננדדאא עישוהלו םנח םד ךפשלו ינדאל בל לושכמלו הקופל ךל תאז היהת אלו  
wayttippol   ʕal-raglɔyw  wattoʔmɛr…  wəloʔ  ṯihyɛ 
and=she.fell   on-feet.his  and=she.said  and=not  she.will.be 
zoʔṯ   ləḵɔ   ləp̄uqɔ   uləmiḵšol      leḇ laʔḏoni 
this   to=you   to=staggering and=to=stumbling.of    heart to=lord=my 
 

 
12 There are fourteen cases in which an indirect address is used as the object of a finite verb: 
Gen 41:28; Num 36:2; 2 Sam 16:9; 19:22, 42; 1 Kgs 1:51; Lach 2:2, 5–6; 3:3; 4:1; 5:1; 6:2; 
8:1; 9:1–2. 
13 There are five cases in which an indirect address is used as the subject of the infinitive: 
1 Sam 25:31; 2 Sam 14:13 (2x); 19:20; 1 Kgs 1:21. 
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wəlišpɔḵ-dɔm   ḥinnɔm  uləhošiaʕ    ʔaḏoni  lo 
and=to=pour.out-blood for.nothing and=to=save    lord=my for=him 
She (i.e., Abigail) fell at his (i.e., David) feet and said,…“My lord shall have 
no cause of grief or pangs of conscience for having shed blood without cause 
or for my lord having avenged himself.” (1 Sam 25:24–31) 
 

Finally, an indirect address may be used as the object of the infinitive, as in (60):14 
 
(60) …   ךלמה לא רמאיו

ךךללממהה  ייננדדאא תארקל תדרל ףסוי תיב לכל ןושאר םויה יתאב הנהו  
wayyoʔmɛr ʔɛl-hammɛlɛḵ… wəhinne  ḇɔʔṯi hayyom riʔšon 
and=he.said to-the=king  and=look I.came the=day first 
ləḵɔl-beṯ   yosep̄ lɔrɛḏɛṯ   liqraʔṯ  ʔaḏoni     hammɛlɛḵ 
to=all-house.of Joseph to=come.down to=meet  lord=my    the=king 
He (i.e., Shimei the son of Gera) said to the king (i.e., David),… “Look, I 
have come today as the first of all the house of Joseph to come down to meet 
my lord the king.” (2 Sam 19:20–21) 

5.3.2. Rule of Concord 

In general, an indirect address is treated as third person within the clause in which 
it appears, while the pronoun(s) coreferential with the indirect address can be in 
the second15 or third person16 outside that clause. Thus, in example (56) above, 
the indirect address ךלמה  hammɛlɛḵ “the king” serves as the subject of the main 
clause, which is preceded by the third-person singular verb אטחי  yɛḥɛṭɔʔ “let him 
sin” and followed by the anaphoric third-person possessive pronoun “his” in 

ודבעב  bəʕaḇdo “against his servant.” However, in the subsequent dependent 
clause introduced by the conjunction יכ  ki “because,” the pronoun coreferential 
with the preceding indirect address is in the second person ( ךל  lɔḵ “against you”). 

 
This rule of concord is not without exceptions. Consider the following example. 
 

ךךיהלא הוהי תא ךךללממהה אנ רכזי רמאתו (61)  
wattoʔmɛr   yizkɔr-nɔʔ        hammɛlɛḵ   ʔɛṯ-yhwh      ʔɛlohɛḵɔ 
and=she.said   he.will.remember-POL  the=king   ACC-YHWH  God=your 

 
14 There is only one case in which an indirect address is used as the object of the infinitive.  
15 See Gen 31:35; 32:6; 33:14; 41:10; 44:18, 19; Exod 8:25; 11:5; 32:22; 1 Sam 20:12; 
22:15; 24:15; 25:25; 25:28, 31; 26:18, 19; 2 Sam 3:21; 9:11; 11:24; 13:35; 14:9, 13, 17, 
19, 22; 18:31; 19:20, 28, 29, 38, 42; 24:23; 1 Kgs 1:19, 20, 21, 27; 2:38; 16:3; Esth 2:3; 
Neh 2:5; 1 Chr 21:23; Lach 2:2–3. 
16 See 1 Kgs 16:4; Esth 1:19; 8:5 (cf. Neh 2:5).  
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She (i.e., the Tekoite woman) said (to David), “Please let the king invoke 
Yahweh your God.” (2 Sam 14:11) 
 
While engaging in conversation with Kind David, the Tekoite woman refers 

to him twice, once by the indirect address ךלמה  hammɛlɛḵ “the king” and once by 
the pronoun ך ḵɔ “your.” Interestingly, even though both indirect address and the 
pronoun coreferential with it appear within the same clause, the pronoun is in the 
second person instead of the expected third person.17 No definitive explanation 
for this seeming mismatch in grammatical person can be offered. However, it is 
worth noting that there is another instance in our corpus where the phrase “your 
God” occurs alongside the indirect address “the king” in the same clause (1 Sam 
25:29). Additionally, the fact that the third-person possessive pronoun in the 
phrase “his God” consistently refers to its antecedent, not the addressee (which 
occurs fifty-seven times in the Hebrew Bible), suggests the possibility that the 
second-person possessive pronoun “your” was consistently used with the word 
“God” to refer to the addressee.18 

In the following example, however, there seems to be a clear reason for the 
use of the second-person possessive pronoun in the clause containing an indirect 
form of address. 

 
ךךדבע םע ווידבעו ךךללממהה אנ ךלי ... רמאיו ךלמה לא םולשבא אביו (62)  

wayyɔḇoʔ  ʔaḇšɔlom ʔɛl-hammɛlɛḵ  wayyoʔmɛr …  
and=he.came  Absalom to-the=king  and=he.said 
yelɛḵ-nɔʔ  hammɛlɛḵ waʕaḇɔḏɔyw   ʕim-ʕaḇḏɛḵɔ  
he.will.go-POL the=king  and=servants=his  with-servant=your 
Absalom came to the king (i.e., David) and said,… “Please let the king and 
his servants go with your servant.” (2 Sam 13:24) 
 
In his invitation for David to accompany him to a sheep shearing festival, 

Absalom addresses him three times. He does so first by the indirect address ךלמה  
hammɛlɛḵ “the king” and then by using the third-person possessive pronoun in 

וידבע  ʕaḇɔḏɔyw “his servants” to agree with the grammatical person of its anteced-
ent ךלמה . However, when Absalom addresses David for the third time within the 
same clause, he uses the second-person possessive pronoun ך ḵɔ “your,” rather 
than the third-person possessive pronoun ו o “his.” The use of the second-person 
possessive pronoun seems to be an effort to avoid any potential ambiguity, as the 
phrase with the third-person possessive pronoun “his servant” could potentially 

 
17 See also 1 Sam 16:16; 25:29; 2 Sam 18:32; Arad 16:2; 21:1–2; Lach 3:6; Mous 2:2. 
18 Note that the LXX reads θεὸν αὐτοῦ “his God” in 2 Sam 14:11 and reads τῷ θεῷ “God” 
without any possessive pronouns in 1 Sam 25:29, both of which seem to reflect the attempt 
to ensure grammatical person agreement with the preceding indirect address.  
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refer to someone other than the speaker, that is, Absalom. It is worth noting that 
the deferential phrase “your servant” is almost exclusively used to refer to the 
speaker in conversations in our corpus.19  

5.4. Social Dynamics of Indirect Forms of Address 

The analysis of the internal structure and external syntax of indirect addresses in 
Biblical Hebrew and Epigraphic Hebrew yields an important insight into their 
particular function, namely as a means to convey two social variables: power and 
distance.  

5.4.1. Two Social Variables: Power and Distance 

On the one hand, similar to free forms of address discussed in chapter 3, the rela-
tive power dynamics between a speaker and an addressee can be conveyed 
through the semantic type of the first element in indirect addresses. As we will 
see in §5.4.5, almost without exception in our corpus, indirect addresses that begin 
with a T or an ascending KT are used for social superiors, while those beginning 
with a PN are used for social inferiors. 

On the other hand, when a speaker refers to an addressee in the third person 
using an indirect address, it may indicate a greater social distance between them 
compared to a second-person form of address. The expression of social distancing 
through third-person addresses is a well-known but seldom researched phenome-
non in many languages (Head 1978, 167). As Paul Listen (1999, 62–68) 
demonstrates, the functional differences between second and third person ad-
dresses are conceptually rooted in the metaphorical mapping of physical 
proximity and distance onto the domain of social relations.20 In other words, the 
physical proximity or distance in personal interactions can metaphorically corre-
spond to the social intimacy or aloofness between speech participants. Thus, an 
intimate friendship may be described as “close,” while aloofness may be ex-
pressed as “distant.” This metaphorical analogy between physical and social 
relations can be symbolically represented through grammatical person marking: 
second-person addresses may signify intimacy, directness, and/or informality, 
whereas third-person addresses may signify aloofness, indirectness, and/or for-
mality (Head 1978, 194–95; Listen 1999, 39). 

5.4.2. Motivations behind Indirect Forms of Address 

As discussed in chapter 3, Brown and Levinson (1987, 178) propose that a 
speaker’s use of nominal address forms beginning with a T or an ascending KT 

 
19 For a linguistic description of the use of the “addressee-based” deferential form, “your 
servant,” see Miller 2003, 271–81. 
20 For studies that seek to describe conceptual background behind forms of address in terms 
of metaphorical mappings, see Keown (2004) and Domonkosi (2018, 129–41).  
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can be seen as a (negative) politeness strategy to show deference to an addressee 
of higher power. Furthermore, when a speaker employs a third-person address, it 
can be interpreted as an effort to create distance between himself and the ad-
dressee by avoiding direct address through second-person pronouns or verbs. 
Once again, according to Brown and Levinson (1987, 203), the avoidance of the 
direct address “you” can be considered a (negative) politeness strategy by which 
the speaker attempts to avoid an undue closeness and ensure the addressee’s free-
dom of action. Thus, third-person addresses beginning with a T or an ascending 
KT can serve as a unique linguistic tool for a speaker to express politeness towards 
the addressee, acknowledging the addressee’s power over himself while simulta-
neously creating a sense of distance. 

5.4.3. Effects of Indirect Forms of Address 

As observed in table 5.1, the absolute majority of indirect addresses to humans in 
our corpus begin with a T or an ascending KT (94 percent). Furthermore, as we 
will see in §5.4.5, almost all of them are used for social superiors. Therefore, the 
primary effect of indirect addresses in Biblical Hebrew and Epigraphic Hebrew 
appears to convey deference towards social superiors. 

As Listen (1999, 66–68) points out, however, indirect addresses do not nec-
essarily entail deference alone. Manipulating the power and/or distance variables 
can lead to a range of pragmatic effects beyond showing deference to social su-
periors. In our corpus, there are a few instances in which indirect forms of address 
begin with a PN. In such cases, deference can hardly be expected, as the use of 
PN as the initial element of an address form almost exclusively marks the inferi-
ority of the addressee (see chapter 3 and §5.4.6). If these addresses are used by a 
superior, they may signify an attempt to create distance from an inferior addressee, 
potentially conveying emotions such as anger, contempt, rejection, and/or formal-
ity. Conversely, if these addresses are used by an inferior, they may evoke a sense 
of insult and/or formality. Nevertheless, the precise effect of each of these ad-
dresses should ultimately be determined by the contextual factors surrounding 
their usage. In §5.4.6, I classify all addresses that manipulate the power and/or 
distance variables as instances of what Brown and Gilman (1960, 270–73) call 
“expressive shift,” that is, strategic violation of address rules to convey the 
speaker’s temporary feelings and attitudes. 

5.4.4. Previous Studies on Social Dynamics of Indirect Addresses 

Revell (1996) and Miller (2003) deal with indirect addresses in Biblical Hebrew 
and Epigraphic Hebrew in some detail. However, both of them approach the topic 
under the heading of “deferential language,” which encompasses not only defer-
ential free and bound forms of address but also deferential-self references, such 
as דך בע  ʕaḇdəḵɔ “your servant,” ךתמא  ʔamɔṯɛḵɔ “your maidservant,” or ךתחפ  ש
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šip̄ḥɔṯəḵɔ “your maidservant.” Since their primary focus is on the use of these 
deferential terms, other socio-pragmatic effects that indirect addresses may pro-
duce are either largely ignored (Miller) or only partially treated in different 
sections throughout the book (Revell). The analysis presented in the following 
sections aims to bridge this gap and provide a more comprehensive understanding 
of indirect addresses. 

5.4.5. Giving Deference 

Table 5.1 above reveals that approximately 94 percent of indirect addresses used for 
humans in our corpus begin with a T or an ascending KT, while only 6 percent of 
them commence with a PN. As discussed in chapter 3, the initial element of a free 
form of address, whether simple or compound, serves as an indicator of the power 
dynamic between the speaker and the addressee. Consequently, when a T or an as-
cending KT is employed as the first element, it signifies the superiority of the 
addressee. On the other hand, when a PN or a descending KT is used as the initial 
element, it denotes the inferiority or equality of the addressee. This rule of address 
for free forms of address also extends to indirect addresses. Except for one case 
(“Pharaoh” in Exod 11:5), all indirect forms of address beginning with a T or an 
ascending KT come from the inferior-superior dyads (i>s), as shown in table 5.2.21 
 
Table 5.2. Indirect Forms of Address Beginning with T or Ascending KT 

Form (Frequency) Power  Form (Frequency) Power  
My lord (83x) i>s King Ahasuerus (2x) i>s 
Our lord (1x) i>s King Solomon (1x) i>s 
My lord the king (39x) i>s King my lord (1x) i>s 
My lord the king David (2x) i>s King of Israel (3x) i>s 
My lord the official (2x) i>s Pharaoh (13x) i>s; s>i 
My lord Esau (1x) i>s The anointed of Yahweh (2x) i>s 
My lord Yaush (1x) i>s My father (1x) i>s 
The king (75x) i>s22   

 
21 See §3.3 for my discussion on the method by which the power relation between the 
speaker and the addressee can be determined.  
22 This includes two cases in which Jehoshaphat King of Judah addresses Ahab King of 
Israel by the indirect address ךלמה  hammɛlɛḵ “the king” in 1 Kgs 22:8 (= 2 Chr 18:7): לא
ןכ ךלמה  רמאי   ʔal-yoʔmar hammɛlɛḵ ken “Let not the king say so.” Here Jehoshaphat is 
making a negative request of Ahab to abandon what he just said: “I hate him (i.e., Mi-
caiah).” Jehoshaphat and Ahab may be considered equal as both of them are kings. Thus, 
Jehoshaphat’s use of the deferential title “the king” may simply be viewed as expressing 
politeness towards his equal partner. However, the problem is that if they were truly equal, 
mutual respect is to be expected. But Ahab never employs a deferential term to address 
Jehoshaphat throughout their conversation, nor uses any identifiable politeness strategy for 
Jehoshaphat. 
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Indirect addresses beginning with a T or an ascending KT are most frequently 
used for kings (139x), while other types of social superiors, such as high officials, 
military officers, prophets, and fathers, also receive them. More than half of these 
addresses are used in the context of requesting favors, while the rest occur in other 
contexts such as informing and responding. It can be concluded, then, that indirect 
addresses in Biblical Hebrew and Epigraphic Hebrew primarily function as a 
(negative) politeness strategy by which an inferior gives deference to a superior 
and maintains distance between them, especially when there is a significant power 
differential between them.  

The only case in which an inferior receives an indirect form of address be-
ginning with a T occurs in Exod 11:5, where God, who is considered superior to 
all human beings in the Hebrew Bible, addresses a king of Egypt with the title 

הערפ  parʕo “Pharaoh.” This exceptional case can be classified as a case of ex-
pressive shift. A possible reason for the use of the title in this superior-inferior 
dyad will be provided in §5.4.6.1. 

5.4.6. Expressive Shift 

All of the indirect addresses beginning with a PN in our corpus can be conven-
iently classified as cases of “expressive shift,” that is, strategic violation of 
address rules to communicate the speaker’s temporary feelings and attitudes. Also, 
there are a few other cases, including the exceptional one mentioned earlier, in 
which the use of indirect addresses beginning with a T appears inadequate. In the 
following sections, I will demonstrate that these rule-breaking indirect addresses 
are a result of manipulating the power and/or distance variables. These addresses 
produce special effects other than giving deference to social superiors. These ef-
fects are not only socially and emotionally significant but also have exegetical 
importance. The following sections are organized based on the discourse-prag-
matic effects caused by these expressive shifts. 
 
 

 
Note that when the title “the king” is used as indirect address elsewhere, it is always 

used by the king’s subjects. In other words, the use of the indirect address “the king” is a 
common technique for the subjects to give deference to their king. Perhaps Jehoshaphat’s 
use of this deferential form might be a little piece of evidence for northern Israel’s political 
supremacy over southern Judah around the eighth century BCE (see Miller and Hayes 
[2006, 304] who view southern Judah as a vassal state subservient to the Omrides around 
eighth century BCE). Note also that Jehoshaphat uses a variety of politeness strategies 
when he speaks with Ahab. In v. 4, he offers a promise to Ahab to go to war with him 
against Ramoth Gilead. In v. 5, he uses the so-called particle of entreaty, אנ  nɔʔ “please.” 
All these might imply the unequal power existing between Ahab and Jehoshaphat. 
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5.4.6.1. Rejection 

There are instances in which the speaker’s rejection of the addressee appears to 
be conveyed through the use of indirect address. First, God uses indirect addresses 
composed of PNs when announcing the punishment of three kings of Israel: Jer-
oboam (1 Kgs 14:10–11), Baasha (1 Kgs 16:3–4), and Ahab (1 Kgs 21:21–24). 
These are the only occasions in our corpus in which God uses a PN as an indirect 
address. Consider the following passage. 
 
 לארשיב בוזעו רוצע ריקב ןיתשמ םםעעבבררייל יתרכהו םםעעבברריי תיב לא הער איבמ יננה ןכל (63)

םיבלכה ולכאי ריעב םםעעבבררייל תמה ומת דע ללגה רעבי רשאכ םםעעבברריי תיב ירחא יתרעבו  
lɔḵen  hinni meḇiʔ  rɔʕɔ  ʔɛl-bɛṯ    yɔrɔḇʕɔm 
therefore look=I bringing  evil  to-house.of   Jeroboam 
wəhiḵratti   ləyɔrɔḇʕɔm   maštin  bəqir ʕɔṣur wəʕɔzuḇ 
and=I.will.cut.off  to=Jeroboam   urinating in=wall bound and=free  
bəyiśrɔʔel uḇiʕarti    ʔaḥare ḇeṯ-yɔrɔḇʕɔm   kaʔašɛr 
in=Israel  and=I.will.burn  after house.of-Jeroboam as=REL 
yəḇaʕer   haggɔlɔl  ʕaḏ-tummo     hammeṯ 
he.will.burn  the=dung until-be.complete=his  the=dying 
ləyɔrɔḇʕɔm  bɔʕir   yoʔḵəlu   hakkəlɔḇim 
to=Jeroboam  in=the=city  they.will.eat  the=dogs 
Therefore, I will bring harm upon the house of Jeroboam and will cut off 
from Jeroboam every male,23 both bond and free in Israel, and will burn up 
the house of Jeroboam, as one burns up dung until it is completely consumed. 
Dogs will eat anyone belonging to Jeroboam who dies in the city. (1 Kgs 
14:10–11a) 
 
The announcement of God’s punishment against King Jeroboam is intro-

duced with the clausal adverb ןכל  lɔḵen “therefore.” Throughout this dire message, 
God addresses Jeroboam by PN four times. God’s use of PN itself does not pose 
any problem, considering that he is superior to all human beings. However, God’s 
choice to address Jeroboam in the third person is “expressive,” as Jeroboam is 
inferior to him. This use of third person address may indicate God’s deliberate 
“distancing” from Jeroboam, conveying his message of rejecting Jeroboam as 
king of Israel. 

The passage in (63) is immediately preceded by the passage in (64) in which 
God explains the reasons for his punishment against Jeroboam. 

 
 

 
23 Lit. he who urinates against a wall (see also 1 Sam 25:22, 34; 1 Kgs 16:11; 21:21; 
2 Kgs 9:8). 
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לארשי ימע לע דיגנ ךךנתאו םעה ךותמ ךךיתמירה רשא ןעי לארשי יהלא הוהי רמא הכ (64)  
יתוצמ רמש רשא דוד ידבעכ תתייה אלו ךךל הנתאו דוד תיבמ הכלממה תא ערקאו  

ויה רשא לכמ תושעל ערתתו יניעב רשיה קר תושעל ובבל לכב ירחא ךלה רשאו  
ךךוג ירחא תתכלשה יתאו ינסיעכהל תוכסמו םירחא םיהלא ךךל השעתו ךלתתו ךךינפל  

ko-ʔɔmar yhwh  ʔɛlohe yiśrɔʔel  yaʕan   ʔašɛr harimoṯiḵɔ 
thus-he.said YHWH  God.of Israel  because   REL I.exalted=you  
mittoḵ   hɔʕɔm  wɔʔɛttɛnəḵɔ   nɔḡiḏ ʕal  
from=midst.of the=people and=I.made.you  ruler over  
ʕammi  yiśrɔʔel    wɔʔɛqraʕ   ʔɛṯ-hammamlɔḵɔ  mibbeṯ  
people=my Israel    and=I.tore   ACC-the=kingdom from=house.of 
dɔwiḏ wɔʔɛttənɛhɔ  lɔḵ  wəloʔ-hɔyiṯɔ   kəʕaḇdi    
David and=I.gave=it to=you and=not=you.were like=servant=my 
ḏɔwiḏ ʔašɛr   šɔmar    miṣwoṯay     waʔašɛr-hɔlaḵ    ʔaḥaray  
David REL   he.kept  commandments=my   and=REL-he.walked   after 
bəḵɔl-ləḇɔḇo   laʕaśoṯ raq  hayyɔšɔr  bəʕenɔy  
with=all-heart=his to=do only  the=upright in=eyes=my 
wattɔraʕ    laʕaśoṯ mikkol  ʔašɛr-hɔyu  ləp̄ɔnɛḵɔ  
and=you.did.evil  to=do from=all  REL-they.were before=you 
wattelɛḵ    wattaʕaśɛ-lləḵɔ    ʔɛlohim  ʔaḥerim 
and=you.went and=you.made-for=you  gods  other 
umasseḵoṯ   ləhaḵʕiseni wəʔoṯi   hišlaḵtɔ  ʔaḥare 
and=metal.images to=vex=me and=ACC=me you.cast  after  
gawwɛḵɔ 
back=your 
“Thus says Yahweh, God of Israel: “Given the fact that I exalted you from 
among the people and made you ruler over my people Israel and tore the 
kingdom away from the house of David and gave it to you, and yet you have 
not been like my servant David, who kept my commandments and followed 
me with all his heart, doing only what was right in my eyes, but you have 
done evil more than all who came before you and (you) have gone and (you) 
made for yourself other gods and metal images, provoking me to anger, and 
(you) have cast me behind your back.” (1 Kgs 14:7–9) 
 
What is striking in this passage is that God consistently addresses Jeroboam 

in the second person (11x). This is in stark contrast to the subsequent announce-
ment of punishment, where he addresses Jeroboam in the third person. The shift 
from second person to third person serves as a literary device to separate God’s 
punishment from his accusation, signaling that these two aspects are qualitatively 
different. While Jeroboam is treated directly and perhaps personally in the accu-
sation section, he is now placed outside the speech event in the punishment section 
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(Domonkosi 2018, 131). Thus, in contrast to the accusation section, God’s rejec-
tion of Jeroboam is further highlighted in the punishment section. 

The other two passages containing the message of God’s punishment against 
Baasha and Ahab (1 Kgs 16:3–4; 21:21–24) are almost identical to the passages 
we have seen above. The use of third person addresses in these passages appears 
to serve the same purpose: to convey God’s rejection of Baasha and Ahab.24 

Second, Michal addresses her husband, King David, using the indirect ad-
dress composed of T, לארשי ךלמ  mɛlɛḵ yiśrɔʔel “the king of Israel,” as he comes 
to bless his household: 
 
ללאאררששיי  ךךללממ םויה דבכנ המ רמאתו (65)  

םיקרה דחא תולגנ תולגהכ וידבע תוהמא יניעל םויה הלגנ רשא  
wattoʔmɛr   ma-nniḵbaḏ      hayyom   mɛlɛḵ   yiśrɔʔel  
and=she.said   how-he.distinguished.himself  the=day   king.of   Israel  
ʔašɛr niḡlɔ    hayyom  ləʕene  ʔamhoṯ    
REL he.exposed.himself the=day  to=eyes.of slave.girls.of  
ʕaḇɔḏɔyw  kəhiggɔloṯ niḡloṯ  ʔaḥaḏ    hɔreqim 
servants=his  as=uncover uncovering one.of    the=worthless.ones  
She (i.e., Michal) said, “How the king of Israel has distinguished himself to-
day! He exposed himself today before his servants’ slave girls as one of the 
vulgar fellows would!” (2 Sam 6:20) 
 
Miller comments on the significance of Michal’s use of the indirect address, 

stating: 

David’s wife mocks him by addressing him as ‘the king of Israel,’ his political 
position. Throughout the quotation, third-person pronouns are used to refer to the 
addressee. In this way, the speaker rebukes her husband by distancing herself 

 
24 As in the cases of Jeroboam, Baasha, and Ahab, the only case in which an inferior re-
ceives an indirect form of address beginning with T (§5.4.5) occurs in the context of God’s 
punishment. In Exod 11:5, God addresses a king of Egypt by the title הערפ  parʕo “Phar-
aoh”: “Every firstborn in the land of Egypt shall die, from the firstborn of Pharaoh who 
sits on his throne, to the firstborn of the slave girl who is behind the hand mill, and all the 
firstborn of the cattle.” God’s use of the title “Pharaoh” does not seem to convey deference 
in this context, as in the other cases in which the title is used by pharaoh’s subjects (Gen 
41:10, 16, 25 [2x], 28 [2x], 32, 33, 34, 35; Exod 8:25 [2x]). Thus, God’s indirect address 
by the title could be viewed as a case of expressive shift, conveying his rejection of Pharaoh 
by distancing from him. Jacob (1992, 289), however, suggests that the choice of the ex-
pression “the firstborn of Pharoah” rather than “your firstborn,” which seems to be 
expected in this superior-inferior dyad, results from the narrator’s attempt to indicate that 
God’s punishment affects everyone in Egypt by the repetition of the expression “the 
firstborn of X.” 
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from the person she addresses (and his behavior). Michal’s subversion of the 
deferential language of the court to ridicule her husband is particularly stinging. 
(2003, 274) 

According to Miller, Michal’s use of David’s political title, “the king of Is-
rael,” and her use of third-person pronouns create the effects of mocking and 
rebuking. However, it is worth noting that the use of political titles by kings’ wives 
to address their husbands appears to be a common practice, as evidenced by ex-
amples such as 1 Kgs 1:20–21 and Esth 5:4. Additionally, kings’ wives address 
their husbands using third-person pronouns in these passages, without intending 
to mock or rebuke them. Therefore, it cannot be concluded that the use of political 
titles or third-person pronouns inherently implies mocking and rebuking. Thus, 
Miller’s explanation seems inadequate. 

Revell offers an interesting perspective on Michal’s use of the indirect ad-
dress, stating:  

Where a subject addresses or refers to King David or either of the other kings of 
the divided monarchy, using the title alone as a designation, the form is ‘the king’ 
( ךלמה ).… The title in the form ‘king of Israel’ ( לארשי ךלמ ) is used for these kings 
in speech, but it is typically used by foreigners. (1996, 17) 

In essence, Michal’s disdainful attitude towards David can be observed 
through her choice of the “wrong” form of address for her situation. In her view, 
David’s behavior of dancing before the ark (2 Sam 6:14) is unworthy of a king 
(“she despised him in her heart” [2 Sam 6:16]). Consequently, by utilizing the title 
commonly used by foreigners when referring to the kings of Israel (1 Sam 29:3; 
1 Kgs 15:19 [=2 Chr 16:3]; 20:31; 22:31–32; 2 Kgs 5:5; 6:11–12; 7:6; 16:7; 2 Chr 
18:30–31), she distances herself from David and presents herself as someone for 
whom David is not the king. Effectively, she rejects him as her king. Thus, 
Michal’s employment of the indirect address serves as a notable example of “ex-
pressive shift,” where distancing is achieved by manipulating the form of address 
itself, rather than solely relying on third-person reference. 

There are two additional instances in which the title “the king of Israel” is 
used by a subject to address their king. Both occurrences take place during Da-
vid’s confrontation with King Saul (1 Sam 24:15; 26:20), where David criticizes 
Saul for seeking his life. Similar to Michal’s case, David’s use of the title “the 
king of Israel” can be interpreted as instances of expressive shift, wherein David 
distances himself from Saul and rejects him as his king. 

5.4.6.2. Insult 

There is one case in our corpus in which the speaker seems to express insult to-
wards his addressee through the use of indirect address. Consider the following. 
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 הדוהי שיא וניחא ךךובנג עודמ ךלמה לא ורמאיו ךלמה לא םיאב לארשי שיא לכ הנהו (66)
ומע דדוודד ישנא לכו ןדריה תא ותיב תאו ךךללממהה תא ורבעיו  

wəhine  kɔl-ʔiš  yiśrɔʔel bɔʔim ʔɛl-hammɛlɛḵ    wayyoʔməru  
and=look all-men.of Israel coming to-the=king    and=they.said  
ʔɛl-hammɛlɛḵ  madduaʕ  gənɔḇuḵɔ  ʔaḥenu   ʔiš  
to-the=king  why   they.stole=you brothers=our  men.of   
yəhuḏɔ wayyaʕḇiru    ʔɛṯ-hammɛlɛḵ  wəʔɛṯ-beṯo 
Judah and=they.brought.over ACC-the=king and=ACC-house=his 
ʔɛṯ-hayyarden  wəḵɔl-ʔanše   ḏɔwiḏ ʕimmo 
ACC-the=Jordan  and=all-men.of  David with=him 
Then all the men of Israel came to the king (i.e., David) and said to the king, 
“Why have our brothers the men of Judah stolen you away and brought the 
king and his household over the Jordan, and all David’s men with him?” (2 
Sam 19:42) 
 
This conversation takes place as King David returns to Jerusalem from across 

the Jordan river, and tension arises as the northern tribes feel excluded in welcom-
ing him. They bring their case before David, accusing the men of Judah of 
claiming exclusive rights to honor him. In presenting their case, they refer to Da-
vid using various forms of indirect address, including second-person pronoun 
“you”, the title “the king,” and his name “David.” While the first two forms may 
be considered acceptable for addressing King David, the use of his PN appears 
improper, as inferiors typically do not address superiors by their PNs. Therefore, 
the use of David’s PN by the men of Israel can be seen as “expressive,” signaling 
their insults towards David, who has granted the men of Judah permission to es-
cort him. The shift in address forms in the speech of the men of Israel starkly 
contrasts with the consistent use of the title “the king” in the speech of the men of 
Judah (2 Sam 19:43 [2x]). This implies a difference in attitude towards David 
between the northern and southern tribes. 

5.4.6.3. Formality 

There are several instances where the use of indirect address appears to convey a 
sense of formality. First, when Jonathan takes an oath with David, he addresses 
David using his PN.    
 
יבא תא רקחא יכ לארשי יהלא הוהי דוד לא ןתנוהי רמאיו (67)  

... ךנזא תא יתילגו ךילא חלשא זא אלו דדוודד לא בוט הנהו תישלשה רחמ תעכ  
הוהי תרכהב אלו םלוע דע יתיב םעמ ךדסח תא תרכת אלו  

המדאה ינפ לעמ שיא דדוודד יביא תא  
wayyoʔmɛr  yəhonɔṯɔn ʔɛl-dɔwiḏ yhwh  ʔɛlohe yiśrɔʔel 
and=he.said  Jonathan  to-David  YHWH  God.of Israel 
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ki-ʔɛḥqor   ʔɛṯ-ʔɔḇi     kɔʕeṯ    mɔḥɔr  haššəlišiṯ 
that-I.will.check  ACC-father=my   about=time   tomorrow the=third 
wəhine-ṭoḇ  ʔɛl-dɔwiḏ wəloʔ-ʔɔz  ʔɛšlaḥ  ʔelɛḵɔ  
and=look-good to-David  and=not-then  I.will.send to=you 
wəḡɔliṯi    ʔɛṯ-ʔɔznɛḵɔ   wəloʔ-ṯaḵriṯ 
and=I.will.disclose ACC-ear=your  and=not-you.will.cut 
ʔɛṯ-ḥasdəḵɔ    meʕim  beṯi   ʕaḏ-ʕolɔm wəloʔ 
ACC-loyalty=your from=with house=my unto-eternity and=not 
bəhaḵriṯ  yhwh  ʔɛṯ-ʔoyḇe   ḏɔwiḏ ʔiš  
in=cut  YHWH  ACC-enemies.of  David every 
meʕal   pəne  hɔʔaḏɔmɔ 
from=upon  face.of  the=ground 
Jonathan said to David, “(By) Yahweh, God of Israel, (I swear)25 that I will 
check with my father about this time tomorrow or the third day. If he is fa-
vorably inclined toward David, will I not then send word to you and let you 
know?... Do not cut off your loyalty from my house forever, when Yahweh 
has cut off every one of the enemies of David from the face of the earth.” (1 
Sam 20:12, 15) 
 
It is certain that Jonathan is superior to David at this stage, as David refers to 

himself as Jonathan’s servant (1 Sam 20:7–8). Thus, Jonathan’s use of David’s 
PN is expected. However, his addressing of David in the third person rather than 
the second person is “expressive,” as David is inferior to him. The indirect form 
of address occurs in a friendly environment, so it cannot be interpreted as a sign 
of Jonathan’s rejection or insult towards David, as in the cases of Jeroboam, 
Baasha, and Ahab. Instead, as noted by Revell (1996, 356), the sense of formality 
seems to be induced by the use of David’s name. The taste of formality can also 
be detected in Jonathan’s use of his own name in 1 Sam 20:13. In his oath, Jona-
than pledges to stand with David against Saul, his father and king. Jonathan’s use 
of PN as an indirect address and self-reference appears to be intended to lend 
credibility to this extraordinary undertaking. While the oath is taken in a friendly 
environment, it carries a solemn and serious tone. 

Second, in three Hebrew letters, the sender refers to the recipient by an indi-
rect address beginning with a PN.  

 
לשל חלש·והיננח·כחא (68)  

רב כתיב מלשלו·בבששייללאא·מ  
הוהיל כתכ  

ʔḥk·ḥnnyhw·šlḥ lšl   

 
25 For a thorough treatment of oath formulas in Biblical Hebrew, see Conklin 2011. 
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m·ʔlyšb·wlšlm·bytk·br 
ktk lyhwh 
Your brother Hananyahu (hereby) sends greetings  
to Elyashib and to your household. I bless 
you to Yahweh. (Arad 16:1–3) 

]]ננבב[[ ווההייללדדגג·מלשל·חלש·לכוהי·כנב (69)  
]והי[ל כתכרב·כתיב·מלשלו·רראאייללאא  

 ה
bnk·yhwkl·šlḥ·lšlm·gdlyhw·[bn] 
ʔlyʔr·wlšlm·bytk·brktk·l[yhw] 
h 
Your son Yehukal (hereby) sends greetings to Gedalyahu [son of] 
Elyair and to your household. I bless you to [Yahwe]h. (Arad 21:1–3) 

חנו ]והי[רמג·מכנב (70)  
]מלשל ו[חלש·והימ  

ה]והיל כ[תכרב ווההייככללממ  
bnkm·gmr[yhw] wnḥ 
myhw·šlḥ[w lšlm] 
mlkyhw brkt[k lyhw]h 
Your son Gemar[yahu], as well as Nehemyahu, 
(hereby) sen[d greetings to] 
Malkiyahu. I bless [you to Yahwe]h. (Arad 40:1–3) 
 
In (68), the sender and the recipient appear to be equal in status, as indicated 

by the use of the horizontal KT “your brother” for the sender’s self-reference. 
Thus, the use of the PN “Elyashib” for the recipient may not pose a problem. 
However, in (69) and (70), both senders appear to be inferior to their recipients, 
as evident from each sender’s self-reference using the descending KT “your son.” 
Consequently, the use of PNs for the recipients seems to be problematic. 

According to Pardee et al. (1982, 49–50), only these three letters among all 
the Northwest Semitic letters contain the same form of the praescriptio, which 
consists of the conflate address/greeting formula PN šlḥ lšlm PN and the greeting 
formula brk l. They interpret this praescriptio as “a caritative address/greeting + 
greeting formula used between family members,” considering all the KTs used in 
these letters as literal designations of kinship. If this interpretation is correct, the 
use of PNs is purely formulaic and/or formal, and thus, the use of PNs for social 
superiors can be justified.   

5.5. Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have examined the internal structure, external syntax, and social 
dynamics of indirect addresses used for humans in Biblical Hebrew and 
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Epigraphic Hebrew. The analysis of their internal structure and external syntax 
informs us that they can serve as a means of expressing the power and distance 
variables. Indirect addresses in Biblical Hebrew and Epigraphic Hebrew primarily 
function as a politeness strategy through which an inferior gives deference to a 
superior while maintaining a certain distance, particularly in the cases of signifi-
cant power differentials. However, the manipulation of the power and/or distance 
variables can result in a variety of pragmatic effects beyond deference, including 
expressions of rejection, insult, or formality.  
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6. 
CONCLUSIONS 

This book undertook a comprehensive examination of the forms of address em-
ployed in the prose sections of the Hebrew Bible and the epigraphic Hebrew 
letters. By applying the theories and methodologies of contemporary sociolinguis-
tics, particularly the address theory proposed by Brown and Gilman (1960) and 
subsequently refined by Brown and Ford (1961), as well as the politeness theory 
presented by Brown and Levinson (1987), the study explored the distribution and 
usage patterns of address forms in both Biblical Hebrew and Epigraphic Hebrew. 
The primary objective of this analysis was to identify the underlying rules that 
govern the use of address and to detect instances where these rules are violated. 
Through this interdisciplinary approach, merging sociolinguistics with Hebrew 
studies, the research contributes to our understanding in two ways: first, by shed-
ding light on the social structure of ancient Hebrew society and highlighting the 
exegetical significance of address variations, and second, by providing sociolin-
guists with an opportunity to empirically test specific assumptions and 
conclusions derived from their analyses of modern languages. 

Previous attempts at describing the use of address forms in Biblical Hebrew 
and Epigraphic Hebrew are limited in number and provide only partial treatment 
of the subject. Furthermore, the definition and categorization of address forms 
developed in sociolinguistic studies have not been sufficiently applied to Bibli-
cal Hebrew and Epigraphic Hebrew. This book aimed to address and rectify 
these issues. 

Dividing Hebrew forms of address into free forms (i.e., forms occurring “out-
side” the sentence structure, such as preceding, following, or inserted into a 
sentence, or occurring without any immediate linguistic context) and bound forms 
(i.e., forms integrated into the syntax of a sentence) based on the syntactic crite-
rion, chapters 2 to 5 focused on examining their internal structure, social dynamics, 
and external syntax. chapter 2 conducted an extensive analysis of the internal 
structure of free forms of address in Biblical Hebrew. These forms were classified 
into three distinct categories: simple addresses (consisting of a single word), com-
plex addresses (composed of two or more words), and compound addresses 
(combining simple and/or complex addresses). This classification was primarily 
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based on the number of constituents present in each address form. Furthermore, 
grammatical and semantic types were assigned to each constituent within the ad-
dress form, facilitating the identification of the following meaningful patterns:  
 

1. Out of 682 free forms of address in the corpus, approximately 69 percent 
of them are simple addresses. Complex addresses are rare in dialogues 
between two humans, and are primarily found in special contexts, such 
as prayer.  

2. Both simple and complex addresses are to be understood as definite. The 
occasional absence of the definite article in common noun address forms 
can be attributed to various factors, such as poetic features or potential 
scribal interpolation. 

3. Compound addresses in Biblical Hebrew can be formed through apposi-
tion, repetition, or coordination of coreferential simple and/or complex 
addresses. Notably, nearly 90 percent of compound addresses are formed 
by placing simple and complex addresses in apposition.  

4. When a simple or complex address is used alone, the two most com-
monly occurring semantic types are personal names and kinship terms. 
This aligns with the cross-linguistic phenomenon that personal names 
and kinship terms form the core lexical domain for free forms of address.  

5. The honorific title always occupies the initial position in a compound 
address. 

6. The biblical writers show a strong preference for the word order ֲינִֹדא  
ךְלֶמֶּהַ  ʔaḏoni hammɛlɛḵ “my lord the king,” which is in stark contrast to 

the almost exclusive use of its reverse order, “O king my lord,” in other 
ancient Near Eastern writings during the second and first millennia BCE. 

7. Unlike addresses directed at human(s), kinship terms are never employed 
to address God in our corpus, perhaps due to polemical reasons.   

8. Apostrophe, a literary device in which inanimate objects are addressed 
and thus personified, is commonly employed in prophetic literature. 
Common-noun address forms can function as quasi-proper nouns. 

 
In chapter 3, the social dynamics of free forms of address in Biblical Hebrew 

were examined, primarily within the context of Brown, Gilman, and Ford’s soci-
olinguistic theory of address. The focus was on the three most frequently 
appearing address terms in the corpus: personal names, titles, and kinship terms. 
When these semantic types are used between two human beings, they can be used 
either alone as a simple address (referred to as “APN,” “AT,” and “AKT,” respec-
tively) or as the head constituent of a compound address (referred to as “HPN,” 
“HT,” and “HKT,” respectively). It was demonstrated that the head constituent in 
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an address, whether in a simple or a compound address, serves as an indicator of 
the power relation between the speaker and the addressee.  

When personal names are used as the head constituent, they seem to mark the 
superiority of the speaker. Thus, APNs and HPNs are almost exclusively used in 
“downward” relationships, that is, in superior-inferior dyads, although there are a 
couple of instances in which APNs are used among close equals. In contrast, when 
titles are used as the head constituent, they seem to mark the superiority of the 
addressee. Thus, ATs and HTs are typically used in “upward” relationships, that 
is, in inferior-superior dyads, with no cases of ATs or HTs used between equals. 
Therefore, APNs and HPNs seem to function as the T in Brown, Gilman, and 
Ford’s T/V system, while ATs and HTs seem to serve as the V. As far as personal 
names and titles are concerned, they partially confirm Brown and Ford’s “linguis-
tic universal,” which associates personal address with intimacy and 
condescension, as well as distance and deference. However, when kinship terms 
are used as the head constituent, they can convey all types of power relations. 
Ascending AKTs and HKTs are used in “upward” relationships, horizontal AKTs 
and HKTs are used in “horizontal” relationships, and descending AKTs and HKTs 
are used in “downward” relationships. When kinship terms are used in an ex-
tended sense, most, if not all, can be interpreted as politeness strategies. Therefore, 
the address usage of kinship terms in Biblical Hebrew does not support Brown 
and Ford’s “linguistic universal” (see figure 6.1 below). The use of APNs or HPNs 
in seemingly inferior-superior dyads can be viewed as what Brown and Gilman 
refer to as “expressive shifts,” in which the speaker (or narrator) strategically vi-
olates the rules of address to assert authority over the addressee (e.g., 1 Sam 26:14; 
Jer 34:4; 2 Chr 15:2). Similarly, the use of ATs in seemingly superior-inferior 
dyads can be also interpreted as “expressive shifts,” to convey feelings of respect 
(e.g., 2 Chr 35:21) or contempt (e.g., Amos 7:12). These shifts create powerful 
pragmatic and literary effects that the readers should consider in order to properly 
understand the text.  
 
Figure 6.1. The Social Dynamics of Free Forms of Address 
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Chapter 4 delved into the external syntax of free forms of address in Biblical 
Hebrew, examining the correlation between their syntactic position and function 
through the utilization of the methods proposed by Taglicht and Leech. The anal-
ysis revealed that a significant portion, approximately 60 percent, of the addresses 
occur either at the beginning or at the end of the communicative unit, including 
stand-alone addresses. These addresses primarily serve conversation management 
purposes, such as attracting the addressee’s attention, identifying the addressee, 
signaling the initiation or conclusion of a turn or conversation, giving the floor to 
the addressee, and maintaining contact with the addressee. The remaining ad-
dresses are found within the communicative unit and occupy one of the following 
positions: (i) between the preface and the body; (ii) between an initial-edge ele-
ment and the core; (iii) within the core; (iv) between the body and the tag. 
Addresses in these positions generally assume a partitioning and focusing func-
tion, directing the addressee’s attention to significant information at the respective 
juncture. Consequently, addresses in positions (i) or (ii) mark the preceding ele-
ment for information focus by separating it from the rest of the communicative 
unit and highlighting or reinforcing its discourse-pragmatic function. On the other 
hand, addresses in positions (iii) or (iv) mark the following element for infor-
mation focus by separating it from what precedes it and emphasizing or 
reinforcing its discourse-pragmatic function. 

Chapter 5 undertook an examination of the internal structure, external syntax, 
and social dynamics of indirect addresses to humans in Biblical Hebrew and Epi-
graphic Hebrew. Regarding the internal structure, the absolute majority of indirect 
addresses to humans are composed of a title with or without additional element(s) 
(94 percent). In contrast, there are only a few indirect addresses consisting of a 
personal name with or without accompanying element(s), or consisting of a kin-
ship term. With respect to the external syntax, an indirect address is treated as 
third person within the clause in which it occurs, while the pronoun(s) coreferen-
tial with the indirect address may appear in the second or third person outside that 
clause. The analysis of the internal structure and external syntax of indirect ad-
dresses informs us that they can convey power dynamics and interpersonal 
distance. In both Biblical Hebrew and Epigraphic Hebrew, indirect addresses pri-
marily function as a manifestation of what Brown and Levinson term a negative 
politeness strategy. This strategy involves individuals of lower social status 
demonstrating deference towards their superiors while also maintaining a certain 
level of social distance. This tendency is particularly pronounced in situations 
where there is a significant power differential between the interlocutors. However, 
it is important to note that manipulating the variables of power and distance can 
produce a diverse range of pragmatic effects beyond the expression of deference. 
These effects may include instances of rejection (2 Sam 6:20), insult (2 Sam, 
19:42), or formality (1 Sam 20:12, 15; Arad 16:1–3; 21:1–3; 40:1–3). Thus, the 
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analysis of indirect addresses contributes to a nuanced understanding of the intri-
cate dynamics of power and social interaction within their respective contexts.  

This book serves as a foundational stepping stone for future research, aiming 
to expand the scope of address studies beyond the prose sections of the Hebrew 
Bible and the epigraphic Hebrew letters. The first proposed step involves con-
ducting a comprehensive analysis of address systems in letters written in other 
Semitic languages, such as Ugaritic, Aramaic, and Akkadian. Previous attempts 
to elucidate address systems in these Semitic languages are incomplete and sim-
plistic. A comparative analysis can be undertaken to examine how forms of 
address are employed in each language and how they differ from Hebrew forms 
of address. 

Furthermore, a sociolinguistic analysis of forms of address in the poetic sec-
tions of the Hebrew Bible and Ugaritic narrative poetry warrants exploration. 
Comparisons and contrasts can be drawn between address usage in Hebrew poetry 
and that in the prose sections of the Hebrew Bible and letters written in other 
Semitic languages. To the best of my knowledge, there are only two works on 
address terms in Hebrew poetry: Rosenbaum (1997) and Miller (2010). However, 
these works primarily focus on the syntax of address terms rather than their  
sociolinguistic significance. Moreover, their corpora are limited, with Rosenbaum 
focusing on Isa 40–55 and Miller on the Book of Psalms. A more comprehensive 
examination of the sociolinguistic significance of address terms in poetry remains 
to be undertaken. 

The book, alongside the proposed studies, paves the way for further analysis 
of terms of reference in the Hebrew Bible. Reference terms can be categorized 
into two groups: self-reference pointing to the speaker and reference pointing to 
a third person in dialogue. Understanding the speaker’s self-reference is crucial 
as it not only reflects their self-view but also their perception of the addressee. 
The presence or absence of a third person may significantly impact how the 
speaker refers to them. Additionally, certain words are used exclusively as refer-
ence terms rather than address terms, analogous to the English term “physician.” 
In the prose sections of the Hebrew Bible, for instance, הלכ  kallɔ “daughter-in-
law, bride” exclusively appears as a reference term, while תב  baṯ “daughter” 
serves as the corresponding address term (Ruth 1:8, 11). A comparative analysis 
of address and reference terms would be a captivating area of study that could 
shed light on the speaker’s self-view, their perception of the addressee, and the 
presence or absence of a third person during the recorded conversation. 
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APPENDIX A: 
TEXT AND TRANSLATION (1 KINGS 22:1–28) 

V Text Translation 
 ןיב המחלמ ןיא םינש שלש ובשיו 1

לארשי ןיבו םרא  
There was no war between Aram and 
Israel for three years. 

 טפשוהי דריו תישילשה הנשב יהיו 2
לארשי ךלמ לא הדוהי ךלמ  

In the third year Jehoshaphat the king 
of Judah came down to the king of Is-
rael. 

 וידבע לא לארשי ךלמ רמאיו 3
 ונחנאו דעלג תמר ונל יכ םתעדיה
םרא ךלמ דימ התא תחקמ םישחמ  

 

The king of Israel said to his servants, 
“Do you know that Ramoth Gilead is 
ours, and we keep quiet and do not 
take it out of the hand of the king of 
Aram?” 

 יתא ךלתה טפשוהי לא רמאיו 4
 טפשוהי רמאיו דעלג תמר המחלמל
 ימעכ ךומכ ינומכ לארשי ךלמ לא
ךיסוסכ יסוסכ ךמעכ  
 

Then he said to Jehoshaphat, “Will 
you go with me to battle at Ramoth 
Gilead?” Jehoshaphat replied to the 
king of Israel, “I am as you are, my 
people as your people, my horses as 
your horses.” 

 שרד לארשי ךלמ לא טפשוהי רמאיו 5
הוהי רבד תא םויכ אנ  

Jehoshaphat said to the king of Israel, 
“Please seek first the word of Yah-
weh.” 

 םיאיבנה תא לארשי ךלמ ץבקיו 6
 םהלא רמאיו שיא תואמ עבראכ
 םא המחלמל דעלג תמר לע ךלאה
 דיב ינדא ןתיו הלע ורמאיו לדחא
ךלמה  

 

So the king of Israel assembled the 
prophets, about four hundred men, 
and said to them, “Shall I go to battle 
against Ramoth Gilead, or shall I re-
frain?” They said, “Go up so that the 
Lord may give (it) into the hand of the 
king.” 

 הוהיל איבנ הפ ןיאה טפשוהי רמאיו 7
ותואמ השרדנו דוע  

But Jehoshaphat said, “Is there not 
here still a prophet of Yahweh of 
whom we may ask?” 
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V Text Translation 
 דוע טפשוהי לא לארשי ךלמ רמאיו 8

 ינאו ותאמ הוהי תא שרדל דחא שיא
 םא יכ בוט ילע אבנתי אל יכ ויתאנש
 טפשוהי רמאיו הלמי ןב והיכימ ער
ןכ ךלמה רמאי לא  

 
 

The king of Israel said to Jehoshaphat, 
“There is yet one man by whom we 
may inquire of Yahweh. But I hate him 
because he does not prophesy good 
concerning me, but evil. His name is 
Micaiah the son of Imlah.” Jehosha-
phat said, “Let not the king say so.” 

 דחא סירס לא לארשי ךלמ ארקיו 9
הלמי ןב והיכימ הרהמ רמאיו  

Then the king of Israel summoned an 
officer and said, “Bring quickly Mi-
caiah the son of Imlah.” 

 הדוהי ךלמ טפשוהיו לארשי ךלמו 10
 םידגב םישבלמ ואסכ לע שיא םיבשי
 םיאיבנה לכו ןורמש רעש חתפ ןרגב
םהינפל םיאבנתמ  

 

Now the king of Israel and Jehosha-
phat the king of Judah were sitting on 
their thrones, dressed in their robes, at 
the threshing floor at the entrance of 
the gate of Samaria. All the prophets 
were prophesying before them. 

 לזרב ינרק הנענכ ןב היקדצ ול שעיו 11
 תא חגנת הלאב הוהי רמא הכ רמאיו

םתלכ דע םרא  

Zedekiah the son of Kenaanah made 
for himself iron horns and said, “Thus 
Yahweh says, ‘With these you shall 
push Aram until they are destroyed.’” 

 הלע רמאל ןכ םיאבנ םיאבנה לכו 12
 דיב הוהי ןתנו חלצהו דעלג תמר
ךלמה  

All the prophets were prophesying the 
same, saying, “Go up to Ramoth Gil-
ead and triumph; Yahweh will give it 
into the hand of the king.” 

 והיכימ ארקל ךלה רשא ךאלמהו 13
 ירבד אנ הנה רמאל וילא רבד
 יהי ךלמה לא בוט דחא הפ םיאיבנה
 םהמ דחא רבדכ ךרבד ךירבד אנ
בוט תרבדו        

Now the messenger who went to sum-
mon Micaiah said to him, “Look, the 
words of the prophets are unani-
mously good for the king. Let your 
word, please, be like the word of one 
of them, and speak favorably.” 

 רשא תא יכ הוהי יח והיכימ רמאיו 14
רבדא ותא ילא הוהי רמאי  

But Micaiah said, “By the life of 
Yahweh, I will say what Yahweh 
says to me.” 

 וילא ךלמה רמאיו ךלמה לא אוביו 15
 המחלמל דעלג תמר לא ךלנה והיכימ
 חלצהו הלע וילא רמאיו לדחנ םא
ךלמה דיב הוהי ןתנו  
 

When he came to the king, the king 
said to him, “Micaiah, shall we go up 
to Ramoth Gilead to battle or shall we 
refrain?” He answered him, “Go up 
and triumph; Yahweh will give (it) 
into the hand of the king.” 
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V Text Translation 
 םימעפ המכ דע ךלמה וילא רמאיו 16

 קר ילא רבדת אל רשא ךעבשמ ינא
הוהי םשב תמא  

The king said to him, “How many 
times shall I make you swear that you 
speak to me nothing but the truth in 
the name of Yahweh?” 

 םיצפנ לארשי לכ תא יתיאר רמאיו 17
 הער םהל ןיא רשא ןאצכ םירהה לא
 ובושי הלאל םינדא אל הוהי רמאיו

םולשב ותיבל שיא  

He said, “I saw all Israel scattered on 
the mountains like sheep that have no 
shepherd. Then Yahweh said, ‘These 
have no master; let each return to his 
home in peace.’” 

 אולה טפשוהי לא לארשי ךלמ רמאיו 18
 יכ בוט ילע אבנתי אול ךילא יתרמא
ער םא  

The king of Israel said to Jehoshaphat, 
“Didn’t I tell you that he would not 
prophesy good concerning me, but 
evil?” 

 תא יתיאר הוהי רבד עמש ןכל רמאי 19
 םימשה אבצ לכו ואסכ לע בשי הוהי
ולאמשמו ונימימ וילע דמע  
 

Micaiah said, “Therefore hear the 
word of Yahweh: I saw Yahweh sit-
ting on his throne, and all the host of 
heaven standing beside him on his 
right and on his left. 

 לעיו באחא תא התפי ימ הוהי רמאיו 20
 הזו הכב הז רמאיו דעלג תמרב לפיו

הכב רמא  

Yahweh said, ‘Who will deceive 
Ahab so that he may go up and fall at 
Ramoth Gilead?’ One said one thing, 
and another said another. 

 רמאיו הוהי ינפל דמעיו חורה אציו 21
המב וילא הוהי רמאיו ונתפא ינא  

 

Then a spirit came forward and stood 
before Yahweh. He said, ‘I will de-
ceive him.’ Yahweh said to him, 
‘How?’ 

 לכ יפב רקש חור יתייהו אצא רמאיו 22
 אצ לכות םגו התפת רמאיו ויאיבנ
ןכ השעו  
 

He said, ‘I will go out, and will be a 
lying spirit in the mouth of all his 
prophets.’ He said, ‘You will de-
ceive, and you will succeed; go out 
and do so.’ 

 לכ יפב רקש חור הוהי ןתנ הנה התעו 23
הער ךילע רבד הוהיו הלא ךיאיבנ  

So now, look, Yahweh has put a lying 
spirit in the mouth of all these your 
prophets; but Yahweh has declared 
disaster for you.” 

 תא הכיו הנענכ ןב והיקדצ שגיו 24
 רבע הז יא רמאיו יחלה לע והיכימ
ךתוא רבדל יתאמ הוהי חור  
 

Then Zedekiah the son of Kenaanah 
approached and hit Micaiah on the 
cheek and said, “Which way did the 
Yahweh’s spirit go from me to speak 
to you?” 
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V Text Translation 
 אוהה םויב האר ךנה והיכימ רמאיו 25

הבחהל רדחב רדח אבת רשא  
 

Micaiah said, “Look, you will see on 
that day when you go into an inner 
chamber to hide yourself.” 

 והיכימ תא חק לארשי ךלמ רמאי 26
 שאוי לאו ריעה רש ןמא לא והבישהו
ךלמה ןב  

The king of Israel said, “Seize Mi-
caiah, and take him back to Amon the 
city official and to Joash the king’s 
son, 

 הז תא ומיש ךלמה רמא הכ תרמאו 27
 םימו ץחל םחל והליכאהו אלכה תיב
םולשב יאב דע ץחל  

and say, ‘Thus says the king, “Put this 
man in prison and give him only a lit-
tle bread and water until I safely 
return.”’” 

 םולשב בושת בוש םא והיכימ רמאיו 28
 םימע ועמש רמאיו יב הוהי רבד אל
םלכ  

Micaiah said, “If you safely return, Yah-
weh has not spoken through me.” Then 
he added, “Hear, all you peoples!” 
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APPENDIX B: 
FREE FORMS OF ADDRESS: GRAMMATICAL CLASSIFICATION 

1. Simple Addresses  

1.1. Definite  

1.1.1. Proper Nouns1 

Address Verses 
רנבא  1 Sam 17:55; 26:14 
םהרבא   Gen 22:1, 11 (2x)  

םרבא  Gen 15:1 
םולשבא  2 Sam 19:1 (3x), 5 (2x) 

ינדא  Dan 9:4, 15 
הבילהא   Ezek 23:22 

היזחא  2 Kgs 9:23  
ךלמיחא   1 Sam 22:16 

לא  Num 12:13; 16:22  
םיהלא  2 Sam 7:25; 1 Chr 17:16, 17 (2x); 2 Chr 1:9; 6:41 (2x), 42 
םיהלאה  Judg 16:28 

והילא  1 Kgs 18:7; 19:9, 13  
עשילא  2 Kgs 2:4 

אסא  2 Chr 15:2 
רתסא  Esth 5:3; 7:2 
לעבה  1 Kgs 18:26 
ךורב  Jer 45:2 

לאירבג  Dan 8:16  
גוג  Ezek 38:3, 16; 39:1 
יזִחֲגֵּ  2 Kgs 5:25 
דעָלְגִּ  Judg 12:4  

דוד  1 Sam 24:17; 26:17, 21, 25; 1 Kgs 12:16; 2 Chr 10:16 
לאינד  Dan 9:22; 10:11, 12; 12:4, 9 

רגה  Gen 16:8; 21:17  
היננח  Jer 28:15 
אוהי  2 Kgs 9:22 

 
1 This includes common nouns functioning as proper nouns. 
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הדוהי  Jer 11:13; 2 Chr 20:17; 2 Chr 20:20 
הוהי  Gen 15:2, 8; 24:12, 42; Exod 32:11; Num 10:35, 36; 14:14 (2x); Deut 3:24; 

9:26; 21:8; 26:10; Josh 7:7; Judg 6:22; 16:28; 21:3; 1 Sam 3:9; 23:10, 11; 2 
Sam 7:18, 19 (2x), 20, 22, 24, 25, 28, 29; 15:31; 23:17; 24:10; 1 Kgs 3:7; 
8:23, 25, 28, 53; 17:20, 21; 18:36, 37 (2x), 19:4; 2 Kgs 6:17, 20; 19:15, 16 
(2x), 17, 19 (2x); 20:3; Isa 37:17 (2x), 18, 20; 38:3; Jer 1:6; 4:10; 11:5; 14:13; 
32:17, 25; 51:62; Ezek 4:14; 9:8; 11:13; 21:5; 37:3; Amos 7:2, 5; Jonah 1:14 
(2x); 4:2, 3; Dan 9:8; Ezra 9:15; Neh 1:5; 1 Chr 17:16, 17, 19, 20, 22, 23, 26, 
27; 21:17; 29:10, 11 (2x), 16, 18; 2 Chr 1:9; 6:14, 16, 17, 19, 41 (2x), 42; 
14:10 (3x); 20:6 

טפשוהי  2 Chr 20:15 
ןתנוי  1 Sam 14:44 
בקעי  Gen 31:11; Gen 46:2 (2x) 
םעברי  2 Chr 13:4 
םלשורי  2 Chr 20:17 
והימרי  Jer 1:11; 24:3 
לארשי  Exod 32:4, 8; Deut 4:1; 5:1; 6:3, 4; 9:1; 10:12; 20:3; 27:9; Josh 7:13; 1 Kgs 

12:16, 28; Ezek 13:4; 2 Chr 10:16 
באומ  2 Kgs 3:23  
הכימ  2 Chr 18:14 
והיכימ  1 Kgs 22:15 
תשביפמ  2 Sam 9:6; 19:26  

השמ  Exod 3:4 (2x); Num 11:28 
והיזע   2 Chr 26:18  
סומע  Amos 7:8; 8:2  
לאהשע  2 Sam 2:20 
רוחשפ   Jer 20:6 
והיקדצ  Jer 34:4 

ןודיצ  Ezek 28:22 
רצ   Ezek 26:3 
חרק  Num 16:6 
ןטשה  Zech 3:2 
המלש  1 Chr 28:9 
לאומש   1 Sam 3:6, 10 (2x), 16  
ןושמש   Judg 16:9, 12, 14, 20   

1.1.2. Common Nouns with a Pronominal Suffix 

יבא  Gen 22:7; 27:18, 34, 38 (2x); 48:18; Judg 11:36; 1 Sam 24:12; 2 Kgs 2:12 
(2x); 5:13; 6:21; 13:14 (2x); Isa 8:4 

ינדא  Gen 23:6, 11, 15; 24:18; 42:10, 20; 44:18; Num 11:28; 12:11; Judg 4:18; 
6:13; 1 Sam 1:15, 26 (2x); 22:12; 24:9; 25:24, 26; 26:17; 2 Sam 14:9, 19, 
22;16:4; 19:27; 1 Kgs 1:13, 17, 18, 20, 24; 3:17, 26; 18:7; 20:4; 2 Kgs 4:16; 
6:5, 12, 15, 26; 8:5; Jer 37:20; 38:9; Zech 1:9; 4:4, 5, 13; 6:4; Ruth 2:13; 
Dan 10:16; 12:8; 1 Chr 21:3   

ינדא  Gen 19:2, 18 
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ינדא  Gen 15:2, 8; 18:3; 20:4; Exod 4:10, 13; 5:22; 34:9; Deut 3:24; 9:26; Josh 
7:7, 8; Judg 6:15, 22; 13:8; 16:28; 2 Sam 7:18, 19 (2x), 20, 22, 28, 29;  
1 Kgs 8:53; Jer 1:6; 4:10; 14:13; 32:17, 25; Ezek 4:14; 9:8; 11:13; 21:5; 
37:3; Amos 7:2, 5; Dan 9:7, 16, 19 (3x); Neh 1:11 

יתוחא  2 Sam 13:11, 20 
יחא  Gen 33:9; 2 Sam 13:12; 20:9; 1 Kgs 9:13; 13:30 
יחא  Gen 19:7; 29:4; Judg 19:23; 1 Sam 30:23; 1 Chr 28:2 
יביא  1 Kgs 21:20  
יהלא  1 Kgs 3:7; 8:28; 17:20, 21; Dan 9:18, 19; Ezra 9:6 (2x); Neh 5:19; 6:14; 

13:14, 22, 29, 31; 1 Chr 21:17; 29:17; 2 Chr 6:19, 40 
וניהלא  2 Kgs 19:19; Isa 37:20; Dan 9:17; Ezra 9:10, 13; Neh 3:36; 1 Chr 29:13, 

16; 2 Chr 14:10; 20:7, 12 
ימא  1 Kgs 2:20; Isa 8:4 
ינב  Gen 22:7, 8; 27:1, 8, 13, 18, 20, 21, 26, 37, 43; 43:29; 48:19; Josh 7:19;  

1 Sam 3:6, 16; 4:16; 24:17; 26:17, 21, 25; 2 Sam 13:25; 18:22; 19:1 (5x); 
2 Sam 19:5 (3x); 1 Chr 22:11; 28:9 

ינב  1 Sam 2:24; 2 Chr 29:11 
יתנבְ  Ruth 1:11, 12, 13 
יתב  Judg 11:35; Ruth 2:2, 8, 22; 3:1, 10, 11, 16, 18 
םכלכ  Judg 20:7 

םלכ  1 Kgs 22:28; 2 Chr 18:27 
ימע  Ezek 37:12, 13; 1 Chr 28:2  
ינאצ  Ezek 34:17 

1.1.3. Common Nouns/Adjectives/Participles with the Definite Article 

ךלמה  Judg 3:19; 1 Sam 17:55, 58; 23:20; 24:9; 26:17, 22; 2 Sam 14:4, 9, 19, 22; 
15:34; 16:4; 19:27; 24:23; 1 Kgs 1:13, 18, 20, 24; 20:4; 2 Kgs 6:12, 26; 
8:5; Jer 37:20; 38:9; Esth 7:3; 1 Chr 21:3; 2 Chr 20:15; 25:7 

הכלמה  Esth 5:3; 7:2 
םירמה  Num 20:10 
םיולה  2 Chr 29:5 
חורה  Ezek 37:9 
םיערה  Ezek 34:9 

רשה  2 Kgs 9:5 (2x) 

1.2. Common Nouns/Adjectives/Participles without the Definite Article 

ןודא  Jer 34:5 
הנוז  Ezek 16:35 
הזח  Amos 7:12 
חבזמ  1 Kgs 13:2 (2x) 
םימע  1 Kgs 22:28; 2 Chr 18:27 

םיתשלפ  1 Sam 4:9 
חרק  2 Kgs 2:23 (2x) 
םיער  Ezek 34:7 
עשר  Ezek 33:8 
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2. Complex Addresses 

2.1. Construct Phrases 

2.1.1. Definite Construct Phrases 

2.1.1.1. Common Noun + Proper Noun 

לארשי יהלא  Judg 21:3; 1 Sam 23:10, 11; 2 Sam 7:27; 1 Kgs 8:23, 25, 26; Ezra 
9:15; 2 Chr 6:14, 16, 17 

םעברי תשא  1 Kgs 14:6 
לארשי תיב  Jer 10:1; 18:6 (2x); Ezek 11:5; 18:25, 29, 30, 31; 20:31, 39, 44; 33:11, 

20; 36:22, 32; 44:6; Amos 3:1; 5:1 
בוטיחא ןב  1 Sam 22:12 
לארשי ינב  Judg 20:7; Isa 31:6; 2 Chr 13:12; 30:6 

יול ינב  Num 16:7, 8 
היורצ ינב  2 Sam 16:10; 19:23 
םכש ילעב  Judg 9:7 
לארשי ירה  Ezek 36:1, 4, 8 

הדוהי לכ  2 Chr 20:15 
ןמינבו הדוהי לכ   2 Chr 15:2 (2x)2 

לארשי לכ  2 Chr 13:4 
הדוהי ךלמ  Jer 34:4; 2 Chr 35:21 
הדוהי יכלמ  Jer 19:3 
לארשי יאישנ  Ezek 45:9 
הדוהי תיראש  Jer 42:15, 19 

ירש תחפש  Gen 16:8 

2.1.1.2. Common Noun + Common Noun with a Pronominal Suffix 

ותדע לכ  Num 16:6 
וניתבא יהלא  2 Chr 20:6 

2.1.1.3. Common Noun + Common Noun with the Definite Article 

םיהלאה שיא  1 Kgs 17:18; 2 Kgs 1:9, 11, 13; 4:16, 40 
לעילבה שיא  2 Sam 16:7 
םימדה שיא  2 Sam 16:7 
םימשה יהלא  Neh 1:5 

ירמה תיב  Ezek 12:25 
ךלמה ןב  2 Sam 13:4 

 

 
2 Note that a construct chain ḵɔl-yəhuḏɔ uḇinyɔmin “all Judah and (all) Benjamin” in 2 Chr 
15:2 is counted as two addresses, as Judah and Benjamin are two different addressees. The 
construct noun ḵɔl “all” governs two conjoined nouns, yəhuḏɔ uḇinyɔmin “Judah and Ben-
jamin” (IBHS §9.3b; BHRG2 §25.3.1b). 
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2.1.1.4. Adjective + Common Noun with the Definite Article 

ליחה רובג  Judg 6:12 

2.1.1.5. Participle + Proper Noun 

הוהי ךורב  Gen 24:31 
לארשי רכע  1 Kgs 18:17 
םלשורי יבשי  Jer 19:3; 2 Chr 20:15, 20 

2.1.1.6. Participle + Common Noun with a Pronominal Suffix 

וינדא גרה  2 Kgs 9:31 

2.1.1.7. Proper Noun + Common Noun 
תואבצ הוהי  1 Sam 1:11; 2 Sam 7:27; Isa 37:16; Zech 1:12 

2.1.1.8. Common Noun + Participle + Common Noun with the Definite Article 

תודרמה תוענ ןב  1 Sam 20:30 

2.1.1.9. Common Noun + Proper Noun + Proper Noun + waw + Proper Noun 

לארשיו קחצי םהרבא יהלא  1 Kgs 18:36 

2.1.1.10. Common Noun + Common Noun + Proper Noun + waw + Proper 
Noun 

לבתו ךשמ שאר אישנ  Ezek 38:3; 39:13 

2.1.2. Construct Phrases with an Anarthrous Nomen Rectum 

תודמח שיא  Dan 10:11, 19 
עשר ללח  Ezek 21:304 

םדא ןב  Ezek 2:1, 3, 6, 8; 3:1, 3, 4, 10, 17, 25; 4:1, 16; 5:1; 6:2; 7:2; 
8:5, 6, 8, 12, 15, 17; 11:2, 4, 15; 12:2, 3, 9, 18, 22, 27; 13:2, 
17; 14:3, 13; 15:2; 16:2; 17:2; 20:3, 4, 27; 21:2, 7, 11, 14, 
24, 33; 22:2, 18, 24; 23:2, 36; 24:2, 16, 25; 25:2; 26:2; 27:2; 
28:2, 12, 21; 29:2, 18; 30:2, 21; 31:2; 32:2, 18; 33:2, 7, 10, 
12, 24, 30; 34:2; 35:2; 36:1, 17; 37:3, 9, 11, 16; 38:2, 14; 
39:1, 17; 40:4; 43:7, 10, 18; 44:5; 47:6; Dan 8:17 

 
3 Note that לאר ש יו קחצי םהרב א  ,ʔɛlohe ʔaḇrɔhɔm yiṣḥɔq wyiśrɔʔel “God of Abraham  יהלא
Isaac, and Israel” in 1 Kgs 18:36 has three coordinated absolute forms, while שאר אישנ 

לבתו ךשמ  nśiʔ roʔš mɛšɛḵ wṯuḇɔl “chief prince of Meshech and Tubal” in Ezek 38:3 (=39:1) 
has two. 
4 I view this expression as a construct phrase, following BHS’s repointing ḥalal rɛšaʕ. This 
may be supported by the fact that two adjectives in apposition are rare in Biblical Hebrew 
and that there is a corresponding plural construct phrase ḥalle ršɔʕim in Ezek 21:34. 
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2.2. Definite Construct Phrase + waw + Definite Noun Phrase 

וישרפו לארשי בכר  2 Kgs 2:12; 13:14 

2.3. Definite Construct Phrase + Definite Noun Phrase Appositional to the No-
men Rectum 

םהרבא יבא יהלא  Gen 32:10 
קחצי יבא יהלא  Gen 32:10 

וניתבא לארשיו קחצי םהרבא יהלא  1 Chr 29:18 
םהרבא ינדא יהלא  Gen 24:12, 42 
וניבא לארשי יהלא  1 Chr 29:10 

2.4. Noun Phrase + Modifier 

2.4.1. Definite Noun Phrase + Modifier 

2.4.1.1. Construct Phrase + Relative Clause  

הלבב םלשורימ יתחלש רשא הלוגה לכ  Jer 29:20 
םירצמ ץראב רשא הדוהי לכ  Jer 44:24 

ץק ןוע תעב ומוי אב רשא לארשי אישנ  Ezek 21:30 
םתוא םיער ויה רשא לארשי יער  Ezek 34:2 

הוהיל תוחתשהל הלאה םירעשב םיאבה הדוהי לכ  Jer 7:2  
)הלאה םירעשב םיאבה( הדוהי יכלמ  Jer 17:205 

)הלאה םירעשב םיאבה( הדוהי לכ  Jer 17:20 
הלאה םירעשב םיאבה םלשורי יבשי לכ  Jer 17:20 

דוד אסכ לע בשיה הדוהי ךלמ  Jer 22:2 
םירצמ ץראב םיבשיה הדוהי לכ  Jer 44:26 

םיברכה בשי לארשי יהלא  2 Kgs 19:15; Isa 37:16 

2.4.1.2. Construct Phrase + Prepositional Phrase 

רשב לכל תחורה יהלא  Num 16:22 

2.4.1.3. Common Noun + Relative Clause 

 דיב םירצמ ץראמ ךמע תא תאצוה רשא וניהלא
הזה םויכ םש ךל שעתו הקזח  

Dan 9:15 

ןויצ בשי ימע  Isa 10:24 
 ויבהאל דסחהו תירבה רמש ארונהו לודגה לאה

ויתוצמ ירמשלו  
Dan 9:4; Neh 1:5 

 

 
5 Note that Jer 17:20 contains three conjoined address forms referring to three different 
addressees. The first two address forms are modified by a ה-relative clause which comes 
after the third address form. Thus, the ה-relative clause that modifies the first two address 
forms is put in parenthesis. 
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2.4.1.4. Common Noun + Adjective 

לודגה רה  Zech 4:76 
תושביה תומצעה  Ezek 37:4 

2.4.1.5. Proper Noun + Relative Clause  

ךמע הביטיאו ךתדלומלו ךצראל בוש ילא רמאה הוהי  Gen 32:10 

2.4.2. Anarthrous Noun Phrase + Modifier 

2.4.2.1. Common Noun + Relative Clause 

ךכסה בורכ  Ezek 28:16 
 םילולג התשעו התע אובל הכותב םד תכפש ריע

האמטל הילע  
Ezek 22:3 

יתיערמ ןאצ תא םיצפמו םידבאמ םיער  Jer 23:17 

2.4.2.2. Common Noun + Adjective 

םיבבוש םינב  Jer 3:14 

3. Compound Addresses 

3.1. Apposition 

3.1.1. Simple + Simple8 

הכלמה רתסא  Esth 5:3; 7:2 
יהלא הוהי  1 Kgs 3:7; 8:28; 17:20, 21; 1 Chr 21:17; 2 Chr 6:19 
םיהלא הוהי  2 Sam 7:25; 1 Chr 17:16, 17; 2 Chr 1:9; 6:41 (2x), 42 
וניהלא הוהי  2 Kgs 19:19; Isa 37:20; 1 Chr 29:16; 2 Chr 14:10 

ינב המלש  1 Chr 28:9 
ינב לאומש  1 Sam 3:16 
והילא ינדא  1 Kgs 18:7 
ךלמה ינדא  1 Sam 24:9; 26:17; 2 Sam 14:9, 19, 22; 16:4; 19:27; 1 Kgs 1:13, 18, 

20, 24; 20:4; 2 Kgs 6:12, 26; 8:5; Jer 37:20; 38:9; 1 Chr 21:3 
הוהי ינדא  Gen 15:2, 8  
הוהי ינדא  Deut 3:24; 9:26; Josh 7:7; Judg 6:22; 16:28; 2 Sam 7:18, 19 (2x), 

20, 22, 28, 29; 1 Kgs 8:53; Jer 1:6; 4:10; 14:13; 32:17, 25; Ezek 
4:14; 9:8; 11:13; 21:5; 37:3; Amos 7:2, 5 

השמ ינדא  Num 11:28 
דוד ינב  1 Sam 24:17; 26:17, 21, 25 

 
6 I follow BHS and repoint ʔattɔ hɔhɔr-haggɔḏol to fix the problem of mismatch in defi-
niteness between hɔr and haggɔḏol. 
7 For a defense of viewing what follows after יוה  hoy “woe” as a form of address in Jer 
23:1, see Hillers 1983, 185–88. 
8 Arranged according to what comes as the head: proper noun, common noun with a pro-
nominal suffix, and common noun.  
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טפשוהי ךלמה  2 Chr 20:15 
םלכ םימע  1 Kgs 22:28; 2 Chr 18:27 

3.1.2. Simple + Complex9 

רשב לכל תחורה יהלא לא  Num 16:22 
לבתו ךשמ שאר אישנ גוג  Ezek 38:3; 39:1 

תודמח שיא לאינד  Dan 10:11   
ירש תחפש רגה  Gen 16:8  

לארשיו קחצי םהרבא יהלא הוהי  1 Kgs 18:36 
וניתבא לארשיו קחצי םהרבא יהלא הוהי  1 Chr 29:18 

וניתבא יהלא הוהי  2 Chr 20:6 
םהרבא ינדא יהלא הוהי  Gen 24:12, 42 

לארשי יהלא הוהי  Judg 21:3; 1 Sam 23:10,11; 1 Kgs 
8:23, 25; Ezra 9:15; 2 Chr 6:14, 16, 17 

וניבא לארשי יהלא הוהי  1 Chr 29:10 
םיברכה בשי לארשי יהלא הוהי  2 Kgs 19:15 

וינדא גרה ירמז  2 Kgs 9:31 
הדוהי ךלמ והיקדצ  Jer 34:4 
םיהלאה שיא ינדא  2 Kgs 4:16 

 דיב םירצמ ץראמ ךמע תא תאצוה רשא וניהלא ינדא
הזה םויכ םש ךל שעתו הקזח  

Dan 9:15 

 ויבהאל דסחהו תירבה רמש ארונהו לודגה לאה ינדא
ויתוצמ ירמשלו  

Dan 9:4 

לארשי ינב םכלכ  Judg 20:7 

3.1.3. Complex + Complex10 

לארשי יהלא תואבצ הוהי  2 Sam 7:27 
םיברכה בשי לארשי יהלא תואבצ הוה  Isa 37:16 

ץק ןוע תעב ומוי אב רשא לארשי אישנ עשר ללח  Ezek 21:30 

3.1.4. Simple + Complex + Complex 

 דסחו תירבה רמש ארונהו לודגה לאה םימשה יהלא הוהי
ויתוצמ ירמשלו ויבהאל  

Neh 1:5 

3.2. Repetition 

3.2.1. Simple + Simple11 

םהרבא םהרבא  Gen 22:11 
בקעי בקעי  Gen 46:2 
השמ השמ  Exod 3:4 

 
9 Arranged according to what comes as the head: proper noun and common noun with a 
pronominal suffix. 
10 Arranged according to what comes as the head: proper noun, common noun, and adjective. 
11 Arranged according to what comes as the head: proper noun and common noun. 
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לאומש לאומש  1 Sam 3:10 
חבזמ חבזמ  1 Kgs 13:2 

3.2.2. Simple + Simple + Simple + Simple + Simple 

ינב ינב םולשבא םולשבא ינב  2 Sam 19:5 
םולשבא ינב ינב םולשבא ינב  2 Sam 19:1 

3.2.3. Simple + Simple + Simple/Complex 

וישרפו לארשי בכר יבא יבא  2 Kgs 2:12; 13:14 
ינב ינב םולשבא  2 Sam 19:1 

3.3. Coordination 

3.3.1. Simple/Complex + waw + Simple/Complex 

לעילבה שיאו םימדה שיא  2 Sam 16:7 
ימעו יחא  1 Chr 28:212 

3.3.2 Complex + waw + Complex + Simple 

 ךתדלומלו ךצראל בוש ילא רמאה הוהי קחצי יבא יהלאו םהרבא יבא יהלא
ךמע הביטיאו  

Gen 32:10 

 

 
12 It is my view that both ʔaḥay “my brothers” and ʕammi “my people” in 1 Chr 28:2 refer 
to kol-śɔre yiśrɔʔel “all the officials of Israel” who gathered before David in Jerusalem in 
1 Chr 28:1. 
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APPENDIX C:1 
FREE FORMS OF ADDRESS: SEMANTIC CLASSIFICATION 

1. Addresses to Animate Beings 

1.1. Humans 

1.1.1. Simple/Complex Addresses Alone 

1.1.1.1. PN 

רנבא  1 Sam 17:55; 26:14 
םרבא  Gen 15:1 
םהרבא  Gen 22:1 
הבילהא  Ezek 23:22 

היזחא  2 Kgs 9:23 
ךלמיחא  1 Sam 22:16 

והילא  1 Kgs 19:9, 13 
עשילא  2 Kgs 2:4 

אסא  2 Chr 15:2 
ךורב  Jer 45:2 

גוג  Ezek 38:16 
יזחג  2 Kgs 5:25 
דעלג  Judg 12:4 

דוד  1 Kgs 12:16; 2 Chr 10:16 
לאינד  Dan 9:22; 10:12; 12:4, 9 

רגה  Gen 21:17 
הנח  1 Sam 1:8 
היננח  Jer 28:15 
אוהי  2 Kgs 9:22 

 
1 Abbreviations used in this appendix include the following: PN = personal name; KT = kin-
ship term; T = title; GA = group address; ET = evaluative term; GN = geographical name.  
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הדוהי  Jer 11:13; 2 Chr 20:17, 20 
ןתנוי  1 Sam 14:44 
בקעי  Gen 31:11 
םעברי  2 Chr 13:4 
והימרי  Jer 1:11; 24:3 
לארשי  Exod 32:4, 8; Deut 4:1; 5:1; 6:3, 4; 9:1; 10:12; 20:3; 27:9; Josh 7:13; 1 Kgs 

12:16, 28; Ezek 13:4; 2 Chr 10:16 
באומ  2 Kgs 3:23 
הכימ  2 Chr 18:14 
והיכימ  1 Kgs 22:15 
תשביפמ  2 Sam 9:6; 19:26 

והיזע  2 Chr 26:18 
סומע  Amos 7:8; 8:2 
לאהשע  2 Sam 2:20 
רוחשפ  Jer 20:6 

חרק  Num 16:6 
לאומש  1 Sam 3:6 
ןושמש  Judg 16:9, 12, 14, 20 

1.1.1.2. KT 

יבא  Gen 22:7; 27:18, 34, 38 (2x); 48:18; Judg 11:36; 1 Sam 24:12; 2 Kgs 5:13; 
6:21; Isa 8:4 

יתוחא  2 Sam 13:11, 20 
יחא  Gen 33:9; 2 Sam 13:12; 20:9; 1 Kgs 9:13; 13:30 
יחא  Gen 19:7; 29:4; Judg 19:23; 1 Sam 30:23 
ימא  1 Kgs 2:20; Isa 8:4 
ינב  Gen 22:7, 8; 27:1, 8, 13, 18, 20, 21, 26, 37, 43; 43:29; 48:19; Josh 7:19;  

1 Sam 3:6; 4:16; 2 Sam 13:25; 18:22; 1 Chr 22:11 
ינב  1 Sam 2:24; 2 Chr 29:11 
יתנב  Ruth 1:11, 12, 13 
יתב  Judg 11:35; Ruth 2:2, 8, 22; Ruth 3:1, 10, 11, 16, 18 

1.1.1.3. T  

ינדא  Gen 23:6, 11, 15, 18; 42:10; 43:20; 44:18; Num 
12:11; Judg 4:18; 1 Sam 1:15, 26 (2x); 22:12; 
25:24, 26; 1 Kgs 1:17; 3:17, 26; 2 Kgs 6:5, 15; 
Ruth 2:13 

ןודא  Jer 34:5  
םיהלאה שיא  1 Kgs 17:18; 2 Kgs 1:9, 11, 13; 4:40 

ךלמה ןב  2 Sam 13:4  
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הזח  Amos 7:12  
הדוהי ךלמ  2 Chr 35:21  

דוד אסכ לע בשיה הדוהי ךלמ  Jer 22:2 
הדוהי יכלמ  Jer 19:3 

)הלאה םירעשב םיאבה( הדוהי יכלמ  Jer 17:20 
ךלמה  Judg 3:19; 1 Sam 17:55; 23:20; 26:22; 2 Sam 

14:4; 15:34; 24:23; Esth 7:3; 2 Chr 25:7 
לארשי יאישנ  Ezek 45:9  

םתוא םיער ויה רשא לארשי יער  Ezek 34:2 
םיער  Ezek 34:7 

יתיערמ ןאצ תא םיצפמו םידבאמ םיער  Jer 23:1 
םיערה  Ezek 34:9 

רשה  2 Kgs 9:5 (2x) 

1.1.1.4 GA 

לארשי תיב  Jer 10:1; Ezek 11:5; 18:25, 29, 30, 31; 20:31, 39, 
44; 33:11, 20; 36:22, 32; 44:6; Amos 3:1; 5:1 

ןמינב  2 Chr 15:2 
םכש ילעב  Judg 9:7 

םלשורי יבשי  Jer 19:3; 2 Chr 20:15, 20 
הלבב םלשורימ יתחלש רשא הלוגה לכ  Jer 29:20 

הדוהי לכ  2 Chr 15:2; 20:15 
 הלאה םירעשב םיאבה הדוהי לכ

הוהיל תוחתשהל  
Jer 7:2; 18:6 (2x) 

הלאה םירעשב םיאבה םלשורי יבשי לכ  Jer 17:20 
םירצמ ץראב רשא הדוהי לכ  Jer 44:24 

םירצמ ץראב םיבשיה הדוהי לכ  Jer 44:26 
לארשי לכ  2 Chr 13:4 

הלאה םירעשב םיאבה םלשורי יבשי לכ  Jer 17:20 
ותדע לכ  Num 16:6 

ימע  Ezek 37:12, 13  
ןויצ בשי ימע  Isa 10:24 

ינאצ  Ezek 34:17 
הדוהי תיראש  Jer 42:15, 19 

1.1.1.5. ET 

יביא  1 Kgs 21:20  
תודמח שיא  Dan 10:19  

ירמה תיב  Ezek 12:25  
םיבבוש םינב  Jer 3:14 

תודרמה תוענ ןב  1 Sam 20:30 
הוהי ךורב  Gen 24:31  
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ליחה רובג  Judg 6:12  
הנוז  Ezek 16:35  
םירמה  Num 20:10 

לארשי רכע  1 Kgs 18:17 
חרק  2 Kgs 2:23 (2x)  
עשר  Ezek 33:8 

1.1.1.6. P/Matro/Andronymics 

םעברי תשא  1 Kgs 14:6 
בוטיחא ןב  1 Sam 22:12 
לארשי ינב  Isa 31:6; 2 Chr 13:12; 30:6 

יול ינב  Num 16:7, 8 
הירצ ינב  2 Sam 16:10; 19:23 

םדא ןב  Ezek 2:1, 3, 6, 8; 3:1, 3, 4, 10, 17, 25; 4:1, 16; 
5:1; 6:2; 7:2; 8:5, 6, 8, 12, 15, 17; 11:2, 4, 15; 
12:2, 3, 9, 18, 22, 27; 13:2, 17; 14:3, 13; 15:2; 
16:2; 17:2; 20:3, 4, 27; 21:2, 7, 11, 14, 24, 33; 
22:2, 18, 24; 23:2, 36; 24:2, 16, 25; 25:2; 26:2; 
27:2; 28:2, 12, 21; 29:2, 18; 30:2, 21; 31:2; 32:2, 
18; 33:2, 7, 10, 12, 24, 30; 34:2; 35:2; 36:1, 17; 
37:3, 9, 11, 16; 38:2, 14; 39:1, 17; 40:4; 43:7, 10, 
18; 44:5; 47:6; Dan 8:17 

1.1.1.7. GN 

םלשורי  2 Chr 20:17  
רצ  Ezek 26:3  
ןודיצ  Ezek 28:22 

1.1.1.8. Gentilic 

םיתשלפ  1 Sam 4:9 
םיולה  2 Chr 29:5 

1.1.1.9. Other 

רענה  1 Sam 17:58 
ךכסה בורכ  Ezek 28:16 

1.1.2. Compound Addresses 

1.1.2.1. Honorific T + Occupational T 

ךלמה ינדא  1 Sam 24:9; 26:17; 2 Sam 14:9, 19, 22; 16:4; 19:27; 1 Kgs 1:13, 
18, 20, 24; 20:4; 2 Kgs 6:12, 26; 8:5; Jer 37:20; 38:9; 1 Chr 21:3 

םיהלאה שיא ינדא  2 Kgs 4:16 
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1.1.2.2. Honorific T + PN 

השמ ינדא  Num 11:28 
והילא ינדא  1 Kgs 18:7 

1.1.2.3. Occupational T + PN 

טפשוהי ךלמה  2 Chr 20:15 

1.1.2.4. PN + Occupational T 

הכלמה רתסא  Esth 5:3; 7:2  
לבתו ךשמ שאר אישנ גוג  Ezek 38:3; 39:1 

ירש תחפש רגה  Gen 16:8  
הדוהי ךלמ והיקדצ  Jer 34:4 

1.1.2.5. PN + PN 

םהרבא םהרבא  Gen 22:11  
בקעי בקעי  Gen 46:2  
השמ השמ  Exod 3:4  

לאומש לאומש  1 Sam 3:10  

1.1.2.6. PN + KT 

ינב המלש  1 Chr 28:9 
ינב לאומש  1 Sam 3:16  

1.1.2.7. PN + ET 

תודמח שיא לאינד  Dan 10:11  
וינדא גרה ירמז  2 Kgs 9:31  

1.1.2.8. PN + KT + KT 

ינב ינב םולשבא  2 Sam 19:1 

1.1.2.9. KT + PN 

דוד ינב  1 Sam 24:17; 26:17, 21, 25 

1.1.2.10. KT + KT + Other T 

וישרפו לארשי בכר יבא יבא  2 Kgs 2:12; 13:14 

1.1.2.11. KT + GA 

ימעו יחא  1 Chr 28:2 

1.1.2.12. KT + PN + KT + KT + PN 

םולשבא ינב ינב םולשבא ינב  2 Sam 19:1 
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1.1.2.13. KT + PN + KT + KT + PN 

ינב ינב םולשבא םולשבא ינב  2 Sam 19:5  

1.1.2.14. ET + ET 

לעילבה שיאו םימדה שיא  2 Sam 16:7  

1.1.2.15. ET + Occupational T 

ץק ןוע תעב ומוי אב רשא לארשי אישנ עשר ללח  Ezek 21:30 

1.1.2.16. GA + GA 

םלכ םימע  1 Kgs 22:28; 2 Chr 18:27 

1.1.2.17. GA + Patronymic 

לארשי ינב םכלכ  Judg 20:7 

1.2. Divine Beings 

1.2.1. Simple/Complex Addresses Alone 

1.2.1.1. PN 

1.2.1.1.1. God 

לא  Num 12:132  
םיהלא  1 Chr 17:17  
םיהלאה  Judg 16:28  

תואבצ הוהי  1 Sam 1:11; Zech 1:12  
הוהי  Exod 32:11; Num 10:35, 36; 14:14 (2x); Deut 21:8; 26:10; 1 

Sam 3:9; 2 Sam 7:24; 15:31; 23:17; 24:10; 1 Kgs 18:37 (2x); 
19:4; 2 Kgs 6:17, 20; 19:16 (2x), 17, 19; 20:3; Isa 37:17 (2x), 
18; 38:3; Jer 11:5; Jer 51:62; Jonah 1:14 (2x); 4:2, 3; Dan 9:8; 
1 Chr 17:19, 20, 22, 23, 26, 27; 29:11 (2x); 2 Chr 14:10 (2x) 

1.2.1.1.2. Messenger of God 

לאירבג  Dan 8:16 

1.2.1.1.3. Baal 

לעבה  1 Kgs 18:26 

 

 
2 Note that the reading ʔel in this verse is uncertain. The BHS editors suggest the vocaliza-
tion ʔal “not” instead. 
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1.2.1.1.4. Satan 

ןטשה  Zech 3:2 

1.2.1.2. T 

1.2.1.2.1. Divine T 

יהלא  Dan 9:18, 19; Ezra 9:6 (2x); Neh 5:19; 6:14; 
13:14, 22, 29, 31; 1 Chr 29:17; 2 Chr 6:40 

לארשי יהלא  1 Kgs 8:26 
וניהלא  Dan 9:17; Ezra 9:10, 13; Neh 3:36; 1 Chr 29:13; 

2 Chr 20:7, 12 

1.2.1.2.2. Honorific T (God) 

ינדא  Gen 18:3; 20:4; Exod 4:10, 13; 5:22; 34:9; Josh 
7:8; Judg 6:15; 13:8; Dan 9:7, 16, 19 (3x); Neh 
1:11 

ינדא  Dan 10:16; 12:8 

1.2.1.2.3. Honorific T (Messenger[s] of God) 

ינדא  Gen 19:2, 18 
ינדא  Judg 6:13; Zech 1:9; 4:4, 5, 13; 6:4 

1.2.2. Compound Addresses 

1.2.2.1. PN + Divine T 

 ץראמ ךמע תא תאצוה רשא וניהלא ינדא
הזה םויכ םש ךל שעתו הקזח דיב םירצמ  

Dan 9:15  

 תירבה רמש ארונהו לודגה לאה ינדא
ויתוצמ ירמשלו ויבהאל דסחהו  

Dan 9:4  

רשב לכל תחורה יהלא לא  Num 16:22  
יהלא הוהי  1 Kgs 3:7; 8:28; 17:20, 21; 1 Chr 21:17; 2 Chr 

6:19 
לארשיו קחצי םהרבא יהלא הוהי  1 Kgs 18:36 

וניתבא לארשיו קחצי םהרבא יהלא הוהי  1 Chr 29:18  
וניתבא יהלא הוהי  2 Chr 20:6  

םהרבא ינדא יהלא הוהי  Gen 24:12, 42  
לארשי יהלא הוהי  Judg 21:3; 1 Sam 23:10, 11; 1 Kgs 8:23, 25; Ezra 

9:15; 2 Chr 6:14, 16, 17 
וניבא לארשי יהלא הוהי  1 Chr 29:10  

םיברכה בשי לארשי יהלא הוהי  2 Kgs 19:15  
וניהלא הוהי  2 Kgs 19:19; Isa 37:20; 1 Chr 29:16; 2 Chr 14:10 

  Sam 7:27 2  לארשי יהלא תואבצ הוהי
םיברכה בשי לארשי יהלא תואבצ הוהי  Isa 37:16 
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1.2.2.2. PN + PN 

םיהלא הוהי  2 Sam 7:25; 1 Chr 17:16, 17; 2 Chr 1:9; 6:41 (2x), 42 

1.2.2.3. PN + Divine T + Divine T 

 ארונהו לודגה לאה םימשה יהלא הוהי
 ירמשלו ויבהאל דסחו תירבה רמש

ויתוצמ  

Neh 1:5  

1.2.2.4. Honorific T + PN 

הוהי ינדא  Gen 15:2, 8; Deut 3:24; 9:26; Josh 7:7; Judg 6:22; 
16:28; 2 Sam 7:18, 19 (2x), 20, 22, 28, 29; 1 Kgs 
8:53; Jer 1:6; 4:10; 14:13; 32:17, 25; Ezek 4:14; 
9:8; 11:13; 21:5; 37:3; Amos 7:2, 5 

1.2.2.5. Divine T + Divine T + PN 

 הוהי קחצי יבא יהלאו םהרבא יבא יהלא
 ךתדלומלו ךצראל בוש ילא רמאה

ךמע הביטיאו  

Gen 32:10  

2. Addresses to Inanimate Objects 

2.1. Simple/Complex Addresses Alone 

לודגה רה  Zech 4:7 
לארשי ירה  Ezek 36:1, 4, 8 

 התשעו התע אובל הכותב םד תכפש ריע
האמטל הילע םילולג  

Ezek 22:3 

תושביה תומצעה  Ezek 37:4 
חורה  Ezek 37:9 

2.2 Compound Addresses 

חבזמ חבזמ  1 Kgs 13:2  
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APPENDIX D: 
INDIRECT ADDRESSES: SEMANTIC CLASSIFICATION 

1. Honorific T  

ינדא  Gen 31:35; 32:6; 33:8, 13, 14 (2x), 15; 44:7, 9, 16 (2x), 18, 19, 20, 22, 
24, 33; 47:18 (3x), 25; Exod 32:22; Num 32:25, 27; Num 36:2 (2x); 1 
Sam 16:16; 25:25 (2x), 26, 27 (2x), 28 (2x), 29, 30, 31 (3x), 41; 26:18; 
2 Sam 1:10; 11:11; 13:32; 14:20; 19:20; 1 Kgs 18:13; 2 Kgs 2:19; 
4:28; 8:12; 1 Chr 21:3 (2x); 2 Chr 2:14; Arad 21:3, 4; 26:2; 26:4; 40:6, 
10; Lach 2:2, 4, 5–6; 3:3, 6, 8, 21; 4:1, 2, 4–5, 12; 5:1, 7; 6:2, 3, 8; 8:1, 
7; 9:1–2; 12:1, 6; 17:2, 3; 18:2; KAjr 19A.9–10 

2. Honorific T + Occupational T 

ךלמה ינדא  1 Sam 26:19; 29:8; 2 Sam 3:21; 4:8; 9:11; 13:33; 14:12, 17, 18, 19; 
15:15, 21 (2x); 16:9; 18:28, 31, 32; 19:20, 21, 28 (2x); 29, 31, 36, 38; 
24:3 (2x); 21, 22; 1 Kgs 1:2 (2x); 20, 21, 27 (2x), 36, 37; 2:38; 1 Chr 
21:23 

רשה ינדא  MHsh 1; Mous 2:2 

3. Honorific T + Occupational T + PN 

דוד ךלמה ינדא  1 Kgs 1:31, 37 

4. Honorific T + PN 

ושעל ינדאל  Gen 32:19 
שו֯אי֯ י֯נ֯ד֯א֯  Lach 3:2 

5. Occupational T 

ךלמה  1 Sam 10:24; 19:4; 22:14, 15; 23:20; 24:15; 26:20; 2 Sam 6:20; 
11:24; 13:24, 30, 32, 33, 35; 14:9, 11, 13 (2x), 22; 16:2, 16 (3x); 
18:29; 19:20, 29, 35, 37 (2x), 42; 24:23; 1 Kgs 1:2, 19, 25; 22:6, 8, 
12, 15; 2 Kgs 11:12; Esth 1:16, 18, 19 (2x), 20; 2:2, 3 (2x), 4; 3:8 
(2x), 9 (2x); 5:4 (2x), 8 (4x); 6:7, 8 (2x); 9 (2x); 7:3, 4, 9; 8:5 (3x); 
9:13; Neh 2:3, 5, 7, 8; 2 Chr 18:5, 7, 11; 23:11 
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6. Occupational T + Honorific T 

ינדא ךלמה  2 Sam 14:15 

7. Occupational T + PN 

המלש ךלמה  1 Kgs 1:51 
שורושחא ךלמה  Esth 1:16, 19 

8. Other T 

הערפ  Gen 41:10, 16, 25 (2x), 28 (2x), 32, 33, 34, 35; Exod 8:25 (2x); 11:5 
הוהי חישמ  1 Sam 26:23; 2 Sam 19:22 

9. PN 

דוד  1 Sam 20:12, 15; 2 Sam 19:42 
םעברי  1 Kgs 14:10 (3x), 11 
אשעב  1 Kgs 16:3, 4 
באחא  1 Kgs 21:21, 24 
בשילא  Arad 16:2 
והיכלמ  Arad 40:3 

10. PN + Patronymic 

ראילא ]נב[ והילדג  Arad 21:1–2 

11. KT 

יבא  Gen 27:31 
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